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1. Introduction 
 BREMS is a set of Fortran-90 codes for calculating the energy spectra and angular 
distributions of photons emitted due to atomic-field bremsstrahlung when fast electrons interact 
with neutral atoms or ions. The approximate energy range of the incident electron is from 10 eV to 
30 MeV. BREMS was written by Andrius Poškus (Vilnius University, Faculty of Physics, Institute 
of Chemical Physics). BREMS is distributed under the GNU General Public License 3. 
 BREMS can be downloaded from 84Hhttp://web.vu.lt/ff/a.poskus/brems/ or 
85Hhttp://www.apsoftware.org/BREMS/. 

1.1. The theoretical basis 
 The theory and some of the numerical methods used in BREMS were developed in [1, 2]. 
The atom is represented by a static spherically symmetrical charge distribution of infinite mass. The 
elementary process of bremsstrahlung is described as a one-electron transition in the field of the 
neutral atom with a point-like nucleus. The atom is described by a central potential. The electron 
continuum wave functions are calculated by solving the Dirac equation with one of several possible 
types of the interaction potential. The wave functions are expanded in partial wave series and the 
radial integrals are calculated numerically. The relativistic partial-wave formulation is currently the 
best available theory for calculating the cross sections of unpolarized electron-atom bremsstrahlung. 
The results of this theory are summarized in Section 1.1.1. 
 In addition to the relativistic partial-wave method, BREMS implements the analytical 
expressions of the differential cross sections, which are based on the first Born approximation (with 
or without the atomic form factor), and on the Sommerfeld-Maue (SM) wave functions (both in the 
leading-order-term approximation and with the next-to-leading-order correction, and with or 
without the screening correction). The atomic form factor (or the screening correction) is calculated 
using the approximation of the screening function by a linear combination of up to 200 decaying 
exponentials. The corresponding formulas are given in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. 
 BREMS allows selection of one of three central potentials: 
1) the point-Coulomb potential Z / r  (the unscreened nucleus), 
2) a linear combination of up to 200 decaying exponentials divided by r (in a special case,  three 

exponential terms corresponding to the Thomas-Fermi-Csavinszky potential [3] are used), 
3) an arbitrary function of the form ( ) /V r r , where ( )V r  is a smooth negative-valued monotonous 

function that decays exponentially in the limit r   and is equal to Z at r = 0. This function 
must be defined in tabular format. By default, the Kohn-Sham potential [4, 5] is used. 

It is also possible to use the interaction potential corresponding to an ion. In such a case, the 
function ( )V r  mentioned above approaches a non-zero value in the limit r  , and the mentioned 
linear combination of decaying exponentials includes a constant term. 

1.1.1. The relativistic partial-wave method 
 The relativistic units will be used throughout this text, i.e., the reduced Planck’s constant, 
the speed of light and the electron’s rest mass will be assumed to be equal to 1, and the elementary 
charge squared will be assumed to be equal to the fine-structure constant . The relativistic unit of 
length is equal to the reduced Compton wavelength of the electron. The partial waves constituting 
the initial and final states of the electron will be labeled by the quantum number , which is defined 
in terms of the orbital angular momentum (quantum number l) and the total angular momentum 
(quantum number j) as follows [6]: 

1
2
1
2

for ,
1 for .

l j l
l j l

                                                    (1.1.1) 

As it follows from (1.1.1), 
1
2| | j .                                                             (1.1.2) 
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The incident and final electron states will be labeled with the subscripts “1” and “2”, respectively. 
Energies and momenta will be denoted as follows: 

E  – total relativistic energy of the electron, 
T  – kinetic energy of the electron, 
p = |p| – modulus of the momentum of the electron (p is the momentum vector), 
k = |k| – energy of the bremsstrahlung photon and modulus of its momentum vector k. 

The coordinate system is centered on the atomic nucleus, with the z-axis along k, y-axis along 
k  p1, and x-axis in the (k, p1) plane. The angles defining the direction of emission of the 
bremsstrahlung photon will be denoted as follows: 

 – angle between the directions of the emitted photon and the incident electron, 
 – azimuth angle, 
k– solid angle. 

The expressions of the “double differential” cross section (proportional to the joint probability 
density of the direction and energy of bremsstrahlung photons) and of the photon energy spectrum 
(the “single differential” cross section, defined as the integral of the double differential cross section 
with respect to the solid angle of photon emission) are presented below [1, 7]: 

1 1

1 1

1 1 2 2

02
| |

d ( , ) ( 1) cos( ) [ ( ) ( )
d d

                                         + ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]

l l

m mk

k k A m A m
Z k

A m A m A m A m A m A m
                 (1.1.3) 

(in mb/sr), or, equivalently [7], 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2
i i i i

02
, | |

d ( , ) ( 1) e ( 1) e ( 1) e ( 1) e
d d

l l l l

m mk

k k A A A A
Z k

                 (1.1.4) 
(in mb/sr), and 

2 1 2 1
2 1 2

2 2
02

, , | |

d ( ) {[ ( )] [ ( )] }
d m m

k k R m R m
Z k

                             (1.1.5) 

(in mb), where the set of values of 1l  and 1  is the same as that of l1 and 1, respectively, m2 is the 
magnetic quantum number corresponding to the partial wave 2 (i.e., 1

2 2 2| | ,m  3
2 2| | ,  …, 

3
2 2| | ,  1

2 2| | ), 
2 5 2

0 1 2 22
1

32[(3.861592676) 10 ] E E p k
Z p

                                      (1.1.6) 

(the factor in brackets is the reduced Compton wavelength squared, in mb), 
11 2 11 2

, 1 , 1( ) ( ) ( )m l mA m C y R m∓ ,                                            (1.1.7a) 

11 2 11 2
, 1 , 1( ) ( ) ( )m l mA m C y R m∓ ,                                            (1.1.7b) 

,mC  is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient: 
1/ 21 1

2 21 1 1
, 2 2 2 1/ 21 1

2 2

[( ) /(2 1)] for  ,
( ; , )

[( ) /(2 1)] for  ,m

l m l j l
C C l j m

l m l j l
∓ ∓

∓               (1.1.8) 

ylm( ) is the preexponential factor of the spherical harmonic Ylm( , ): 
i( , ) ( )e m

lm lmY y ,                                                         (1.1.9) 
the bar over A  corresponds to the replacement of 1 and l1 with 1  and 1l  in (1.1.7a) and (1.1.7b), 

2 1

2

1
( ) ( ) ( )n n n

n l
R m Q m P m S ,                                            (1.1.10) 

and  is the electron phase shift for the partial wave . In Eq. (1.1.10), l is the orbital quantum 
number of the emitted photon, indicating its orbital angular momentum (not to be confused with the 
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orbital quantum number of the electron, which is also denoted “l” in (1.1.1)). It runs from 2 1| |l l  to 

2 1( )l l  in steps of 2 for n = 1, and from 2 1| |l l  to 2 1( )l l  in steps of 2 for n = 2. Here 
l l ,      / | | ,                                                 (1.1.11) 

2 2 1

1/ 2 1/ 2
1 2 1 , , 1( ) ( 1) [(2 1)(2 1)]m

m mQ m l l C C∓ ∓
∓ ,                           (1.1.12a) 

1 2 1

1/ 2 1/ 2
2 2 1 , , 1( ) ( 1) [(2 1)(2 1)]m

m mQ m l l C C∓ ∓
∓ ,                         (1.1.12b) 

2 1( ) / 2 1
1 2 1 2( ) ( 1) ( , , ; )l l lP m T l l l m ∓ ,                                        (1.1.13a) 

2 1( ) / 2 1
2 2 1 2( ) ( 1) ( , , ; )l l lP m T l l l m ∓ ,                                        (1.1.13b) 

2 1 2 1
2 1( , , ; ) (2 1)

0 0 0 0
l l l l l l

T l l l m l
m m

,                                  (1.1.14) 

where the last two factors are the Wigner 3j coefficients, and 

1 21
0

( ) ( ) ( )dlS j kr g r f r r ,                                                 (1.1.15a) 

2 12
0

( ) ( ) ( )dlS j kr g r f r r .                                                 (1.1.15b) 

In equations (1.1.15a,b), jl is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, order l, and the functions 
g  and f  are defined as the radial continuum wave functions multiplied by r. The functions g  and f  
correspond to the upper and lower spinors composing the four-component wave function of the 
electron (“bispinor”), respectively [6]. Those functions satisfy the coupled radial Dirac equations 

d ( )[ 1 ( )] ( )
d
g g rE V r f r
r r

,                                         (1.1.16a) 

d ( )[ 1 ( )] ( )
d
f f rE V r g r
r r

,                                       (1.1.16b) 

where V is the central potential used to describe the target atom. The ratio of the screened and 
unscreened potentials is called the screening function. It will be denoted ( )V r : 

( )( )
/

V rV r
Z r

.                                                           (1.1.17) 

In the case of a neutral atom, ( )V r  tends to zero when r  . 
 Although the two expressions of the double differential cross section (1.1.3) and (1.1.4) are 
mathematically equivalent, the expression (1.1.4) is more convenient for practical calculations, 
because it involves triple summation, whereas expression (1.1.3) involves quadruple summation. 
Consequently, the expression (1.1.4) is the one that is implemented in the code of BREMS. 
 If r is sufficiently large, the following asymptotic expressions may be used to approximate 
the solution of (1.1.16a,b) [1]: 

1 1

1( ) [cos ( ) sin ( )],
2

1( ) [cos ( ) sin ( )],
2

Eg r r A j pr y pr
E

Ef r r A j pr y pr
E

                              (1.1.18) 

where  is the phase shift and y  is the spherical Bessel function of the second kind, order  (this 
notation differs from the notation of the spherical harmonic ylm by the number of subscripts). The 
wave functions are normalized by setting A  = 1. Those expressions define the phase-shifted free-
field solution of the Dirac equation for the case of screening functions that tend to zero when 
r  . The phase shift , which is used in (1.1.18), is related to the phase shift , which appears 
in (1.1.3) and (1.1.4), as follows [1]: 
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1
2 1

2

if 0,
( ) π

( )π if 0.
l                                  (1.1.19) 

 In the limit k  0, the values of the S integrals (1.1.15) grow indefinitely as 1 / k, whereas 
the factor 0 (1.1.6) approaches zero due to the presence of k2 in the expression of 0. As a result, an 
indeterminate form of the type 0   appears in (1.1.3), (1.1.4), and (1.1.5). Consequently, the 
definition of the factor 0 (1.1.6) in the case k = 0 must be modified by removing the factor k2, and 
the definition of the R factors (1.1.10) must be modified by replacing S1 and S2 with 10

lim( )
k

kS  and 

20
lim( )
k

kS , respectively. The latter limits can be expressed analytically, using only the values of the 

electron energy E = E1 = E2 and the phase shifts corresponding to that energy (numerical integration 
is not required). The analytical expression of the mentioned limits is the following [8, 9]: 

2

1 2 3 2 2 230 0
2

1 2 2 1

π ( 1) 1 1 2 1 3 1lim( ) lim( ) 1 , ; ;1
2 ( ) 2 2 2

π                                     cos ( ) ,
2

l

lk k

l l lkS kS F l
l E E E

l

             (1.1.20) 

where F is the hypergeometric function. 
 It should be noted that the method of calculating the soft-photon cross sections described 
above (i.e., using expressions (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) in conjunction with (1.1.20)) is not the best one at 
electron energies higher than approximately 1 MeV, due to slowing down of convergence of the 
partial-wave series with increasing T1 in the limit k = 0. A more efficient method is based on the 
known fact that the double and single differential cross sections of bremsstrahlung in the limit 
k  0 are equal to a weighted integral of the differential cross section of electron elastic scattering 
with respect to the electron’s scattering angle [10, 11] (the expressions of double and single 
differential cross sections differ only by the functional form of the mentioned weighting factor, 
which depends on the angle of photon emission  in the case of the double differential cross section 
[11], and does not depend on  in the case of the single differential cross section [10]). 
 In order to apply Eq. (1.1.18) in the case of the point-Coulomb field (unscreened nucleus), 
one should add a logarithmic term depending on r to the definition of the phase shift  [6]: 

ln 2 pr ,                                                      (1.1.21) 
where 

/Z E p                                                            (1.1.22) 
(this factor is sometimes called “the Coulomb parameter”), and  is a constant whose analytical 
expression can be obtained, for example, from Eq. (5.75) in [6]. This expression is reproduced 
below in a form consistent with Eq. (1.1.18): 

1
2

πarg( ( i )) π ( 1)
2

,                                     (1.1.23) 
2 2 2 1/ 2( )Z ,                                                        (1.1.24) 

2i i /e
i

E .                                                         (1.1.25) 

 The left-hand sides of (1.1.3), (1.1.4), and (1.1.5) will be further referred to as the “scaled” 
differential cross sections (due to the presence of the scaling factor k / Z2). 

1.1.2. The Born approximation 
 The relativistic plane-wave Born approximation treats the interaction potential V(r) as a 
small perturbation to free space, resulting in the expression of the electron continuum wave function 
as an infinite series of terms proportional to Z , (Z )2, (Z )3, …: 

 = 0 + (Z ) 1 + (Z )2
2 + …,                                        (1.1.26) 
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where 0 is a plane wave. The first-order Born approximation is based on the assumption that the 
perturbation is weak enough to allow neglecting all second- and higher-order terms. Further on, 
following the usual convention, the attributes “plane-wave” and “first-order” before “Born 
approximation” will be omitted (they will be implied). The criterion for the validity of the Born 
approximation is [12] 

β >> Zα,                                                               (1.1.27) 
where  is the ratio of the electron speed to the speed of light. This condition must be satisfied both 
for the initial and the final electron. Obviously, this condition is valid only in the case of low values 
of Z and with   not much less than 1, i.e., at relativistic speeds of the incident electron. In addition, 
since the condition (1.1.27) is applied to both the initial and the final electron, the Born 
approximation never works close to the “tip” of the photon energy spectrum (corresponding to 
k =T1), independently of the incident electron energy. Since 0 describes a free electron, which 
cannot emit a photon, the zero-order term 0 does not contribute to the interaction matrix elements 
(and, consequently, to the interaction cross section). Consequently, the interaction cross sections in 
the first-order Born approximation are proportional to (Z )2, whereas the scaled differential cross 
sections (as defined at the end of Section 1.1.1) do not depend on Z explicitly (they depend only on 
the screening function defined by (1.1.17)). The inclusion of the second-order term in (1.1.26) 
introduces terms proportional to Z and Z2 into the expansions of the scaled differential cross sections 
in powers of Z. The inclusion of the third-order term in (1.1.26) modifies the term proportional to Z2 
and additionally introduces terms proportional to Z3 and Z4 into the expansions of the scaled 
differential cross sections in powers of Z. 
 In the framework of the Born approximation, the effects of screening of the nuclear 
Coulomb potential by the electron cloud are taken into account by the use of the factor (1  Fe)2 in 
the expression of the triple differential cross section (TDCS), where Fe is the atomic electron form 
factor (AFF) depending on the particular form of the interaction potential used [13, 14]: 

2

2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2e e2

1 2 1 2 1 22 2 4
1

[1 ( )]d [8 ( ) 16 ( ) 4 ( ) ]
d d d (2π)k p

r F qpk k E E E E q E E
Z k p q

u v u v u v ,                 

(1.1.28) 
where re is the classical electron radius (if the relativistic units are used, then re = α), 

1
ˆu p k ,  2

ˆv p k ,                                               (1.1.29a) 

where k̂  is the k unit vector: 
ˆ / kk k ,                                                          (1.1.29b) 

and the other notations are defined as follows: 

1 1

1
2E d

,  
2 2

1
2E d

,                                             (1.1.29c) 

1 1 1 1cosd E p ,  2 2 2 2cosd E p ,                                 (1.1.29d) 
q = p1  p2  k,                                                    (1.1.29e) 

where 1 is the angle between p1 and k, and 2 is the angle between p2 and k. The vector q is the 
momentum transferred to the nucleus that recoils after the emission of the photon. Its modulus is 
indicated by q and called the momentum transfer. As it is evident from (1.1.28), the directions of 
the vectors u and v are not important; only the angle between them is important. Consequently, it 
may be more convenient to rotate both u and v around the direction of k by 90  and redefine them 
as the component of p1 perpendicular to k and the component of p2 perpendicular to k, respectively. 
 The AFF is defined as follows: 

i 3 2
e e e

0

1 4π sin( ) ( )e d ( ) dqrF q n n r r r
Z Z qr

q rr r ,                                 (1.1.30) 

where ne(r) is the electron density (∫ne(r)d3r = Z). The second equality in (1.1.30) follows from the 
assumption of spherical symmetry of the electron cloud. 
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 Eq. (1.1.28) is mathematically equivalent to the Bethe-Heitler formula, which was originally 
derived in [15]. However, (1.1.28) is more convenient for practical calculations than the Bethe-
Heitler formula. The double differential cross section (DDCS) may be calculated by double angular 
integration of the TDCS with respect to the two independent angles defining the direction of the 
outgoing electron – 2 and the angle between the vectors u and v, which will be denoted 3: 

2

2 2

π π

2 2 3
0 0

d d dd 2 d sin d
d d d d d d d dp

k k p k pk k k
.                       (1.1.31a) 

The integration with respect to 3 is from 0 to 2 , but the integrals from 0 to  and from  to 2  are 
equal to each other, hence (1.1.31a) includes the integral with respect to 3 from 0 to  multiplied 
by 2. The corresponding expression of the single differential cross section (SDCS) is 

2

π π π π

1 1 1 1 2 2 3
0 0 0 0

d d d dd 2π sin d 4π d sin d sin d
d d d d d d d dk

k k k pk k k k
.    (1.1.31b) 

 If Fe(q)  0 (the “no-screening approximation”), then the TDCS defined by (1.1.28) (or by 
the Bethe-Heitler formula) may be integrated analytically with respect to 

2p  (see (1.1.31a)), 
yielding the following expression of the scaled DDCS [16, 17]: 

2 2 2 2 2 2
e 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2

2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2

2 4 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1

8sin (2 1) 2(5 2 3) 2( ) 4d
d d 8π

1 4 sin (3 ) 4 ( )1                    ln
1

     

k

r p E E E E p k Ek
Z k p p d p d Q d p d

E E p p E k p E E E E
p p E E p p p d p d

2 2 2
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2

2 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2

2 2
2 1

2 2
2 2 1 1 1

2 2(7 3 ) 2 ( 1) 4               ln

2 ( )1 4 6                    ln ,

E E E E k E E E E p
p d p d p d E p

Q p k p kk
Qp Q p d d Q d

         (1.1.32) 

where d1 is given by (1.1.29d), and 
2 2 2

1 1 12 cosQ p k p k .                                                 (1.1.33) 
 The analytical expression of the DDCS in the screened Born approximation is known only 
for the case of the screening function equal to a linear combination of N decaying exponentials: 

1

( ) exp( )
N

i i
i

V r a b r ,                                                 (1.1.34a) 

1
1

N

i
i

a .                                                           (1.1.34b) 

In this case, the AFF is equal to 
2

e 2 2
1

( ) 1
N

i
i i

qF q a
q b

,                                               (1.1.35) 

and the corresponding expression of the scaled DDCS is the following [14, 18]: 
1

2
1 2 22 2 2

1 1 1

d ( ) 2 [ ( ) ( )]
d d

N N N
i j

i i i j
i i j ik j i

a ak a I b I b I b
Z k b b

,                      (1.1.36) 

where 
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2 2 2
2 2 2 2e 1 1 2 1

1 2 1 1 1 2 2 24 2
1 1

2 2 2 2
2 2 42 1 1 2 1 1 2 1

1 2 12 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 1

2
1

sin 2( ) 16 (4 ) 4 2 1 2
2π

2 2( 1) ( 2 ) 41         (16 4 )
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          ( 2(
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2 21
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1

2 41) ( 2 )) (4 (1 ) )
( ) 4

2( 1) ( 2 ) 4 4          ln( ) 2 ( )
( )

2          ( 2 ) 8 (2
2

k pE D b D E k E D b
D b p b D

D E E D b D E k Lk kE p k E p b
D D W D

DE D k b k E E b
DW

p k

2 2 4
1 2 1

2 2 2
2 2 21 1 2 1 1 2 1 1

1 12 4

2
2 2 2 1 2

1 1 2 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 1

2 )

2(2 )( 2 ) 2( 1) 3          (4 ) 2

22           ( 2( 1) ( 2 )) 2
| | 2( )

E p D b

E b D E k D E E D DE b E b
kW kW k

k L D E kD E E D b D E k
D Dp k p k  (1.1.37) 

and 
2

2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2e 2 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 2 1 22

1 1

2 2 2
2 2 2 21 2

1 1 2 1 1 2 2 12
1 1 1

2
1

2 2( ) (4 ) 2 ( 2 ) ( 2 ( ) 8 )
2π

4 2            ( 2( 1) ( 2 )) (4 (1 ))
| |

            

r p D L kI b E b E b k D b b b E p E E
p W k W D

E b k LD E E D b D E k E b D
kW D D

D

p k
2

21 2 1 1 2
2 22

1 1

2( 1) ( 2 ) 4 ln( )
2( )

E E D b D E k k b E p
Dp k

(1.1.38) 

with the auxiliary definitions 
1 1 1 12 ( cos )D k E p ,                                              (1.1.39a) 

1/ 22
2 41 1

1 12 2D DW p b E b
k k

,                              (1.1.39b) 

2
1 2 1 2 2

1 2
1 2 1 2 2

( 1) /ln
( 1) /
E E D k E b p WL
E E D k E b p W

,                                     (1.1.39c) 

2 2
1 2

2 2 2
1 2

(| | )ln
(| | )

p bL
p b

p k
p k

.                                          (1.1.39d) 

1.1.3. The approximations based on the Sommerfeld-Maue wave functions 
 The Sommerfeld-Maue (SM) Coulomb wave functions [19, 20, 21] are a closed-form 
approximation to the continuum solutions of the Dirac equation in the case of a point-Coulomb 
potential (an exact solution of the Dirac equation for the continuum cannot be obtained in a closed 
form and can only be expressed as a sum of partial waves, even in the case of the point-Coulomb 
field). In terms of the perturbation theory, the dominant part of the SM wave function is the zero-
order term of the perturbative expansion of the exact wave function in powers of Z (see (1.1.26)), 
and the other part of the SM wave function is the first-order term of the mentioned expansion. Thus, 
the primary difference between the SM theory and the Born approximation is a different definition 
of the expansion point 0. In the Born approximation, 0 is a plane wave describing a free electron, 
whereas in the SM theory 0 is a zero-order approximation of the “distorted” wave describing an 
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electron interacting with the point-Coulomb potential, and hence is more suited for the problem of 
calculating the differential cross section of bremsstrahlung. 
 The expression of the scaled TDCS of bremsstrahlung for the case of the point-Coulomb 
potential (i.e., in absence of screening by the atomic electrons) without any further approximations, 
beyond the use of the SM wave functions, was obtained by Elwert and Haug [21]. Following [14], 
this expression will be called the “leading-order” (LO) result. It is given below [14, 22]: 

2

2
2 2 2LO e 2

1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 32 2 4
1

*
3 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 2 3

d ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ 1 ( )( )] | | [ 1 ( )( )](| | | | )
d d d 4π

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ                        2Re[( ) ( ( )( ) ( )( )) ( 1 )( )( )

  

k p

r pk N E E J E E
Z k p q

E E

p k p k p k p k J J

J J p J k p k p J k p k p p J k J k
* * *

2 1 3 2 2 2 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 2

*
2 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2

ˆ ˆ                      ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ( )( ))
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ                        ( ( )( )) ( )( ( )( ))] ,

E J

E J

J p J p J p J p J p J k p k

J p J k p k J J p p p k p k

 (1.1.40) 

where 
ˆ / kk k                                                                 (1.1.41) 

and the other auxiliary quantities are defined as follows: 

1 2

2
1 2

2π 2π

4π
(e 1)(1 e )a a

a aN ,                                                (1.1.42a) 

1 1 1( / )a E p Z ,                                                       (1.1.42b) 

2 2 2( / )a E p Z ,                                                      (1.1.42c) 

2 1
1 2 1 2 2 1

1 2 2 1

22 ( i ) i 2 2E E WJ V a xW E a k E a k
d d d d

,             (1.1.42d) 

2 2
2

2 2 1

i i 22V a xW a W kk
d d p

J q q P ,                                (1.1.42e) 

2 1
3

1 1 2

i i 22V a xW a W kk
d d p

J q q P ,                                (1.1.42f) 

1 2 1 22( 1)E E p p ,                                                 (1.1.42g) 

1 2 2 1p pP p p ,                                                      (1.1.42h) 

1 2( i , i ;1; )V F a a x ,                                                    (1.1.42i) 

1 2(1 i ,1 i ;2; )W F a a x ,                                               (1.1.42j) 
2

1 2
2

41 k d dx
q

,                                                        (1.1.42k) 

and d1,2 are defined by (1.1.29d). It should be noted that the definitions of J1, J2 and J3 (1.1.42d–f) 
differ from the corresponding definitions presented in [14, 22] by an additional factor 2kq2, whereas 
the expression (1.1.40) differs from the corresponding expression of [14, 22] by an additional 
overall factor 1/(4k2q4), so that Eq. (1.1.40) is mathematically equivalent to the corresponding 
formula of [14, 22]. 
 If the value of x defined by Eq. (1.1.42k) is close to 1, then the direct computation of the 
hypergeometric series in Eqs. (1.1.42i) and (1.1.42j) may become too time-consuming, because the 
convergence of the hypergeometric series slows down as its argument approaches 1. As suggested 
in [23], it is then advantageous to use the following transformation formula [24, Eq. (9.131.2)]: 

( ) ( )( , ; ; ) ( , ; 1;1 )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )                     (1 ) ( , ; 1;1 ).
( ) ( )

c a b

c c a bF a b c x F a b a b c x
c a c b

c a b cx F c a c b c a b x
a b

          (1.1.43) 
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When x is close to 1, the argument of the two hypergeometric series on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (1.1.43) is close to 0, which ensures their fast convergence. 
 An expression of a correction to the expression (1.1.40) was derived in [23]. This correction 
was calculated by including the term proportional to ( Z)2 in the expression of the wave function. 
Unlike (1.1.40), the mentioned correction is valid only for high electron energies (E2 >> 1). As in 
the case of (1.1.40), the point-Coulomb potential is assumed. Following [14], this correction will be 
called the “next-to-leading-order” (NLO) result. It is given below [14]: 

2

2 2NLO 2
e 1 2 1 2 12 2

1 1 2

i
1 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 1

ˆd ( ) 1 ˆ ˆRe (( 1 ( )( ))
d d d 4 π

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ                        ( ( )( )) ( ( )( )))e ,

k p

pk Zr N E E J
Z k p qd d q

E E

q k p k p k

J p J k p k J p J k p k

         (1.1.44) 

where 
2

1 2
2 2

ln ln
2 2
qa a
kd kd

.                                             (1.1.45) 

It should be noted that expression (1.1.44) does not include an extra “next-to-next-to-leading order” 
(NNLO) term, which includes the factor Z2 and which is included in the original definition of the 
NLO correction [14, 23]. The mentioned NNLO term has been omitted, because it is known that 
inclusion of the NNLO term causes inaccuracies of the DDCS at large angles [25]. Those errors are 
caused by exclusion of other NNLO terms of the same order with respect to Z [25]. 
 No analytical expression of the DDCS based on the SM wave functions is known. This 
means that the DDCS must be calculated by numerical integration of (1.1.40) (or of the sum of 
(1.1.40) and (1.1.44)) with respect to 

2p  (see Eq. (1.1.31a)). 
 The expressions of the TDCS (1.1.40) and (1.1.44) are valid only for the pure Coulomb field 
(without screening). As shown in [26], the screening correction of the DDCS at high energies 
(~1 MeV and higher) in the theory based on the SM wave functions is approximately the same as in 
the Born approximation. I.e., the screening of the nuclear charge by the electrons can be 
approximately taken into account by writing the DDCS of bremsstrahlung as follows [14, 26]: 

screened no screening screened no screening

exact exact Born Born

d d d d
d d d d d d d dk k k kk k k k

,           (1.1.46) 

where the subscript “exact” refers to the exact value of the DDCS calculated using the SM wave 
functions. This additivity rule cannot be applied to the TDCS [26]. 

1.1.4. The Elwert factor 
 In the case of the pure Coulomb potential and non-relativistic speed of the outgoing 
electron, the Sommerfeld-Maue approximation is superior to the Born approximation, especially 
when Z  << 1. However, a modification of the Born-approximation TDCS (1.1.28) suggested in 
[27] extends its usefulness to non-relativistic speeds of the electron. It consists in multiplication of 
the expression (1.1.28) by a factor depending only on the two values of the “Coulomb parameter” 

  Z  /  corresponding to the initial and final values of the electron speed. This factor, which is 
usually called the “Elwert factor”, is equal to 

2 1
1 2

1 2

1 exp( 2π )( , )
1 exp( 2π )Ef ,                                             (1.1.47) 

where 
1

1
1 1

Z EZ
p

,     2
2

2 2

Z EZ
p

.                                     (1.1.48) 

As explained in [28], this modification improves the accuracy of the Born approximation at low 
energies, especially in the “tip region” of the photon spectrum, i.e., when T2 << T1. Consequently, 
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BREMS applies the Elwert factor to the Born-approximation TDCS, DDCS and SDCS by default, 
including the additive screening correction in the SM theory (the expression in brackets in (1.1.46)). 
 When the speed of the outgoing electron is relativistic, the application of the Elwert factor 
does not have a significant effect on the value of the differential cross section of bremsstrahlung, 
because then 1  2  Z , so that fE  1. Another situation where the Elwert factor is equal to 1 is 
the “soft-photon limit” k = 0, because then 1 and 2 are also equal to each other (independently of 
the electron speed). 

1.1.5. The interaction potential 
 One of the most accurate approximations of the interaction potential is the Kohn-Sham (KS) 
potential [4, 5], which was used for the calculations reported in [1] and in the subsequent works by 
Tseng and Pratt. According to the Kohn-Sham theory [4], the total potential acting upon an electron 
in an atom consists of three terms: 

( )( ) d ( ( ))
| | x

Z nV n
r

rr r r
r r

,                                     (1.1.49) 

where the first term is the potential due to the charge of the nucleus, the second term is the 
electrostatic potential due to all electrons of the atom (n is the electron density), and the third term 
is a local approximation to the exchange potential. As shown in [4] (using the variational principle), 
the assumption of a slowly varying electron density in conjunction with the approximation of an 
inhomogeneous electron gas leads to the following expression of the exchange potential: 

2 1/3[3π ( )]( ( ))
πx

nn rr .                                               (1.1.50) 

An expression of the exchange potential differing from (1.1.50) only by an additional factor of 3/2 
had been earlier obtained by Slater [29] on the basis of the Hartree-Fock equations, using the 
approximation of free electron gas and the concept of an “exchange hole” (a decrease of the number 
of electrons with the same spin orientation as the investigated electron in the vicinity of the latter). 
It was proved in [4] formally that usage of the expression (1.1.50) for the estimation of the self-
consistent potential V(r) by iterative solution of the one-electron wave equation (or, equivalently, by 
applying the variational principle) gives the exchange correction of the electron density that is more 
accurate than that obtained using the expression by Slater. 
 Due to the spherical symmetry of n(r), Eq. (1.1.49) may be rewritten as follows: 

2

0

1( ) 4π ( ) d ( ) d ( ( ))
r

x
r

ZV r n r r r n r r r n r
r r

.                          (1.1.51) 

Apart from the differences in notations and units, this expression coincides with Eq. (3.1d) in [1] 
(where the KS potential was referred to as the “modified Hartree-Fock-Slater” potential). 
 For comparison with the KS potential, the Thomas-Fermi-Csavinszky (TFC) potential [3] 
will be used (in [1], it was referred to as the “modified Thomas-Fermi” potential). The TFC 
potential is intended as a replacement for the Thomas-Fermi (TF) potential [30, 31, 32]. In the 
Thomas-Fermi atomic model, the electrons are regarded as forming an ideal gas satisfying the 
Fermi statistics and occupying the region of phase space of lowest energy. This region of phase 
space is assumed to be saturated, with two electrons with opposite spins in each unit volume, and 
the remainder is assumed to be empty. As noted in [3], a shortcoming of the TF theory is that it 
leads to a radial electron density which decreases as the inverse fourth power of the distance from 
the nucleus, whereas the quantum mechanics requires an exponential decrease. This shortcoming is 
overcome in [3] by replacing the TF differential equation for the screening function ( )V r  with an 
equivalent variational principle (i.e., defining a functional ( )L V  such that the corresponding Euler-
Lagrange equation coincides with the TF equation), choosing a trial function subject to the 
requirement that it both satisfies the boundary conditions of the TF equation and has the desirable 
asymptotic behavior, and then extremalizing the functional with respect to the unknown parameters 
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of the trial function subject to the subsidiary condition that the electron density is normalized. The 
trial function that satisfies the mentioned requirements is the following three-parameter function: 

2 0 3 0 2
1 1( ) [ e (1 )e ]c a r c a rV r c c ,                                              (1.1.52) 

where 
2/3 1/33

0 42( π)a Z .                                                          (1.1.53) 
After substituting the values of the three parameters c1, c2 and c3 that extremalize the mentioned 
functional subject to the subsidiary condition, the following expression of the screening function is 
obtained [3]: 

0 00.175 1.6625 2( ) (0.7111e 0.2889e )a r a rV r ,                                     (1.1.54) 
so that the potential function is 

0 00.175 1.6625 2( ) ( ) (0.7111e 0.2889e )a r a rZ ZV r V r
r r

.                         (1.1.55) 

As shown in [3], the screening function defined by (1.1.54) is within 5% of the exact solution 
0 0( )V a r  of the TF equation (the so-called “Thomas-Fermi universal function”) at radii r < 1.8 / a0, 

and within 15% at r < 7.5 / a0. At greater radii, the exponential decrease of (1.1.54) becomes much 
faster than the decrease of 0 0( )V a r . The simplicity of the TFC potential function (1.1.55) makes it 
attractive from the computational point of view for solving the system of differential equations 
(1.1.16a,b). However, since it is an approximation to the simplified TF model of the atom, it is less 
accurate than the KS potential. Consequently, BREMS uses the KS potential by default. 
 Applications of the Thomas-Fermi and Kohn-Sham potentials for atomic systems often 
include a so-called “tail correction” [5, 33, 34], whose purpose is to take into account absence of the 
electrostatic self-interaction of the electron. This is achieved by changing the asymptotic form of 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Comparison of the Kohn-Sham (KS) and Thomas-Fermi-Csavinszky (TFC) screening functions for: (a) Z = 1 
(hydrogen) and Z = 2 (helium), (b) Z = 6 (carbon) and Z = 13 (aluminum), (c) Z = 29 (copper) and Z = 47 (silver), 
(d) Z = 79 (gold) and Z = 92 (uranium). 
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the potential function at large radii, i.e., by making it go to zero as  / r (i.e., as the potential 
function of a positive elementary charge) rather than exponentially. A modification of the Kohn-
Sham variational method by addition of the tail correction was described in [5, 34]. It consists in 
dividing the atom into two parts by a sphere centered on the nucleus, with the radius R chosen so 
that on the average there is one electron outside the sphere. Then the assumption of no self-
interaction of the charge outside the sphere leads to the mentioned result (i.e., V(r) =  / r when 
r > R). Clearly, the tail correction is not appropriate when describing interaction of an extraneous 
electron with a neutral atom (for example, in the case of the hydrogen atom, R = 0 and the tail 
correction becomes equivalent to a complete absence of screening). The program described in [5], 
which was used for generating the tables with the values of the KS potential used by BREMS, has 
an option to calculate either the original KS potential (1.1.51), or the potential with the tail 
correction (thus modified KS potential is called “new potential” in [5, 34]). The KS potential used 
in BREMS, as well as the KS potential used in the works cited herein, was constructed according to 
the original definition (1.1.51) (which does not have the tail correction) by the relativistic (Dirac) 
self-consistent calculation with a local approximation to the exchange potential defined by (1.1.50). 
 Fig. 1 shows the KS and TFC screening functions ( KSV  and TFCV , respectively) as functions 
of r for 8 values of Z from 1 to 92. In all cases excluding Z = 1, the relative difference of the two 
functions at r < 200 is less than 30 %, and in most of those cases the relative difference is less than 
10 % at r < 200. Since r is expressed in units of aB, where aB is the Bohr radius, the mentioned 
range of r approximately corresponds to r < 1.5aB. At larger values of r, KS TFCV V , except in the 
case Z = 2, when KS TFCV V , and the ratio of the two functions increases exponentially with 
increasing r. The magnitude of this divergence increases with increasing Z. In the case Z = 1, the 
ratio KS TFC/V V  is roughly constant (between 2 and 3) when r > 200. 

1.2. The numerical methods 
 When k  0, the calculation of the S integrals (1.1.15) is the most time-consuming part. By 
default, the system (1.1.16) of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is solved by expanding the 
functions g  and f  in powers of the radial coordinate r at discrete values of r [9]. The power-series 
coefficients are calculated using the recurrence relations derived from the coupled Dirac equations 
(1.1.16a,b) and from the power-series expansion of the screening function (1.1.17), similarly to the 
approach applied in [35, 36, 37]). The mentioned system of ODEs is solved simultaneously for the 
entire range of values of 1 and 2 specified by the user (i.e., multiple systems of ODEs 
corresponding to both values of E and all values of  are solved simultaneously). If k  0, then the S 
integrals (1.1.15) are calculated (i.e., incremented in predefined steps of r) for the user-specified 
range of values of 1, 2 and l simultaneously with the process of solving the ODEs. The solutions 
of (1.1.16) are periodically compared with the asymptotic form (1.1.18). As proposed in [2], the 
range of validity of the asymptotic expressions (1.1.18) can be extended to smaller values of r by 
assuming that A  and  are not constants, but are functions of r instead, tending to constant values 
at r   if |V(r)| decreases faster than 1 / r. These functions have a well-defined form, making it 
possible to determine the limiting values of A  and  without excessive computation time, which 
would be needed for numerical integration of the system of equations (1.1.16a,b) to large values of 
r, where A  and  become practically constant. In addition, the assumption that  is a function of 
r makes it possible to use (1.1.18) in the case of unscreened point-Coulomb potential, too, by 
choosing an appropriate form of ( )r  (see (1.1.21)). Both A  and  include a constant term and 
an oscillating term with the oscillation period equal to  / p and the oscillation amplitude tending to 
zero with increasing r [2] (the average value of the oscillating term is zero). In addition,  includes 
a monotonously increasing term Q, which is called the “phase correction integral” [2]: 

( )Q r ,                                                             (1.2.1) 
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where 
ln 2 for point-Coulomb field,

( ) ( ) d for screened fields.
r

pr
Q r V w w

w
                                   (1.2.2) 

Further on, notation  will be used to mean the average value of the first term in (1.2.1), i.e., its 
value at large r, where the oscillation amplitude has decayed to zero (for screened potentials, thus 
defined  is equal to the limiting value of , because in this case lim ( ) 0

r
Q r ). Similarly, 

notation A  will be used to mean the constant term in the oscillating factor A (r) in (1.1.18), i.e., the 
average value of that factor. When it is determined that the asymptotic form has been attained for a 
particular combination of values of E and  (i.e., when the range of variation of the estimates of A  
and  over the last 10 “test” points becomes less than the predefined tolerances), the value of  is 
stored in the array of phase shifts, the corresponding wave function is normalized by multiplying it 
(and the S integrals using it) by 1 / A , and the program switches from the numerical solution 
algorithm to the expressions (1.1.18) for calculation of the corresponding wave function (the factor 
A  cancels out, because the wave function is multiplied by 1 / A ). The algorithm used for 
calculating the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind jn(pr) in (1.1.18) depends on the values of 
pr and max(n). When pr ≤ max(n), jn(pr) are calculated using backward recursion, otherwise jn(pr) 
are calculated using forward recursion [38, 39]. The spherical Bessel functions of the second kind 
yn(pr) are always calculated using forward recursion. Both jn(pr) and yn(pr) are calculated using 
quadruple precision arithmetic. 
 The spherical Bessel functions jl(kr), which appear in the integrands of the S integrals 
(1.1.15), are calculated in the same way as the electron wave functions g  and f , i.e., by the power-
series method. The corresponding differential equations can be obtained from the well-known 
expressions of derivatives of the spherical Bessel functions, or by making the following changes in 
the coupled radial Dirac equations (1.1.16): (a) “(E  1)” is replaced by the photon energy k, 
(b) V(r)  0, (c)  = l (assuming that l  1). Then the “gl” and “fl” components of the solution are 
proportional to jl(kr) and jl 1(kr), respectively (this is obvious from the expressions (1.1.18) with 

0 ). In comparison with the recursion methods, the power-series method is much less prone to 
the accumulation of rounding errors and hence is more accurate. 
 The integrals are calculated using the 10th order Newton-Cotes (NC) formula (as in [1]). The 
default initial step size of the NC integration is rNC = min(0.1/p1, 0.1). This step size is based on a 
trade-off between accuracy and performance (the indicated NC integration step size is 
approximately the same as in [1], where it was /(32p1)). It may be modified by the user. A 
decrease of the step size would make the numerical integration more accurate, but also 
proportionally longer. As reported in [1], variation of the NC integration step from /(128p1) to 

/(16p1) caused fluctuation of the results by O(0.1%) for (k), O(1%) for (k, ) with small and 
large photon angles, and O(0.1%) for intermediate angles (here, “O(x)” means the order of x). 
 The first part of the integration ends after all wave functions attain the asymptotic form 
(1.1.18) and (in the case of screened interaction potentials) after the absolute values of both phase 
correction integrals Q (corresponding to energies E1 and E2) become less than the predefined small 
value (10 8 by default). It is also possible to end the first part of the integration at a user-specified 
value of r = r0. In the case of the point-Coulomb field, Q(r) does not have a limiting value. This is 
one of the reasons why the point-Coulomb interaction potential usually has to be “truncated”, i.e., 
set to zero for r > Ra. A judicious choice of the cutoff radius Ra may cause a significant decrease of 
the processing time without a significant effect on the accuracy of the results (not only in the case of 
the point-Coulomb potential, but also in the case of screened potentials). If r0  Ra, then the iterative 
phase matching described above becomes unnecessary: if r  Ra, the expressions (1.1.18) are exact 
and the values of A  and  do not oscillate, hence they are determined from the values of g  and f  
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at r = Ra (in order to ensure maximum accuracy of A  and , the values of the spherical Bessel 
functions at r = Ra are calculated using multiple precision arithmetic with precision level of 5000 
significant digits, by forward recursion). However, the asymptotic form (1.1.18) can sometimes be 
reached at r < Ra. Consequently, BREMS applies the method of iterative phase matching in the 
region of space where V  0 regardless of whether the interaction potential is truncated or not. In the 
case of a truncated potential, the phase correction integral in (1.2.1) has to be calculated as follows: 

aa

a

ln for truncated point-Coulomb field,

( )
( ) d for truncated screened fields,

Rr R

r

r
R

Q r
V w w

w

              (1.2.3) 

and Q(r)  0 when r  Ra. [The second expression of (1.2.2) is obtained by taking the limit Ra   
in the second expression of (1.2.3). Conversely, the exact point-Coulomb phase correction integral, 
which is given by the first expression of (1.2.2), cannot be obtained by taking the limit Ra   in 
the first expression of (1.2.3). If Ra is very large (such that the contribution of the region r > Ra to 
the interaction cross section is negligible), then the replacement of (1.2.2) with (1.2.3) in the case of 
the point-Coulomb potential shows up only as a constant term  ln(2pRa) added to the phase shifts 
of all partial waves corresponding to a given energy of the electron. A change of all phase shifts by 
adding a constant term does not alter the physical state of the electron, hence the values of the cross 
sections calculated using the truncated point-Coulomb potential in the limit Ra   are the same as 
the values calculated using the exact point-Coulomb potential.] 
 The screening function of an ion has a constant term, which has the meaning of the ratio of 
the ion charge and the nuclear charge (i.e., the unscreened fraction of the nuclear charge). Thus, the 
screening function of an ion can be defined as follows: 

( ) (1 ) ( )iV r i i V r ,                                                  (1.2.4) 
where i is the mentioned constant term, and V  is the variable part of the overall screening function, 
which is normalized to 1 (i.e., V  is equal to 1 at r = 0 and asymptotically approaches zero in the 
limit r  ). Consequently, the phase correction integral Q(r) must be calculated in this case as a 
superposition of the logarithmic term and of the integral of ( ) /V r r (see Eqs. (1.2.2) and (1.2.3)). 
I.e., if the interaction potential of an ion is not truncated, then the phase correction integral is equal 
to 

( )( ) ln 2 (1 ) d
r

V wQ r i pr i w
w

,                                    (1.2.5a) 

and in the case of a truncated potential, the phase correction integral at r  Ra is equal to 
a

a
a

( )( ) ln (1 ) d
R

r R
r

r V wQ r i i w
R w

.                                  (1.2.5b) 

 In addition to the mentioned method of the power-series solution, two other methods are 
optionally available for solving the system of first-order ODEs (1.1.16): the Hamming’s fourth-
order modified predictor-corrector (P-C) method (see [40, p. 95–109] and [41]), and the method 
based on the Runge-Kutta formula pair (7,8), except in the vicinity of r = 0, where the power-series 
solution (based on the Taylor series expansion of the screening function ( )V r ) is always applied. 
The method of the power-series solution at small r is similar to the method used in [1, 2]. However, 
the default method of the iterative solution of the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b) at larger values of r, 
which is implemented in BREMS, is different from the method used in [1, 2], where the 4th order 
Runge-Kutta method was used in the case of the interaction potentials defined in tabular format 
(such as the Kohn-Sham potential, whose expression is given in Section 1.1.5). 
 All three mentioned methods of solving the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b) are essentially 
equivalent in terms of accuracy, but the default method (based on the power-series expansion of the 
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wave function) is usually faster than the other two methods, because it is specifically tailored for 
solving the system of ODEs (1.1.16). The Runge-Kutta method is the least efficient of the 
mentioned methods. The P-C methods for solving the systems of ODEs are in general more 
efficient than the Runge-Kutta methods in terms of the balance between speed and accuracy [42], 
and the Hamming’s method in particular was demonstrated to be superior to the other popular P-C 
methods (such as the Adams P-C method) [43]. Testing has shown that in the case of the exact (not 
truncated) point-Coulomb field the phase shifts calculated using BREMS converge to the exact 
phase shifts given by (1.1.23), whereas the normalization factors A  converge to their exact value (it 
is equal to 1 due to the choice of the initial values of r g and r f, which are finite at r = 0, for the 
solution of the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b) in BREMS). 
 The result of the first part of the integration is a set of the initial parts of S integrals (1.1.15), 
i.e., the values of the integrals from 0 to a certain value r0. Further on, those integrals will be called 
“numerical integrals” in order to distinguish them from the second part (integration from r0 to ), 
which is based on the analytical expressions presented below. 
 The integration from r0 to  relies on the assumption that the coefficients cos  and sin  
in (1.1.18) are constant, i.e., that the phase correction integrals (1.2.2) are zero. This means that the 
interaction potential is either “truncated” at r = Ra  r0 (i.e., that V(r)  0 at r > r0), or at least 
negligibly small at r > r0. Then each of the integrals from r0 to  is equal to a linear combination of 
four integrals of this general form: 

1 2
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11 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) dl N N

r

S j kr j p r j p r r r , 
1 2

0
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(1.2.6)
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22 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) dl N N

r

S j kr y p r y p r r r . 

The mentioned linear combinations are obtained after substituting (1.1.18) into the definition of the 
S integrals (1.1.15a,b) with the lower bound replaced by r0. The spherical Bessel functions of 
negative orders, which appear in (1.1.18) when  < 0, are expressed via the spherical Bessel 
functions of non-negative orders N1 and N2 by making use of the “reflection identities” 
j n(z) = ( 1)nyn 1(z) and y n(z) = ( 1)n+1jn 1(z) [44, Eq. (10.47.3) and Eq. (10.47.4)]. In order to 
calculate the integrals (1.2.6), the three spherical Bessel functions in the integrand are replaced by 
their closed-form expressions in terms of products of powers of 1/r and trigonometric functions. 
The closed-form expressions of the spherical Bessel functions of non-negative order are given 
below (see also [44, Eq. (10.49.1), Eq. (10.49.2), and Eq. (10.49.4)]): 
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,                                         (1.2.7a) 
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,                                       (1.2.7b) 
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    (1.2.8) 

After replacing the spherical Bessel functions in (1.2.6) by the corresponding closed-form 
expressions (1.2.7a,b), each of the integrals (1.2.6) is expressed as a sum of such terms: 
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           (1.2.9a) 

or 
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,          (1.2.9b) 

where p' is one of the four values 
1 2p p p k                                                            (1.2.10) 

(the sign “ ” in (1.2.10) is not correlated with the sign “ ” in (1.2.9a,b)), 
1 2 3 1n n n n ,                                                        (1.2.11) 

31 2
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n n nC a N a N a l p p k p ,                      (1.2.12) 

and I1,2 are the integrals defined below: 

0

1 0
sin( , ) dn

p r

zI p r n z
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,                                                    (1.2.13a) 

0
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cos( , ) dn

p r

zI p r n z
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.                                                   (1.2.13b) 

Each of the terms (1.2.9a,b) is a result of multiplying r2 and three factors proportional to sin(z)/zn or 
cos(z)/zn, where z = p1,2r or kr, n = n1,2 or n3 respectively, the sign “ ” in (1.2.9a,b) and (1.2.12) 
appears due to eliminating the term 1

2 ( )πl n  from the argument of the sine and cosine functions 
in (1.2.7a,b), and summing is done over all values of n1, n2 and n3 from 0 to N1, N2 and l, 
respectively. All the integrals that appear in (1.2.9a,b) can be calculated beforehand, once the value 
of r0 is known. If the maximum value of n' is nmax, then the maximum number of those integrals is 
8nmax. Here, the factor 8 reflects the fact that there are two types of the I integral (sine and cosine) 
and four values of p' (1.2.10), i.e., four values of the lower bound in (1.2.13a,b). The values of I1 
and I2 corresponding to n' > 1 are expressed in terms of the sine and cosine integrals 

si(p'r0) = I1(p'r0, 1),                                                       (1.2.14a) 
ci(p'r0) = I2(p'r0, 1),                                                       (1.2.14b) 

using the known formulas [24, Eqs. (2.639.1–4)]. This means that there are actually only 8 
trigonometric integrals that have to be calculated numerically. All other I integrals are expressed 
analytically in terms of those 8 integrals. Thus, apart from the standard methods for calculating the 
sine and cosine integrals (1.2.14a,b), the integration from r0 to  does not require any specialized 
numerical algorithms. This second part of the integration will be therefore called “analytical 
integration”. 
 In the case k = 0, the values of 10

lim( )
k

kS  and 20
lim( )
k

kS  are calculated instead of S1 and S2. 

Since the mentioned limits are given by the analytical formula (1.1.20), the numerical integration is 
not required. Thus, the value of r corresponding to transition from the “numerical” part of the 
calculation to the “analytical” part should be defined in the case k = 0 as the point where all needed 
phase shifts can be evaluated with sufficient accuracy, i.e., where all wave functions have attained 
the asymptotic form (1.1.18). 
 The Wigner 3j coefficients in Eq. (1.1.14) are calculated using the Racah formula [45]. 
Since this formula involves summation of a very large number of alternating terms that are similar 
in absolute value, extended-precision arithmetic has to be used when l1 > 80 or l2 > 80 in order to 
avoid cancellation errors. 

1.3. The use of multiple-precision arithmetic and the methods of improving the performance 

1.3.1. The use of multiple-precision arithmetic in BREMS 
 A problem that must be solved for an accurate analytical integration of a product of r2 and 
three spherical Bessel functions from r0 to  when k  0 is a strong cancellation of terms in the 
resulting alternating series. If this cancellation is almost exact, the final result may be dominated by 
rounding errors. This problem is solved in BREMS by using multiple-precision (MP) arithmetic 
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[46, 47], whereby the number of significant digits is increased beyond the “native” double precision 
(DP) of the compiler (the double precision corresponds to 15–17 significant digits, typically 16). 
Since the calculations using the available MP systems are extremely slow (slower by a factor of 
more than 100 than the equivalent calculations using DP) and may require a prohibitive amount of 
computer memory, BREMS uses quadruple-precision (QP) arithmetic [48] when the required 
number of significant digits is between 18 and 30. The implementation of QP in BREMS is the so-
called “double-double arithmetic”, whereby QP values are implemented as pairs of DP values.  The 
calculations using this implementation of QP are slower by a factor of 6–10 than the equivalent 
calculations using DP, and usually do not require much more memory. 
 In order to determine if the current precision level is sufficient, the capability of the MP 
system to change the precision level at runtime is employed. In addition, the known fact that the S 
integrals corresponding to the largest absolute values of 1, 2 and l are the ones that are most 
susceptible to the cancellation errors is employed (this is because the number of terms of the type 
(1.2.9a,b) in the expressions of those S integrals is largest). Thus, if accurate values of the analytical 
integrals are obtained for the largest 1, 2 and l, then one can be certain that the current precision 
level is sufficient to obtain accurate values of all needed analytical integrals. In order to test the 
current precision level, the values of the four integrals (1.2.6) corresponding to the largest value of 
the sum N1 + N2 + l are calculated at a different precision level. If the relative difference of the 
values obtained at both precision levels is less than 10 13, this means that the current precision is 
sufficient. By repeating this procedure at different precision levels, it is possible to “optimize” the 
precision level, i.e., to find the lowest precision level needed to obtain the values of the analytical 
integrals with the first 12 significant digits guaranteed to be not affected by the rounding errors. 
This makes it possible to decrease the calculation time. When the number of significant digits is of 
the order of 100 or greater, the time of the analytical integration is roughly proportional to the 
precision level. At a lower precision, the dependence of the calculation time on the precision level 
becomes weaker. 
 Since the “I” integrals (1.2.13a,b) are calculated before starting the mentioned optimization 
procedure, this method will work only if the I integrals are sufficiently accurate. In order to ensure 
the accuracy of the I integrals, they are calculated at the precision level of 3000 digits (or 4000 
digits in the case of the sine and cosine integrals (1.2.14a,b)), keeping track of the rounding errors 
accumulated in their calculation procedure. If the maximum accumulated relative uncertainty of I1 
and I2 is greater than d10 n , where nd is the required number of significant digits, the program quits 
with an error message. In the case of the sine and cosine integrals (1.2.14a,b), nd = 3000. In the case 
of the higher-degree I1 and I2 integrals (1.2.13a,b), nd is equal to the initial precision level of the 
analytical integration (300 or 100 by default). 

1.3.2. Truncation of the sum with respect to l 
 The calculation time may also be reduced by decreasing the number of l values included in 
the sum (1.1.10), i.e., by decreasing the number of the S integrals calculated for each pair of values 
of 1 and 2. The absolute values of the S integrals decrease with increasing l, so that the S integrals 
corresponding to the largest l usually have no significant influence on the final values of the cross 
sections, if T1  10 MeV (see Fig. 2c). However, at the stage of calculating the S integrals it is not 
possible to determine how this truncation of the sum with respect to l will affect the accuracy of the 
final values of the cross sections. Consequently, this is determined later by calculating the cross 
sections with two different values of lmax (i.e., the maximum value of l) in (1.1.10). Since the sum 
with respect to l has a finite number of terms, and since it is known that the terms corresponding to 
larger l have a progressively weaker influence on the magnitude of the sum, the estimate of the 
mentioned truncation error can be obtained by comparing the values of the cross sections obtained 
with two values of lmax (for a more detailed discussion, see the beginning of Section 6.14). In 
addition to reducing the number of S integrals that have to be calculated, the decrease of l causes a 
decrease of the optimal precision level. 
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 The decrease of the absolute value of S integrals as a function of l slows down with 
increasing T1 (see Fig. 2c). Consequently, when T1 > 10 MeV, one has to consider the entire range 
of values of l in Eq. (1.1.10). 

1.3.3. Cubic spline interpolation of S integrals with respect to l 
 When T2 is of the order of 1 MeV or greater, the number of S integrals that have to be 
calculated exactly (for example, using the method described in Section 1.2) may be reduced 
considerably (typically by a factor of 3 to 4) by employing the fact that the set of S1 or S2 integrals 
corresponding to a particular pair of κ1 and κ2, but to different values of l (with adjacent values of l 
differing by 2) form an alternating sequence such that the absolute values of the S1 or S2 integrals 
lie on a smooth curve (see Fig. 2). This means that some of the S integrals can be calculated by 
cubic spline interpolation using l as the argument of the spline. By default, this method is applied in 
BREMS only when T1 > 3 MeV and l > 80. I.e., the values of S integrals for l  80 are always 
calculated exactly. For sufficiently small values of κ1, κ2 and l, the logarithmic interpolation is most 
suitable, i.e., the interpolated function is the logarithm of the absolute value of the envelope of the 
set of S integrals (see Fig. 2c). Near the values of l where the envelope changes sign (as in Fig. 2b 
and Fig. 2d), the interpolated function must be the value of the mentioned envelope itself. Thus, the 
total interpolated envelope consists in general of a sequence of alternating logarithmic and linear 
segments. In the logarithmic segments, the spline is constructed using the “natural spline” boundary 
condition (zero second derivative at the endpoints). The same boundary condition is also applied at 
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Fig. 2. Values of S1 and S2 integrals corresponding to different values of l, but the same pair of κ1 and κ2. The physical 
parameters and the values of κ1 and κ2 are indicated in each graph. The Kohn-Sham potential is used. The values of S1
integrals are shown by solid symbols, and the values of S2 integrals are shown by open symbols. The values 
corresponding to the grid points (“knots”) of the cubic spline interpolation are shown by round symbols, and the exact 
values of the S integrals are shown by smaller square symbols. In (a) and (b), the interpolated envelope for S1 and S2
integrals is shown by the dash-dotted and short-dashed lines, respectively. In (d), the interpolated envelope for S1 and S2
integrals is shown by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. 
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the minimum and maximum value of l for a given pair of κ1 and κ2. At the other endpoints of the 
linear segments (i.e., the endpoints that are adjacent to a logarithmic segment), the first derivative of 
the spline in the linear segment is set equal to its value obtained by natural spline interpolation in 
the adjacent logarithmic segment. The density of grid points (further called “knots”) is highest near 
the minimum and maximum values of l, in order to deal with the situation when the S integrals at 
one or both endpoints are very close to zero and the logarithmic scale is used in most of the interval. 
Going towards the center of the interval of l, the difference of adjacent knots increases in an 
arithmetic progression: 2, 4, 6, etc., until a predefined maximum difference is reached (58 by 
default). The positions of the knots are symmetric with respect to the center of the interval of l 
where the interpolation is applied. If lmax and lmin denote the maximum and minimum values of l for 
a particular pair of 1 and 2, and if lmin < 78, then all values of l in the range lmin  l < 76 are treated 
as knots of the spline, and the remaining knots are symmetric with respect to the center of the 
interval 76  l  lmax when the values of l are even, or 77  l  lmax when the values of l are odd. 
 During the cubic spline interpolation mentioned above, the following three additional rules 
are applied in order to improve the accuracy, particularly when | 2| << | 1| (the S integrals 
corresponding to such pairs of 1 and 2 are especially important at high energies and close to the 
tip of the spectrum, i.e., when T1 is of the order of 10 MeV or greater and T2 / T1 < 0.05): 
(a) if the second grid point of the S(l) envelope corresponding to a particular pair of 1 and 2 is an 

extremum point, or if the absolute value of the first S integral exceeds the absolute values of all 
remaining S integrals corresponding to the same pair of 1 and 2 by a factor greater than 5, 
then the first point of the S(l) envelope is excluded from the further cubic spline interpolation 
(and from the set of grid points referred to in the next two rules); 

(b) if the S(l) envelope does not change sign, then the cubic spline interpolation is performed using 
a single logarithmic spline segment; 

(c) if the S(l) envelope changes sign and the second grid point of the S(l) envelope is not an 
extremum point, whereas the ratio of the two maximum absolute values of the S(l) envelope of 
either sign is greater than 5 or less than 0.2, then a constant term is added to all values of the 
envelope, such that they all have the same sign and the minimum absolute value becomes equal 
to the absolute value of the corresponding grid point of the original envelope (i.e., the absolute 
value of the mentioned offset of the S(l) envelope is equal to twice the smaller one of the two 
maximum absolute values corresponding to each of the two subsets of grid points with the same 
sign, and the sign of the offset is opposite to the sign of the corresponding grid point of the 
original envelope). After that, the interpolation is performed using a single logarithmic spline 
segment, and then the mentioned constant term is subtracted from the interpolated values, 
yielding the final interpolated S(l) envelope. 

1.3.4. Partial-wave interpolation method 
 Yet another method of improving the performance is based on decomposing the sums in 
(1.1.4) and (1.1.5) into terms that are smooth functions of | 1| or | 2| (or l1 or l2). Then it may be 
sufficient to calculate only some of those terms exactly, and the missing terms may be obtained by 
interpolation. This method is called the “partial-wave interpolation method”. It was applied in [49], 
where the single differential cross section (SDCS) (1.1.5) was expressed as 

1 2 1
1 2 1

,
,

( ) ( ) ( )l l l
l l l

k k k .                                              (1.3.1) 

However, the interpolation with respect to l1 (or | 1|) cannot be applied to the expression of the 
double differential cross section (DDCS) (1.1.3) or (1.1.4), because the latter expressions include a 
double sum with respect to the values of 1 (in  (1.1.3), the corresponding summation indices are 
denoted 1 and 1 , whereas in (1.1.4) the mentioned double sum appears due to the squaring of the 
four single sums with respect to 1). This means that interpolation of the DDCS with respect to l1 
(or | 1|) would have to be two-dimensional, and such interpolation would be much less accurate 
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than one-dimensional interpolation. Conversely, the sum with respect to 2 is simple (not double) 
both in the expression of the DDCS (1.1.3) (or (1.1.4)) and in the expression of the SDCS (1.1.5). In 
addition, as shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, after replacing the sum with respect to 2 by the sum with 
respect to | 2| (i.e., treating each pair of terms corresponding to opposite values of 2 as a single 
term), the terms of both those sums become smooth functions of | 2|. Consequently, BREMS allows 
“skipping” some of the values of 2 when calculating the set of the S integrals (1.1.15a,b). The 
values of the logarithm of the missing terms in the sums of (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) are subsequently 
calculated by cubic spline interpolation. By default, this method is applied in BREMS only when 
| 2|max  80 (if k  0), or when | 2|max  120 (if k = 0), and the first skipped value of | 2| is equal to 
31 (i.e., the starting value of | 2| for the mentioned interpolation is equal to 30). If | 1|max / | 2|max < 2 
and | 2|max  300, or | 1|max / | 2|max  2 and | 2|max < 250, then the default difference of the adjacent 
retained values of | 2| in the interval 30  | 2|  | 2|max is constant and equal to 5 (possibly excluding 
the last two values of | 2|, whose difference will be less than 5 if | 2|max is not a multiple of 5). If 
| 1|max / | 2|max < 2 and | 2|max > 300, or | 1|max / | 2|max  2 and | 2|max  250, then the default 
difference of the adjacent retained values of | 2| is 10. In addition, there is an option to use a set of 
values of | 2| whose differences increase in an arithmetic progression. 

1.3.5. Truncation of the interaction potential 
 A method of decreasing the computation time based on “truncation” of the interaction 
potential V(r) should also be mentioned. The cutoff radius Ra (or “atomic radius”), which is defined 
as the value of the radial coordinate where V drops to zero (i.e., V(r)  0 when r > Ra), can be 
calculated using the known fact that in momentum space the largest contribution to the radiation 
cross section originates from the region where the momentum transferred to the nucleus is smallest 
[12]. In coordinate space, this corresponds to a distance from the nucleus of the order 

min1/ | |r q ,                                                          (1.3.2) 
where |qmin| is the minimum momentum transfer (see (1.1.29e)), which is equal to 

2 2
min 1 2 1 2 1 2| | | | | | | | 1 1p p k E E kq p p k .                    (1.3.3)  

It is reasonable to expect that if the value of Ra exceeds the value of r (1.3.2) by a factor of 10 or 
more, then the mentioned truncation will not have a significant effect on the values of the DDCS 
and the SDCS. However, the decrease of the computation time caused by the truncation of the 
potential function may be quite dramatic, because the value of the cutoff radius Ra may be much 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Values of the first 130 terms of the expression of (a) scaled double differential cross section (DDCS) and 
(b) scaled single differential cross section (SDCS), where the summation is done with respect to | 2|. The physical 
parameters are indicated in the graphs. The Kohn-Sham potential is used. The scaled cross sections have been 
calculated using (1.1.3) and (1.1.5), where the summation indices 1 and 1  run from 130 to +130, and the sum 
(1.1.10) is truncated at l = 130. The exact values of the terms are shown by squares. Starting from the term No. 31, the 
solid line shows the values obtained by cubic spline interpolation between the exact values of the logarithm of the terms 
with sequence numbers from 30 to 130 in increments of 5. 
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less than the radius r0 where the asymptotic form would be attained without this truncation (this is 
usually the case when the kinetic energy of the incident electron is of the order of 1 MeV or 
greater). The asymptotic expression of the wave function (1.1.18) (with constant values of the phase 
shift  and the normalization factor A ) is known to be exact in the region of space where V(r)  0. 
Consequently, by truncating the potential function, one can decrease the region of the numerical 
integration and thus shorten the processing time. By default, BREMS calculates Ra by multiplying 
the value of (1.3.2) by 20 when T1 < 1 MeV, or by 13 when T1  1 MeV. In addition, the default 
value of Ra is not allowed to become less than a certain minimum value Ra,min. I.e., if the radius 
obtained as described previously is less than Ra,min, then Ra is set equal to Ra,min. If T1  3 MeV, then 
Ra,min = max(800, 126/p2) (i.e., either approximately six Bohr radii or twenty wavelengths of the 
outgoing electron, whichever is greater). If T1 > 3 MeV, then Ra,min = max(1200, 126/p2). When 
k = 0, the interaction potential is not truncated. The user can modify this default behavior. 

1.3.6. Reusing the integrals from r0 to  for different Z 
 Since each integral from r0 to  (the “analytical” integral) is expressed as a linear 
combination of the four integrals defined by (1.2.6), it is possible to decrease the total time of 
analytical integration by reusing the values of those four integrals for different values of Z, if a fixed 
set of values of T1 and k is used for all Z. The values of the mentioned four integrals depend on T1, k 
and r0, but do not depend on Z explicitly. If the values of the radial coordinate corresponding to the 
transition from the numerical integration to the analytical integration (i.e., the lower integration 
bound r0 in (1.2.6)) are also defined independently of Z (for example, if r0 = Ra, where the cutoff 
radius Ra is calculated as described in Section 1.3.5), then it is possible to reuse the values of the 
mentioned four integrals and thus to skip the stage of the analytical integration for some 
combinations of Z, T1 and k. In such a case, a change of Z requires only recalculating the 
coefficients of the mentioned linear combination, which depend on the phase shifts calculated by 
numerical solution of the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b). As a result, the total time of the analytical 
integration is decreased by a factor equal to the number of chemical elements, for which the cross 
sections are computed. For example, if BREMS is used for generation of a data library for all Z 
from 1 to 100, then the total time of the analytical integration can be reduced to the point where it is 
only a small fraction of the total processing time. 

1.4. The numerical errors 
 The errors in the final values of the cross sections are caused by the inaccuracies of the 
numerical methods used to evaluate the expressions presented in Section 1.1.1. The sources of 
errors are the following: 

1) errors of the numerical solution of the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b), 
2) errors of the numerical integration due to the finite step size, 
3) errors caused by truncation of the series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) at finite values of 1 and 2. 

The combined effect of the errors of the first and second types on the numerical integrals is 
estimated by calculating the so-called “test” numerical integrals, i.e., by redoing the numerical 
integration with all tolerances and step sizes increased by a factor of two. The output data files 
created at the stage of calculating the S integrals contain not only the values of the total integrals 
(from 0 to ), but also the values of both numerical integrals (corresponding to the initial numerical 
integration from 0 to r0 and the test integration with the same bounds). The difference of the latter 
two integrals serves as the estimate of the error of the numerical integration. The uncertainty of the 
phase shifts  caused by errors of the first type affects the accuracy of the analytical integrals, too, 
because the asymptotic expressions of the radial wave functions (1.1.18) depend on the mentioned 
phase shifts. In the case of screened (exponentially decaying) or “truncated” interaction potentials, 
the effect of the uncertainty of the phase shifts on the analytical integrals is estimated by calculating 
three estimates of each analytical integral: 
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1) the one corresponding to the original (i.e., average) phase shifts 
1
 and 

2
,  

2) the one obtained after incrementing 
1
 by the uncertainty of 

1
, 

3) the one obtained after incrementing 
2
 by the uncertainty of 

2
. 

The mentioned “uncertainty of ” is the range of variation (i.e., the difference of the maximum 

and minimum values) of over the last 10 “test” points (see also Section 1.2). After performing 

the test integration, the overall range of variation of  is obtained by combining the ranges of 
variation corresponding to the original and test integrations. The absolute value of the maximum 
difference of these three estimates of the analytical integral serves as the estimate of the error of the 
analytical integral due to uncertainty of the phase shift. In the case of the exact (non-truncated) 
point-Coulomb potential (or in the case of an ion), the phase shift  in (1.1.18) is unknown due to 
an undefined value of the phase correction integral (see (1.2.1), (1.2.2), and (1.2.5a)). Consequently, 
the uncertainty of the S integrals caused by the uncertainty of the phase shift is estimated in this 
case as twice the absolute value of the largest of the four integrals (1.2.6), multiplied by the product 
of the two corresponding square-root factors before the brackets in (1.1.18), i.e., by 

1 2 1 2( 1)( 1) /(4 )E E E E  for S1 integrals, or by 1 2 1 2( 1)( 1) /(4 )E E E E  for S2 integrals. 
 The mentioned errors of the analytical integrals caused by the uncertainty of the phase shift 
are also included in the S integral data files. The overall error (i.e., uncertainty) of each S integral is 
obtained by combining the error of the numerical integration and the error of the analytical integral 
caused by uncertainty of the phase shifts (these two errors are assumed to be independent, hence 
they are combined by adding them in quadrature). It should be noted that the overall relative errors 
of the S integrals are usually greater than the relative errors of the separate numerical and analytical 
integrals by several orders of magnitude due to a strong cancellation of those two integrals. 
 The effect of the truncation of the series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) may be ameliorated by 
extrapolation as described in Section 1.5. 

1.5. Refining the estimates of cross sections by extrapolation to max   

1.5.1. The stretched exponential approximation 
 In the following text, the cross section that is differential in photon energy and angle (1.1.4) 
will be called simply “differential cross section” (DCS), and the cross section that is differential in 
photon energy only (1.1.5) will be called simply “cross section” (CS). It has been noticed that if the 
truncation error is not too large and if the summation in the truncated series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) is 
symmetrical with respect to positive and negative values of the summation indices 1 and 2 (i.e., if 
for every term corresponding to a particular pair of indices ( 1, 2) there are two terms 
corresponding to the pairs of indices ( 1, 2) and ( 1, 2)), then the dependence of both the DCS 
and the CS on the maximum value of | 1| and | 2| used in the sum may be approximated by the 
following five-parameter expression:  

max
max(D)CS exp( )d hc a b ,                                             (1.5.1) 

where b < 0, d > 0, h ≥ 0, and max is the largest value of | 2| included in the series (1.1.4) and 
(1.1.5), i.e., the “truncation value” of | 2|: 

max  2max  max(| 2|) = 1max / n,                                            (1.5.2) 
where 1max  max(| 1|), and n is a constant positive integer. This means that an increase of 2max by 
1 is accompanied by an increase of 1max by n  1. I.e., the set of terms added to the truncated 
partial-wave series (Eq. (1.1.4) or Eq. (1.1.5)) as a result of each such increment consists of all the 
terms corresponding to the following pairs of 1 and 2: 
 1  | 1|  n max  n,  | 2| = max, 

n max  n + 1  | 1|  n max,  1  | 2|  max. 
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This condition is needed in order to ensure smoothness of the dependence of (D)CS on max in the 
entire investigated range of max. Specifically, it is needed in order to accommodate the case 
T2 << T1, when 1max has to be much greater than 2max, and to avoid the situation when in some 
intervals of max only one of the two numbers 1max and 2max is varied, whereas in other intervals of 

max both 1max and 2max are varied. In the code of BREMS, the default value of n in Eq. (1.5.2) is 
equal to the rounded value of the ratio of the initial and final momenta of the electron (p1 / p2), 
which approaches the ratio of the corresponding kinetic energies T1 / T2 as the speed of the outgoing 
electron approaches the speed of light. If p1 / p2 < 2, then the rounded value is equal to the nearest 
integer (either 1 or 2), and if p1 / p2 > 2, then it is rounded down, i.e., the rounded value is equal to 
the integer part of p1 / p2. Consequently, n = 1 at p1 / p2 < 1.5. In such a case, an increment of max 
by 1 implies adding all the terms where one of the two summation indices (either 1 or 2) is equal 
to max, and the other one is equal to all non-zero integer values from max to + max ( 1,2 cannot 
be zero according to Eq. (1.1.2)). 
 As it follows from (1.5.1), the (D)CS approaches the limiting value c as a stretched 
exponential of max, with the stretching exponent depending on max linearly. Approximation (1.5.1) 
is applicable when the magnitude of the truncation error corresponding to a given value of max (i.e., 
the absolute value of the relative deviation of the value of the truncated series (1.1.4) or (1.1.5) from 
the value corresponding to max  ) is less than approximately 30 % and the shape of the actual 
dependence of the CS or DCS on max is consistent with Eq. (1.5.1), i.e., a monotonous increase or 
decrease, with the first derivative asymptotically approaching zero. 
 Equation (1.5.1) defines a prescription for improving the accuracy of the final estimates of 
CS and DCS: the dependence of CS and DCS on max must be fitted by the nonlinear function 
(1.5.1) in the range of values of max where the CS or DCS is sufficiently close to the saturation 
value. The optimal value of c (i.e., the value obtained by nonlinear fitting) is the estimate of the CS 
or the DCS. The fitting is performed by minimizing the sum of squared differences between the 
fitting function (1.5.1) and the actual values over the last Nfit values of max, i.e., in the range 
K  Nfit < max  K, where K is the upper bound on the value of max to be used in the analysis: 

K  max( max).                                                            (1.5.3) 
In the case of the DCS, this fitting is performed independently for each value of the photon 
emission angle . If the partial-wave interpolation method described in Section 1.3.4 is applied, 
then the logarithmic cubic spline interpolation mentioned in Section 1.3.4 must be done for each 
value of max independently, because a change of max causes not only the change of the number of 
terms retained in the sums with respect to | 2|, but also a change of values of all terms in those sums 
(due to the change of the limits of summation with respect to 1 and 1 ). 
 If 

(d + h max) ln max << 1,                                                       (1.5.4) 
then the expression of the (D)CS (1.5.1) becomes approximately equal to 

max max(D)CS exp[ ( ) ln ]c a b b d h .                                      (1.5.5) 
Parameter b appears in (1.5.5) only as a term in the sum a + b and as a factor in two products: bd 
and bh. This means that the fitting model is “over-parameterized”: the four parameters a, b, d and h 
should be replaced by three parameters having the meaning of a + b, bd, and bh. Equivalently, 
parameter b could be fixed at any convenient value (for example, 1). By setting parameter b equal 
to 1 and assuming that the condition (1.5.4) is true, the following approximation of the (D)CS is 
obtained: 

max
max(D)CS exp( 1) d hc a .                                               (1.5.6) 

Thus, in the special case defined by inequality (1.5.4), the five-parameter stretched exponential 
approximation (1.5.1) is replaced by a four-parameter power-function approximation with the 
exponent equal to a linear function of max (see (1.5.6)). 
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 For any triplet of values of parameters c, d and h, the optimal values of parameters a and b 
in Eq. (1.5.1) are calculated by linear least squares fitting of ln|(D)CS  c| as a function of max

max
d h . 

Thus, parameters a and b are expressed analytically in terms of independent parameters c, d and h, 
so that the latter three parameters are the only ones that have to be varied during the iterative fitting 
procedure. Alternatively, max

maxexp( )d hb  may be used as the argument of the linear regression, in 
which case parameters exp(a) and c in (1.5.1) would have the meaning of the slope and intercept, 
respectively. Then parameters a and c are expressed analytically in terms of parameters b, d and h, 
so that the latter three parameters are the only ones that have to be varied independently during the 
iterative fitting procedure. In BREMS, both these approaches are applied consecutively: at first, the 
optimal values of all parameters are calculated using the first approach (with c, d and h as 
independent varied parameters), and then the second optimization is performed using b, d and h as 
independent parameters, whose initial values are obtained by the previous optimization. In the 
special case (1.5.4), (D)CS becomes a linear function of max

max
d h (see (1.5.6)), with the intercept 

equal to c and the slope equal to exp(a  1), so that only d and h have to be varied during the 
iterative fitting procedure. 
 The Nelder-Mead simplex method [50] is used in BREMS for minimizing the sum of 
squared differences between the fitting function (1.5.1) and the original (unfitted) CS or DCS. In 
order to ensure the inequalities b < 0, d > 0 and h  0, the iterative simplex procedure uses the 
transformed parameters b', d' and h', which are related to b, d and h as follows: 

b = exp(b'), d = exp(d'),  h = (h')2.                                           (1.5.7) 
 Testing has shown that the improvement of the fitting accuracy caused by inclusion of h into 
the set of varied parameters (as opposed to using h = 0 in (1.5.1)) is significant only when the 
(D)CS is an increasing function of max (which is always true in the case of the CS). However, in 
the latter case the polynomial approximation is significantly faster while ensuring a comparable or 
even better accuracy than the stretched exponential approximation, especially at large relative 
corrections of the DCS due to the max-fitting (see Section 1.5.2). Consequently, parameter h is used 
by default only when fitting the dependence of CS on max. When fitting the DCS, h = 0. 

1.5.2. The polynomial approximation 
 An alternative fitting model for extrapolation of the max-dependence of the truncated PW 
(D)CS to max   is based on the assumption that the mentioned dependence at large values of 

max is a smooth function of  
max

maxexp( )d hx b ,                                                          (1.5.8) 
where the b, d and h are constants (b < 0, d > 0, h ≥ 0). Then the saturation value (c) of the (D)CS is 
the zero-degree term of the Taylor expansion of the (D)CS in the vicinity of x = 0: 

2 3
1 2 3(D)CS ...c c x c x c x                                               (1.5.9) 

Accordingly, a possible approximation of the max-dependence of the (D)CS is a polynomial of x: 

1
(D)CS

M
m

m
m

c c x ,                                                    (1.5.10) 

where M is the degree of the approximating polynomial. It has been determined that the mentioned 
polynomial approximation works best in the case of large positive corrections of the (D)CS due to 
the max-fitting (> 20 %). Consequently, the polynomial approximation is applied in BREMS by 
default only when the relative correction of the (D)CS by the stretched exponential approximation 
(1.5.1) is positive and greater than 0.2. Testing has shown that satisfactory accuracy is achieved 
when d = 0.5, h = 0, and b is determined by least squares fitting at M = 1 (this stage of the 
calculations is described in Section 1.5.1). The optimal degree M of the polynomial is determined 
by performing the polynomial fitting for a set of increasing values of M (with b, d and h fixed) and 
then combining two criteria: 1) smallest relative uncertainty of c, 2) smallest total length of M + 2 
longest runs of constant sign of the residuals [51]. By default, the maximum allowed value of M is 
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6. The optimal degree is either the maximum degree M = Mmax of all polynomials with the relative 
uncertainty of c less than 5%, or the value of M corresponding to the smallest total length of M + 2 
longest runs of constant sign of the residuals (the latter value of M will be denoted M'). If 
M' < Mmax, then M' is preferred to Mmax only when the corresponding total lengths of M' + 2 and 
Mmax + 2 longest runs of constant sign of the residuals are less than 0.5Nfit and greater than 0.7Nfit, 
respectively, where Nfit is the number of values of max in the fitting interval. 

1.5.3. Limits of applicability of the stretched exponential or polynomial approximation 
 By default, the stretched exponential fitting described above (using Eq. (1.5.1), or its 
special-case approximation (1.5.6), or the polynomial approximation (1.5.10)) is performed using 
the value of Nfit equal to 

fit 1.2
4
KN K .                                                      (1.5.11a) 

There is also an option use a fitting interval that is narrower by half, i.e., 

fit 0.6
8
KN K ,                                                     (1.5.11b) 

or to apply Eq. (1.5.1) or (1.5.6) with both values of Nfit (1.5.11a,b). In the latter case, the (D)CS is 
calculated as a weighted average of the two corresponding values of c (see also Section 1.6). If the 
polynomial approximation (1.5.10) has been applied in one or both of the two fitting intervals, then 
only the result corresponding to the wider interval is used. This choice of Nfit is largely arbitrary. If 
the fitting model defined by (1.5.1) or (1.5.10) was perfectly accurate, then one should fit the values 
of (D)CS corresponding to all values of max from 1 to K. However, the fitting equation becomes 
less accurate with decreasing max, hence the number of fitted data points Nfit is chosen on the basis 
of an empirical tradeoff between the accuracy of the fitting model and the rounding errors during 
the calculation of the original data and during the fitting procedure (the mentioned rounding errors 
tend to decrease with increasing Nfit). 
 Before performing the fitting of the data as a function of max by the methods described in 
Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 (the “ max-fitting”), the dependences CS( max) and DCS( max) are 
smoothed. The smoothing with respect to max is implemented by replacing each value of (D)CS 
with the average of several values corresponding to consecutive values of max, where the last value 
is the current one. I.e., the dependence of the (D)CS on max is replaced by its moving average 
(MA). Accordingly, the value of max in the fitting equations (1.5.1) and (1.5.8) is less than the 
value of max corresponding to the endpoint of the corresponding MA interval by 0.5 times the MA 
interval reduced by 1. For example, if the MA interval is equal to 10, then the mentioned offset is 
equal to 4.5. If the partial-wave (PW) interpolation method has been applied for generation of the 
(D)CS data (see Section 1.3.4), then the default MA interval for smoothing the (D)CS is equal to the 
magnitude of the increment of 2 used for the PW interpolation. If the PW interpolation method has 
not been applied, then the default MA interval is equal to 5 (in this case, the moving average is 
calculated only when K  80). 
 The overall error of the final estimates of the CS or DCS obtained by applying the 
extrapolation techniques described above is usually less than the original truncation error at least by 
an order of magnitude. However, in the case of the DCS, the applicability of the approximation 
(1.5.1) or (1.5.10) is limited by the fact that the dependence of the DCS on max at a fixed non-zero 
value of  is sometimes oscillatory in a wide interval of values of max, when those values are 
insufficiently large. The mentioned oscillations are especially pronounced in the case of large 
values of T1 (> 3 MeV) and k / T1 (> 0.6). Those oscillations manifest themselves as wiggles in the 
angular dependence of the final DCS. As max is increased, the amplitude of those oscillations 
decreases and eventually the DCS becomes a monotonous function of max, which is approximately 
described by Eq. (1.5.1) or (1.5.10). The approximation (1.5.1) or (1.5.10) can be applied only when 
the dependence of the DCS on max is not oscillatory, or when the largest investigated values of 
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max are well outside the oscillatory interval. If the largest value of max belongs to the oscillatory 
interval, then it is better to skip the nonlinear fitting, i.e., to use the original (unfitted) value of the 
DCS instead of the fitted value. BREMS checks the shape of the dependence of the DCS on max 
before the nonlinear fitting, and if it is determined that it is not consistent with Eq. (1.5.1), then the 
fitting is not performed, i.e., the final value of the DCS is set equal to the original value. 
 At high electron energies, or when k / T1 is very close to 1, the values of the DCS at large 
angles are less by several orders of magnitude than at small and intermediate angles, and those 
values are especially sensitive to the truncation of the sums (1.1.4) and (1.1.10) with respect to | 1|, 
| 2| and l. The nonlinear fitting described above is not always successful in eliminating the 
distortions of the function DCS( ) at large values of . As a result, the angular dependence of the 
fitted DCS at large angles (  > 140°) is sometimes non-monotonous when T1 is of the order of 
1 MeV or greater (at those conditions, the correct angular dependence of the DCS at large angles is 
a monotonous decrease with increasing ). Examples of such distortions are given in Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 8a,b. Those distortions may be eliminated by polynomial or spline fitting for extrapolation of 
the fitted angular dependence of the DCS from the angular range where it has a “regular” shape to 
large angles (this method will be described in Section 1.7). A completely different approach to 
calculation of the angular dependence of the DCS at large angles (typically in the range 
20     180 ) is based on an empirical observation that the PW DCS, as a function of max, has a 
practically identical shape for all angles inside a wide angular interval, if T2 is sufficiently large 
(typically greater than 1 MeV). This approach is described in Section 1.5.4. 

1.5.4. Extrapolation of the partial-wave DCS to max   by linear rescaling 
 At sufficiently high energies of the incident electron (T1 > 1 MeV), truncation of the partial-
wave (PW) series (1.1.4) causes distortions in the approximation of the DCS by the truncated PW 
series, especially at large angles (  > 100 ). There is also some distortion at small angles (  < 10 ), 
but it is typically less pronounced than at large angles (see Fig. 4). Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b correspond to 
the two special cases when the exact calculation of the DCS (and the exact evaluation of the 
mentioned distortions) is feasible: 

I. Fig. 4a corresponds to the following set of physical parameters: Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, 
k = 6.4 MeV, T2 = T1  k = 1.6 MeV. If the value of T2 is sufficiently small (as in Fig. 4a, 
where T2 = 1.6 MeV), then the converged value of the PW series (1.1.4) at all values of the 
photon emission angle  can be attained using a relatively small number of partial waves. In 
the case of Fig. 4a, the mentioned convergence is practically achieved using 
max(| 2|)  max = 125 and max(| 1|) = 500 (these values correspond to n = 4 in Eq. (1.5.2)). 

II. Fig. 4b corresponds to the following set of physical parameters: Z = 1, T1 = 30 MeV, 
k = 6 MeV, T2 = T1  k = 24 MeV. In this case, the Born approximation should be sufficiently 
accurate (see Section 1.1.2). The criterion for the validity of the Born approximation is 
(1.1.27). The value of Z = 1 corresponds to Z  = 0.0073, and the value of T2 = 24 MeV 
corresponds to  = 0.99978 >> Z . In this case, the relative error of the Born approximation is 
expected to be at most 1 % or so at all angles, so that the Born-approximation DCS may be 
treated as the exact DCS. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the original DCS, which is equal to the truncated PW series (further called 
“partial-wave DCS”, or “PW DCS”), is typically greater than the exact DCS at large angles, and 
typically less than the exact DCS at small angles. Obviously, those distortions decrease with 
increasing value of max (defined by Eq. (1.5.2)), and the PW DCS at intermediate angles  
(10  <  < 100 ) is less dependent on max and closer to the exact DCS (shown by the solid line in 
Fig. 4) than at large angles. 
 In the remainder of this subsection, several transforms of the data corresponding to the same 
two sets of physical parameters as in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b will be discussed and illustrated in several 
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graphs. As in Fig. 4, the “a” graphs will correspond to the case Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, k = 6.4 MeV, 
and the “b” graphs will correspond to the case Z = 1, T1 = 30 MeV, k = 6 MeV. 
 As shown in Fig. 5, the shape of the dependence of the PW DCS on max at different angles 
in a wide angular interval (typically 20     170 ) is practically constant, meaning that the 
mentioned dependence at a particular angle inside the mentioned angular interval can be obtained 
by a linear rescaling of a similar dependence at any other angle from the same angular interval [52]. 
Although Fig. 5 compares only the data for two values of , practically identical curves would be 
obtained at all intermediate values of  (the scales of the left and right vertical axes in Fig. 5a and 
Fig. 5b have been intentionally displaced in order to make it possible to distinguish the two curves 
visually). This property of the PW DCS can be stated mathematically using the expression of the 
value of the PW DCS at a particular value of max as a linear combination of the values of the 
PW DCS at two other values of max, equal to K and K': 

DCS( max, ) = DCS(K', ) + ( max,  ) (DCS(K, )  DCS(K', )).            (1.5.12a) 
Obviously, 0    1 when K'  max  K (with the values  = 0 and  = 1 corresponding to 

max = K' and max = K, respectively), and  > 1 when max > K. The mentioned property of the PW 
DCS implies that the “scale factor”  in (1.5.12a) does not depend on the photon emission angle  if 
the same values of max, K, and K' are used for all values of  inside the mentioned angular interval. 
If this property of the PW DCS holds up to max  , then the problem of calculating the exact 
theoretical DCS (i.e., the PW DCS corresponding to max  ) is reduced to calculation of the 
constant factor  in the following expression: 

DCS ( )  DCS( max  , ) = DCS(K", ) +  (DCS(K, )  DCS(K", )),       (1.5.12b) 
where K is the absolute maximum value of max in the data used for the analysis (defined by 
Eq. (1.5.3)), whereas K' and K" are (largely arbitrary) “base” values of max, which must be smaller 
than K (but not too small, because  ceases to be independent of the angle if K' or K" is reduced 
below a certain threshold value). 
 The testing of the mentioned property of the PW DCS must be performed using values of K 
and K' that are sufficiently different from each other, so that nonlinearity of the function DCS( max) 
inside the interval K'  max  K becomes apparent. Otherwise, the constancy of the factor  in 
Eq. (1.5.12a) for different angles would become trivial (any two linear functions can be transformed 
into each other by a linear rescaling). However, after determining the angular range where the factor 
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Fig. 4. The calculated angular dependence of the DCS for two sets of physical parameters: (a) Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, 
k = 6.4 MeV, and (b) Z = 1, T1 = 30 MeV, k = 6 MeV. The Kohn-Sham interaction potential is used in both cases. The 
dashed and dotted curves show the DCS obtained by truncating the sum in Eq. (1.1.4) (“partial-wave DCS” or “PW 
DCS”) at four values of max defined by Eq. (1.5.2), and the solid curve shows the exact theoretical DCS (corresponding 
to max  ), obtained either by analyzing the data at sufficiently large values of max(| 1|) and max(| 2|) (in the case 
“(a)”, max  max(| 2|) = 125 and max(| 1|) = 500), or using the Elwert-Born-form factor (EBF) approximation, which is 
the screened Born approximation (1.1.36) multiplied by the Elwert factor (1.1.47) (in the case “(b)”, the Elwert factor is 
practically equal to 1, and the Born approximation is accurate to better than 1 %). 
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 in Eq. (1.5.12a) is constant, the value of K" in Eq. (1.5.12b) may be chosen to be arbitrarily close 
to the value of K (with the maximum possible value equal to K" = K  1). The rounding errors in the 
values of DCS( max) may again make a larger difference of K and K" preferable (but not because of 
the approximate linearity of DCS( max) in the range K"  max  K, which would not cause any 
problems in this case). 
 In the code of BREMS, the testing of the angle-independence of the scale factor  in 
Eq. (1.5.12a) is by default performed inside the interval K / 2  max  K, where K is equal to the 
maximum value of max in the analyzed data. Thus, K' is by default equal to K / 2. When 
4 MeV  T1  30 MeV and T2  1 MeV, the optimal value of K (in the sense of a tradeoff between 
the computation time and the magnitude of errors in the final values of the DCS) is such that the 
absolute maximum of | 1| in the available data (which is equal to nK, according to Eqs. (1.5.2) and 
(1.5.3)) is usually inside the interval 200  nK  400, with larger values of T2 requiring larger 
values of nK. In Fig. 5, the values of K and K' = K / 2 correspond to the endpoint and starting point 
of the max axis, respectively. This constancy of  is clearly seen from comparison of the differential 
of DCS( max), which is defined as follows: 

DCS( max, )  DCS( max, )  DCS( max  1, ),                           (1.5.13) 
for different values of . As it is obvious from Eq. (1.5.12a) and from the definition of 

DCS( max, ) (Eq. (1.5.13)), it is proportional to the differential of  as a function of max (bearing 
in mind that K and K' are constants): 

DCS( max, )  ( max, ) (DCS(K, )  DCS(K', ),                       (1.5.14) 
where 

( max, )  ( max, )  ( max  1, ).                                      (1.5.15) 
 In order to test the angle-independence of the scale factor  (i.e., of its differential ), the 
differential of DCS( max) should be “normalized” so that its dependence on   is entirely caused by 
the dependence of  on . This can be achieved, e.g., by defining the normalized differential of the 
DCS as follows: 

DCSnorm( max, )  DCS( max, ) / ( DCSmax( )  DCSmin( )),                 (1.5.16) 
where DCSmax( ) and DCSmin( ) are, respectively, the maximum and minimum values of 

DCS( max, ) over all values of max from K' to K for a given value of : 

max
max maxDCS ( ) max DCS( , )

K K
,     

max
min maxDCS ( ) min DCS( , )

K K
.     (1.5.17) 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the dependence of the partial-wave DCS on max at two values of the photon emission angle . 
The two dependences on max are plotted for two sets of physical parameters: (a) Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, k = 6.4 MeV, and 
(b) Z = 1, T1 = 30 MeV, k = 6 MeV. In each case, the dependences of PW DCS on max at the two angles are plotted on 
different vertical axes, whose scales have been chosen so as to demonstrate the similarity of the two curves. Curves of 
practically identical shape are also obtained at all angles that are between the two indicated values of . The intervals of 

max are (a) 35  max  70, and (b) 150  max  300. 
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By substituting expressions (1.5.14) and (1.5.17) into Eq. (1.5.16), the following expression is 
obtained: 

DCSnorm( max, )  ( max, ) / ( max( )  min( )),                       (1.5.18) 
where max( ) and min( ) are, respectively, the maximum and minimum values of ( max, ) 
over all values of max from K' to K for a given value of : 

max
max max( ) max ( , )

K K
,     

max
min max( ) min ( , )

K K
.               (1.5.19) 

 As it is obvious from Eq. (1.5.18), the dependence of DCSnorm( max, ) on  is entirely 
caused by the dependence of  on . The angle-independence of  can therefore be tested by 
calculating the range of variation of expression (1.5.16) over all values of  in a given angular 
interval at a given value of max. Although the same objective could be achieved using a simpler 
method of “normalization” (for example, division of DCS( max, ) by DCS(K, )  DCS(K', ), 
which, according to Eq. (1.5.14), would yield the value of ( max, )), the expression (1.5.16) (or, 
equivalently, (1.5.18)) is more convenient for evaluating the degree of stability of the scale factor  
as a function of , because the range of variation of DCSnorm( max, ) as a function of max inside 
the interval K'  max  K at any fixed value of  is equal to 1. Consequently, the difference of 
values of DCSnorm( max, ) corresponding to different  at a fixed value of max can be interpreted 
as a relative difference (in reference to the total range of variation of DCSnorm( max, ) as a 
function of max at a fixed value of ), and the condition of approximate angle-independence of  
can be formulated as follows: 

start endmax start end
norm max norm maxmax max DCS ( , ) min DCS ( , ) 1

K K
,             (1.5.20) 

where start and end are the endpoints of the angular range where the values of DCS( max, ) are 
calculated. In addition, the definition (1.5.16) has the advantage of making it possible to test not 
only the angle-independence of the scale factor , but also the degree of nonlinearity of the 
dependence of DCS on max (which, as mentioned, is one of the prerequisites for a meaningful test 
of the angle-independence of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a)). If the dependence DCS( max) is 
linear, then DCSmax( ) = DCSmin( ), so that the value of the denominator in expression (1.5.16) 
becomes zero and the mentioned expression becomes undefined. If the dependence DCS( max) is 
nonlinear, but this nonlinearity is relatively weak, then the magnitude of the denominator in 
expression (1.5.16) is strongly affected by the random rounding errors in the estimates of 

DCSmax( ) and DCSmin( ), causing a relatively large value of the total range of variation of 
DCSnorm (i.e., of the left-hand side of inequality (1.5.20)) and a consequent failure of the test for 

the angle-independence of the scale factor . A larger nonlinearity of DCS( max) implies a greater 
value of DCSmax( )  DCSmin( ) in Eq. (1.5.16) and thus a reduced sensitivity of the values of 

DCSnorm( max, ) to the mentioned rounding errors, so that those values reflect the actual shape of 
DCS( max) rather than the rounding errors. Fig. 6 shows the maximum and minimum values of the 
normalized differential of DCS( max) (defined according to Eq. (1.5.16) or, equivalently, according 
to Eq. (1.5.18)) over all angles in the indicated angular range for each value of max from K' = K / 2 
to K. I.e., the two quantities plotted in each of Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b are defined as follows: 

start end
norm maxmax DCS ( , ) ,   

start end
norm maxmin DCS ( , )                         (1.5.21) 

(the values of start and end are indicated in Figs. 6a and 6b). The similarity of the maximum and 
minimum normalized differential of DCS( max) shown in Figs. 6a and 6b is a clear demonstration of 
the fact that the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) is approximately angle-independent (the maximum 
difference of the solid and dashed curves, i.e., the left-hand side of inequality (1.5.20), is equal to 
0.0085 in the case of Fig. 6a, and 0.038 in the case of Fig. 6b). 
 After determining the angular interval where the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) is 
approximately angle-independent, the theoretical value of the DCS in this angular interval can be 
determined by evaluating expression (1.5.12b), if the constant factor  is known. If the DCS is a 
decreasing function of max, then the value of the latter factor can be determined by minimizing the 
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large-angle distortion in the angular dependence of DCS  (defined by Eq. (1.5.12b)). The latter 
distortion shows up as an increase of the PW DCS at large angles (see Fig. 4). If  is smaller than 
optimal, then this type of distortion appears in DCS ( ), too (see curve 3 in Figs. 7a and 7b). If  is 
greater than optimal, then the mentioned increase of the PW DCS causes a decrease of DCS ( ) at 
large angles, and DCS ( ) becomes negative starting from some value of  (see curve 5 in Figs. 7a 
and 7b). The effect of those large-angle distortions can be reduced by replacing the large-angle part 
of the angular dependence of DCS  by angular extrapolation of the same function DCS ( ) from an 
angular range ending at a suitably small angle. Testing has shown that consistently accurate results 
(with accuracy of a few percent or better) are obtained when the mentioned angular extrapolation is 
performed by least squares fitting of DCS ( ) or of the ratio of DCS ( ) and an analytical 
“reference” DCS by a polynomial of cos . The mentioned “reference” DCS is obtained either from 
the screened Born approximation (see Section 1.1.2), or from the Sommerfeld-Maue (SM) 
approximation with the screening correction and with the next-to-leading-order (NLO) correction 
(see Section 1.1.3). Thus, the fitting function (which is used for the mentioned angular 
extrapolation) is defined as follows: 

ext ref
0

DCS ( ) DCS ( ) cos
L

m
m

m

a ,                                       (1.5.22) 

where DCSref( ) is either equal to 1, or the reference DCS corresponding to one of the two 
mentioned analytical approximations, L is the degree of the fitting polynomial, and ai (m = 0, 1, …, 
L) are the polynomial coefficients, which are obtained by minimizing the sum of squared relative 
deviations (SSRD) of DCSext from DCS : 

2

extDCS ( )SSRD 1
DCS ( )

i
i

i i i

,                                            (1.5.23) 

where the summation is performed over a set of discrete equidistant values of , numbered in an 
ascending order (the summation index i is the sequence number of a value of  in the mentioned set, 
and the latter value is denoted i). By default, the polynomial fitting interval starts at 

 = i'  ' = 90  and ends at an angle  = i''  '' that is less than the angle of the first irregularity 
(a minimum or an extra inflection point) of the function DCS ( ) by 20  to 30 . As shown in Fig. 7  
(where ' = 100  and L = 3), thus extrapolated curve is quite close to the exact angular dependence 
even when the value of  is not optimal (see curves 4 and 6 in Fig. 7a and 7b). The choice of the 
optimal value of L and of the optimal reference DCS is based on two criteria: (a) the quality of the 
polynomial fit inside the fitting interval ( '    ''), and (b) the degree of stability of the 
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Fig. 6. The maximum and minimum normalized differential of the DDCS over all angles in the indicated angular 
interval for two sets of the physical parameters: (a) Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, k = 6.4 MeV, and (b) Z = 1, T1 = 30 MeV, 
k = 6 MeV. The intervals of max are (a) 35  max  70, and (b) 150  max  300. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the exact DCS with the function DCS ( ) defined by Eq. (1.5.12b), calculated using three values 
of the scale factor : the optimal one, a smaller-than-optimal one, and a larger-than-optimal one, for two sets of 
physical parameters: (a) Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, k = 6.4 MeV, and (b) Z = 1, T1 = 30 MeV, k = 6 MeV. In the case of non-
optimal , the angular extrapolation of the function DCS ( ) from the angular interval starting at 100  and ending at the 
indicated angle is shown, too. The angular extrapolation has been performed by fitting the ratio of DCS ( ) and the 
analytical “reference” DCS with a third-degree polynomial of cos  (see Eq. (1.5.22)). The endpoint of the polynomial 
fitting interval is less than the angle of the first irregularity (a minimum or an inflection) of the function DCS ( ) by 
20 . The values of K and K" in Eq. (1.5.12b) are either (a) 40 and 23, or (b) 300 and 205, respectively. The values of K"
have been calculated using the formula [( / 4) 1.2 ] 1K K K K , which is largely arbitrary (practically identical 
results would be obtained using other values of K"). The reference DCS has been calculated using the SM NLO 
approximation in the case of Fig. 7a, and the Born approximation in the case of Fig. 7b. 
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polynomial fit in the range '    180  as a function of the endpoint of the fitting interval ''. Each 
of these criteria is implemented by calculating the corresponding standard deviation (over all data 
points inside the mentioned angular interval in the case (a), and over all values of '' in the case 
(b)). Then those two standard deviations are combined in quadrature, yielding the overall standard 
deviation. The set of parameters corresponding to the minimum overall standard deviation  
(balancing quality of the fit and insensitivity of the final results to the value of '') is chosen. The 
values of DCS ( ) and of the fitting polynomial for each value of  are averaged over all values of 

'' that were used for testing the stability of the optimal polynomial as a function of ''. Those 
average values are then used for constructing the final “ -corrected” DCS. 
 The previous discussion and Fig. 7 suggest a criterion for determining the optimum value of 
the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b) when the DCS is decreasing function of max: it is the value that 
corresponds to the minimum deviation of DCS ( ) from the extrapolated DCS (i.e., DCSext( )) at 
large angles. In the case discussed, the exact meaning of the quantity that should be minimized can 
be inferred from the requirement that the optimal value of  should cause the extrapolated DCS to 
coincide with the exact DCS, and from the fact that DCS ( ) is completely above the extrapolated 
DCS when  is too small (compare curves 3 and 4 in Figs. 7a and 7b), or mostly below the 
extrapolated DCS when  is too large (compare curves 5 and 6 in Figs. 7a and 7b). The large-angle 
distortion usually does not disappear completely at any value of : even when  is equal to the 
optimal value, DCS ( ) intersects with the extrapolated DCS at one or more points (see curve 2 in 
Figs. 7a and 7b). Bearing in mind that the SDCS is equal to the integral of the DCS with respect to 
cos  multiplied by 2  (see Eq. (1.1.31b)), it is natural to require that the integral of the difference 
between DCS ( ) and the extrapolated DCS with respect to cos  and with the lower bound 
corresponding to the starting point ' of the polynomial fitting interval should be equal to zero when 

 is optimal: 
π

ext(DCS ( ) DCS ( ))sin d 0 .                                           (1.5.24a) 

 The method described above is also applicable in the “soft-photon limit” k = 0 (assuming 
that the soft-photon DCS is calculated using Eq. (1.1.4) in conjunction with Eq. (1.1.20), rather than 
as a weighted integral of the elastic-scattering DCS [11]). In the case k = 0 (and possibly in the case 
of sufficiently small non-zero k), the angular interval characterized by approximately constant scale 
factor in Eq. (1.5.12a) is located at small angles, where the DCS is an increasing function of max. 
Consequently, the positions of the polynomial fitting interval and the angular extrapolation interval 
with respect to each other are reversed: the function DCS ( ) is extrapolated to small angles. In 
other respects, the method of determining the optimum value of  is the same as in the case when 
the DCS decreases with max. I.e., the deviation of DCS ( ) from from the function obtained by 
polynomial fitting and extrapolation to small angles (DCSext( )) must be as small as possible, and 
this is achieved by numerical solution of the following equation: 

ext
0

(DCS ( ) DCS ( ))sin d 0 ,                                            (1.5.24b) 

where '' is the endpoint of the polynomial fitting interval. The distortion of the PW DCS at small 
angles is less pronounced than at large angles, and it usually cannot be detected by locating a 
minimum or an extra inflection point (see Fig. 4). Consequently, the position of the mentioned 
distortion cannot be used for defining the polynomial fitting interval (unlike in the case when the 
DCS is a decreasing function of max), and the starting point of the mentioned interval ( ') is equal 
to the starting point of the angular interval with angle-independent  in Eq. (1.5.12a). 
 If the relative correction of the DCS due to the max-fitting by the stretched-exponential 
approximation (Eq. (1.5.1)) or by the polynomial approximation (Eq. (1.5.10)) is sufficiently small, 
then the mentioned approximations are sufficiently accurate, so that the value of the scale factor  
in Eq. (1.5.12b) can be calculated directly from Eq. (1.5.12b) as follows: 
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 = (DCS( max  , )  DCS(K", )) / (DCS(K, )  DCS(K", )),            (1.5.25) 
where “DCS( max  , )” should be interpreted as the max-fitted value of the DCS at a given 
value of . The final value of  should then be calculated by averaging the right-hand-side of 
Eq. (1.5.25) over all points that belong to the angular range where  is approximately angle-
independent. However, it has been determined empirically that an even more accurate estimate of  
can be obtained by replacing “DCS( max  , )” in Eq. (1.5.25) with the partial-wave DCS 
corresponding to a particular value of max and a given value of  (i.e., “DCS( max, )”), then 
calculating the mentioned average (over ) for each value of max in the range  K''  max  K, and 
then extrapolating the sequence of values of the average  (as a function of max) to max  . 
Thus, each element of the mentioned sequence is defined as follows: 

start end

max max( ) Avg (DCS( , ) DCS( , )) /(DCS( , ) DCS( , ))K K K ,         (1.5.26) 

where start and end are the starting and ending angles of the interval where  is approximately 
angle-independent. In order to be consistent with the stretched-exponential fitting of the DCS as a 
function of max (see Section 1.5.1), a similar stretched-exponential model is applied for fitting the 
function ( max). The two conditions 

(K'') = 0   and   (K) = 1                                                (1.5.27) 
cause a reduction of the number of unknown parameters from four to two, and the following 
expression of the “theoretical” dependence of  on max is obtained: 

max
theor max

exp( ) exp( )( )
exp( ) exp( )

C C

C C

K
K K

,                                    (1.5.28) 

where  > 0 and C > 0 are the two unknown parameters. Their values are determined by nonlinear 
least squares fitting, i.e., by minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE): 

max

2
max theor maxSSE ( ( ) ( ))

K

K

.                                      (1.5.29) 

The final value of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b) is calculated by substituting the least-squares 
estimates of  and C into Eq. (1.5.28) and taking the limit max  : 

theor max
exp( )( )

exp( ) exp( )

C

C C

K
K K

.                            (1.5.30) 

One of the consequences of calculating  by this method is that the mentioned polynomial fitting by 
the function (1.5.22), which is performed at each value of the degree L and for each value of the 
endpoint '' of the polynomial fitting interval, plays no role in estimation of . This polynomial 
fitting has to be performed only to extrapolate the -corrected DCS to the angular range where the 

max-fitted DCS is not sufficiently accurate (i.e., where the relative correction due to the max fitting 
is too large), and to optimize L, whereas the iterative numerical solution of Eq. (1.5.24a) requires 
the polynomial fitting to be performed at each step of the iterative solution procedure. In the code of 
BREMS, such an approach (defined by Eqs. (1.5.26) – (1.5.30)) is applied by default if an angular 
interval with the values of the mentioned relative correction less than 0.3 is found, and if it is 
sufficiently wide (at least 20 , and with at least 30 data points inside it), and if the maximum 
absolute deviation of the empirical scale factor (1.5.25) from 1 inside the mentioned angular 
interval is less than 0.1. In such a case, the mentioned interval is used to calculate the angular 
average (1.5.26) (i.e., the endpoints of this interval are used in place of start and end in 
Eq. (1.5.26)), and the value of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b) is set equal to the least-squares 
estimate (1.5.30). 
 In the case of the two sets of physical parameters corresponding to the examples illustrated 
by Figs. 4 – 7, it is possible to check the accuracy of the previously-described method of calculating 
the DCS, because the “exact” theoretical DCS is known in both cases (see the beginning of the 
current subsection). In Figs. 7a and 7a, the exact DCS is shown by curve 1 (the solid line). The “ -
corrected” DCS is equal to DCS ( ) (with the optimal  determined by numerical solution of 
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Eq. (1.5.24a)) in the angular interval start   < ', where start is the starting angle of the interval 
where  is approximately angle-independent, and to the corresponding “extrapolated” DCSext 
(obtained by applying the mentioned polynomial fitting and extrapolation) in the angular interval 

'    180 . The absolute value of the relative deviation of the -corrected DCS from the exact 
DCS is less than 3.4 % at all angles greater than 20  in the case Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, k = 6.4 MeV, 
and less than 1.1 % at all angles greater than 40  in the case Z = 1, T1 = 30 MeV, k = 6 MeV. In 
Figs. 7a and 7b, the -corrected DCS corresponding to the optimal  would be practically 
indistinguishable from the solid line showing the exact DCS. Note: Curve 2 (corresponding to 
optimal ) in Figs. 7a and 7b has been obtained without the mentioned optimization of the degree of 
the fitting polynomial L (based on sensitivity of the function DCSext( ) to the value of the endpoint 

'' of the fitting interval), because a single value of '' is used. If this optimization is applied, then 
the accuracy of the -corrected DCS is further improved, especially in the case of Fig. 7a (Z = 92, 
T1 = 8 MeV, k = 6.4 MeV), where a larger value of L is preferable. 
 All results presented in this subsection have been obtained without the interpolation of S 
integrals with respect to l (see Section 1.3.3). The mentioned interpolation does not change the 
results significantly. In the case Z = 92, T1 = 8 MeV, k = 6.4 MeV, the relative change of the -
corrected DCS due to the mentioned interpolation with respect to l is less than 0.05 % at all angles 
greater than 20 . In the case Z = 1, T1 = 30, k = 6 MeV, the relative change of the -corrected DCS 
due to the interpolation of S integrals with respect to l is less than 3.4 % at all angles greater than 
40  (the maximum relative deviation of the -corrected DCS from the Born-approximation DCS 
changes sign and becomes equal to 2.3 %). 
 In the code of BREMS, the value of K" in Eq. (1.5.12b) used for optimization of the scale 
factor  is equal to the starting point of the max-fitting interval, i.e., 

K" = K  Nfit + 1,                                                     (1.5.31) 
where Nfit is calculated according to Eq. (1.5.11a). 
 In the code of BREMS, the values of DCS  calculated according to Eq. (1.5.12b) replace the 
values calculated by nonlinear max-fitting described in Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2, if the angular 
interval with approximately constant  is sufficiently wide and the range of variation of  in this 
interval is sufficiently small. In order to apply the “ -correction” defined by Eq. (1.5.12b), the 
range of variation of the normalized differential of DCS( max) (defined by Eq. (1.5.16)) for different 
angles and for all values of max in the interval K'  max  K (i.e., the left-hand side of inequality 
(1.5.20)) is required to be less than a predefined tolerance (0.1 by default). 
 The determination of the angular interval of angle-independent scale factor  in 
Eq. (1.5.12a) and the subsequent -correction of the partial-wave DCS according to Eq. (1.5.12b) 
are by default performed using the moving average of the original PW DCS (see Section 1.5.3), 
which is additionally smoothed by the angular spline fitting described in Section 1.7.1. The 
mentioned -correction is applied only when an irregularity (a minimum or an inflection point) is 
found at large angles in the smoothed angular dependence of the moving average of the PW DCS 
corresponding to max = K or max = K' (see Fig. 4a,b for an example of such an irregularity). 
 If the angular interval of constant scale factor  is found, then additional moving-average 
smoothing of the angular dependence of the normalized PW DCS is by default applied inside the 
mentioned angular interval prior to the max-fitting or -correction. The “normalization” of the PW 
DCS is such that the normalized PW DCS, as a function of max, always varies from 0 (at max = K") 
to 1 (at max = K). If  is constant, then the values of the normalized PW DCS at a particular value 
of max should be identical for all values of the angle   that belong to the mentioned angular 
interval (this fact justifies the mentioned angular moving-average smoothing). The exact definition 
of the smoothed normalized PW DCS is similar to Eq. (1.5.26), with the only difference that the 
averaging is performed over a predefined number of adjacent points (rather than over the entire 
interval start    end). Because of this additional moving-average smoothing, the max-
dependence of the smoothed PW DCS inside the angular interval of constant  is typically more 
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accurate than outside this interval, so that the results of the max-fitting are also more reliable than in 
absence of the mentioned moving-average smoothing. 

1.6. Calculation of the uncertainties of the fitted single- and double differential cross sections 
 The calculation of the confidence interval of c in BREMS follows the standard procedure 
adopted in nonlinear least squares fitting (see, for example, [53]). It involves calculation of the 
matrix of second partial derivatives of the sum of squared differences SSD(x) between the fitting 
function and the actual values, where x denotes the set of varied parameters (the “parameter 
vector”). The mentioned second derivatives are calculated at the “optimal” parameter values 
(x = x0), which correspond to the minimum value of SSD. Elements of that matrix are 

2

0

1 SSD
2ij

i j

G
x x

x x

,                                                     (1.6.1) 

where i and j are the sequence numbers of the parameters. If the theoretical model (i.e., the fitting 
function) is correct (i.e., unbiased) and if the differences between the theoretical and actual values 
are independent and distributed normally, then the distributions of the least squares estimates of the 
varied parameters are normal, and the estimate of the standard deviation of parameter No. i is  

1 1
fit var|| || SSD || || SSD /( )i ii iis G G N n ,                                      (1.6.2) 

where Nfit is the number of fitted points, nvar is the number of varied parameters, and G 1 is the 
inverse of the matrix defined by (1.6.1) (the matrix G 1 is called the variance-covariance matrix). In 
Eq. (1.6.2), SSD is the sum of squared deviations corresponding to the optimal parameter values, 
and SSD' is the reduced SSD (here, the term “reduced” means divided by the number of degrees of 
freedom Nfit  nvar). 
 In BREMS, Eq. (1.6.2) is used to estimate the uncertainty (“standard error”) of the least 
squares estimate of c in (1.5.1) or (1.5.10). In the case of the stretched exponential approximation 
(1.5.1), the application of expression (1.6.2) is simplified: it is applied only to the intercept 
(parameter c) of the linear part of the optimization procedure, using the special case of Eq. (1.6.2) 
corresponding to a two-parameter linear model (see Section 1.5.1 for further details). Since the 
fitting function (1.5.1) or (1.5.10) is not perfectly accurate, the mentioned assumptions of 
independence and normal distribution of the differences between the theoretical and actual values 
are not satisfied in the case discussed. This makes the estimate of the standard error (1.6.2) very 
inaccurate. It may be used only as an indicator of the order of magnitude of the uncertainty of c at 
best. However, this estimate has another useful property: it helps to keep the number of varied 
parameters reasonably small, because otherwise (when the theoretical model is “over-
parameterized”) the standard deviations (1.6.2) become excessively large (sometimes exceeding the 
least squares estimates of the varied parameters). Consequently, a fitting function that provides a 
better fit inside the fitting interval (due to a larger number of varied parameters) can sometimes be 
rejected on the grounds of large standard deviations of varied parameters (because large values of 
(1.6.2) usually indicate large differences between the fitting function and the true values outside of 
the fitting interval). If, on the other hand, the inclusion of an additional varied parameter causes a 
significant decrease of the estimates of the standard deviations (1.6.2), this can usually be 
interpreted as an improvement of the fitting function. For this reason, if the stretched exponential 
approximation (1.5.1) is used and if parameter h in (1.5.1) is allowed to be non-zero, then the DCS 
is fitted by the stretched exponential (1.5.1) twice: once with h = 0 and once with h varied, and the 
fitting mode corresponding to the smaller standard error is preferred. CS is also fitted with h = 0 and 
with h varied, but the criterion used for choosing the “optimal” fitting mode is different in this case: 
if the difference of the two estimates of c obtained in both cases is less than the larger of the two 
standard errors, then the fitting mode corresponding to the smaller standard error is preferred. 
Otherwise, the fitting mode with h > 0 is preferred. 
 The availability of two values of the uncertainty (1.6.2) c' and c'', corresponding to each 
of the two fitting intervals (see Eqs. (1.5.11a) and (1.5.11b)), makes it possible to improve the 
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accuracy of the final fitted value of (D)CS by calculating it as an average over two fitting intervals. 
This average may be either simple or weighted. In the case of a simple average, the uncertainty of 
the fitted (D)CS is calculated as follows: 

2 21 min( ,| |) max( ,| |)
2

c c c c c c c ,                             (1.6.3) 

where c' and c" are the least squares estimates of (D)CS corresponding to each of the two values of 
Nfit (the double prime indicates the wider fitting interval). This method of combining the fitting 
results corresponding to the two fitting intervals is used in BREMS by default. Functions “min” and 
“max” are used in (1.6.3), because the uncertainty of c corresponding to the narrower interval ( c') 
is sometimes overestimated by a large factor, whereas the uncertainty corresponding to the wider 
interval ( c") is frequently underestimated. The value of (1.6.3) is of the order of |c'  c"| or greater. 
If the relative range of variation of the unfitted (D)CS inside the narrower interval is less than 
0.1 %, then the second term in the square root of (1.6.3) is replaced with (c'  c")2, because under 
those conditions c" is also sometimes overestimated by a large factor. There is also an option to 
calculate c as a weigthed average of c' and c", with the weights inversely proportional to the 
squared uncertainties and normalized to 1: 

1 2c f c f c ,                                                         (1.6.4a) 
2 1

1 [1 ( / ) ]f c c ,      2 1
2 [1 ( / ) ]f c c .                          (1.6.4b) 

Assuming that the errors corresponding to each of the two fitting intervals are uncorrelated and 
sampled from two normal distributions with zero mean and with standard deviations equal to c' 
and c", such calculation provides the maximum-likelihood estimate of the (D)CS. The same 
assumption leads to the following estimate of the uncertainty of the final fitted (D)CS: 

(0)

2 2

1
( ) ( )

c
c c

.                                                (1.6.5a) 

In order to take into account a possible bias in the estimate of the final fitted (D)CS, and the 
possible dependence of this bias on the choice of the fitting interval, this estimate of c is modified 
by taking into account two additional measures of the uncertainty of the fitted (D)CS: c'  c and 
c"  c. The resulting estimate of the uncertainty of the final fitted (D)CS is 

(0) 2 2 2 2 2
1 2( ) ( ) ( )c c f c c f c c .                                     (1.6.5b) 

If the polynomial approximation (1.5.10) has been applied in one or both of the two fitting intervals, 
then only the result corresponding to the wider interval is used (i.e., Equations (1.6.3) – (1.6.5) are 
not applied in this case). 
 By default, c is calculated in BREMS using several values of the endpoint of the fitting 
interval end. The default number of values of end used is equal to Nfit / 4, where Nfit is the 
maximum number of points in a fitting interval (Nfit is calculated according to (1.5.11a) or 
(1.5.11b)). Thus, end is varied inside the interval K  (Nfit / 4)  1  end  K. However, the number 
of values of end is not allowed to become less than 5. I.e., if Nfit / 4 < 5, then the range of values of 

end is K  4  end  K. The final estimate of the fitted DCS is the arithmetic average of the least 
squares estimates corresponding to each value of end used. For each value of end, the CS is 
additionally estimated by integrating the fitted DCS with respect to the solid angle . The latter 
integral will be denoted DCSd . This integral is calculated by numerical quadrature, and it is 
approximately equal to the least squares estimate of the CS (the difference between the two is 
caused only by numerical errors, including the possible bias due to inaccuracy of the fitting function 
(1.5.1) or (1.5.10), because the CS and the values of the DCS for each angle  are fitted 
independently). The final estimate of the fitted CS is the arithmetic average of the average of c and 
the average value of DCSd  (each of the latter two averages is calculated over one or two sets of 
the fitting intervals, depending on whether one or two values of Nfit were used). The estimate of the 
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uncertainty of the fitted (D)CS (i.e., CS or DCS) is equal to the square root of the sum of (a) the 
average of the values of ( c)2 corresponding to each of the endpoints of the fitting interval ( c is 
calculated according to (1.6.3)), (b) the empirical variance of the fitted (D)CS (the empirical 
variance is calculated using the same estimates of the (D)CS that are used to calculate the average 
(D)CS), (c) the squared angular integral of the uncertainty of the fitted DCS, i.e., ( DCSd )2. The 
latter term is added only when calculating the uncertainty of the fitted CS, and only when the 
angular interval is from 0  to 180 , whereas the angular grid is sufficiently dense for accurate 
estimation of the latter integral (i.e., the maximum angular increment is not greater than 1 ). The 
total uncertainty of the fitted DCS (i.e., the integrand DCS in the definition of the last mentioned 
term) is additionally modified by adding (in quadrature) three other terms to the previously-
mentioned estimate: 

 the term reflecting the relative change of the unfitted partial-wave DCS due to the 
replacement of the original S integrals with the “test” values (see also Section 1.4), 

 the term reflecting the relative change of the unfitted partial-wave DCS due to the reduction 
of lmax in comparison with the theoretical maximum of l, which is equal to max| 1| + max| 2| 
(see also Section 1.3.2), 

 the standard deviation of the -corrected DCS corresponding to the maximum value of end 
(i.e., end = K) over different polynomial fitting intervals, using the optimal (or user-
specified) degree of the fitting polynomial and the optimal (or user-specified) choice of the 
reference function (see also Section 1.5.4). 

 A similar approach is used to calculate the uncertainty of the fitted shape function (SF). The 
fitted SF is defined as the ratio of the fitted DCS and the mentioned angular integral of the same 
DCS (since the latter integral is approximately equal to the fitted CS, the fitted DCS can be 
calculated by multiplying the values of the fitted CS and the fitted SF). The final estimate of the 
fitted SF is the average of the values of the mentioned ratio (DCS / DCSd ) corresponding to each 
of the endpoints of the fitting interval ( end). The absolute uncertainty of the SF is calculated as the 
square root of the sum of two terms: the empirical variance of the ratio DCS / DCSd , and the 
average squared value of (1.6.3), divided by the average value of DCSd  squared. The relative 
uncertainty of the CS, DCS or SF is equal to the ratio of the corresponding absolute uncertainty and 
the corresponding estimate of the CS, DCS or SF. 
 When T1 is sufficiently small or k / T1 is sufficiently large, the extrapolation described in 
Section 1.5 becomes unnecessary, because the number of terms in the truncated series for the (D)CS 
(Eq. (1.1.4) or (1.1.5)) is sufficient to practically reach the saturation value. The minimum relative 
range of variation of the (D)CS inside the fitting interval, which is needed for the extrapolation to 
be performed, is 0.1 %. If the relative range is less, then the value of the corresponding relative 
uncertainty of the (D)CS or the SF is replaced by the relative range of variation with the minus sign. 

1.7. Polynomial or spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the DCS 

1.7.1. Angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the original partial-wave DCS 
 The distortions of the angular dependence of the original DCS (further called “partial-wave 
DCS”, or “PW DCS”), which were mentioned at the beginning of Section 1.5.4 and which are 
illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 8a,b, can be eliminated by angular extrapolation of the PW DCS at 
each value of max (thus extrapolated PW DCS is shown in Fig. 8b by short-dashed lines for five 
values of max). After that, the nonlinear fitting procedure described in Section 1.5 is applied to the 
set of extrapolated PW DCS corresponding to a set of consecutive values of max at each value of 
the angle . This method makes it possible to improve the accuracy of the final fitted DCS at large 
angles. 
 The method of angular extrapolation applied in BREMS is based on angular cubic spline 
fitting: at first the angular dependence of the PW DCS is spline-fitted at intermediate angles, and 
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Fig. 8. The calculated angular dependence of the DCS when Z = 8, T1 = 6 MeV, k = 2.4 MeV, and the Kohn-Sham 
potential is used. (a) The DCS obtained by truncating the sum in (1.1.4) (“partial-wave DCS” or “PW DCS”) at four
values of max defined by Eq. (1.5.2), and the final fitted DCS from the analysis of the data corresponding to 
340  max  500. (b) The PW and extrapolated DCS at five values of max, and two final fitted DCS corresponding to 
intervals 194  max  290 and 340  max  500. The horizontal dotted line indicates the value of the DCS at max = 290, 

 = 180 . (c) The same curves as in (b) after division by the approximate DCS calculated using the screened Born 
approximation. (d) The same curves as in (b) after division by the approximate DCS calculated using the Sommerfeld-
Maue approximation with the next-to-leading order correction and screening correction. (e) The same curves as in (b), 
plotted logarithmically against cos . (f) The same curves as in (b), plotted logarithmically against lg((1  cos ) / 2). 
The vertical dash-dotted and dash-dot-dotted lines in (b)  (f) indicate the start of the large-angle extrapolation interval 
corresponding to the two mentioned ranges of max (194  max  290 and 340  max  500, respectively). 
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then it is smoothly continued (extrapolated) to the large-angle interval ending at  = 180 . In order 
to calculate the spline coefficients, the following information must be available: 

1) transformation applied to the original DCS (e.g., logarithm or division by a reference function), 
2) spline argument (for example, , cos , or ln((1  cos ) / 2)), 
3) number and positions of the knots of the spline, 
4) values of the spline at the knots. 

Items No. 1 and No. 2 of the latter list are determined so as to improve the reliability of the large-
angle extrapolation. In general, it is improved by reducing the range of variation of the fitted 
function in the entire angular interval (0     180 ) and by making this variation as smooth as 
possible (i.e., by reducing the number of the lowest-order terms of the Taylor series expansion of 
the function that are needed to approximate the function with sufficient accuracy). This is achieved 
by using alternative spline arguments and replacing the original PW DCS with its ratio to a 
particular reference function. One obvious candidate for the role of a reference function is the DCS 
obtained from the screened Born approximation (Eq. (1.1.36)). Another candidate is the 
Sommerfeld-Maue (SM) approximation with the next-to-leading order (NLO) correction and the 
screening correction (the sum of (1.1.40) and (1.1.44), plus the screening correction calculated in 
the Born approximation, i.e., the expression in brackets in (1.1.46) multiplied by k / Z2). The 
angular dependences obtained after dividing the PW DCS by each of the two mentioned alternative 
reference functions are shown in Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d, respectively. In addition to using the angle  
as the spline argument, it is worthwhile to test alternative arguments: cos  and ln((1  cos ) / 2). 
The angular dependences obtained using the latter two alternative arguments are shown in Fig. 8e 
and Fig. 8f, respectively. A possible additional transformation is the replacement of the spline-fitted 
function by its logarithm. As it is evident from Fig. 8e and Fig. 8f, usage of the logarithm in 
conjunction with the spline arguments cos  and ln((1  cos ) / 2) sometimes makes the angular 
dependence more linear in shape at large angles (and hence more amenable to large-angle 
extrapolation). It should be noted that in the case when the spline argument is , the angular 
dependence in the vicinity of  = 0  and  = 180  is always parabolic (for example, see the short-
dashed lines in Fig. 8c), because d(DCS)/d |  = 0  = 0 and d(DCS)/d |  = 180  = 0. The latter two 
equalities are true regardless of the approximation used when calculating the DCS (in the case of 
the PW DCS, those equalities follow from the properties of the spherical harmonics in (1.1.4)). 
 The extrapolated curves, which are shown by short-dashed lines in Fig. 8b-f, were obtained 
by cubic spline fitting of the ratio of the original PW DCS and the screened Born DCS (the spline-
fitting interval was 10     127.5  when analyzing the data for 194  max  290, and 
10     158  when analyzing the data for 340  max  500). 
 The knots of the spline (item No. 3 of the previous list) are defined in BREMS using a 
simplified algorithm, which uses up to five parameters in order to define positions of all knots: the 
starting and ending points of the spline-fitting interval ( min and max), the number of knots in the 
spline-fitting interval (N), and one or two parameters defining the variation of the knot density 
inside the spline-fitting interval ( 1 and 2, which are defined below). This simplification (as 
compared to specification of each knot individually) is justified by a relatively simple shape of the 
angular dependence of the DCS (for example, see Fig. 8a). 

Note: The spline argument cannot be equal to ln((1  cos ) / 2) in the angular interval starting at 0  and 
ending at the first non-zero knot, because 

0
lim ln((1 cos ) / 2) . Hence, the latter definition of 

the argument is used only in the angular interval starting at the first non-zero knot, whereas the spline 
argument in the preceding interval is in such a case equal to  (the spline function and its first two 
derivatives are continuous at the first non-zero knot). 

 In general, the optimal positions of the knots are such that the width of the interval between 
adjacent knots (the “inter-knot interval”) decreases with increasing curvature of the function that is 
being fitted (in other words, the knot density increases). Hence, it can be expected that the positions 
of the knots corresponding to the optimal spline approximation of the curve shown by the solid line 
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in Fig. 8a are such that the width of the inter-knot interval is smallest in the vicinity of  = 0  and 
greatest in the vicinity of  = 180 . Such variation of the knot density can be achieved by requiring 
that the widths of the inter-knot intervals form a geometric progression: 

wi = w0
i, i = 1, 2, …, N  2,                                                (1.7.1) 

where i is the zero-based number of the inter-knot interval, wi is its width, and  is the ratio of the 
widths of adjacent inter-knot intervals (in this example,  > 1). In the code of BREMS, the 
parameter  in (1.7.1) is defined in terms of the ratio 1 of the last and initial inter-knot intervals: 

1/
1

N ,                                                              (1.7.2) 
where N' is one less than the number of inter-knot intervals: 

N' = N  2.                                                             (1.7.3) 
By substituting (1.7.2) into (1.7.1), the following expression of the logarithm of wi is obtained: 

 1
0

lnln lniw w i
N

.                                                    (1.7.4) 

For added flexibility, the code of BREMS allows using the second parameter 2, so that the linear 
dependence (1.7.4) is replaced by a quadratic one: 

 21 2 1
0 2

ln ln( / )ln ln
2iw w i i

N N
.                                         (1.7.5) 

In this case, ln( 1)/N' and ln( 2)/N' are equal to the values of the first derivative of the function 
(1.7.5) at the points i = 0 and i = N', respectively (see Fig. 9). 
 After defining the original function, the spline argument and the spline knots (items 
No. 1  3 of the previous list), the values of the optimal spline at the knots (item No. 4) can be 
uniquely determined by least squares fitting (multiple linear regression). The optimized parameters 
in this stage of the calculation are the values of the spline at all the knots and the values of its first 
derivative at  = min and  = max, except when the spline argument is . In the latter case, the 
mentioned requirement of zero first derivative at  = 0  and  = 180  requires modifying the set of 
the linear regression parameters (which are being optimized) and the set of the basis functions of the 
linear model. If min = 0  or max = 180 , then this modification causes a reduction of the number of 
the linear regression parameters, because they no longer include the corresponding first derivative. 
If min > 0  or max < 180 , then the mentioned modification of the set of the linear regression 
parameters consists in the replacement of the corresponding first derivative by the value of the 
spline at the additional knot  = 0  or  = 180 , respectively. However, the term “number of knots” 
and the notation “N” will be used to mean only the knots belonging to the spline-fitting interval 
( min    max). I.e., the mentioned additional knots at  = 0  and  = 180  will not be included. 
 Unlike the problem of optimizing the values of the spline at a fixed set of knots, the problem 
of optimizing the knot positions (i.e., parameters min, max, N, 1, and 2) is nonlinear. In the code of 
BREMS, this problem is formulated as a problem of minimizing an appropriate “objective function”  
(OF) f, which is defined so as to ensure both a good agreement between the final spline and the 

Fig. 9. Values of the natural logarithm of the inter-knot 
interval (squares connected by the solid line) calculated 
according to Eq. (1.7.5) using parameter values indicated at 
the top of the graph (the number of knots is equal to 12). i is 
the zero-based sequence number of the inter-knot interval. 
The long- and short-dashed lines are the tangents of the solid 
curve at the two endpoints. The dash-dotted line is parallel to 
the short-dashed line and passes through zero at i = 10. 
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original function inside the spline-fitting interval, and a good reliability of the spline extrapolation 
outside this interval. Both mentioned goals can be achieved by defining the OF as follows: 

2
uncf ,                                                                (1.7.6) 

where unc is the root-mean-square (rms) value of the relative uncertainty of spline fitting in the 
angular range min    180 . The uncertainties of the spline values at all the knots are estimated 
using the general rule of least squares fitting (Eq. (1.6.2)) during optimization of the spline values at 
a current set of knots. I.e., the “parameter vector” x in (1.6.1) includes in this case only the values of 
the spline at N knots, plus the values of the first derivative of the spline at  = min and  = max  
(unless the spline argument is , in which case the mentioned values of the first derivative are either 
fixed at 0 or replaced by the values of the spline at the additional knots  = 0  and  = 180 , as 
explained above). The uncertainties of the spline values at the data points are estimated under the 
assumption that errors of the estimates of the linear regression parameters are uncorrelated and 
sampled from normal distributions with the standard deviation given by Eq. (1.6.2). An increase of 
the number of adjustable parameters always causes a decrease of the rms value of the residuals 
inside the fitting interval. However, if this decrease is not substantial, unc increases and accuracy of 
the extrapolation outside of the fitting interval is usually reduced. This property of the OF defined 
by Eq. (1.7.6) helps to avoid “over-parameterization” of the fitting model (i.e., an excessively large 
value of N, which would make the angular spline extrapolation less reliable). 
 The role of parameters min, max and N is different from the role of parameters 1 and 2, 
because f (1.7.6) is a smooth function of the latter two parameters, but it is a discontinuous function 
of the former three parameters: N is discontinuous itself (an integer number), whereas a change of 

min, max causes a change of the number of data points inside the spline-fitting interval and a 
consequent abrupt change of the sum of squared residuals and of the unc (see Eq. (1.6.2)). For this 
reason, the full optimization of min, max and N is replaced in BREMS by a search among a set of 
pre-defined values (either the default ones or defined by the user). Parameters 1 and 2 are 
optimized by simplex minimization of f as a function of 1 and 2 at each triplet of values of min, 

max and N. In order to reduce the probability that the “optimal” values of parameters 1 and 2 
correspond to a local minimum rather than the absolute minimum of f, the initial values of 1 and 2 
are determined before the iterative simplex minimization procedure by a search among a set of pre-
defined values (by default, lg( 1) and lg( 2) are varied from 10 to 10 in steps of 1, for a total of 
212 = 441 combinations). During the simplex optimization, the widths of the inter-knot intervals are 
not allowed to become too small: each such interval is required to contain at least four data points. 
This constraint is necessary in order to avoid unphysical oscillations (or inflection points) between 
adjacent knots. Another requirement is that the spline approximation of the DCS must have no more 
than two extremum points and no more than three inflection points as a function of  in the angular 
range 0  <  < 180  (not counting the extrema at  = 0  and  = 180 ). If the spline extrapolation to 
large angles is performed, then the maximum allowed numbers of extremum points and inflection 
points are reduced by 1 (to 1 and 2, respectively). This property is tested after the simplex 
optimization of 1 and 2. If the spline approximation of the DCS does not conform to this 
requirement, then it is rejected (i.e., it is not used for the subsequent comparison between the 
various combinations of the adjustable parameters). 
 The choice between the three mentioned alternative reference functions (a constant equal to 
1, screened Born DCS, or screened SM NLO DCS), three alternative spline arguments ( , cos , 
or ln((1  cos ) / 2) and two options related to the logarithm (either replacing the function by its 
logarithm or not) is also made on the basis of a comparison of the final value of the objective 
function f (1.7.6) corresponding to each of those 3  3  2 = 18 combinations. In order to make this 
comparison valid, the value of the true DCS is recovered from the value of the transformed DCS by 
applying the inverse transform (i.e., using it as the argument of an exponential if it has been 
replaced by its logarithm, and multiplication by the reference function) before calculating the final 
value of f and making the comparison. 
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 In order to reduce the number of combinations of adjustable parameters that have to be 
tested and to make the final estimate of the DCS more reliable, there is an option in BREMS to 
determine the value of max automatically before starting the optimization procedure described 
above. This determination is based on an empirical observation that the optimal value of max tends 
to increase (i.e., approaches 180 ) with decreasing magnitude of the large-angle distortion of the 
DCS and with decreasing relative difference between the values of the PW DCS corresponding to 
different values of max. Consequently, if an extra minimum is detected in the angular dependence 
of the DCS corresponding to max = K (defined by Eq. (1.5.3)) at an angle ' < 180  (as in Fig. 8b, 
solid curves), then the maximum value of max is set to the maximum value of  satisfying the 
condition  < ' and one of these two additional conditions: 
(a) DCS( ) > DCS(180 ), where the DCS corresponds to max = K, 
(b) the relative variation of the value of DCS corresponding to that angle over the last Nfit values of 

max (i.e., K  Nfit  1  max  K, where Nfit is given by (1.5.11a)) is less than 10%. 
The larger one of the two angles determined from each one of these two conditions is used by 
default as the largest one in the set of six equidistant values of max to be tested, in increments of 2 . 
The optimal one among them is chosen on the basis of the requirement of the minimum value of the 
OF (1.7.6). For example, if K = 290, then the first of the two mentioned values of  corresponds to 
the first intersection of the dotted horizontal line with the fourth solid curve in Fig. 8b (counting 
from the top). This value of  is equal to 115.5 . The second value of  corresponds to the rightmost 
point of the angular interval where the relative difference between the second and fourth solid lines 
in Fig. 8b is less than 10%. This value of  is equal to 137.5 . Since the latter value of  is greater, it 
is used as the largest one of the six equidistant values of max to be tested in this example. Hence, 
the mentioned set consists of the six angles from 127.5  to 137.5 , in increments of 2 . The 
requirement of the minimal value of the objective function (1.7.6) causes the angle 127.5  to be 
chosen as the optimal one (it is indicated in Fig. 8b f by the vertical dash-dotted line). 
 The extrapolated part of the spline approximation corresponds to the interval 

max <   180  (see the short-dashed lines in Fig. 8b). This method can be applied for small-angle 
extrapolation, too (there is such an option in BREMS): in this case, the extrapolated part of the 
spline function corresponds to the interval 0    < min. However, if min > 0 , then the data in the 
interval 0    < min are not modified by default (unlike in the interval max <   180 ). 
 By default, the angular extrapolation of the PW DCS is not performed, i.e., min = 0  and 

max = 180 . In this case, the only effect of the angular spline fitting is smoothing of the angular 
dependence of the PW DCS. The knots of the spline and other adjustable parameters are determined 
from the analysis of the PW DCS corresponding to max = K. After determining the optimal values 
of the spline parameters corresponding to max = K, the same parameters are applied to all smaller 
values of max, and only the values of the spline function at the knots are calculated for each value 
of max independently by multiple linear regression. It has also been determined empirically that 
usage of the analytical Sommerfeld-Maue DCS as one of the reference functions, as well as usage 
of  or ln((1  cos ) / 2) as the argument of the spline function does not add to the accuracy of the 
spline-fitted partial-wave DCS. Thus, only two reference functions (the constant equal to 1, and the 
analytical Born approximation) and only one argument ( cos ) are used by default, resulting in the 
total of 2  1  2 = 4 minimizations of the OF to be performed at each triplet of values of min, max 
and N. 

Note: In the case of two knots (N = 2), the linear and quadratic functions of cos  are also tested by default 
(in addition to the cubic polynomial of cos ). In this case, the basis functions of the linear regression 
are defined so that two of the optimized coefficients are equal to the values of the approximating 
polynomial at the two endpoints, and the third coefficient (in the case of the quadratic polynomial) is 
equal to the first derivative at the first endpoint. This makes the uncertainties of values of the 
approximating polynomial more comparable with those obtained in the case of cubic spline fitting. 
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1.7.2. Angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS 
 The fitted DCS, which is obtained after the angular spline fitting described above and the 
subsequent fitting of the data as a function of max by the method described in Section 1.5 (the 
“ max-fitted DCS”), may be distorted, too, because of the fitting errors. As in the case of the PW 
DCS, the largest distortions of the max-fitted DCS usually occur at large angles. However, unlike 
the small- and large-angle distortions of the PW DCS illustrated in Fig. 8a, the mentioned fitting 
errors are much more difficult to predict. They can be random, or they can include a bias term as 
well. If the max-fitting errors were purely random, then they could be dealt with by smoothing the 

max-fitted DCS in the entire angular range 0     180 . This smoothing could be implemented, 
for example, as iterative spline fitting of the kind described above, with min = 0 and max = 180  
and with other adjustable parameters (such as the number of knots N and the knot density 
parameters 1 and 2) determined by minimization of the objective function (1.7.6). However, if bias 
is present, then smoothing alone would not suffice. As in the case of the PW DCS, this problem is 
solved in BREMS by spline extrapolation. The meanings of the adjustable parameters during the 
angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS are the same as in the case of the 
angular spline fitting of the PW DCS (see Section 1.7.1). In the case of the max-fitted DCS, the 
starting angle min of the spline-fitting interval is by default equal to 0, except when T1 and T2 are 
large (T1 > 10 MeV, T2 > 3 MeV, and T2 / T1 > 0.07 simultaneously) and the PW DCS is a 
decreasing function of max, and the angular interval characterized by an approximately constant 
scale factor  has been found (see Section 1.5.4), in which case min is by default equal to start (the 
starting point of the angular interval corresponding to approximately constant scale factor ). If the 
“ -correction” described in Section 1.5.4 is not applied, or the partial-wave DCS is an increasing 
function of max, then the value of max is by default selected from a set of 17 equidistant values 
from 100  to 180 , with the angular increment equal to 5 . If the “ -correction” is applied and the 
partial-wave DCS is a decreasing function of max, then max is by default equal to '' (the endpoint 
of the polynomial fitting interval used for the -correction). If either T1  10 MeV, or T2  3 MeV, 
or T2 / T1  0.07, then the data in the interval 0    < min are not modified by default. Otherwise, 
the spline function is extrapolated to the interval 0    < min. This may cause large errors at small 
angles, unless a sufficiently accurate value of the CS (i.e., the integral of the DCS with respect to 
the solid angle of photon emission) is available, as mentioned further in this section (in the 
discussion of the objective function, which is minimized during the spline fitting of the max-fitted 
DCS). 
 In comparison with the angular spline fitting of the partial-wave DCS (see Section 1.7.1), 
there is one additional reference DCS available in the case of spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS: 
the PW DCS corresponding to max = K, where K is defined by Eq. (1.5.3) (this PW DCS may have 
been spline-fitted and extrapolated as described in Section 1.7.1). 
 When the angular extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS is performed, the default minimum 
value of the average inter-knot interval (which is equal to ( max  min) / (N  1)) is relatively large 
(10 , corresponding to 19 knots when min = 0  and max = 180 ). This is justified by the known 
facts that (a) for sufficiently small Z and large T2 (Z < 20, T2 > 500 keV), the accuracy of the 
screened Born approximation is usually better than 30 % at all angles, and (b) the convergence of 
the PW series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) improves with increasing Z and decreasing T2. As a result, the 
exact DCS is usually close either to the DCS calculated using the screened Born approximation 
(when Z < 20 and T2 > 500 keV), or to the spline-fitted (and possibly extrapolated) PW DCS 
corresponding to max = K (when Z > 20, or T2 < 500 keV). Similarity of the max-fitted DCS to a 
particular reference function means that the ratio of the max-fitted DCS and the reference function 
is not too different from 1 and varies relatively slowly with , which allows using a small number of 
knots when performing the angular spline extrapolation of that ratio. A smaller number of knots is 
preferable when performing the angular extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS, because an increase of 
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the number of knots tends to amplify the effects of the random fitting errors on the behavior of the 
spline in the angular extrapolation range. 
 As mentioned in Section 1.6, multiple fitting intervals are used during the max-fiting. 
BREMS can apply the angular spline fitting and extrapolation described above to the average over 
all max-fitting intervals, or to perform the spline fitting and extrapolation for each max-fitting 
interval separately, and then to average the spline approximations over all max-fitting intervals. In 
the latter case, it is possible to use the same set of spline knots and other adjustable parameters for 
all max-fitting intervals, with only the values of the spline function at the knots calculated for each 

max-fitting interval independently by multiple linear regression, or to calculate all adjustable 
parameters of the spline fitting (including the parameters defining the knot positions) independently 
for each max-fitting interval (the latter approach is the default one). If the values of the spline 
function are calculated for each max-fitting interval separately, but the other adjustable parameters 
of the spline fitting (including the set of knots) are the same for all max-fitting intervals, then the 
rms value unc is calculated over all max-fitting intervals. In addition to the term 2

unc used in 
Eq. (1.7.6), the definition of the objective function, which is minimized during the angular spline 
fitting of the max-fitted DCS, includes by default two other terms: 

2 2 2
unc res CS( ) / 3f ,                                                  (1.7.7a) 

where res is the root-mean-square (rms) value of relative residuals of the spline fitting inside the 
interval min    max, and CS is the relative difference between the reference CS and the angular 
integral of the spline fit of the max-fitted DCS (as in the case of unc, both res and CS have the 
meaning of the rms value over all max-fitting intervals, unless the angular spline fitting is 
performed completely independently for each max-fitting interval). The mentioned “reference CS” 
can be either obtained by nonlinear fitting of the max-dependence of the partial-wave CS by the 
fitting function defined by Eq. (1.5.1) or Eq. (1.5.10), or it may be specified by the user. In 
BREMS, the former approach (based on extrapolation of the partial-wave CS to max  ) is by 
default applied when either T1  10 MeV, or T2  3 MeV, or T2 / T1  0.07. Otherwise, the 
mentioned nonlinear fitting of the max-dependence of the partial-wave CS is in general too 
unreliable (due to a large relative correction of the CS by the max-fitting). Consequently, the 
reference CS must then be specified by the user explicitly, or obtained by an alternative method, 
such as cubic spline interpolation between the known values of CS corresponding to the sames 
values of Z and k / T1, but different values of T1. If neither approach is applicable (due to absence of 
the required data), then the term CS is not included in the definition of the OF, i.e., the OF is 
defined as follows: 

2 2
unc res( ) / 2f .                                                     (1.7.7b) 

However, then large errors of the final max-fitted DCS are possible, especially at small angles and 
small values of k / T1 (i.e., near the soft-photon limit). This is because the method of “ -correction” 
(see Section 1.5.4), which is usually required when T2 is of the order of 1 MeV or greater, is 
applicable only in a limited angular range start    end, where start is typically around 20  and 

end is typically around 170 , if k > 0. In the small-angle range  < start, the values of DCS obtained 
by the stretched-exponential or polynomial max-fitting described in Section 1.5.1 and Section 1.5.2 
(which are used by default when either T1  10 MeV, or T2  3 MeV, or T2 / T1  0.07, or the 
reference CS is not available) or by cubic spline extrapolation of the angular dependence of the 
fitted DCS to  < min may be subject to large errors if additional information about the small-angle 
behavior of the DCS is not taken into account. Since the angular distribution of bremsstrahlung is 
strongly peaked in the forward direction when T2 is of the order of 1 MeV or greater, the value of 
the CS (i.e., the integral of the DCS with respect to the solid angle of photon emission) provides the 
mentioned additional information, thus improving the accuracy of the final max-fitted DCS, if the 
OF is defined according to Eq. (1.7.7a). In this case, it is advantageous to calculate the values of the 
DCS at  < min by cubic spline extrapolation rather than by the stretched-exponential or polynomial 
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max-fitting (due to large errors of the latter fitting at small angles when T2 is of the order of 10 MeV 
or greater). 
 After the spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS, the resulting spline function 
(or its average over all max-fitting intervals) is spline-fitted again in the entire angular interval 
0     180 , using a relatively large number of knots (up to 61). The adjustable parameters of this 
spline fitting (excluding the values of min and max, which are fixed at 0  and 180 , respectively) 
are optimized by the same method as described above. This spline fitting is performed for the 
purpose of smoothing out the possible small irregularities (i.e., extra inflection points) that may 
appear due to the averaging over different max-fitting intervals after the angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation for each max-fitting interval separately. 

1.7.3. Large-angle polynomial extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS in the case of small corrections 
 If the negative relative change of the DCS at large angles due to the extrapolation to 

max →  by the nonlinear fitting described in Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 is relatively small (less than 
30 % in absolute value) in a sufficiently wide angular interval (up to 160 ), then the values of the 
final DCS at greater angles can be calculated by a simpler method than those described in 
Sections 1.5.1 – 1.5.4. In this case, the large-angle extrapolation can be performed by calculating 
the optimal coefficients of the extrapolating polynomial 

ext
0

DCS ( ) cos
L

m
m

m
a .                                                (1.7.8) 

The degree L of this polynomial is by default equal to 4. The optimization of the coefficients am 
(m = 0, 1, …, L) is performed by the method of least squares (i..e, multiple linear regression), using 
the max-fitted DCS as the input data (this max-fitted DCS is calculated by the methods described in 
Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2). The starting point of the fitting interval is by default equal to 110 . The 
endpoint of the fitting interval corresponds to the largest angle where the relative correction is less 
than 30 % in absolute value. The fitting is by default performed 21 times by successively excluding 
the last point from the fitting interval (i.e., shifting the endpoint of this interval towards the smaller 
angles in one-point increments). After that, the values of the extrapolated DCS are calculated as the 
weighted average over all 21 fitted angular dependences, with the weigth factors proportional to the 
inverse squared uncertainties and normalized to 1. The mentioned uncertainties of the extrapolated 
values are calculated using the standard methods of nonlinear least squares (this calculation is based 
on Eq. (1.6.2)). 
 BREMS implements a slightly modified version of the method described above, with two 
threshold values of the relative correction instead of one, as well as two threshold values of the 
starting angle of the polynomial extrapolation interval. The mentioned two threshold values of the 
relative correction will be further denoted t1 and t2 (their default values are 0.05 and 0.3, 
respectively) and the two threshold angles will be denoted e1 and e2 (their default values are 160  
and 170 , respectively). After determining the two largest angles t1 and t2, where the absolute 
value of the negative relative correction is less than t1 and t2, respectively, and assuming that 

t1  t2 (which is always true in the case of negative corrections, if t1 < t2), the endpoint p of the 
polynomial fitting interval (i.e., the starting angle of the polynomial extrapolation interval) is 
determined as follows: 

 if t1  e2, then p = t1, 
 if t1 < e2 and t2  e2, then p = e2, 
 if e1  t2 < e2, then p = t2, 
 if t2 < e1, then the polynomial extrapolation is not performed. 

This modification employs the fact that the extrapolated values are more accurate than the original 
max-fitted values not only when the relative correction is greater than 0.3 in the entire extrapolation 

interval, but also when it is between 0.05 and 0.3 in the initial part of the extrapolation interval, 
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provided that the starting angle of this interval is sufficiently large (greater than approximately 
170 ). 
 Since the method of “ -correction” described in Section 1.5.4 is primarily intended to 
reduce large-angle errors of the final max-fitted DCS, the -correction becomes unnecessary if the 

max-fitted DCS is fitted by the polynomial (1.7.8) at large angles. In addition, the relatively high 
accuracy of the final DCS obtained by this fitting eliminates the need for testing several endpoints 
of the spline-fitting interval ( max) during the subsequent angular spline fitting (see Section 1.7.2), 
so that the default value of this endpoint is in this case changed to 180 . Then the only effect of the 
mentioned angular spline fitting is an additional smoothing of the final angular dependence of the 
DCS. 
 
 In summary, the order of processing steps after calculating the sets of truncated partial-wave 
sums (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) for consecutive values of max is the following: 
(1) smoothing of the PW (D)CS with respect to max by replacing it with a moving average (MA), 
(2) angular spline fitting (possibly with extrapolation) of the PW DCS with respect to , 
(3) angular MA smoothing inside the interval of constant scale factor  (see end of Section 1.5.4), 
(4) extrapolation to max → , i.e., fitting of the dependence of (D)CS on max (see Section 1.5), 
(5) polynomial or spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS with respect to . 

1.8. Approximation of the screening function by a linear combination of exponentials 
 The expressions of the screened Born-approximation TDCS and DDCS presented in Section 
1.1.2 (see (1.1.28), (1.1.35) and (1.1.36)) require the screening function ( )V r  to be expressed as a 
linear combination of decaying exponential functions (see (1.1.34a,b)). Fitting of an arbitrary 
screening function by such a function without any constraints on the number of exponentials N and 
the values of the coefficients bi in (1.1.34a) is a complicated task. However, if the least-squares 
requirement of finding the absolute minimum of the sum of squared residuals is replaced by the 
requirement of finding a set of coefficients ensuring a sufficiently small value of the maximum 
relative residual (for example, 1 %) in a sufficiently wide interval of the radial coordinate r (for 
example, at r < 104 in relativistic units), then the values of N and bi (i = 1, 2, …, N) can be selected 
from a number of fixed pre-defined sets. In such a case, only the preexponential factors ai in 
(1.1.34a) have to be optimized for each set of bi (i = 1, 2, …, N). Optimization of ai at fixed bi 
(i = 1, 2, …, N) can be done by multiple linear regression, hence it is very fast. 
 In the code of BREMS, the approximation of the screening function by a linear combination 
of exponentials is implemented as a special mode of operation, which is done separately from the 
calculation of the cross sections. Each set of bi (i = 1, 2, …, N) is defined as follows: 

bi = 1 / i,                                                            (1.8.1a) 
where the “characteristic radii” i are equidistant: 

i = i max/N        (i = 1, 2, …, N).                                      (1.8.1b) 
Consequently, the entire set of the b-coefficients can be defined in terms of two parameters: N and 

max. The interval of the radial coordinate r, where the maximum residual is minimized, is defined 
in terms of its endpoint rmax, which is equal to the value of r corresponding to 6( ) 10V r  by 
default. N is varied from 2 to 50 by default (49 values), and max is varied from 0.02rmax to 0.1rmax 
in steps of 0.001rmax by default (81 values). Thus, a total of 49  81 = 3969 sets of the b-coefficients 
are tested (i.e., the same number of sets of the a-coefficients are calculated by linear regression). All 
the mentioned parameters may be adjusted by the user. The maximum number of exponential terms 
(N) allowed in the code of BREMS is 200. The value of rmax should be chosen so as to be greater 
than the maximum cutoff radius of the interaction potential. The value of 104 is sufficiently large 
for most applications, because the cutoff radius is usually less than 104. The same can be said about 
the default value of rmax, which corresponds to 6( ) 10V r . However, as an additional precaution 
against unphysical results, some constraints are placed on the behavior of the approximate screening 
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function appr ( )V r  in the interval rmax < r < 10rmax, too: in this interval, the ratio appr max( ) / ( )V r V r  is 
not allowed to become negative or greater than 10 (the latter threshold is also adjustable by the 
user). If those conditions are not satisfied, then the corresponding set of the a- and b-coefficients is 
rejected. 
 The mentioned linear regression is performed without any constraints on the a-coefficients. 
The condition (1.1.34b) is ensured by “normalizing” the final values of the a-coefficients, i.e., 
dividing them by their sum a. The increase of the root-mean-square value of the residuals due to 
this normalization is insignificant, because |1  a| is always less than 0.01. 
 The optimal a-coefficients usually form an alternating sequence, and their absolute values 
tend to increase rapidly with increasing number of exponentials. Consequently, there is strong 
cancellation between the exponential terms, and quadruple precision (QP) arithmetic has to be used 
for the evaluation of appr ( )V r  in order to avoid excessive rounding errors. For the same reason, even 
QP is frequently not sufficient when calculating the analytical expression of the screened Born 
DDCS (1.1.36). In this case, 200-digit multiple precision (MP) arithmetic is used in BREMS by 
default. If the DDCS is calculated by numerical angular integration of the screened Born TDCS 
(1.1.28), the a- and b-coefficients appear only in the expression of the atomic form factor (1.1.35). 
In this case, QP is usually sufficient for calculation of the AFF, whereas the mentioned TDCS can 
be calculated using double precision. As a result, the numerical integration of the TDCS according 
to (1.1.31a) by the method of adaptive multidimensional quadrature is usually much faster than 
calculation of the analytical expression (1.1.36), while ensuring a sufficient accuracy (~10 3 % or 
better). 
 The distribution package of BREMS contains files with the results of fitting the Kohn-Sham 
screening function by a linear combination of exponentials using the method described above for 
1  Z  100. For all Z, the maximum relative residual inside the interval r < 104 is about 1 % or less. 

2. Overview of the calculation process and the codes included in BREMS 
 The process of calculating the CS and DCS for a particular combination of Z, T1 and k, and 
for a chosen interaction potential V(r) consists of three stages: 
1) calculation of the phase shifts and S integrals (1.1.15a,b), 
2) calculation of the truncated series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) for a set of values of max in increments of 1, 
3) improvement of the accuracy of the results by extrapolation and smoothing (see Sections 1.5–1.7). 
Each of those stages is performed by a separate subroutine, called from the main program: 

Stage 1: S_integrals 
Stage 2: Bremsstrahlung 
Stage 3: Brems_fit 

The main program and all subroutines are written in Fortran-90. The code of the main program is in 
the file “Brems.f90”. The names of the main source code file for each of the three mentioned 
subroutines are “S_integrals.f90”, “Bremsstrahlung.f90” and “Brems_fit.f90”, respectively. The 
subroutine “S_integrals” creates a binary file with the values of phase shifts (denoted  in 
Section 1.1.1), normalization factors (denoted A  in (1.1.18)), S integrals and the system parameters 
(the S integrals are written to file only when k  0). When  < 0, the value of (π / 2)  is 

stored instead of , because  is used as the primary quantity in the code (i.e.,  is calculated 
from  rather than the other way around). This file is subsequently read by “Bremsstrahlung”, 
which creates the files with the values of the CS, DCS and the shape function (defined as the ratio 
DCS/CS) for each value of max, which is defined as the maximum value of | 2| in the series (1.1.4) 
and (1.1.5). Finally, “Brems_fit” reads the values of CS and DCS from the files created by 
“Bremsstrahlung” and performs the nonlinear fitting described in Section 1.5 and the angular spline 
fitting or large-angle polynomial extrapolation described in Section 1.7. 
 There are also three “special” modes of operation of BREMS: 
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 Calculation of the angular dependence of the approximate DCS according to the Born 
approximation (see Section 1.1.2) or Sommerfeld-Maue approximations (see Section 1.1.3), and 
the corresponding CS. All expressions of DCS presented in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 are 
implemented. The name of the corresponding subroutine is “Born_SM_appr”. Its source code is 
in the file “Born_SM_appr.f90”. 

 Fitting of the screening function defined in tabular format by a linear combination of 
exponentials (see Section 1.8). The name of the corresponding subroutine is “FitExp”. Its source 
code is in the file “FitExp.f90”. 

 Cubic spline fitting and interpolation of the logarithm of the scaled single differential cross 
section (CS) with respect to the logarithm of the kinetic energy of the incident electron (T1) for a 
given atomic number Z and for a fixed value of the ratio k / T1, where k is the energy of the 
bremsstrahlung photon, as well as creating the input “grid” data files used for the mentioned 
spline fitting, which contain values of CS and their relative uncertainties on a two-dimensional 
grid defined by a set of values of T1 and k / T1. The name of the corresponding subroutine is 
“Brems_CS_interp”. Its source code is in the file “Brems_CS_interp.f90”. 

The source code of several subroutines, which are used in more than one stage or mode of operation 
of BREMS, is in the file “Brems_common.f90”. All eight mentioned files with the source code, and 
the compiled executable file “Brems.exe” are in the folder “Brems”. In addition, the BREMS 
distribution package includes a program “Read_S_integrals.f90”, which displays the values of all 
phase shifts and the S integrals corresponding to the user-specified values of 1 and 2. The file 
“Read_S_integrals.f90” and the compiled executable “Read_S_integrals.exe” are in the subfolder 
“Read_S_integrals” of the folder “Brems”. Those executables are 64-bit Windows console 
applications (the Windows console is opened by running the Windows command-line interpreter 
“cmd.exe”). They were compiled using the Intel Fortran compiler (with two non-default compiler 
options controlling the precision of floating-point operations: “precise” floating point model, and 
“safe” floating-point speculation). The Linux versions of the files Brems.exe and 
Read_S_integrals.exe are in the subfolder “Linux_executables”. They were compiled using GNU 
Fortran on Ubuntu running on the Windows Subsystem for Linux. All executables were compiled 
with optimization for speed enabled. The folder “Linux_executables” also contains the file 
“Compile.sh” with the complete set of Linux shell (“bash”) commands that must be entered in order 
to compile both mentioned executables on Linux. 
 Since the results of the previous stage of a calculation are stored in a file, it is possible to 
redo only stage 2 or 3 of a calculation, if the data files with the results of the previous stage are 
available. Examples of such a situation include a resuming of an interrupted calculation process, or 
a recalculation of the DCS for a different set of values of the angle  (the values of  are required 
only in stages 2 and 3). There is also an option to delete all data files of the previous stage 
automatically upon a successful completion of the current stage (this is the default behavior). 
 Each parameter of the calculation process may be specified either on the command line, or 
in a file (the “parameter file”), using the format “<parameter_name>=<parameter_value>” (there 
must be no spaces before or after the equality sign). For example, “IV=1” specifies that the point-
Coulomb potential V(r) = Z / r (corresponding to the unscreened nucleus) should be used when 
solving the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b). There are 494 user-adjustable parameters in total 
(including 68 parameters, which are used only in the mentioned three “special” modes of 
operation), allowing great flexibility in the process of calculating the CS and DCS and in the 
number of files created (such as the files with intermediate data). If a parameter value is not 
specified on the command line or in the parameter file, then a default value will be used. There are 
only three parameters that do not have default values: the atomic number Z, the incident electron 
energy T1, and the photon energy k. Those parameters must be specified by the user. In the simplest 
case, the command line of BREMS looks like this: 

Brems.exe Z=13 T1=0.001 Ep=6e-4 
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In this example, no parameter file would be used, and the program would calculate the CS and DCS 
for the case when Z = 13, T1 = 1 keV, and k = 600 eV (the input energy values must be specified in 
MeV). The values of the control parameters and the scaled CS calculated in stage 2 (before 
extrapolation of its dependence on max) would be written to the file “CS.txt”, the extrapolated value 
of the scaled CS would be written to the file “CS_fitted.txt”, and the values of the scaled DCS and 
the shape function would be written to the two files whose names start with “DCS_fitted_” and 
“ShapeFn_fitted_”, respectively (the remaining part of the file name indicates the values of Z, T1 
and k). The scaled CS and DCS are defined as the left-hand sides of (1.1.5) and (1.1.4), 
respectively, and their values are expressed in the units indicated after (1.1.5) and (1.1.4). If some of 
the parameters have to be loaded from a parameter file, then its name must be specified on the 
command line after the keyword “in=”, for example: 

Brems.exe Z=13 T1=0.001 Ep=6e-4 in=Brems.inp 
If a parameter value is specified both on the command line and in the parameter file, then the value 
specified on the command line takes priority (in such a case, a corresponding message is displayed 
before starting the calculation process). Multiple “in=” directives are allowed, for example: 
“Brems in=in1.txt in=in2.txt”. If a particular parameter is defined in two or more parameter files, 
then the program quits with an error message. The parameter names are case-sensitive. There must 
be no more than one parameter per line in a parameter file. One-line comments (starting with the 
exclamation mark ‘!’), empty lines, and additional “in=” directives are allowed in a parameter file. 
 If T1 < 1 MeV, then the values of the DCS and the shape function are calculated for 181 
equidistant values of  from 0  to 180  by default. If T1  1 MeV, then the entire angular range is 
split in two subranges 0     10  and 10  <   180  with different density of points. In each of 
those two subranges, the values of  are equidistant, but the default interval between adjacent values 
of  (angular increment) in the second subrange is greater than in the first subrange. The change of 
point density at  = 10  is related to the tendency for the angular distribution of bremsstrahlung 
photons to become more peaked in the forward direction with increasing T1. If 
1 MeV  T1  3 MeV, then the angular increment is equal to 0.2  in the first subrange and to 1  in 
the second subrange (221 points in total). If 3 MeV < T1  30 MeV, then the angular increment is 
equal to 0.1  in the first subrange and to 0.5  in the second subrange (441 points). If T1 > 30 MeV, 
then the angular increment in the first subrange is further reduced to 0.02  (841 points in total). All 
mentioned parameters controlling the angular increment may be modified by the user. 
 The default values of all parameters for the case when T1 = 100 keV and k = 10 keV are 
given in the BREMS parameter file “Brems_defaults.inp”. 
 The subfolder “V” contains the subfolder “Kohn-Sham”, which, in turn, contains the text 
files with the values of the Kohn-Sham potential function in tabular format. There is one file for 
each value of Z from 1 to 100 (the value of Z is indicated in the name of the corresponding file). 
Each of those files contains three columns of numbers with the values of the radial coordinate r, the 
interaction potential V(r) and the screening function ( )V r . Both r and V are specified in relativistic 
units (see Section 1.1.1). If the Kohn-Sham potential is required, then the mentioned folder “V” 
must be either a subfolder of the current folder when starting Brems.exe, or a subfolder of the folder 
where Brems.exe is located, or it must be explicitly specified using the parameter “dirV” (see the 
description of parameter No. 1.1.6 in Section 4.1). 
 The files with the S integral data contain up to four entries for each S integral: the value of 
the total integral, the values of the two numerical integrals corresponding to the two sets of 
numerical tolerances and step sizes (see Section 1.4), and the value of the error caused by the 
uncertainty of the phase shifts. The latter three entries are needed for estimating the numerical 
errors (see Section 1.4). After the numerical integration, a temporary file containing only the 
numerical integrals is created. Further on, this file will be called the “_n” file (because its name 
ends with the suffix “_n”). If the subsequent analytical integration fails and the final file is not 
created (for example, due to insufficient maximum precision level requested by the user), then the 
“_n” file may be reused for another integration attempt (if the “_n” file exists, then it is possible to 
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load the numerical integrals from it). Since the final (complete) file also contains the numerical 
integral data, it may also be used for skipping the stage of numerical integration and redoing the 
analytical integration with a different precision level (see also Section 1.3.1). 
 The subfolder “CS_int” contains 100 ASCII files with the values of the scaled SDCS on a 
two-dimensional grid defined by a set of fixed values of the incident electron energy (T1) and of the 
ratio k / T1, where k is the photon energy, for all values of the atomic number Z from 1 to 100. The 
range of values of T1 in these files is from 0.1 MeV to 300 MeV, whereas the range of values of 
k / T1 is from 0 to 0.95 (see Section 9.5 for additional information about these files). 
 The subfolder “Test_runs” contains a Windows batch file “Brems_79_100keV_KS.bat”, 
which performs the entire mentioned set of calculations for the case when the target is gold, 
incident electron energy is 100 keV and the photon energy is 10 keV or 0. The mentioned file uses 
the Kohn-Sham (KS) potential. The batch file “Read_S_integrals_79_100keV_10keV_KS.bat” can 
be used to display some of the data in the binary file with the S integral data created by the 
mentioned batch file. All ASCII files created by running the Windows batch file 
“Brems_79_100keV_KS.bat”, as well as the file “Screen_output_Z=79_T1=0.1_Ep=0.01.txt” with 
the complete text that is displayed on the screen during the first call to Brems.exe in the mentioned 
batch file, are also in the subfolder “Test_runs” (those files were created by executing the 
mentioned batch file on a notebook computer with an Intel Core i5-8300H processor, 8 GB RAM, 
and Windows 10, without other processor-intensive tasks being run at the same time). The subfolder 
“Linux_executables” contains two bash scripts for performing the same calculations on Linux 
(“Brems_79_100keV_KS.sh” and “Read_S_integrals_79_100keV_10keV_KS.sh”, respectively). 
 The third-party open-source codes, which are needed for compiling Brems.exe and 
Read_S_integrals.exe, are in the subfolder “AuxiliaryPrograms” of the folder “Brems”. The 
complete list and descriptions of the third-party Fortran codes are below. 

1) The routines and data structures of the multiple precision package are in two files 
“mpfun90.f90” and “mpmod90.f90” [46]. 

2) The routines and data structures of the quadruple precision package are in the file 
“quad_df_QC.f90” [48]. 

3)  Subroutine DHPCG from the IBM System/360 Scientific Subroutine Package (SSP) is used 
for solving the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b) by the Hamming’s modified predictor-corrector 
method (it may be optionally used instead of the default method of the power-series 
solution). This subroutine is in the file “DHPCG.F”. 

4) The suite of Runge-Kutta codes RKSUITE (Release 1.0, November 1991), which may also 
be optionally used for solving the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b), is in the file “rksuite.f”. 

5) The codes used to calculate the exponential integral (needed for calculation of the phase 
correction integrals (1.2.2), (1.2.3), and (1.2.5a,b)) are in the files “de1.f”, “DCSEVL.f”, 
“INITDS.f”, “D1MACH.f”. 

6) Subroutine PFQ for calculating the hypergeometric series [54] is in the file “acpa.f”. This 
subroutine is used for calculating the exact radial wave functions at the stage of initial 
power-series solution (i.e., at small r) when the point-Coulomb potential is used. 

7) Subroutines DLOGAM and CLOGAM (in files “DLOGAM.f” and “CLOGAM.f”) are used 
for calculating the natural logarithm of the absolute value of the gamma function of real and 
complex arguments, respectively. Subroutine Q_LNGM, which is used for calculating the 
natural logarithm of the absolute value of the gamma function of real argument at quadruple 
precision, is in the file “q_lngam.f90”. 

8) The routines and data for calculating the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second 
kinds are in the files “SphBes.f90” and “types.f90”. Subroutine SPHJ (or its quadruple-
precision version SPHJ_QP) estimates jl using the Miller’s method (based on the backward 
recursion), which does not have the stability problems [38, 39]. Subroutine SPHY (or its 
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quadruple-precision version SPHY_QP) estimates yl using the forward recursion, which is 
also stable. Calculation of jl by forward recursion is implemented in subroutines SPHJ2 and 
SPHJ2_QP. Note: The mentioned methods are used for evaluating the asymptotic electron 
wave functions (1.1.18). However, the values of jl(kr), which is used in the integrands of the 
S integrals (1.1.15a,b), are by default calculated by the power-series method, which is more 
accurate (see also Section 1.2). 

9) Subroutine F3J and its extended-precision version F3J_QP_MP are used for calculation of 
the 3j coefficients in (1.1.14). Those subroutines are in the files “F3J.f” and 
“F3J_QP_MP.f”, respectively. The code of the F3J subroutine has been copied from [55]. 
As pointed out in the title of [55], F3J is not suitable when at least one of the numbers l1, l2 
and l in (1.1.14) is greater than 80. In the latter case, the subroutine F3J_QP_MP is used and 
the calculations are performed using either quadruple precision arithmetic (QP, 
corresponding to approximately 30 significant digits) or multiple precision arithmetic (MP, 
corresponding to 38 or more significant digits). Subroutine F3J_QP_MP chooses the optimal 
precision level dynamically: this choice is based on the degree of cancellation of the terms 
of the Racah formula [45]. 

10) The random number generator RAND from [56] is used for random modification of the S 
integrals (by randomly adding or subtracting their uncertainties) in order to test sensitivity of 
the cross sections to the numerical errors of the S integrals. This Fortran subroutine is in the 
file “RAND.f”. 

11) Subroutine DSG13 from the IBM System/360 Scientific Subroutine Package (SSP) is used 
for temporary smoothing of the dependence of (D)CS on max in order to determine if this 
dependence is significantly different from a linear function. This subroutine is in the file 
“DSG13.F”. 

12) Subroutine DMINV from the IBM System/360 Scientific Subroutine Package (SSP), and its 
quadruple-precision version (“QMINV”), are used for inversion of a matrix of second partial 
derivatives of the sum of squared deviations for estimation of uncertainties of the parameter 
values obtained by least squares fitting. Those subroutines are in the files “DMINV.FOR” 
and “QMINV.f90”, respectively. 

13) Subroutine DGELS from the IBM System/360 Scientific Subroutine Package (SSP) and 
subroutine QGELS, which is a quadruple precision version of DGELS, are used for solving 
a system of linear equations with symmetric coefficient matrix at double precision and 
quadruple precision, respectively, as a part of the linear regression algorithm. Those 
subroutines are in files “DGELS.f” and “QGELS.f90”, respectively. 

14) Subroutine ADAPT by Alan Genz is used for adaptive angular integration of the Born- or 
SM-approximation TDCS, which is performed in order to calculate the corresponding 
DDCS or SDCS. This subroutine is in the file “adapt.f”. 

The code for calculating the Kohn-Sham potential is not included in the BREMS distribution 
package, because the Kohn-Sham potential functions for all values of Z from 1 to 100 are stored in 
tabular format in the folder “V/Kohn-Sham/”. Those data were calculated using the Fortran program 
described in [5]. The source codes of the latter program and of the mentioned subroutines PFQ and 
CLOGAM were downloaded from the Computer Physics Communications Program Library [57]. In 
order to improve the accuracy of the Kohn-Sham potential function, the program described in [5] 
was modified by converting it from single-precision arithmetic to double precision, decreasing the 
accuracy criteria for convergence and for eigenvalues (variables “DELRVR” and “DEL”, 
respectively) by 3 orders of magnitude in comparison with the original values, and increasing the 
density of the radial grid. 
 Although there is no explicit limitation on the value of the incident electron energy T1 in the 
code of BREMS, it is currently applicable only at electron energies that are not greater than 
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approximately 30 MeV. This is because an increase of the electron energy requires a larger number 
of terms in the series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5), accompanied by an increase of the computation time and 
the memory requirements. If | 2|max > 200, then the maximum value of | 1| that is currently allowed 
is equal to 1000  | 2|max (i.e., in this case | 1| + | 2| is not allowed to be greater than 1000). If 
| 2|max  200, then the maximum value of | 1| that is currently allowed is 2000. When the kinetic 
energy of the incident electron is of the order of 1 MeV or greater, the double or quadruple 
precision is usually sufficient for the analytical integration. This is fortunate, because using multiple 
precision for the calculation of the entire set of S integrals with large values of | 1|max, | 2|max and 
lmax, which are needed at the mentioned high energies, would result in prohibitive memory 
requirements. The amount of memory required by BREMS in MP mode (i.e., at a precision level of 
30 or more significant digits) does not depend on the precision level used. For example, if 
| 1|max = | 2|max = lmax = 100 and the other parameters are equal to the default values, then BREMS 
would allocate approximately 5 GB of memory for calculating all S integrals using MP, and if 
| 1|max = | 2|max = lmax = 150, then approximately 15 GB of memory would be needed in MP mode. It 
should be noted that the minimum precision level, which is sufficient for the analytical integration, 
decreases with increasing cutoff radius Ra. 
 At the low-energy end of the spectrum, the single-electron approximation may not be 
sufficiently accurate due to an increased importance of the many-electron effects at electron 
energies of the order of 100 eV or lower. It should also be noted that the choice of the self-
consistent central potential in the energy range T1 < 1 keV is more important than in the energy 
range 1 keV < T1 < 30 MeV, where this choice has a relatively weak influence on the angular 
distribution of bremsstrahlung. The final electron energy T2 is not allowed to be less than 0.1 eV, 
which means that the photon energy cannot be greater than T1  0.1 eV. 
 BREMS can be run on modern personal computers, with processing times from several 
minutes to several hours, depending on the user-specified values of Z, T1, and k and on the accuracy 
requested. BREMS is a single-threaded application. Consequently, in order to use all computing 
power of a multiprocessor or multicore system, several instances of BREMS should be run 
simultaneously. This is a natural approach for calculation of the cross sections for different sets of 
the physical parameters Z, T1 and k, because the instances of BREMS using different sets of those 
parameters are completely independent. However, this approach can also be applied in the case of a 
single set of physical parameters. In the latter case, the computation of the S integrals may be 
broken into several parts, differing by the range of variation of 1max, or by the type of the integrals 
computed (numerical or analytical). After the data files with the total S integrals (from 0 to ) have 
been created, the computation should be started from stage 2 (BREMS has the capability to merge 
the S integral data loaded from multiple files). If the numerical and analytical parts of the S integrals 
(from 0 to r0 and from r0 to , respectively) have been calculated separately, then the computation 
should be again started from stage 1, but this time with the input parameters specifying that the 
numerical and analytical integrals must be loaded from files rather than calculated. 
 Most of the input parameters of BREMS are used as arguments of the mentioned six 
subroutines “S_integrals”, “Bremsstrahlung”, “Brems_fit,” “Born_SM_appr”, “FitExp”, and 
“Brems_CS_interp”. Some of the parameters (such as the physical parameters Z, T1 and k) are 
“shared”, i.e., used in all three stages of the calculation, and the other parameters are used in only 
one or two stages (for example, the values of the angle  are used only by Bremsstrahlung, 
Brems_fit and Born_SM_appr, and the numerical tolerance for nonlinear fitting is used only by 
Brems_fit). Descriptions of all those parameters will be given in the following sections. There are 
also several parameters that are used only by the main program in order to determine the default 
values of some other parameters and the sequence of stages that has to be executed. The names, 
descriptions and default values of the parameters used only by the main program are given below 
(the parameter numbers are used only to facilitate references to them in this document, and those 
numbers are different from the parameter numbers defined in the code of BREMS): 
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Parameter No. 1 (“accuracy_level”) is the number 0, 1, or 2, specifying the “accuracy level” to 
be used. If this number is 1 or 2, then several other parameters that have the largest effect on the 
accuracy and the computation time (such as the limits of 1 and 2) will be set to the default 
values corresponding to the lower or higher accuracy, respectively, unless those parameters 
have been explicitly specified by the user. There are 11 such parameters: “tol_A”, “tol_delta”, 
“Q_last”, “Z_def”, “Kmax1”, “Kmax2”, “lmax”, “lmax_MP”, “lmax_MP_ratio”, “lmax2”, 
“vary_h_CS”. If the accuracy level is specified with the minus sign, then all those parameters 
will be assigned the values corresponding to the given accuracy level, even if they have been 
explicitly set to other values by the user. The default values of parameters “Kmax1” and 
“Kmax2” depend on the chosen accuracy level only when T1 > 0.1 MeV. Otherwise, the default 
values of those parameters are the same for both accuracy levels (those values depend on the 
physical parameters T1, k / T1, and Z). There are also 15 parameters that are reset to the default 
values when accuracy_level < 0: “j_QP”, “vary_h_DCS”, “Kmin1”, “Kmin2”, “isAbs_K1”, 
“isAbs_K2”, “k2_breakpoint1”, “k2_step_first”, “k2_step_last”, “pr_transition2”, “R_atom”, 
“fitRange_CS”, “fitRange_DCS”, “fitRange2_CS”, “fitRange2_DCS” (the default values of 
those 15 parameters are the same for both accuracy levels). If the user-specified value of 
accuracy_level is 0, or if this parameter is not specified by the user, then accuracy_level will be 
set equal to the default value. When T1  3 MeV, the default value of accuracy_level is equal to 
1. When T1 > 3 MeV, the default value of accuracy_level is equal to 2. 

Parameter No. 2 (“firstStage”) is the number 1, 2 or 3, indicating the first stage to be executed. The 
default value of this parameter is 1. 

Parameter No. 3 (“lastStage”) is the number 1, 2 or 3, indicating the last stage to be executed. The 
default value of this parameter is 3. 

Parameter No. 4 (“overwrite”) is a “switch” (1 or 0), indicating whether the existing data files must 
be overwritten or not. This parameter is used as a substitute for three parameters: parameter 
“iSkip” of subroutine “S_integrals” (in stage 1), parameter “iCalculate” of subroutine 
“Bremsstrahlung” (in stage 2), and parameter “iFit” of subroutine “Brems_fit” (in stage 3), 
which tell each of the mentioned subroutines if the data files of the corresponding stage must be 
overwritten. If any of the latter three parameters is explicitly specified by the user, then the 
specification of the parameter “overwrite” will take priority (a corresponding warning will be 
displayed in such a case). If this parameter is set equal to 1 (the default value), then it will be 
ignored, i.e., the mentioned individual switches for each of the three stages will be used instead. 

Parameters No. 5 (“Z_max_Born”) and No. 6 (“T2_min_Born”) are the threshold values of the 
atomic number Z and of the final kinetic energy of the electron T2, respectively, which are used 
when determining whether the analytical Born approximation must be applied by default when 
parameter No. 1.1.8 (“appr”) is not specified by the user and the option “firstStage=1” is used. 
If Z  Z_max_Born and T2  T2_min_Born (MeV), then appr=0 by default. This corresponds to 
the Born approximation (see also the descriptions of parameter No. 1.1.8 in Section 4.1 and 
parameter No. 4.1.10 in Section 7.1). The default values of parameters “Z_max_Born” and 
“T2_min_Born” are equal to 2 and 0.5, respectively (i.e., the Born approximation will be 
applied by default only when Z  2 and T2  0.5 MeV). 

Parameter No. 7 (“Z_def”) is the value of the atomic number Z that must be used for calculating the 
default values of parameters Kmax1 and Kmax2 (as mentioned in the descriptions of 
parameters No. 1.2.1–6, the default values of Kmax1 and Kmax2 depend on Z when 1  Z  7). 
A zero or negative value of this parameter indicates that the current value of Z must be used for 
this purpose. When T1  3 MeV or when Z  7, the default value of parameter “Z_def” is equal 
to 0. When T1 > 3 MeV and Z < 7, the default value of parameter “Z_def” is equal to 7 (this 
means that the default values of Kmax1 and Kmax2 do not depend on Z when T1 > 3 MeV). 

Parameter No. 8 (“T1_Kmax_mode_thr”, alias “T1_mode_thr”) is the threshold value of the 
kinetic energy of the incident electron T1 (in MeV) that must be exceeded in order to change the 
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method of calculating the default limiting values of max| 1|, max| 2| and max(l) in the case of 
non-zero energy of the photon (k). When T1 > T1_Kmax_mode_thr and k  0, the sum (1.1.10) 
is not truncated by default (see also Section 1.3.2), and the choice of the default values of 
max| 1| and max| 2| is based on proximity to the tip of the photon energy spectrum. If 
T1 > T1_Kmax_mode_thr and T2 / T1 > 0.07 (far from the tip), then max| 1| and max| 2| are by 
default chosen so that max(| 1|,| 2|)  500, max| 2|  50, and max(l) is between 500 and 800. If 
T1 > T1_Kmax_mode_thr and T2 / T1  0.07 (close to the tip), then max| 1| and max| 2| are by 
default chosen so that max| 1|  500, max| 2|  30, and max| 1| + max| 2|  1000. The default 
value of parameter “T1_Kmax_mode_thr” is equal to 10. The mentioned threshold value of 
T2 / T1 is specified by parameter No. 9 “tip_thr”. 

Parameter No. 9 (“tip_thr”) is the threshold value of the ratio T2 / T1 that is used to determine if the 
photon energy is sufficiently close to the tip of the spectrum in order to apply the additional 
modification of the default values of max| 1| and max| 2| (see also the description of parameter 
No. 8 “T1_Kmax_mode_thr”). The default value of parameter “tip_thr” is equal to 0.07. 
Note: Parameter “tip_thr” is also used in one of the three conditions for performing the 

nonlinear fitting of the dependence of partial-wave SDCS on max in stage 3 (as opposed 
to using the angular integral of the max-fitted partial-wave DDCS as the final estimate of 
the SDCS). See also the description of parameters No. 3.12.10 (“T1_CS_mode_thr”) and 
No. 3.12.11 (“T2_CS_mode_thr”) in Section 6.12. 

Parameter No. 10 (“show_CPU_time”) is a “switch” (1 or 0), indicating whether the displayed 
execution times must have the meaning of the elapsed CPU time (as opposed to the actual 
time). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0 (i.e., the actual time is displayed by 
default). Note: If the screen output of the program has been paused (e.g., by pressing the 
“Pause” key on the keyboard, or by selecting the menu command “Edit/Select” or “Edit/Mark” 
in the console window on Windows), then the duration of the paused state of the program is not 
included in the time displayed after resuming execution of the program, regardless of the value 
of parameter “show_CPU_time”. 

Parameters No. 11 “T2_thr_mu1” and No. 12 “T2_thr_mu2” (alias “T2_thr_mu” for both) are the 
threshold values of the outgoing electron energy (in MeV), which must be exceeded in order to 
apply the “ -correction” (see Section 1.5.4) by default in stage 3 when T1 is less than or equal 
to the value parameter No. 8 (“T1_Kmax_mode_thr”) and when T1 is greater than 
T1_Kmax_mode_thr, respectively. The default value of these two parameters are equal to 1 and 
0.1, respectively (i.e., the -correction will not be applied if T2  0.1 MeV, unless the user 
specifically requests it). 

 
 In addition to using individual parameter names, BREMS allows using parameter “aliases”, 
which replace the names of two or more related parameters. For example, the alias “stage” refers to 
parameters “firstStage” and “lastStage”. Consequently, specifying “stage=2” on the command line 
or in the parameter file would be equivalent to two directives: “firstStage=2” and “lastStage=2”. 
 In the next sections, the remaining parameters of BREMS will be described. Those 
descriptions provide information about some details of the calculation process, too. The names of 
most parameters are either exactly the same as the names of the corresponding variables in the 
source code, or they can be transformed into the latter by enclosing the trailing number “1” or “2” 
with parentheses (this indicates that the variable is an array element). 

3. Conventions regarding descriptions of parameters and their numbering in this document 
 In this document, each parameter of BREMS will be referred to by its name or number. The 
parameter number has the form “A.B.C”, where “A” is the number of the parameter group, “B” is 
the number of the parameter subgroup, and “C” is the sequence number of the parameter in the 
subgroup. The parameter group number identifies the stage or mode of operation of BREMS where 
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the corresponding parameter is used. In other words, it identifies one of the six subroutines 
mentioned in Section 2, which uses the corresponding parameter as one of formal parameters. 
Parameters used by the program “Read_S_integrals” comprise an additional group of parameters. 
Thus, there are seven groups of parameters: 

1) stage 1, subroutine “S_integrals”, 
2) stage 2, subroutine “Bremsstrahlung”, 
3) stage 3, subroutine “Brems_fit”, 
4) subroutine  “Born_SM_appr”, 
5) subroutine “FitExp”, 
6) subroutine “Brems_CS_interp”, 
7) program “Read_S_integrals”. 

The subgroups are defined as groups of parameters having similar purpose, e.g., parameters 
defining the physical system, parameters controlling the accuracy of the results, parameters defining 
the set of data files to be created or updated during the calculation, etc. 
 A range of consecutive parameter numbers will be further specified using the dash in the 
third component of the parameter number. For example, “1.2.1–3” should be interpreted as three 
consecutive numbers 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.3. 
 If a parameter name has an alias, then it is also specified in the description of that parameter. 
In general, more than one alias may be available for a given parameter, depending on the number of 
properties according to which that parameter can be categorized. For convenience, all aliases 
together with the corresponding parameter names are listed in Section 10. 

4. Calculating the S integrals (stage 1) 
 Subroutine “S_integrals” is used for stage 1 of the calculation process (see Section 2). The 
names, descriptions and default values of the formal parameters of S_integrals that can be modified 
by the user are given below. 

4.1. Physical parameters and parameters controlling the calculation of the screening function 
1.1.1.  “Z” is the atomic number of the target material (Z). Z must be positive. This is the only 

limitation. In particular, Z is not required to be an integer number, and it may be less than 1. 
Note: A negative value of parameter “Z” would activate one of the special modes of 

operation of BREMS: fitting of a tabular screening function by the linear 
combination of exponentials (1.1.34a) (see Section 1.8 and Section 8). 

1.1.2.  “T1” is the kinetic energy of the incident electron (T1) in MeV. 
1.1.3.  “T2” is the kinetic energy of the outgoing electron (T2) in MeV, or the opposite of the ratio 

T2 / T1. T2 cannot be less than 0.1 eV. This means that the value of this parameter must be 
between 1 and T1, excluding the range 0.1 eV/T1 < T2 < 0.1 eV (the values 1 and T1 are 
allowed). Note: this parameter cannot be specified together with parameter No. 1.1.4 (see 
below). 

1.1.4.  “Ep” is either the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon (k) in MeV, or the opposite of the 
ratio k / T1. The value of this parameter must be between (1  0.1 eV/T1) and T1  0.1 eV. 
Note: this parameter cannot be specified together with parameter No. 1.1.3 (see above). 

1.1.5.  “IV” is an integer number indicating the type of the interaction potential that must be used. 
Three types of the interaction potential are currently allowed: 
1 –  the point-Coulomb potential Z / r  (the unscreened nucleus), 
2 –  a linear combination of up to 200 decaying exponentials divided by r (in a special case,  

the Thomas-Fermi-Csavinszky potential [3] with three exponential terms is used), 
3 – an arbitrary radial potential function V(r) of the form ( ) /V r r , where ( )V r  is any 

smooth negative-valued monotonous function that decays exponentially in the limit 
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r   and is equal to Z at r = 0. This function must be defined in tabular format. By 
default, the Kohn-Sham potential is used (see Section 1.1.5). The approximations 
applied in order to calculate V(r) in the interval 0 < r < r1, where r1 is the first value of r 
in the V(r) data table, and at the values of r greater than the last value of r in the tabular 
data, are described in Section 12. In the case “IV=3”, the interaction potential data are 
loaded from a file in the folder specifed by parameter “dirV” (No. 1.1.6) by default. It is 
also possible to specify an arbitrary filename (parameter No. 1.1.7 “fn_V”). 

 The default value of parameter “IV” is 3. 
1.1.6. “dirV” (alias “dir_V”) is the name of the folder containing the file with the interaction 

potential data (when the filename is not specified using parameter “fn_V”). Description of 
the file format is presented in Section 12. If the specified folder name is incomplete, i.e., if it 
does not start with the forward slash ‘/’ or the backslash ‘\’ and does not contain the colon 
‘:’, then it is assumed to be a subfolder either of the BREMS installation folder or of the 
current folder, depending on whether the path to the BREMS executable file has been 
specified before its name on the command line or not. If this parameter does not end with 
the slash ‘/’ or the backslash ‘\’, then its part following the last ‘/’ or ‘\’ is assumed to be an 
initial part (prefix) of the file name. The default value of this parameter is ‘V/Kohn-Sham/’. 

1.1.7. “fn_V” is the name of the file with the interaction potential data. If this parameter is equal to 
the empty string, then the mentioned filename is constructed by concatenating the string 
specified by parameter “dirV” with the string “ Z .txt”, where “ Z ” is the value of parameter 
No. 1.1.9 “Z_V”. The default value of this parameter is equal to the empty string. 

1.1.8. “appr” specifies the method of approximating the analytical screening function during the 
solution of the coupled radial Dirac equations when IV=2: 
“appr=1” indicates that the exact analytical expression of the screening function must be 

used, 
appr = 2 or 3 or 4 indicates that the analytical interaction potential must be transformed into 

a tabular one. The value of appr indicates the set of radial breakpoints to be used: 
“appr=2” indicates that the radial breakpoints must be calculated using 

parameters “rmin”, “rmax” and “nr” (No. 1.1.12–14), 
“appr=3”  indicates that the radial breakpoints must be read from the first column 

in a V(r) data file, whose name is either specified by parameter “fn_V” 
(No. 1.1.7) or constructed using the values of parameters “Z_V” 
(No. 1.1.9) and “dirV” (No. 1.1.6), 

“appr=4” differs from “appr=3” by up to 100 additional radial breakpoints, which 
“fill” the “gap” from the last breakpoint to r = rmax, where rmax is 
specified using parameter “rmax” (No. 1.1.13). The start of the 
mentioned “gap” is the last breakpoint in the “optimal” set of 10 
breakpoints, which corresponds to the best exponential fit, exactly as in 
the case “IV=3” (see Section 12). If 0.99*rmax does not exceed the 
mentioned breakpoint, then “appr=4” is identical to “appr=3”. 

When IV = 1 or 2, “appr” may be zero or negative, which indicates that the differential cross 
sections must be calculated using the Born approximation or Sommerfeld-Maue 
approximation, respectively (see Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3). However, the case appr 0 does 
not involve calling the subroutine S_integrals, and it is handled by another subroutine 
(Born_SM_appr). Although the subroutine Born_SM_appr is also called in the case appr>0, 
its only role in this case is loading the a- and b-coefficients of the analytical screening 
function (1.1.34a) when IV=2, or calculating them according to the Thomas-Fermi-
Csavinszky approximation (1.1.54). The set of parameters of the subroutine Born_SM_appr 
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pertaining to this role is described further in this section. The other parameters used by the 
subroutine Born_SM_appr are described in Section 7. 
If parameter “appr” is not specified by the user explicitly, then its default value is 
determined by comparing the values of Z and T2 with the corresponding threshold values 
“Z_max_Born” and “T2_min_Born” (parameters No. 5–6 of the main program, described in 
Section 2). If Z  Z_max_Born and T2  T2_min_Born, then appr=0 by default (see also the 
description of parameter No. 4.1.10 in Section 7.1). If Z > Z_max_Born or 
T2 < T2_min_Born, then the default value of “appr” depends on the value of parameter 
“IV”: if IV=1, then appr=1; if IV=2, then appr=2; if IV=3, then appr is not used. 

1.1.9.  “Z_V” is an integer number from 0 to 100 indicating the file with the tabular V(r) data, 
when its name is not specified explicitly (using parameter No. 1.1.7 “fn_V”). The value of 0 
is equivalent to setting Z_V equal to the integer part of the current value of Z (specified by 
parameter “Z”). In the case “IV=3”, this parameter should be used only if it is necessary to 
use a tabular screening function different from the one specified in the V(r) data file 
corresponding to the current value of Z. In the case “IV=2”, this parameter should be used 
only in conjunction with “appr=3” or “appr=4” in order to specify the data file with the 
values of radial breakpoints (see the description of parameter No. 1.1.8). The default value 
of this parameter is equal to 0. 

1.1.10. “Zi” is the ion charge, in units of the elementary charge (this parameter is used only when 
parameter “IV” is not equal to 1). If this parameter is nonzero, then the overall screening 
function will be defined according to Eq. (1.2.4), where i is the unscreened fraction of the 
nuclear charge (i.e., the ratio of parameters “Zi” and “Z”), and ( )V r  is calculated according 
to the values of all other parameters controlling the calculation of the screening function 
(i.e., all other parameters described in the current subsection). The default value of this 
parameter is equal to 0. 

1.1.11. “Zi_V” is the ion charge corresponding to the tabular interaction potential data, in units of 
the elementary charge. If this parameter is nonzero, then the input data table will be assumed 
to correspond to an ion with charge Zi_V (i.e., the program will assume that the input 
screening function approaches the value of Zi_V / Z_V as r approaches ). In such a case, 
the normalized variable part of the overall screening function (i.e., the term ( )V r  in 
Eq. (1.2.4)) will be calculated by applying the opposite linear transform to the input data, 
i.e., 

in ( ) (Zi_V / Z_V)( )
1 (Zi_V / Z_V)

V rV r ,                                        (4.1.1) 

where in ( )V r  is the input screening function. Thus, the ion charge used for the calculations 
(parameter “Zi”) may be different from the ion charge corresponding to the input data 
(parameter “Zi_V”). The default value of parameter “Zi_V” is equal to 0. 

1.1.12–14. “rmin”, “rmax” and “nr” are, respectively, the first radial breakpoint, the last radial 
breakpoint and the number of breakpoints in the radial range rmin  r  rmax to be used in 
conjunction with the option “IV=2 appr=2” (see above). In addition, the value of rmax is 
used in conjunction with the option “IV=2 appr=4” (see above). The breakpoints are 
equidistant on the logarithmic scale. The following values are used by default: rmin = 10, 
rmax = 10000, nr = 601 (i.e., 200 breakpoints per decade). 

1.1.15. “V_parms” specifies the method of determining the a- and b-coefficients of the analytical 
screening function (1.1.34a) when IV=2: 
“V_parms =1” indicates that the screening function must be expressed as a linear 

combination of up to three exponential terms, with the a- and b-coefficients 
specified by the user on the command line or in the parameter file, using the 
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six parameters “factor1”, “exp1”, “factor2”, “exp2”, “factor3”, “exp3” 
described below. 

“V_parms=2” indicates that the a- and b-coefficients must be loaded from the files 
specified by parameters “file_parms” and “file_parms_lo”, which are 
described below. In this case, up to 200 exponential terms are allowed. 

“V_parms=3” indicates that the a- and b-coefficients must be the same as in the Thomas-
Fermi-Csavinszky approximation (1.1.54). In this case, there are three 
exponential terms in the expression of the screening function. 

The default value of parameter “V_parms” is 2. 
1.1.16–21. “factor1”, “exp1”, “factor2”, “exp2”, “factor3”, “exp3” are the three pairs of the a- 

and b-coefficients of the analytical screening function (1.1.34a) to be used in the case “IV=2 
V_parms=1” (see above). In this case, it is assumed that the expression of the screening 
function consists of only three exponential terms. The three parameters “factor n ” are used 
to specify the values of an (n = 1, 2, 3), and the three parameters “exp n ” are used to specify 
the values of bn (n = 1, 2, 3). 
Note: In the case of an ion, those six parameters describe only the variable part of the 

overall screening function. This part is “normalized to 1”, i.e., it is equal to 1 at r = 0 
and decays to zero in the limit r   (see also Eq. (1.2.4)). 

1.1.22–23. “file_parms” and “file_parms_lo” are the names of the two files with the “high” and 
“low” parts of the quadruple-precision (QP) values of the a- and b-coefficients of the 
analytical screening function (1.1.34a) to be used in the case “IV=2 V_parms=2”. Each QP 
number is represented in BREMS as a sum two double-precision (DP) numbers – the “high” 
and “low” parts. The “high” part is equal to the DP approximation of the mentioned QP 
number, whereas the “low” part is responsible for the additional precision (i.e., additional 
decimal places). The formats of the two files are identical. The first line of the file contains 
column headers. The first column contains the values of the atomic number Z, the second 
column contains the number of the exponential terms (denoted N in (1.1.34a)), and all 
remaining columns contain pairs of the corresponding a- and b-coefficients. These two files 
are assumed to be in the subfolder indicated by parameter No. 1.1.29 (“dirV_aux”), which is 
“V/Kohn-Sham/” by default. The distribution package of BREMS contains the default 
versions of those two files. They are in the subfolder “V/Kohn-Sham/”, and their names are 
“FitData.txt” and “FitData_lo.txt” (those are the default values of parameters “file_parms” 
and “file_parms_lo”, respectively). These files were generated by the subroutine “FitExp” 
by fitting the Kohn-Sham screening potential data loaded from the files in the folder 
“V/Kohn-Sham/” (this mode of operation of BREMS is described in Section 8). The only 
non-default option used in generating those files was “R_atom_max=1e4” (see the 
description of parameter No. 5.1.10 in Section 8.1). 
Note: In the case of an ion, the mentioned coefficients describe only the variable part of the 

overall screening function. This part is “normalized to 1”, i.e., it is equal to 1 at r = 0 
and decays to zero in the limit r   (see also Eq. (1.2.4)). 

1.1.24. “quad” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the quadruple-precision (QP) values of the a- and 
b-coefficients of the analytical screening function (1.1.34a) must be formed by combining 
the data in the two files specified by parameters No. 1.1.22–23 (“file_parms” and 
“file_parms_lo”) in the case “IV=2 V_parms=2”. If quad = 1, then both files described 
above are loaded, and the QP value of each coefficient is obtained by combining the two 
double-precision “parts” of that coefficient, which are stored in the two files. If quad = 0, 
then only the first one of the two files (specified by parameter “file_parms”) is loaded, and 
the QP values of all coefficients are set equal to the corresponding double-precision values 
in that file. The default value of parameter “quad” is equal to 1 (indicating that QP values of 
the a- and b-coefficients must be formed by combining the data in the two files). 
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1.1.25. “Taylor” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating whether the screening function at 0 < r < r1, where 
r1 is the first breakpoint in the V(r) data table, must be calculated by the Taylor series 
expansion at r = 0. This parameter is used only in the case of a screening function defined in 
tabular format, i.e., in the cases “IV=2 appr>1” and “IV=3”. In the case “IV=2 appr>1”, the 
coefficients of the Taylor series are calculated using the analytical expression of the 
screening function at quadruple precision. In the case “IV=3”, the Taylor coefficients are 
read from the file specified by the parameter “file_Taylor” (No. 1.1.26). If Taylor=0, then in 
the case “IV=2 appr>1” the screening function at 0 < r < r1 is calculated using its analytical 
expression (1.1.34a) at quadruple precision, and in the case “IV=3” it is calculated using the 
exponential interpolation. In the case “IV=1” or “IV=2 appr<2”, parameter “Taylor” is not 
used. Parameter “Taylor” is equal to 1 by default. 
Note: In the case of an ion, the mentioned Taylor coefficients describe only the variable 

part of the overall screening function. This part is “normalized to 1”, i.e., it is equal 
to 1 at r = 0 and decays to zero in the limit r   (see also Eq. (1.2.4)). 

1.1.26. “file_Taylor” is the name of the file with the coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of 
the screening function at r = 0, to be used in conjunction with the option “IV=3 Taylor=1” 
(see the description of parameter No. 1.1.25). By default, the file “TaylorCoefs.txt” created 
by the subroutine “FitExp” during the fitting of the screening function by a linear 
combination of exponentials (1.1.34a) is used (the implementation of the mentioned fitting 
in BREMS is described in Section 8). This file is assumed to be in the subfolder indicated by 
parameter No. 1.1.29 (“dirV_aux”), which is “V/Kohn-Sham/” by default. The first line of 
this file contains the column headers. The first column contains the values of the atomic 
number Z. The second and third columns contain a “reference” value of the radial coordinate 
r and the exact value of the mentioned linear combination of exponentials at this value of r, 
respectively. The fourth column contains the highest degree of the terms retained in the 
truncated Taylor series (i.e., the number of terms, not counting the zero-degree term). The 
remaining columns contain the values of the coefficients corresponding to each term 
(starting with the zero-degree coefficient, which is always exactly equal to 1). 
Notes: 
1. The mentioned “reference” value of r is used as the starting value (r1) of the V(r) data 

table in stage 1. It coincides with the starting point of the radial range where the cubic 
spline interpolation of the screening function is applied. In the case “IV=3 Taylor=0” and 
in the other cases when the radial breakpoints are loaded from files with the tabular V(r) 
data, i.e., “IV=2 appr=3” and “IV=2 appr=4”, the value of r1 is also read from the second 
column of the file specified by “file_Taylor” (in those cases, this is the only value that is 
read from this file), unless the value of r1 has been specified using parameter “r_spline” 
or “file_r_spline” (see also the descriptions of parameters No. 1.1.27–28 below). In all 
those cases, it must be equal to one of the radial breakpoints specified in the V(r) data 
file. If this breakpoint is not the first one specified in the V(r) data file, then all smaller 
breakpoints will be ignored. 

2. In the case “IV=3 Taylor=1”, the “reference” value of the screening function specified in 
column No. 3 of the file specified by parameter “file_Taylor” (such as the file 
“V/Kohn-Sham/TaylorCoefs.txt”) is used to eliminate the discontinuity at r = r1 in the 
radial dependence of the screening function and to provide feedback to the user regarding 
the accuracy of the approximation of the tabular screening function by the truncated 
Taylor series in the interval r < r1 (since, as mentioned, the Taylor coefficients 
correspond to the analytical approximation (1.1.34a) by default, this also provides 
feedback regarding the accuracy of this approximation). At the start of stage 1, the 
program calculates the relative deviation of the tabular screening function 1( )V r  from its 
“reference” value ref 1( )V r  and displays it on the screen. Normally, its absolute value 
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should be less than 0.01. In order to eliminate the discontinuity of ( )V r  at r = r1, the 
first-degree Taylor coefficient is modified by adding the correction term 

1 ref 1 1( ( ) ( )) /V r V r r  to it. 

1.1.27. “r_spline” is the value of the first radial breakpoint (r1) in the V(r) data table, to be used in 
conjunction with the options “IV=3 Taylor=0”, “IV=2 appr=3”, and “IV=2 appr=4” (i.e., 
when the radial breakpoints are loaded from the V(r) data file, but the coefficients of the 
Taylor series are not loaded from a file). It coincides with the starting point of the radial 
range where the cubic spline interpolation of the screening function is applied. This value 
must coincide with one of the radial breakpoints specified in the V(r) data file. If this 
breakpoint is not the first one specified in the V(r) data file, then all smaller breakpoints will 
be ignored. A negative value of this parameter indicates that r1 must be read from the file 
specified by parameter “file_r_spline” (No. 1.1.28) or by parameter “file_Taylor” 
(No. 1.1.26). The default value of this parameter is equal to 1. 

1.1.28. “file_r_spline” is the name of the file with the values of the first radial breakpoint (r1) in the 
table with V(r) data for all values of Z, to be used in conjunction with the options 
“IV=3 Taylor=0”, “IV=2 appr=3” and “IV=2 appr=4” (i.e., when the radial breakpoints are 
loaded from the V(r) data file, but the coefficients of the Taylor series are not loaded from a 
file). This file must have two columns of numbers and a line with headers of the two 
columns. The first column must contain the values of the atomic number Z, and the second 
column must contain the values of r1 for each Z. This parameter is used only when 
parameter No. 1.1.27 “r_spline” is assigned a negative value. If parameter “file_r_spline” is 
equal to the empty string, then the values of r1 will be read from the file specified by 
parameter No. 1.1.26 “file_Taylor”. Otherwise, this file is assumed to be located in the 
subfolder indicated by parameter No. 1.1.29 (“dirV_aux”), which is “V/Kohn-Sham/” by 
default. Parameter “file_r_spline” is equal to the empty string by default. Note: The 
distribution package of BREMS includes the file “V/Kohn-Sham/r_spline.txt”, which may 
be used for this purpose. The values of r1 in this file are the same as the values of r1 in the 
file “V/Kohn-Sham/TaylorCoefs.txt”. 

1.1.29. “dirV_aux” (alias “dir_V”) is the name of the folder containing the files whose names are 
defined by parameters No. 1.1.22 (“file_parms”), No. 1.1.23 (“file_parms_lo”), No. 1.1.26 
(“file_Taylor”) and No. 1.1.28 (“file_r_spline”). If the specified folder name is incomplete, 
i.e., if it does not start with the forward slash ‘/’ or the backslash ‘\’ and does not contain the 
colon ‘:’, then it is assumed to be a subfolder either of the BREMS installation folder or of 
the current folder, depending on whether the path to the BREMS executable file has been 
specified before its name on the command line or not. If this parameter does not end with 
the slash ‘/’ or the backslash ‘\’, then its part following the last ‘/’ or ‘\’ is assumed to be the 
initial part (prefix) of the file name. The default value of this parameter is ‘V/Kohn-Sham/’. 

1.1.30. “expExtrap” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating whether the value of the screening function at 
large values of r in the case “IV=2 appr>1” must be calculated in the same way as in the 
case “IV=3”, i.e., by modification of the number of breakpoints on the basis of the optimal 
exponential fit chosen from 11 tries, and then using the exponent and preexponential factor 
returned by the fitting routine (see also Section 12). The default value of this parameter is 1, 
indicating that the exponential fitting must be performed. 
Note: In the case of an ion, only the variable part of the overall screening function is fitted 

as described above. This part is “normalized to 1”, i.e., it is equal to 1 at r = 0 and 
decays to zero in the limit r   (see also Eq. (1.2.4)). 

4.2. Parameters defining the sets of S integrals and of terms of the truncated partial-wave series  
1.2.1–3. “Kmin1” (aliases “Kmin”, “K1”, “Km”), “Kmax1” (aliases “Kmax”, “K1”, “Km”), and 

“isAbs_K1” (alias “isAbs_K”) are, respectively, the minimum and maximum values of 1, 
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and a “switch” indicating if those values must be interpreted as absolute values. If 
isAbs_K1 = 1, then both Kmin1 and Kmax1 must be positive, and the program will calculate 
the S integrals for two ranges of 1: Kmax1  1  Kmin1 and Kmin1  1  Kmax1. If 
isAbs_K1 = 0, then only the latter range of the values of 1 will be used (in this case, Kmin1 
and Kmax1 may be either positive or negative). Normally, Kmin1 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = 1. 
This is the recommended (and default) setting if the S integrals are to be used for calculation 
of bremsstrahlung cross sections. If parameter “Kmax2” (No. 1.2.5) is specified by the user, 
then the default value of Kmax1 is calculated as a product of Kmax2 and k12ratio 
(parameter No. 1.2.7). Otherwise, the default valuse of Kmax1 is calculated by interpolation 
between 32 tabulated values of Kmax1 corresponding to 8 values of T1 (10 eV, 100 eV, 
1 keV, 10 keV, 100 keV, 1 MeV, 3 MeV, 10 MeV) and 4 values of k / T1 (0, 0.1, 0.4, 0.95). 
The interpolation with respect to T1 is linear-log (logarithmic in T1), and the interpolation 
with respect to k / T1 is linear-linear. If T1 > 0.1 MeV, then the interpolated value of Kmax1 
is rounded to the nearest multiple of 5 (when k  0, this rounding is needed to facilitate 
reusing the values of the integrals S11, S12, S21 and S22 defined by (1.2.6) at default values of 
parameters, when the method of partial-wave interpolation is applied). The mentioned 
tabulated values corresponding to T1 = 1 MeV, 3 MeV and 10 MeV depend on the chosen 
accuracy level (1 or 2) defined by parameter No. 1 of the main program (“accuracy_level”), 
which is described in Section 2. For Z  7, those values depend on Z, too (in this interval of 
values of Z, the default value of Kmax1 increases linearly with decreasing Z). If k = 0 and 
T1 > 0.1 MeV, the interpolation with respect to T1 and Z is performed using a different set of 
tabulated values than in the case k  0 (the tabulated values of Kmax1 corresponding to 
k = 0 are greater than in the case k  0). If IV = 1 (unscreened point-Coulomb potential) or 
Zi  0 (an ion), then the default value of Kmax1 is additionally increased by a factor that 
decreases with increasing T1, and becomes equal to 1 starting from T1 = 100 keV. The initial 
(maximum) value of the mentioned factor corresponds to T1  100 eV and is equal to 3. The 
mentioned decrease is logarithmic (i.e., the default value of Kmax1 is a linear function of 
ln(T1) when IV=1 and 100 eV  T1  100 keV). 
Note: This description of the method of calculating the default value of Kmax1 at k  0 is 

applicable only when T1  T1_Kmax_mode_thr (the description of parameter 
No. 8 “T1_Kmax_mode_thr” is provided at the end of Section 2). 

1.2.4–6. “Kmin2” (aliases “Kmin”, “K2”, “Km”), “Kmax2” (aliases “Kmax”, “K2”, “Km”), and 
“isAbs_K2” (alias “isAbs_K”) are, respectively, the minimum and maximum values of 2, 
and a “switch” indicating if those values must be interpreted as absolute values. Their 
interpretation and the limiting values are the same as in the case of parameters No. 1.2.1–3. 
Normally, Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K2 = 1. This is the recommended (and default) setting if 
the S integrals are to be used for calculation of bremsstrahlung cross sections. If 
T1  100 keV, then the default value of Kmax2 is equal to the smaller of the following two 
numbers: the default value of Kmax1 corresponding to the current values of T1 and k / T1 
(see above), and the default value of Kmax1 corresponding to T1 = T2 and k = 0. If 
T1 > 100 keV, then the default value of Kmax2 is obtained by additional multiplication of 
the previously-mentioned value by p2 / p1 (i.e., the ratio of the final and initial momenta of 
the electron), and rounding the result to the nearest integer. 
Note: The recommended values of Kmin1, isAbs_K1, Kmin2 and isAbs_K2 (i.e., 

parameters No. 1.2.1, No. 1.2.3, No. 1.2.4, and No. 1.2.6) are the following: 
Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1. Although mathematically this set 
of parameters is equivalent to Kmin1 = Kmax1, Kmin2 = Kmax2 and 
isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 0, the former set is the recommended one, because only in 
that case the program will automatically decrease Kmax1 or Kmax2 if the user-
specified value does not correspond to the available data (when some of the data are 
loaded from files created previously, rather than calculated in the current run of 
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BREMS). If another set of the mentioned parameters is used and if such an abnormal 
situation occurs, processing will be terminated immediately with an error message. 
This remark applies both to Brems.exe and to Read_S_integrals.exe. 

1.2.7. “k12ratio” is a positive integer number equal to the ratio of maximum absolute values of 1 
and 2 ( 1max and 2max, respectively), i.e., the value of n in Eq. (1.5.2). If parameter k12ratio 
is not specified by the user, then its default value is calculated by dividing 1max (which may 
be either the default value or specified by the user) by 2max and rounding the result down to 
an integer (if 1max > 2 2max), or to the nearest integer (if 2max < 1max  2 2max), or it is set 
to 1 (if 1max  2max). If parameter Kmax1 is not specified by the user, then 1max is 
calculated by multiplying 2max by k12ratio. 

1.2.8–10. “k2_breakpoint1”, “k2_step_first” (alias “k2_step”), and “k2_step_last” (alias 
“k2_step”) control the application of the partial-wave interpolation method described in 
Section 1.3.4. They are used for defining the set of values of 2 that have to be “skipped” in 
order to reduce the number of the S integrals to be calculated and the number of the systems 
of ODEs (1.1.16a,b) corresponding to the final electron energy to be solved. If the partial-
wave interpolation method is applied, then the subroutine Bremsstrahlung (called in stage 2) 
will subsequently calculate the terms corresponding to the skipped values of 2 in the 
expressions of the cross sections (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) by logarithmic cubic spline interpolation 
as explained in Section 1.3.4. In stage 1 (subroutine S_integrals), this skipping of values of 

2 is possible only when isAbs_K2 = 1 (otherwise, these three parameters are ignored and 
no values of 2 are skipped). In stage 2 (subroutine Bremsstrahlung), the condition for the 
partial-wave interpolation is more restrictive: Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and 
isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1. “k2_breakpoint1” is the initial point of the range of values of | 2| 
where the mentioned removal of points must be applied. If k2_breakpoint1  Kmax2 or 
k2_breakpoint1 < 1, then no values of 2 will be skipped and parameters No. 1.2.9–10 
(“k2_step_first” and “k2_step_last”) will be ignored. “k2_step_first” is the increment to 
obtain the next value (“breakpoint”) of | 2| that must be retained (i.e., k2_breakpoint2 is 
equal to k2_breakpoint1 + k2_step_first). “k2_step_last” is the approximate interval 
between the last two breakpoints of | 2|. k2_step_last cannot be less than k2_step_first. If 
k2_step_last > k2_step_first, then the intervals between the retained values of | 2| will 
approximately form an arithmetic progression. If k2_step_last = k2_step_first, then all 
intervals will be equal to each other, except possibly for the last interval, which in this case 
may be less than k2_step_first (this happens when Kmax2  k2_breakpoint1 is a not 
multiple of k2_step_first). In any case, the last breakpoint is equal to Kmax2. For example, 
if k2_breakpoint1 = 30, k2_step_first = k2_step_last = 5 and Kmax2 = 70, then the set of 
retained values of | 2| will be 1 – 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70. If the latter set of 
parameters is modified by increasing Kmax2 to 72, then the value 72 will be added to the 
mentioned set of values of | 2| (i.e., the difference of the last two breakpoints of 2 in this 
case would be 2). Another example with an increasing set of the intervals: 
k2_breakpoint1 = 40, k2_step_first = 5, k2_step_last = 10 and Kmax2 = 130. In this case, 
the set of retained values of | 2| would be the following: 1 – 40, 45, 50, 56, 63, 70, 77, 85, 
93, 101, 110, 120, 130. If the photon energy (parameter “Ep”) is non-zero and parameter 
Kmax2 is greater than or equal to 80, or if Ep = 0 and parameter Kmax2 is greater than or 
equal to 120, then the default values of these three parameters are the following: 
k2_breakpoint1 = 30, k2_step_first = k2_step_last =5 (or 10, if k12ratio = 1 and 
Kmax2 > 300, or if k12ratio  2 and Kmax2  250). Otherwise, k2_breakpoint1 = 0 (i.e., the 
partial-wave interpolation is not applied). 

1.2.11. “lmin” (alias “l”) is the minimum value of l in (1.1.10). Normally, lmin = 0. This is the 
recommended (and default) minimum value of l if the S integrals are to be used for 
calculation of bremsstrahlung cross sections. 
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1.2.12–13. “lmax” (alias “l”) and “lmax_MP” are the two alternative maximum values of l (i.e., 
lmax) in (1.1.10). If optimization of the precision level is not requested (see the description of 
parameter No. 1.5.11), then lmax_MP will be used if the requested number of significant 
digits is greater than 21 (i.e. if the quadruple or multiple precision is required), and lmax will 
be used if the requested number of significant digits is less than 22 (i.e., if the double 
precision is required). The value of lmax cannot be less than lmax_MP. Two alternative 
values of lmax are used because it is known that the contribution of an S integral to the sum 
(1.1.10) decreases rapidly with increasing l (especially at low photon energies). However, it 
is not known beforehand which value of lmax is necessary for a sufficiently accurate 
estimation of cross sections. Since the sensitivity of the cross sections to the value of lmax is 
tested during the next stage (by the subroutine Bremsstrahlung), the user may wish to risk 
using a smaller value of lmax and thus decrease the time of calculating the S integrals. If it 
later turns out that lmax is too small, the S integrals may be recalculated using a larger value 
of lmax. If the interpolation of S integrals with respect to l is not applied (see Section 1.3.3 
and descriptions of parameters No. 1.2.15–17), an increase of lmax would not require 
recalculating all numerical integrals: the previously-calculated set of numerical integrals 
may be reused, because the numerical integrals in such a case are calculated for all values of 
l up to lmax (if the total integrals are calculated using a smaller set of the values of l and if 
lastStage = 1 or del_S_int = 0, then the “_n” file is not deleted after the analytical 
integration). Since the calculations using MP and QP are much slower than the calculations 
using DP, one should take a greater “risk” in the case of MP or QP than in the case of DP 
(hence lmax_MP  lmax). If optimization of the precision level is requested and 
lmax_MP < lmax, then the value of lmax is also optimized. In such a case, the parameters 
lmax_MP and lmax are treated as the limits of variation of lmax (for a more detailed 
explanation, see the description of parameter No. 1.5.11). If one does not wish to truncate 
the sum in (1.1.10), then both lmax_MP and lmax should be set equal to 
max(|Kmin1|,|Kmax1|)+max(|Kmin2|,|Kmax2|)+1, or to any larger number. If 
Kmin1=Kmin2=1, isAbs_K1=isAbs_K2=1 and Kmax1=Kmax2  (or, equivalently, 
Kmin1 = Kmax1 = Kmin2 = Kmax2 and isAbs_K1=isAbs_K2=0), then the range of 
variation of l in (1.1.10) is from 0 to 2*Kmax1. In the case “accuracy_level=1”, the default 
value of lmax is equal to max(| 1|max,| 2|max). In the case “accuracy_level=2”, the default 
value of lmax is equal to max(| 1|max,| 2|max) + (min(| 1|max,| 2|max) / 4). The default value of 
lmax_MP is equal to lmin + (lmax lmin) * lmax_MP_ratio, where the parameter 
“lmax_MP_ratio” is described below. 
Note: If the interpolation of S integrals with respect to l is applied (see Section 1.3.3 and 

descriptions of parameters No. 1.2.15–17), then the value of lmax is not optimized, 
and its default value is automatically reset to the arithmetic average of the original 
default value (calculated as explained above) and the value of parameter “lmax_MP”. 

1.2.14. “lmax_MP_ratio” is interpreted as the ratio (lmax_MP  lmin) / (lmax  lmin). If lmax_MP 
is not specified by the user or if lmax_MP_ratio is non-zero, then the value of lmax_MP will 
be calculated using the values of lmax and lmax_MP_ratio (if lmax_MP is not specified by 
the user and lmax_MP_ratio is zero, then lmax_MP_ratio will be reset to the default value). 
If lmax_MP is specified by the user and lmax_MP_ratio is zero, then the user-specified 
value of lmax_MP will be used. By default, the value of lmax_MP_ratio is linearly 
interpolated with respect to k / T1 from a predefined value at k / T1 = 0 to 1 at k / T1  0.95. 
This interpolation has been implemented because it was noticed that in the case of a strongly 
peaked angular distribution of bremsstrahlung photons the values of the DCS corresponding 
to large angles (  > 150 ) are especially sensitive to the truncation of the sum (1.1.10) with 
respect to l, and this effect becomes more pronounced with increasing k / T1. The mentioned 
predefined value of lmax_MP_ratio at k / T1 = 0 is equal to 1/3. If lmax  lmin < 80, then a 
linear interpolation with respect to lmax  lmin is applied in addition to the mentioned 
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interpolation with respect to k / T1, with the value obtained by the latter interpolation used as 
the minimum value of lmax_MP_ratio (it corresponds to lmax  lmin = 80), and with the 
maximum value of lmax_MP_ratio equal to 1 (it corresponds to lmax = lmin). Since the 
default value of lmax_MP is equal to lmin + (lmax  lmin) * lmax_MP_ratio, the mentioned 
linear interpolation of lmax_MP_ratio with respect to lmax  lmin causes a quadratic 
dependence of the default value of lmax_MP on lmax  lmin. If this dependence has a 
maximum at lmax  lmin < 80, then it is additionally “capped” by reducing it to the value 
corresponding to lmax  lmin = 80. This is done in order to prevent the default value of 
lmax_MP from increasing after lmax is reduced. 
Note: In the case of non-zero photon energy (k), this description of the method of calculating 

the default value of lmax_MP_ratio is applicable only when T1  T1_Kmax_mode_thr 
(the description of parameter No. 8 “T1_Kmax_mode_thr” is provided at the end of 
Section 2). When T1 > T1_Kmax_mode_thr and k  0, the default value of parameter 
lmax_MP_ratio is equal to 1. 

1.2.15. “l_interp1” is the starting point of the interpolation range of l (see Section 1.3.3). If the 
parity of l_interp1 is different from the parity of l needed for a particular pair of 1 and 2, 
then the starting point of the interpolation range corresponding to those 1 and 2 will be 
increased by 1. If l_interp1=-1 or l_interp1 >= lmax, then the S integrals will not be 
interpolated with respect to l. If parameter l_interp1 is not explicitly specified by the user, 
then the mentioned interpolation is applied by default, provided that T1, 1max, and 2max are 
sufficiently large. In such a case, the starting point of the interpolation range is set equal to 
80. In order to apply the mentioned interpolation by default, the following conditions must 
be satisfied simultaneously: T1 > 3 MeV, 2max + max(|Kmin1|,|Kmax1|) > 400, parameter 
No. 1.2.6 (“isAbs_K2”) is equal to 1, and lmax > 100 (if “accuracy_level=1”) or lmax > 125 (if 
“accuracy_level=2”). 
Note: If the cubic spline interpolation of the S integrals with respect to l is applied, then the S 

integral data file created in stage 1 contains only the values of the S integrals 
corresponding to the knots of the cubic spline. At the start of stage 2 (in the subroutine 
“Bremsstrahlung”), the missing S integrals are calculated by cubic spline interpolation. 

1.2.16. “l_step_incr” is the increment of the interval between the interpolation breakpoints of l 
inside the interpolation range (see Section 1.3.3). The default value of this parameter is 2. 

1.2.17. “l_step_max” is the maximum interval between the interpolation breakpoints of l inside the 
interpolation range (see Section 1.3.3). The default value of this parameter is 58. 

4.3. Parameters defining various limiting values and thresholds  
1.3.1. “nPoints” is the maximum number of points used for the numerical integration. Normally, 

the numerical integration should end when all wave functions have attained their asymptotic 
form (1.1.18) and (for IV > 1 and Zi = 0, or R_atom  0) the absolute values of both phase 
correction integrals become less than the user-specified tolerance. This should happen before 
the maximum number of points is reached, because otherwise the analytical integration will 
be insufficiently accurate or will not be performed at all. Consequently, nPoints should be 
set to any sufficiently large number (for example, 100 000 000, which is the default value). 

1.3.2. “pr_Bessel” is the value of p2r that must be exceeded in order to start checking periodically 
if the wave functions have attained the asymptotic form (1.1.18). If p2r < pr_Bessel, then the 
numerical solution of the differential equations (1.1.16a,b) will continue without calculating 
the factor A  and the phase shift  (see (1.1.18) and (1.2.1)). If pr_Bessel < 0, then it is 
interpreted as the opposite of the value of r that must be exceeded in order to start 
calculating A  and . Normally, this parameter should be 0 (this is the default value). 
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1.3.3. “pr_transition2” is the minimum value of p2r corresponding to transition to analytical 
integration. If pr_transition2 < 0, then it will be interpreted as the opposite of the minimum 
value of r where the transition occurs (“r0_min”). When all wave functions attain their 
asymptotic form and (for IV > 1, Zi = 0 and R_atom ≤ r0_min) the absolute values of both 
phase correction integrals decrease below the tolerance defined by parameter No. 1.3.7, the 
program will end the numerical integration if the current value of p2r is greater than 
pr_transition2. Otherwise, the numerical integration will continue up to the point 
r = r0_min = pr_transition2 / p2. The value of r0_min may be optionally “rounded up” as 
explained in the description of parameter No. 1.5.4. The default value of this parameter 
depends on whether parameter No. 1.3.4 (“R_atom”, indicating the atomic radius) has been 
explicitly specified by the user and on whether the photon energy is non-zero. If R_atom has 
not been specified and the photon energy is non-zero, then the default value of 
pr_transition2 is max(R', 126/p2), where R' = 800 when T1 ≤ 3 MeV, and R' = 1200 when 
T1 > 3 MeV (i.e., r0_min is equal to either R' or twenty wavelengths of the outgoing 
electron, whichever is greater). Otherwise, the default value of pr_transition2 is 0. If 
R_atom > r0_min (i.e., the potential function is truncated, and the cutoff radius is greater 
than r0_min), then the point of transition to analytical integration coincides with R_atom. 
When IV=1 (unscreened point-Coulomb potential) or Zi  0 (an ion), the default value of 
pr_transition2 is additionally increased by a factor that decreases with increasing T1, and 
becomes equal to 1 starting from T1 = 1 MeV. The initial (maximum) value of the mentioned 
factor corresponds to T1  100 eV and is equal to 104. The default value of pr_transition2 is 
inversely proportional to T1 when 100 eV  T1  1 MeV and IV=1 or Zi  0. 
Note: Parameter “pr_transition2” is also used when appr 0 for specifying the minimum 

cutoff radius of the interaction potential. When appr 0, the default value of 
“pr_transition2” is 0 (see also the description of parameter No. 4.4.2 in Section 7.4). 

1.3.4. “R_atom” is the “atomic radius”, defined as the value of the radial coordinate where the 
interaction potential V(r) becomes zero, i.e., is “truncated”. If this parameter is zero, then the 
interaction potential will not be truncated. Although the results obtained in the latter case 
may be more accurate (provided that the absolute value of parameter No. 1.3.7 is small 
enough), the computation time may become prohibitively long if the electron energy is 
greater than 1 MeV and the decrease of the screening function is very slow. Besides, it is 
usually possible to achieve a negligibly small difference between the results obtained with 
R_atom = 0 and with R_atom  0 by a judicious choice of the value of R_atom. It should be 
much greater than the typical distance from the nucleus to the point where the interaction 
event occurs. The latter distance is approximately equal to the inverse of the minimum 
momentum transfer [12], which is equal to qmin = p1  p2  k (see also Section 1.3.5). For 
example, if 1 / qmin is of the order of 10, then the value R_atom = 500 should be sufficient to 
achieve acceptable accuracy. If this parameter is negative, then it is interpreted as the 
opposite of the factor that must be used for multiplying the inverse minimum momentum 
transfer in order to calculate the value of R_atom. In the latter case, the previous parameter 
(r0_min) “doubles up” as the minimum allowed value of R_atom (i.e., if the calculated value 
of R_atom is less than r0_min, then R_atom is set equal to r0_min). The default value of this 
parameter is (a) -20 if T1 < 1 MeV, (b) -13 if 1 MeV  T1 < 20 MeV, or if T1  20 MeV and 
T2 < 10 MeV, (c) -7 if T1  20 MeV and 10 MeV  T2 < 20 MeV, (d) -4 if T2  20 MeV. 
When IV=1 (unscreened point-Coulomb potential) or Zi  0 (an ion), the default value of 
R_atom is additionally increased by a factor that decreases with increasing T1, and becomes 
equal to 1 starting from T1 = 1 MeV. The initial (maximum) value of the mentioned factor 
corresponds to T1  100 eV and is equal to 104. The default value of R_atom is inversely 
proportional to T1 when 100 eV  T1  1 MeV and IV=1 or Zi  0. 
Notes: 1) If this parameter is non-zero, then the phase correction integrals will be calculated 

only for r < R_atom (according to (1.2.3)). 
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2) Even if the wave function has not attained the asymptotic form at r = R_atom, the 
numerical solution algorithm is terminated anyway. In such a case, the phase shift 
and the normalization factor are calculated on the basis of the values of g  and f  
at the first point satisfying the condition r  R_atom, and the corresponding 
uncertainties (range widths) are set to zero. 

3) If r0_min < R_atom, then, as mentioned in the description of parameter No. 1.3.3, 
the point of transition to analytical integration (r0) is set equal to R_atom. 
Consequently, at electron energies greater than 1 MeV, the judicious choice of 
R_atom (see above) usually results in a significant reduction of r0 in comparison 
with the case when the potential function is not truncated (R_atom = 0). Since a 
decrease of r0 may cause an increase of the precision level needed to compute the 
analytical integrals to an acceptable accuracy (and hence a significant increase of 
the time of the analytical integration), it may be advantageous to specify a value 
of r0_min greater than R_atom (or to increase R_atom) when the electron energy 
is greater than 1 MeV (see the description of parameter No. 1.3.3). 

4) Parameter “R_atom” is also used when appr 0. In this case, the default value of 
“R_atom” is equal to 0 (see also the description of parameter No. 4.4.1 in 
Section 7.4). 

1.3.5. “r0_Kmax_p_min” is the minimum allowed value of the ratio r0 / max( 1max/p1, 2max/p2), 
where p1 and p2 are the initial and final momenta of the electron, and r0 is the cutoff radius 
of the potential function. This parameter helps to ensure numerical stability of the forward 
recursion used for calculating the values of the spherical Bessel functions corresponding to 
the argument value p1r0 and p2r0 (because calculation of jn(z) with n > 0 may be subject to 
numerical instability if z < n). If r0 is not specified explicitly (using parameter “R_atom”), 
but is calculated from other parameters, and if the calculated value of r0 is less than 
r0min = r0_Kmax_p_min  max(| 2max|/p1,| 1max|/p2), then the calculated value of r0 will be 
replaced with r0min. The default value of this parameter is equal to 1.1. 

1.3.6. “tol_V” is the maximum allowed value of the screening function at the cutoff radius r = r0. 
The corresponding value of the radial coordinate is the minimum allowed value of the cutoff 
radius of the potential function (r0min). If r0 is not specified explicitly (using parameter 
No. 1.3.4 “R_atom”), but is calculated from other parameters, and if the calculated value of 
r0 is less than r0min, then the calculated value of r0 will be replaced with r0min. By default, the 
parameter is equal to 10 10 in the case of zero photon energy, and to 1 in the case of non-
zero photon energy (the latter value is equivalent to absence of any constraints, because the 
corresponding radial coordinate is equal to 0). 

1.3.7. “Q_last” is the value of the phase correction integrals “Q(1)” and “Q(2)” that must be 
exceeded for the transition to analytical integration to occur. In the case of screened or 
truncated potentials (IV > 1 and Zi = 0, or R_atom  0), Q is negative and approaches zero 
when r is increased (see (1.2.2), (1.2.3), and (1.2.5b)). Consequently, Q_last should be the 
opposite of the maximum allowed absolute value of Q(1) or Q(2) at the point of transition to 
analytical integration. In the case of the Coulomb or partially screened potential (IV = 1 or 
Zi  0, and R_atom = 0), the values of Q(1) and Q(2) are never used for determining the 
point of transition to analytical integration, because in this case Q does not have a limiting 
value. In order to similarly ignore Q(1) and Q(2) when IV > 1 and Zi = 0 or R_atom  0, 
Q_last should be set to zero. When R_atom = 0 and Q_last = 0, the cutoff radius of the 
potential function is determined “dynamically”, based on the magnitudes of the ranges of 
variation of the normalization factor “A” and the phase shift “delta” (given by parameters 
No. 1.5.6 and No. 1.5.7). In this case, the cutoff radius is equal to the value of the radial 
coordinate where the mentioned ranges of variation for all values of κ1 and κ2 and for both 
energies of the electron become less than the specified tolerances “tol_A” (parameter 
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No. 1.5.6) and “tol_delta” (parameter No. 1.5.7), and the asymptotic expressions of the wave 
functions (in terms of the spherical Bessel functions) are never used for calculating the S 
integrals before the cutoff radius is reached (even if the ranges of variation of the estimates 
of the normalization factors and phase shifts for a particular pair of values of E and κ are less 
than the corresponding tolerances “tol_A” and “tol_delta”). 

In the case of a non-zero photon energy, the recommended value of Q_last is from 
10 10 to 10 8. A larger value of Q_last may have to be used if the electron energy is 

greater than 1 MeV, or if the decay of the screening function ( )V r  is very slow, in order to 
reduce the time of numerical integration, especially if the interaction potential is not 
“truncated” (see the description of parameter No. 1.3.4). In the case of a non-zero photon 
energy, the default value of this parameter is 10 8 or 10 10, depending on the chosen 
accuracy level (1 or 2, respectively) defined by parameter No. 1 of the main program 
(“accuracy_level”), which is described in Section 2. In the case of zero photon energy, the 
default value of this parameter is zero. 

1.3.8. “R_atom_delta” is the “extended” atomic radius, where the phase shifts are determined. 
This extension may be needed because the phase shifts are determined by matching the 
exact expression of the free-field wave function (a superposition of two spherical Bessel 
functions, Eq. (1.1.18)) with the solution of the coupled radial Dirac equations (1.1.16a,b), 
and because the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind are calculated by forward 
recursion, which is numerically unstable at small values of the argument. If 
R_atom_delta > R_atom, then the process of numerical solution of the coupled radial Dirac 
equations will not be terminated at r = R_atom. Instead, it will be continued up to 
r = R_atom_delta, using zero interaction potential (V(r)  0). Consequently, the spherical 
Bessel functions inside the radial interval R_atom < r < R_atom_delta will be calculated by 
solving the mentioned equations (1.1.16a,b) (where V(r)  0) rather than by forward 
recursion. If R_atom_delta is equal to zero (the default value), then it will be reset to 
r0_Kmax_p_min * max( 1max/p1, 2max/p2), where p1 and p2 are the initial and final momenta 
of the electron. If R_atom_delta < 0, then it will also be replaced with the mentioned value, 
but only if the latter is greater than |R_atom_delta|. Otherwise, R_atom_delta will be 
replaced with |R_atom_delta|. 

4.4. Parameters controlling the selection of alternative calculation methods 
1.4.1. “pr_transition” is the value of pir (i = 1, 2) where the transition from the power series 

solution in the vicinity of r = 0 to the solution method specified by parameter No. 1.4.3 
(“method”) occurs. This transition occurs independently for both i. When negative, this 
parameter is opposite to the value of r where the transition occurs for the final electron 
energy (“r_transition”). An additional factor that can cause the transition earlier is a failure 
for the power series to converge. If IV = 3 (interaction potential in tabular format) and 
pr_transition = 0, then r_transition is set equal to the first value of r in the V(r) data table 
(this is the recommended option for the case IV = 3). In the case IV = 1 or 2, the 
recommended value of this parameter is between 5 and 10 (the value of zero is not allowed 
in this case). If IV = 3 and pr_transition  0, then r_transition must be less than the first 
value of r in the V(r) data table. The default value of this parameter is 0 in the case IV = 3, 
and 10 in the case IV = 2 or IV = 1. 
Note: When the final kinetic energy of the electron is of the order of 1 MeV or greater and 

this parameter is positive, r_transition may become less than 20  r_incr_max, where 
“r_incr_max” is the maximum allowed increment of r for numerical quadrature 
(parameter No. 1.5.5). Then the mentioned increment would be decreased 
automatically, making the numerical integration longer (see also the description of 
parameter No. 1.5.5). In order to avoid this increase of the computation time, 
pr_transition should be increased, or r_transition should be specified instead. 
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1.4.2.  “iExact” is an integer number 0, 1 or 2 indicating whether the exact wave function 
(expressed in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function) must be used at 
r < r_transition in the case of the point-Coulomb field (this parameter is ignored when 
IV > 1). If IV = 1 and iExact = 0, then in the range of values of r corresponding to 
r < r_transition the wave function will be expressed in terms of the power series with the 
coefficients calculated using the recurrence relations derived from (1.1.16a,b) (this approach 
is always applied for IV > 1). If IV = 1 and iExact  0, then the wave function at 
r < r_transition will be calculated using its exact expression (see [6, Eq. (5.76) and 
Eq. (5.77)]). [The exact expression of the wave function is not used for greater values of r, 
because the evaluation of the confluent hypergeometric function is sufficiently fast and 
accurate only for relatively small argument values.] If IV = 1 and iExact = 2, then, in 
addition to the above, the exact phase shift (1.1.23) will be used in the asymptotic 
expression of the wave function (1.1.18). [The value of  calculated according to (1.1.23) 

is adjusted by adding 2 n, where n is an integer number, so that the final value of  is 
between  and .] Since the values of the phase shifts are sufficient to calculate 10

lim( )
k

kS  

and 20
lim( )
k

kS  (see the end of Section 1.2), the availability of the simple analytical 

expression of the exact phase shifts means that it is not necessary to solve the system of 
differential equations (1.1.16a,b) numerically in the case k = 0, IV = 1, iExact = 2. In the 
case k  0, IV = 1, iExact = 2, the mentioned system is solved (because the functional form 
of the wave functions is needed in the entire integration range of the numerical integrals), 
and the exact value of the phase shift is used as an additional “test” point for evaluating the 
range of the phase shifts. This causes an increase of the effective range if the exact phase 
shift is outside of the true range of the values of  obtained from the analysis of the wave 
functions. The default value of parameter “iExact” is 0. 

1.4.3. “method” controls the method of the numerical solution of the system of ODEs (1.1.16). In 
the case “method=1”, the Hamming’s modified predictor-corrector method is used. In the 
case “method=2”, the Runge-Kutta formula pair (7,8) is used. In the case “method=3”, the 
power-series solution method is used. The default value of this parameter is 3. Note: All 
these methods are essentially equivalent in terms of the accuracy. The power-series solution 
method is usually the fastest, and the Runge-Kutta method is the slowest. The Runge-Kutta 
and the power-series solution methods are less likely to cause a premature termination of the 
solution routine due to a numerical error when κ1 and κ2 is too large. Sometimes, this is a 
disadvantage, because such an error condition may be used as an indicator that the 
maximum value of κ1 or κ2 should be reduced, causing a reduction of the total calculation 
time (due to a reduction of the number of S integrals and of the number of terms in the 
truncated series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5)). In the case “method=1”, such an error occurs when the 
number of bisections of the initial increment becomes greater than 10. 

1.4.4–5. “Jtest_interval” and “Jtest_period” are used to specify the interval (in integration steps) 
of measuring the speed of calculation of the set of spherical Bessel functions jl(kr) used as a 
factor in the integrands of the S integrals (see Eq. (1.1.15a,b)), and the period of this test (in 
units of Jtest_interval integration steps). This test is performed for the purpose of choosing 
one of the two possible calculation algorithms: either the method of backward or forward 
recursion, or the power-series method (see Section 1.2). If Jtest_interval is positive, then the 
method corresponding to the smallest time of Jtest_interval consecutive integration steps 
will be chosen, and this comparison will be repeated after Jtest_period*Jtest_interval 
integration steps. If Jtest_interval=0, then only the recursion method will be used. If 
Jtest_interval is equal to -1 or to a very large positive number, then only the power-series 
method will be used. In any case, the power-series method will be applied only after the 
initial part of the solution of the coupled radial Dirac equations (i.e., after termination of the 
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special case of the power-series algorithm applied to the electron wave functions at small 
values of the radial coordinate), and only after the estimates of all required spherical Bessel 
functions calculated by recursion become non-zero. The default value of parameter 
“Jtest_interval” is -1 (i.e., the Bessel function jl(kr) is calculated using the power-series 
method by default, except at the smallest values of r, where the recursion algorithm is 
always used). The default value of parameter “Jtest_period” is 20. 

4.5. Parameters controlling the accuracy of intermediate calculations 
1.5.1. “nterms_max” (alias “n_terms_max”) is the maximum degree of the power-series 

expansion of the wave function, i.e., the maximum number of terms in that expansion, 
excluding the term of degree 0. The default value of this parameter is 100. 

1.5.2. “nterms_max_J” (alias “n_terms_max”) is the maximum degree of the power-series 
expansion of the spherical Bessel function jl(kr), which is used in the integrand of S integrals 
(see Eq. (1.1.15a,b)). This parameter is used only when the mentioned spherical Bessel 
function is calculated by the power-series method, rather than by recursion (see the 
description of parameters No. 1.4.4–5). The default value of this parameter is 150. 

1.5.3. “step1” is the increment of p1r for solution of the differential equations using the 
Hamming’s modified predictor-corrector algorithm (i.e., when the option “method=1” is 
used). The recommended value of this parameter is  10 3, and the default value is 10 3. 

1.5.4. “pr_incr” is the increment of p1r for numerical quadrature using the 10th order Newton-
Cotes formula. pr_incr should exceed step1 at least by a factor of 2. The recommended value 
is 0.1. If this parameter is specified with the minus sign, then the value of r0 (the point of 
transition from the numerical integration to the analytical integration) will be “rounded up” 
i.e., the region of the numerical integration will be extended up to the value of the radial 
coordinate equal to 10n, 2  10n or 5  10n in relativistic units, where n is an integer number. 
This option is useful for creating a library of cross sections for multiple chemical elements, 
because the integral from r0 to  (the “analytical” integral) is expressed as a linear 
combination of the four integrals (1.2.6), and each of the latter four integrals depends only 
on r0, T1 and k (but not on the atomic number Z). Thus, if the values of r0, T1 and k are 
exactly the same for different Z, then it will be possible to reuse the values of the mentioned 
four integrals and thus to skip the stage of the analytical integration for some combinations 
of Z, T1 and k (in such a case, a change of Z would require only to recalculate the 
coefficients of the mentioned linear combination, which depend on the phase shifts). The 
default value or parameter “pr_incr” is 0.1. 

1.5.5. “r_incr_max” is used to define the maximum allowed increment of r for numerical 
quadrature. This increment may be either specified explicitly or calculated from the rate of 
decrease of the screening function (1.1.17) near r = 0: 
(a) If r_incr_max is positive, then it is interpreted as the mentioned maximum allowed 

increment of r. r_incr_max must be chosen so that the relative change of the interaction 
potential over this distance is much less than 1 (otherwise the numerical quadrature may 
be insufficiently accurate). An additional requirement is that r_incr_max cannot be 
greater than 0.05  r_transition, where “r_transition” is the mentioned point of transition 
from the power-series solution in the vicinity of r = 0 to the algorithm specified by 
parameter No. 1.4.3 (“method”) for the final electron energy (see the description of 
parameter No. 1.4.1). If r_incr_max does not conform to this requirement, then it is 
decreased to 0.05  r_transition, and pr_incr is decreased proportionally (if pr_incr 
becomes less than 2  step1, then step1 is set equal to 0.5  pr_incr). The actual 
increment of r is subsequently set equal to r_incr = min(pr_incr/p1, r_incr_max). If 
r_incr is decreased in comparison with pr_incr/p1 (i.e., if r_incr_max is less than 
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pr_incr/p1), then both pr_incr and step1 are decreased proportionally. The recommended 
initial value of this parameter is  0.1. 

(b) A negative value of parameter “r_incr_max” is interpreted as the opposite of the 
maximum allowed relative decrease of the screening function (delta_V_series_max) 
near r = 0, which must be used for calculating the initial value of the integration step 
size and also for its automatic adjustment inside the interval of power-series solution in 
the vicinity of r = 0, i.e., at r < r_transition, where “r_transition” is the value of the 
radial coordinate corresponding to the transition from the power-series solution in the 
vicinity of r = 0 to the algorithm specified by parameter No. 1.4.3 (“method”). In this 
case, the maximum allowed initial value of the integration step (r_incr_max) is initially 
set to pr_incr_init/p1, where “pr_incr_init” is the initial value of parameter No. 1.5.4 
(“pr_incr”), and then r_incr_max is doubled or halved iteratively until the optimum 
value is found. This value of r_incr_max is subsequently used to set the initial value of 
the integration step size “r_incr”: if r_incr (which is initially set to pr_incr_init/p1) is 
greater than r_incr_max, then the initial value of r_incr will be set equal to r_incr_max. 
Afterwards, the value of r_incr may be increased automatically, because this increase is 
capped only by the value of pr_incr_init*iRun/p1 and (at r < r_transition) by the value 
of 0.05*r_transition*iRun, where “iRun” is equal 1 or 2 for the initial or “test” 
numerical integration, respectively. The mentioned automatic increase of r_incr is 
controlled by parameter No. 1.5.8 (“delta_V_max”) at r > r_transition, or by the value 
of delta_V_series_max at r < r_transition (in the latter case, the function whose 
decrease is being checked is the screening function rather than the interaction potential). 

The default value of parameter “r_incr_max” is 0.01. 
1.5.6–7. “tol_A” and “tol_delta” are, respectively, the maximum allowed relative range of the last 

10 calculated values of the normalization factor A  and the phase shift  needed to switch 
from the numerical solution using the algorithm specified by parameter No. 1.4.3 
(“method”) to the approximate phase-shifted free-space solution (1.1.18), respectively. 
When  < 0, the relative change of the phase shift is based on the value of (π / 2)  

instead of , because  approaches  / 2 at large negative values of  if the screening 
function approaches zero at r  . The parameter tol_delta may be negative. Then it will be 
interpreted as the opposite of the maximum allowed absolute range of  (in radians). If 
parameter No. 1.3.4 (“R_atom”) is zero, then the recommended value of tol_A is from 
2  10 9 to 10 7, and the recommended value of tol_delta is from 2  10 9 to 10 7 (a smaller 
value of tol_A or tol_delta may cause numerical difficulties, resulting in a failure to attain 
the asymptotic form (1.1.18)). If parameter “R_atom” is non-zero and parameter No. 1.4.3 
(“method”) is equal to 3, then both tol_A and tol_delta are equal to zero by default. If 
R_atom is zero, or if “method” is not equal to 3, and the photon energy (“Ep”) is non-zero, 
then the default value of tol_A is 10 7 or 2  10 9, depending on the chosen accuracy level (1 
or 2, respectively) defined by parameter No. 1 of the main program (“accuracy_level”), 
which is described in Section 2. The corresponding default value of tol_delta is 10 7 or 

2  10 9, respectively. If R_atom is zero, or if “method” is not equal to 3, and the photon 
energy (“Ep”) is zero, then the default values of parameters tol_A and tol_delta do not 
depend on the accuracy level and are equal to 2  10 9 and 2  10 9, respectively. 

Note: The number of roughly equidistant values of r where A  and  are calculated is 
stored in the integer variable “ntest”, and the approximate interval between the 
adjacent values of p1r corresponding to the mentioned “test” values of r (i.e., the 
period of updating A  and ) is stored in the integer variable “d_pr_test0” (at the 
time of this writing, ntest = 10 and d_pr_test0 = 50). These “test” values of r are the 
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same for all wave functions. The updates of the average values of the normalization 
factors A  and the phase shifts  and the calculation of their ranges of variation are 
done at two alternating intervals of the radial coordinate r: each odd-numbered update 
is done after an interval of (n1 + 0.5) /p1, and each even-numbered update is done 
after an interval of (n2 + 0.5) /p2, where n1 and n2 are integers, which are chosen so 
that both those intervals are approximately equal to d_pr_test0 / p1 = 50 / p1. Those 
values of the update periods have been chosen in order to maximize the cancellation 
of the oscillating term in the normalization factors and the phase shifts (see Section 
1.2), and thus to improve the accuracy of the mentioned average values (the radial 
period of the mentioned oscillations is equal to  / p). 

1.5.8. “delta_V_max” controls the option of doubling the size of the integration step automatically 
if it is less than 0.5*pr_incr_init*iRun/p1, where “pr_incr_init” is the initial value of 
parameter No. 1.5.4 (“pr_incr”) and “iRun” is equal 1 or 2 for the initial or “test” numerical 
integration, respectively, and also less than half of the distance corresponding to a 
predefined value of the relative decrease of the interaction potential V(r). Enabling this 
option causes a reduction of the time of numerical integration at low energies (especially in 
the case of the point-Coulomb potential). The value of parameter “delta_V_max” is 
interpreted as the mentioned maximum relative decrease of V(r). This parameter is used only 
outside of the interval of the initial power-series solution, i.e., in the range of values of r 
where the wave functions corresponding to all values of 1 and 2 are calculated either by 
iterative solution of the coupled radial Dirac equations (using the method specified by 
parameter No. 1.4.3) or by evaluating the asymptotic expressions (1.1.18). If delta_V_max 
is zero, then the integration step will be fixed outside of the interval of the initial power-
series solution. Inside the interval of the initial power-series solution, the size of the 
integration step is controlled by parameter No. 1.5.5 “r_incr_max” (see above). The default 
value of parameter “delta_V_max” is 0.01. 

1.5.9. “acc_fact” is the modification factor to be applied to the four parameters controlling the 
accuracy of the numerical solution of the coupled radial Dirac equations (pr_incr, 
r_incr_max, step1 and delta_V_max). I.e., the default or user-specified values of the 
mentioned four parameters are additionally multiplied by the mentioned factor, yielding the 
final values of those four parameters. The default value of parameter “acc_fact” is 1 (i.e., no 
additional modification is applied). 

1.5.10. “j_QP” is an integer number 0, 1, or 2, which defines the way the quadruple-precision (QP) 
arithmetic must be used during the numerical quadrature when calculating the spherical 
Bessel function of the first kind jl(kr), which is used as a factor in the integrands of the S 
integrals (1.1.15), by the method of backward or forward recursion. If j_QP=0, then QP will 
not be used. If j_QP=1, then QP will be used for calculating jl(kr) at kr ≤ lmax (where jl(kr) is 
calculated by backward recursion), but not at kr > lmax (where jl(kr) is calculated by forward 
recursion). If j_QP=2, then QP will always be used for calculating jl(kr) by recursion. The 
default value of parameter “j_QP” is 2. Note: This parameter has no effect when the default 
method of calculating jl(kr) (the power-series method) is applied (see also the description of 
parameters No. 1.4.4–5).  

1.5.11. “ndp” is the approximate number of significant digits used for calculation of the analytical 
integrals. When ndp < 0, it is the opposite of the initial number of digits, and the program 
will attempt to “optimize” the precision level as explained in Section 1.3.1, i.e., it will 
attempt to reduce the number of significant digits without affecting the final values of the 
analytical integrals rounded to 12 significant digits. In addition, if lmax_MP < lmax and the 
interpolation of S integrals with respect to l is not applied (see Section 1.3.3 and descriptions 
of parameters No. 1.2.15–17), then the value of lmax will be optimized, too, i.e., it will be 
decreased in steps of max(0.1(lmax lmin), 5) starting with “lmax” until double precision 
becomes sufficient, or until a user-specified minimum value of lmax (“lmax_MP”) is reached 
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(the previously mentioned optimization of the precision level will be performed for each 
value of lmax). If ndp = 0, then the analytical integration will not be performed, and only the 
file with the numerical integrals (file name suffix “_n”) will be created. In order to extract 
the numerical integral data from an existing complete file and to create the corresponding 
“_n” file, the options ndp = 0 and iSkip = 2 must be used (see the description of parameter 
No. 1.7.8 “iSkip” in Section 4.7). If ndp > 0, then the specified precision level will be used. 
When ndp is positive, it cannot be less than 15 or greater than 1000. When ndp is negative, it 
cannot be greater than 22 or less than 1000. When min(T2, k)  100 keV, the default value 
of this parameter is 300. Otherwise, the default value of this parameter is 100. 
Note:  In the case of large values of |Kmax1|, |Kmax2| and lmax, multiprecision calculations 

may require a prohibitive amount of memory (this amount does not depend on the 
precision level used, as long as the latter corresponds to the MP mode, i.e., more than 
29 significant digits). For example, if |Kmax1| = |Kmax2| = lmax= 100 and the other 
parameters are equal to the default values, then approximately 5 GB will be needed 
for calculating all S integrals using MP, and if |Kmax1| = |Kmax2| = lmax = 150, 
then approximately 15 GB of memory would be needed in MP mode. The smallest 
absolute value of ndp corresponding to the MP mode is 37. Consequently, in order to 
ensure that the program never attempts to allocate such amount of memory and quits 
with an error message after determining that quadruple precision is not sufficient, 
ndp must be set equal to 37. 

4.6. Parameters controlling the type and number of datasets to be created 
1.6.1. “iTestRun” indicates if the test numerical integration mentioned in Section 1.4 (with all 

tolerances and step sizes increased by a factor of 2) must be performed. If this parameter is 
positive, then the test integration will be performed, and if it is 0 or negative, then the test 
integration will not be performed (see also Section 1.4). In addition, this parameter is used 
for creating a file with the integrals of the products of three spherical Bessel functions and r2 
from r0 to  (the integrals S11, S12, S21 and S22, defined by (1.2.6)), and for loading the values 
of those integrals from an existing file. Unless changed by the user, the name of this file is 
formed by combining the prefix “S_integrals_” and the values of the incident electron 
energy (T1), bremsstrahlung photon energy (k), the lower bound of the integrals (r0), and the 
suffix “_a”. Consequently, this file will be called the “_a” file. In order to skip the numerical 
integration and create the “_a” file, this parameter must be set equal to 2. In order to 
calculate the second part of the S1 and S2 integrals by combining the values of the Sij 
integrals (i, j = 1, 2) loaded from an existing “_a” file, this parameter must be set equal to 2 
or 1 (in the first case, the test numerical integration will be performed, and in the second 
case it will not be performed). The name of an existing “_a” file is defined using parameters 
No. 1.7.4–6. If there are several “_a” files with names differing from the specified name 
only by the suffix “_1”, “_2”, …, “_999” at the end, then the data will be read from all those 
files, too. 

In the case k = 0, only the options “iTestRun=0” and “iTestRun=1” are allowed. 
Since the S integrals are not calculated numerically in the case k = 0 (see the end of Section 
1.2), the option “iTestRun=1” is applied in this case only to the process of solving the 
coupled radial Dirac equations (1.1.16a,b). I.e., when iTestRun=1, the system of ODEs is 
solved using two sets of computational tolerances and step sizes. Thus, two sets of phase 
shifts and normalization factors are obtained. The differences of the corresponding phase 
shifts and normalization factors in the mentioned two sets are used for estimating their 
uncertainties. 

The default value of parameter “iTestRun” is 1. 
1.6.2. “j_file” controls an option to create or use the binary “_j” file with the values of the 

spherical Bessel function of the first kind jl(kr), which is used as one of the factors in the 
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integrand of the S integrals (1.1.15a) and (1.1.15b). Loading values of jl(kr) from this file 
(instead of calculating them at each step of the numerical integration) may improve the 
performance when the S integrals are calculated for different intervals of | 1| before merging 
them into a single dataset (see Section 4.8). This improvement is achieved by eliminating 
the overhead caused by redundant recalculations of jl(kr). The name of the “_j” file is 
constructed as the name of the “_n” file, with the only difference in the last character (“j” 
instead of “n”) and absence of the additional numerical suffix. Allowed values of parameter 
“j_file” are the following: 
0 – do not use the “_j” file, 
1 – only create the “_j” file, 
2 – load values from the “_j” file created previously. 
The default value of parameter “j_file” is equal to 0 (i.e., the “_j” file is not created or used 
by default). 

1.6.3. “del_S_int” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the file with the numerical integration data 
(the “_n” file) must be deleted after a successful calculation of the total S integrals (from 0 
to ). The value “1” of this parameter (indicating deletion of the “_n” file) will have an 
effect only if the numerical integrals were calculated in the current run, rather than loaded 
from an existing file. The default value of this parameter is 1. Note: This parameter is also 
used by the subroutine Bremsstrahlung, where it has a different meaning (see the description 
of parameter No. 2.6.1 in Section 5.6). 

4.7. Parameters defining the names of input and output files, and the conditions for overwriting 
1.7.1–2. “prefix” and “suffix” are, respectively, the character strings that must be inserted at the 

beginning and at the end of the name of the file with the S integral data. The file name suffix 
does not include the extension (the file name extension is always “.dat”). The file name 
prefix may include the folder name (folder names must be terminated with the slash ‘/’). If 
parameter No. 1.7.1 is the empty string (specified by writing a space after “prefix=”), then 
no prefix will be used, and the file with the S integral data will be created in the current 
folder. If parameter No. 1.7.2 is the empty string, then no suffix will be used. In order to 
specify an arbitrary name, parameter No. 1.7.1 must be the period ‘.’, and parameter 
No. 1.7.2 must be the name of the file (possibly with the folder name, and without the 
extension “.dat”). If parameter No. 1.7.1 is not the period ‘.’, then the default name (with the 
specified prefix and suffix) will be used. In absence of the prefix or the suffix, the default 
name has the following format: “S_integrals_Z_T.TE XX_k.kkkE YY.dat”, where “Z” is 
the atomic number consisting of 1, 2 or 3 digits, “T.TE XX” is the kinetic energy of the 
incident electron (MeV) rounded to 2 significant digits in scientific notation, and 
“k.kkkE YY” is the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon (MeV) rounded to 4 significant 
digits in scientific notation (“E XX” and “E YY” are the respective decimal exponents). If 
parameter No. 1.6.1 (“iTestRun”) is equal to 2, then the default name format is 
“S_integrals_T.TE XX_k.kkkE YY_r.rE PP_a.dat”, where “r.rE PP” is the lower bound 
of the integrals (1.2.6) rounded to 2 significant digits in scientific notation (“E PP” is the 
decimal exponent). By default, parameters “prefix” and “suffix” are equal to the empty 
string. 

1.7.3–6. “Ep00”, “r_fileName”, “prefix0”, and “suffix0” (respectively) are needed only in the case 
of zero photon energy, when the phase shifts have to be loaded from a data file 
corresponding to an earlier calculation rather than calculated by solving the system of ODEs 
(1.1.16a,b), or when the integrals from r0 to  must be calculated by combining the values 
of the Sij integrals (i, j = 1, 2) defined by (1.2.6), which are stored in an existing “_a” file. 
These four parameters define the name of the phase shift data file or the “_a” file. In the case 
of zero photon energy, parameter No. 1.7.3 is the photon energy (MeV) used for creating the 
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phase shift data file, or the opposite of its ratio to the incident electron energy. If k = 0 and 
parameter No. 1.7.3 has not been explicitly specified, then the program will calculate the 
phase shifts by solving the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b) instead of loading the phase shifts 
from file. Otherwise, it will be assumed that the atomic number, incident electron energy 
and the type of the interaction potential used for creating the phase shift data file are the 
same as specified by parameters No. 1.1.1, No. 1.1.2, and No. 1.1.5. In the case of non-zero 
photon energy and iTestRun = 2 or 1 (i.e., when these parameters define the name of an 
existing “_a” file), parameter No. 1.7.4 is the value of the lower integration bound (r0) that 
must be used to form the names of the “_a” files (assuming that they are formed in the 
default manner). If this parameter is zero, then the file names will be formed using the actual 
value of r0, which may be calculated by the program or specified by parameter No. 1.3.3. If 
the names of the phase shift data file or the “_a” files have been formed in the default 
manner (see the description of parameters No. 1.7.1 and No. 1.7.2), then parameters 
No. 1.7.5 and No. 1.7.6 are used to specify those prefix and suffix, respectively. They are 
interpreted in the same way as parameters No. 1.7.1 and No. 1.7.2 described above. In 
particular, if parameter No. 1.7.5 is the period ‘.’, then parameter No. 1.7.6 must specify the 
full name of the phase shift data file or the “_a” file (parameter No. 1.7.3 or No. 1.7.4 is 
ignored in this case). There is only one difference in treatment of parameters No. 1.7.5 and 
No. 1.7.6 in comparison with treatment of parameters No. 1.7.1 and No. 1.7.2: if the name of 
the output file is formed in the default manner, then the default values of parameters 
No. 1.7.5 and No. 1.7.6 are equal to the specified values of parameters No. 1.7.1 and 
No. 1.7.2, respectively (rather than to the empty string). Otherwise, the default values of 
parameters No. 1.7.5 and No. 1.7.6 are equal to the empty string. The default value of 
parameter r_fileName is 0. 

1.7.7. “start_suffix” is an integer number from 0 to 999 indicating the starting value of the 
additional suffix “_<number>” that is automatically appended to the name of the output file 
(a value of 0 means that there will be no additional suffix; see also the description of 
parameter No. 1.7.8). The default value of this parameter is 0. 

1.7.8. “iSkip” defines the actions that must be taken when a data file with the current name already 
exists. The allowed values of this parameter are 0, 1, 2, and 3. If this parameter is equal 
to 0 and a file with the current name already exists, then the output file name will be 
modified by appending a suffix “_1”, or “_2”, …, or “_999”. A value of 1 indicates that 
processing must be skipped after determining that a data file with the original name already 
exists (this applies both to the complete file and to the file with the numerical integrals, i.e., 
the “_n” file). A value of 1 is useful for resuming an interrupted batch run. A value of 1 
indicates that the data file must be overwritten if it exists. A value of 2 indicates that the 
numerical integral data must be loaded from the existing “_n” files if there are no existing 
complete files (otherwise it is equivalent to 1, i.e., no processing). A value of 2 is 
equivalent to +2 if there is no existing complete file, otherwise it indicates that the complete 
file must be overwritten after extracting the numerical integrals from the existing “_n” file 
or from the complete file if there is no “_n” file. In order to extract the numerical integral 
data from an existing complete file and to create the corresponding “_n” file, the options 
ndp = 0 and iSkip = 2 must be used (“ndp” is set by parameter No. 1.5.11). The option 
“iSkip=-3” differs from “iSkip=-2” in that an existing complete file is not overwritten. 
Instead, a new file with an additional suffix “_1”, “_2”, etc is created (as in the case 
“iSkip=0”). If there is no complete file, then the option “iSkip=-3” is equivalent to 
“iSkip=-2” or “iSkip=2”. If iSkip is equal to 3, then, in order to load the numerical 
integrals from files, the “_n” file or the complete file without the subscript (“_1”, “_2”, etc.) 
in the file name must exist (otherwise, the numerical integrals will be calculated instead of 
being loaded from files, even when the “_n” files or the complete files with subscripts “_1”, 
“_2”, etc. are available). In the case of zero photon energy, iSkip cannot be equal to 2 or 3 
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(in this case, the name of the file with the phase shift data must be specified using 
parameters No. 1.7.3 and No. 1.7.5–6). If the numerical S integral data have to be loaded 
from existing files and there are several files with names differing from the specified name 
only by the suffix “_1”, “_2”, …, “_999” at the end, then the data will be read from all those 
files, too. The default value of this parameter is 1. 

1.7.9–10. “update_n” and “prefix_suffix_n” control an alternative method of processing the 
available “_n” data files (see also the description of parameter No. 1.7.8 “iSkip”). If 
parameter “update” is equal to 1 or 2 and there is no request to read the numerical S integral 
data from pre-existing “_n” or complete files (i.e., if parameter “iSkip” is not equal to 2 or 

3), or if there are no “_n” or complete files at the indicated location, then the program will 
attempt to load the numerical integrals from the data files with the names defined by prefix-
suffix pairs listed in the file whose name is given by parameter “prefix_suffix_n”. The 
mentioned data files may be either “_n” files or complete files. If some of the required 
numerical integrals are missing, then only those integrals will be calculated (unlike in the 
case “iSkip= 2” or “iSkip=-3”, when the data files must contain all needed numerical 
integrals), and the final “_n” and complete files will contain both the loaded numerical 
integrals and the calculated numerical integrals. If there are no missing numerical integrals, 
then the numerical integration will not be performed (only the coupled radial Dirac 
equations will be solved), and the final “_n” and complete files will contain the same 
numerical integrals that were loaded at the start of the current run. The first non-empty line 
of the file whose name is indicated by parameter “prefix_suffix_n” must contain the number 
of prefix-suffix pairs. The second non-empty line must contain the first prefix, the third non-
empty line must contain the first suffix, the fourth non-empty line must contain the second 
prefix, etc. (i.e., even-numbered non-empty lines contain prefixes, and the odd-numbered 
non-empty lines contain suffixes). If a prefix or suffix is absent, then it must be indicated by 
two single quotes ''. If a prefix or suffix contains spaces, then it must be enclosed by single 
quotes. Empty lines are ignored. The prefix may include the folder name, and the suffix may 
end with “_n”, which indicates that the data file is an “_n” file (containing the results of 
integration from 0 to r0). If there are several files with names differing from the specified 
name only by the additional suffix “_1”, “_2”, …, “_999” at the end, then the data will be 
read from all those files, too. In the case “update_n=2”, absence of a file corresponding to a 
particular prefix-suffix pair is not treated as a terminal error (only a warning is displayed). If 
parameter “update_n” is equal to 1 and a required file is not found or is empty, then the 
program will quit with an error message. The default value of parameter “update_n” is 0 
(i.e., the program does not attempt to load the data files listed in the file indicated by 
parameter “prefix_suffix_n”, and the latter parameter is ignored by default). The default 
value of parameter “prefix_suffix_n” is the empty string, which means that it must be 
specified by the user if parameter “update_n” is assigned a non-zero value. 

4.8. Parameters controlling the splitting of S integral data into several subsets 
 Since BREMS has the capability to load the S integral data from several files (see the 
descriptions of parameters No. 1.7.8 “iSkip” and No. 1.6.1 “iTestRun”), it may be advantageous to 
break the computation of the numerical and analytical parts of the S integrals (from 0 to r0 and from 
r0 to , respectively) into several parts, differing by the range of variation of 1 (its endpoints are 
defined by parameters No. 1.2.1–2, i.e., “Kmin1” and “Kmax1”). All “partial” numerical and 
analytical S integral data files may subsequently be merged into a single data file with the complete 
S integrals using the option “iSkip=2 iTestRun=2”. If the partial data files are created by running 
several instances of BREMS simultaneously, then the utilization of the computing power of a 
multiprocessor or multicore system is improved. This method of improving the performance is 
especially effective in the case of large values of Kmax1 and Kmax2, when calculation of the entire 
set of S integrals in a single run of BREMS may be prohibitively long. The maximum gain in 
performance is achieved when the total number of the simultaneous “partial” runs of BREMS is 
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equal to the total number of logical processors available, and when their durations are 
approximately equal to each other. In the case of “_n” files (with the values of the integrals from 0 
to r0), this means that the numbers of numerical integrals calculated by each instance of BREMS 
must be approximately equal to each other. In the case of “_a” files (with the values of the integrals 
from r0 to ), this means that numbers of terms of the form (1.2.9a,b) calculated by each instance of 
BREMS must be approximately equal to each other. In order to ensure this equality, BREMS 
includes a special mode of operation, where the only output is the set of ranges of values of 1 
according to the values of parameters No. 1.2.1–12 and No. 1.2.15–17 and the parameters defining 
the method of splitting the entire set of S integrals into smaller subsets. This mode of operation is 
implemented in the subroutine “S_integrals”, which performs “stage 1” of the calculation (see 
Section 2), hence it is can be activated only when parameter “firstStage” is equal to 1 (the default 
value). However, unlike the normal operation, this mode does not involve calculation of the S 
integrals or the continuum wave functions, and it is terminated immediately after determining the 
optimal endpoints of each partial range of 1. Afterwards, the values of those endpoints may be 
specified after “Kmin1=” and “Kmax1=” on the command line used to start BREMS. The 
numerical suffixes may be appended to the names of the “partial” “_n” and “_a” files using 
parameter “start_suffix” (No. 1.7.7). It should be noted that there are three parameters whose 
default values may be affected by the user-specified values of parameters “Kmin1” and Kmax1”. 
Those parameters are “Kmax2”, “lmax”, “l_interp1”. In order to avoid automatic modification of 
those three parameters caused by a change of “Kmin1” and Kmax1”, their values must be specified 
explicitly. Those values can be determined by starting BREMS with the maximum (or default) 
value of Kmax1, and then interrupting the current run by pressing “Ctrl+C” after the corresponding 
default values of the mentioned three parameters are displayed on the screen (if there is a warning 
that lmax and lmax_MP have been reset to their arithmetic average, then one should use the final 
value of parameter “lmax”, which is displayed immediately after the mentioned warning). The 
value of parameter “lmax_MP” must be set equal to the value of parameter “lmax” (this can be 
achieved using the alias “lm”, which makes it possible to set both those parameters simultaneously). 
 The parameters specific to this mode of operation are described below. 
1.8.1. “split_n” indicates if the program must calculate the set of intervals of 1 such that the 

numbers of S integrals corresponding to all such intervals are approximately equal. If this 
parameter is equal to 0, then this mode of operation will not be used. If this parameter is 
equal to 1, then the endpoints of all mentioned intervals will be written to the text (ASCII) 
file with the name “k1minmax_n_Z_T.TE XX_k.kkkE YY.txt”, where “Z” is the atomic 
number consisting of 1, 2 or 3 digits, “T.TE XX” is the kinetic energy of the incident 
electron (MeV) rounded to 2 significant digits in scientific notation, and “k.kkkE YY” is 
the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon (MeV) rounded to 4 significant digits in scientific 
notation (“E XX” and “E YY” are the respective decimal exponents). In the mentioned file, 
each pair of endpoints is placed on a separate line (two numbers in each line). If this file 
already exists, then it will be overwritten. If split_n is equal to a negative integer number, 
then the output format will be different: each pair of endpoints will be appended to a file 
with the name “k1minmax_n_ threadNum .txt”, where “ threadNum ” is the thread number 
(zero-based), i.e., the sequence number of the corresponding instance of BREMS. The 
number of the first thread (i.e., the offset) is equal to -split_n-1. The values of Kmin1 and 
Kmax1 in each line are preceded by the values of Z, T1, k, l_interp1, lmax, and Kmax2 (the 
latter three parameters are included because their default values depend on Kmax1 and 
Kmin1). The first line of this file contains column headers (“Z”, “T1(MeV)”, “Ep(MeV)”, 
“l_int”, “lmax”, “Kmax2”, “Kmin1”, “Kmax1”). The default value of parameter “split_n” is 
equal to 0 (i.e., this mode of operation is not activated by default). 

1.8.2. “split_a” indicates if the program must calculate the set of intervals of 1 such that the 
numbers of terms of the form (1.2.9a,b) corresponding to all such intervals are 
approximately equal. The interpretation of values of this parameter and the format of the 
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output data files are the same as in the case of parameter “split_n” described above. The 
only difference is in the output file names: the characters “_n” are replaced with “_a”. The 
default value of parameter “split_a” is equal to 0 (i.e., this mode of operation is not activated 
by default). 
Note: Since the expression of the free-field continuum wave function (1.1.18) corresponding 

to a particular value of  includes spherical Bessel functions of orders  and   1, 
there is some overlap in the data calculated by the instances of BREMS corresponding 
to adjacent intervals of 1. This overlap of the data in the partial “_a” files does not 
cause any problems when merging them into the complete S integral data file; its only 
drawback is a computational “overhead”, i.e., redundant recalculation of some 
integrals from r0 to . This overhead increases with decreasing widths of the partial 
intervals of 1. 

1.8.3. “splitInfo” is the name of a text (ASCII) file with the number of threads. Since two or more 
different computers with different capabilities may be used simultaneously, the number of 
threads and the corresponding “weight factors” must be specified for each computer 
separately. The ratio of the weight factors corresponding to different computers should be 
approximately equal to the ratio of their speeds, i.e., to the reciprocal ratio of the processing 
times when performing the same calculation (this would ensure approximate equality of the 
processing time on different computers). The weight factors must be specified separately for 
the two mentioned types of partial S integrals – the “numerical” integrals (from 0 to r0) and 
the “analytical” integrals (from r0 to ). Only the ratios of the weight factors corresponding 
to different computers are important (i.e., an increase or decrease of all weight factors by the 
same multiplier would not have any effect). In the case of a single computer, the weight 
factors are not used. The first line of the “splitInfo” file must contain the number of 
computers. There must be one additional line for each computer. This line must have three 
entries: the number of threads, the weight factor corresponding to calculation of the 
numerical integrals, and the weight factor corresponding to calculation of the analytical 
integrals. The default value of parameter “splitInfo” is “SplitInfo.txt”. There is a file with 
such a name in the distribution package of BREMS, and it corresponds to the case when 
there are 10 threads and a single computer. 

1.8.4–5. “piece_n” and “piece_a” control an alternative splitting method: split the total number of S 
integrals or terms into roughly equal “pieces”. The average size of a single piece (i.e., the 
average number of S integrals or terms in it) is specified by the value of parameter 
“piece_n(a)”. In such a case, the file specified by parameter “splitInfo” is not used. If 
piece_n(a) is zero, then the default method (using the “split info” file specified by parameter 
“splitInfo”) will be used. If piece_n(a) is greater than or equal to the total number of 
integrals (terms), then the output data will correspond to a single “piece” (i.e., no splitting). 
The default value of these two parameters is equal to 0 (i.e., the program calculates the size 
of one “piece” from the number of threads, rather than the other way around). 

4.9. Other parameters 
1.9.1. “del_S_n” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the “_n” files, which existed before starting 

BREMS and were loaded at the start of stage 1, must be deleted after successful creation of 
the complete S integral data file. By default, this parameter is equal to 0 (the pre-existing 
“_n” files are not deleted). 

4.10. Information displayed on the screen during calculation of the S integrals 
 During execution of stage 1, the subroutine S_integrals displays some real-time information 
about the calculation process. To avoid text wrapping (which would reduce readability of the output 
data on the screen), the screen buffer width must be at least 235 (in Windows this can be achieved, 
e.g., by entering “mode 235” at the command prompt in the console window before starting the 
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calculation). At the start of the calculation, the total number of S integrals is displayed. Since the 
analytical integration is performed by calculating the integrals of products of three spherical Bessel 
functions and r2 (see Eq. (1.2.6)) and then combining them according to (1.1.15) and (1.1.18), the 
number of the latter integrals is displayed, too. In addition, the total number of terms of the form 
(1.2.12) that have to be added up during calculation of the coefficients of the linear combinations of 
the integrals (1.2.13a,b) is shown (it is denoted “nterms_tot”). The total time of the analytical 
integration is roughly proportional to the latter number (another factor that strongly affects the time 
of the analytical integration is the precision level used). After this preliminary information, the 
process of the numerical integration begins. During this process, a line with the current values of 
several variables is printed on the screen every 5 seconds. This line contains the following 
information: 

 the current time of the numerical integration (in seconds), 
 the sequence number of the last step of the numerical quadrature (“i”), 
 the current value of the radial coordinate r (“r”), 
 the percentage done, i.e., the ratio of the current value of r and the limiting radius (this entry 

is present only if the limiting radius has been defined, i.e., when the interaction potential is 
“truncated”, i.e., when R_atom  0, or during the “test” numerical integration, or when 
pr_transition2  0 and r < pr_transition2 / p2), 

 the current values of p1r and p2r (“p(1)*r” and “p(2)*r”, respectively), 
 the number of wave functions that have not attained the asymptotic form yet (“Nasymp”), 
 the current values of the S integrals (“S1” and “S2”) corresponding to the largest absolute 

values of 1, 2 and l (with an additional condition that 2  1), 
 the maximum ranges of variation of A  and  over the last 10 “test” points (“A_range” and 

“delta_range”). 
If the photon energy is zero, then the values of the S integrals are not displayed, because the 
numerical integration in this case involves only the solution of the coupled radial Dirac equations 
(1.1.16a,b) (for the same reason, the numerical integration is much faster in the case k = 0 than in 
the case k  0). If A_range and delta_range have not been calculated yet, then they are not 
displayed. A_range is the maximum relative range of A , i.e., max((Amax  Amin) / A ), where Amax 
and Amin are the maximum and minimum values of A  over the last set of “test” points for a given 
value of  and a given electron energy, A  is the average value of A  over the same set of points, 
and the overall maximum is calculated over both energies and all values of 1 and 2. The variable 
delta_range may be either the maximum relative range of  or the maximum absolute range 
depending on the sign of parameter No. 1.5.7 (see Section 4.5), and it is defined similarly to 
A_range (just replace “A” with “ ” in the previous sentence). When “Nasymp” is non-zero, the 
values of the numerical integrals that are displayed during the numerical integration may have been 
calculated using unnormalized wave functions and may therefore differ from the final values by an 
order of magnitude or more. If all wave functions have attained the asymptotic form (1.1.18), i.e., if 
“Nasymp” is zero, but the other conditions for terminating the numerical integration are not 
satisfied yet, then the last two entries of the output line change: “A_range” and “delta_range” are 
replaced by the values of the two phase correction integrals (“Q(1)” and “Q(2)”). 
 The indices of the displayed S integrals are indicated in parentheses after “S1” or “S2” in 
this order: 1, 2, l. 
 During the analytical integration, feedback is provided to the user every 10 seconds in the 
form of messages indicating the percentage of the terms of the type (1.2.12) calculated. 
 The information that is displayed after terminating the numerical and analytical integration 
is mostly self-explanatory. It includes the values of the S integrals and their uncertainties 
corresponding to the largest absolute values of 1, 2 and l (with the additional condition that 

2  1), and the corresponding values of the factors A 1 and A 2 in (1.1.18) and the phase shifts 
1
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and 
2
 (the values of 

1
 and 

2
 are adjusted by adding 2 n, where n is an integer number, so that 

the final values of the  phase shifts are between  and ), as well as some overall statistics, such as 
the maximum change of the numerical S1 and S2 integrals after increasing the computational 
tolerances and step sizes by a factor of 2 (the maximum absolute change is denoted 
“S1_num_maxDiff_abs” and “S2_num_maxDiff_abs”, and the maximum relative change is 
denoted “S1_num_maxDiff_rel” and “S2_num_maxDiff_rel”), and the maximum change of the 
total S1 and S2 integrals after changing the phase shift by the value of the corresponding range (the 
maximum absolute change is denoted “S1_maxDiff_abs” and “S2_maxDiff_abs”, and the 
maximum relative change is denoted “S1_maxDiff_rel” and “S2_maxDiff_rel”). In the case IV = 1 
(unscreened point-Coulomb potential) and iExact = 0 or 1, when the exact values of A  and  are 

known (A  = 1, and  are given by (1.1.23)–(1.1.25)) but not used, the exact values of  are 
displayed along with the values estimated numerically, so that the accuracy of the numerical 
solution of the system of differential equations (1.1.16a,b) can be evaluated if the point-Coulomb 
field has not been truncated (R_atom = 0). If the point-Coulomb field has been truncated 
(R_atom  0), then the empirical values of  should not be expected to be close to the values given 
by (1.1.23), but this difference should be approximately the same for all  if R_atom is sufficiently 
large (see the remark after (1.2.3) in Section 1.2). The difference between the value of  calculated 
numerically and the exact value given by (1.1.23) is also displayed (it is denoted “difference”, and 
the difference obtained after the additional subtraction of the term  ln(2pRa) is denoted 
“difference2”). 
 If 1 < 0 or 2 < 0, then the value of  

1
2

if 0 or mod( , 2) 0,if 0,
π if 0 and mod( , 2) 1π if 0

                (4.10.1) 

is displayed before the value of  (the value of  is denoted “delta' ”). The second equality of 
(4.10.1) follows from Eq. (1.1.19). If the screening function approaches zero at r  , then the 
value of  approaches  / 2 at large negative values of , whereas the value of  approaches zero 
(see Eq. (4.10.1)). However, the estimate of the latter value is not affected by cancellation errors 
caused by calculating the difference of two very similar numbers, because  is used as the primary 
quantity in the code, i.e., the program calculates  from  rather than the other way around. 
 If the photon energy is zero, then there are some differences between the format of the data 
that are displayed during the execution of subroutine S_integrals and the data that are described 
above due to significant differences of the calculation procedure. 

5. Calculating the cross sections as the truncated partial-wave series (stage 2) 
 Subroutine “Bremsstrahlung” is used for stage 2 of the calculation process (see Section 2). 
The names, descriptions and default values of the formal parameters of Bremsstrahlung that can be 
modified by the user are given below. 

5.1. Physical parameters 
2.1.1–4. These four parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.1.1–4 of S_integrals (see Section 

4.1), i.e., they specify the atomic number, initial electron energy, final electron energy, and 
photon energy, respectively. 

5.2. Parameters defining the sets of S integrals and of terms of the truncated partial-wave series 
2.2.1–12. These twelve parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.2.1–12 of S_integrals (see 

Section 4.2). However, if the calculation starts from stage 2, then these parameters are not 
required to be exactly equal to the corresponding parameters of the subroutine S_integrals 
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used in stage 1. In such a case, the set of values of 1, 2 and l defined on the command line 
or in the parameter file is required only to be contained inside the set of values of 1, 2 and 
l corresponding to the specified files with the S integral data. If it is not so and if 
Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1, then Kmax1, Kmax2 or lmax will be 
reduced automatically to make them equal to the corresponding values of the S integral data. 

2.2.13. “lmax2” is the upper limit of summation with respect to l when calculating the R factors 
(1.1.10). The default value of parameter “lmax2” is equal to the value of parameter “lmax” 
(No. 1.2.12). Note: If interpolation with respect to l is not applied, then setting lmax2 to a 
value less than lmax is equivalent to decreasing lmax to lmax2. If interpolation with respect 
to l applied, then there is no longer such equivalence, because parameter “lmax” defines not 
only the limits of l, but also the knots of the cubic spline interpolation (see Section 1.3.3). 
Hence, if lmax is decreased to lmax2 without recalculating the S integrals, then the program 
will attempt to apply the mentioned interpolation at the start of stage 2 using the values of 
the mentioned knots that are different from those in the S integral data file (created using a 
larger value of lmax), and this would cause termination of the program with an error 
message about missing S integral data (see also the note after the description of parameter 
No. 1.2.15 of S_integrals in Section 4.2). 

2.2.14–16. These three parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.2.15–17 of S_integrals (see 
Section 4.2). 

2.2.17. “k2_excl_last” is a “switch” (0 or 1) indicating whether the last value of | 2| must be 
excluded from the set of the breakpoints used to calculate the cubic spline coefficients for 
the partial-wave interpolation (see Section 1.3.4). In the case “k2_excl_last=1”, the 
interpolated values between the last two breakpoints of | 2| are calculated using the same 
spline coefficients as between the previous two breakpoints. This parameter was added after 
noticing that in the case “IV=1” and at low electron energies (of the order of 10 eV or lower) 
there is a discontinuity at the last value of | 2| in the dependences of the terms of the CS and 
DCS on | 2| (the last term is much less than the smoothly extrapolated value). Consequently, 
if the last value of | 2| is not exluded from the calculation of the spline coefficients, the 
interpolating curve has an oscillatory character between the last several pairs of breakpoints 
of | 2|, causing large errors in the cross sections. The default value of this parameter is 1 in 
the case “IV=1” or when parameter “Zi” is non-zero,  and 0 otherwise. 

2.2.18. “lmax_decr” is a non-positive increment of lmax that must be applied for testing the 
sensitivity of the cross sections to the value of lmax and to the uncertainties of the S integrals 
(see also the description of the output files of stage 2 in Section 5.8). If lmax_decr < 0, then 
both mentioned error tests will be performed. If lmax_decr = 0, then only the sensitivity to 
the uncertainties of the S integrals will be tested. If lmax_decr > 0, then there will be no 
error testing of any kind. Regardless of the value of lmax_decr, the error testing will be 
performed only if Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1. The default value of 
this parameter is max(1,min(10,lmax/10)). 

5.3. Parameters defining the set of angles 
2.3.1–3. “theta_min” (alias “theta0”), “theta_max1”, and “np1” (alias “np”) define the set of 

equidistant values of the photon emission angle  that must be used for calculating the 
differential cross section (DCS). theta_min and theta_max1 are the minimum and maximum 
angles, respectively (in degrees), and np1 is the number of values of . Normally, 
theta_min = 0 and theta_max1 = 180, unless two values of the angular increment are used 
(see below). By default, theta_min=0. The default values of parameters theta_max1 and np1 
depend on T1: 
 if T1 < 1 MeV, then theta_max1 = 180 and np1 = 181; 
 if 1 MeV  T1  3 MeV, then theta_max1 = 10 and np1 = 51; 
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 if 3 MeV < T1  30 MeV, then theta_max1 = 10 and np1 = 101; 
 if T1 > 30 MeV, then theta_max1 = 10 and np1 = 501. 

2.3.4–5. “theta_max2” and “np2” (alias “np”) define the second set of equidistant values of the 
photon emission angle  that must be used for calculating the DCS. It is assumed that the 
starting angle of this set is equal to the upper bound of the first angular range “theta_max1” 
(parameter No. 2.3.2). “theta_max2” is the overall maximum value of , and “np2” is the 
number of values of  in the second set, excluding the mentioned starting value 
(“theta_max1”). If np2  0, then the second angular range will not be used. By default, 
theta_max2 = 180. The default value of parameter np2 depends on T1: 
 if T1 < 1 MeV, then np2 = 0 (i.e., the second angular range is not used); 
 if 1 MeV  T1  3 MeV, then np2 = 170; 
 if T1 > 3 MeV, then np2 = 340. 

Notes: 1. The integration of the DCS is done in the two angular ranges defined by 
parameters No. 2.3.1–5 independently, using the 10th-order Newton-Cotes 
formula. Consequently, it is recommended to set the number of angular integration 
steps in each of those two ranges (i.e., np1  1 and np2) equal to a multiple of 10. 

 2. If np1 = np2 = 0, then only the CS data will be calculated (but not the DCS data). 

5.4. Parameters controlling calculation of the Wigner 3j coefficients 
2.4.1. “dir_3j” is the name of the folder where the binary files with the Wigner 3j coefficient data 

are located. If the specified folder name is incomplete, i.e., if it does not start with the slash 
‘/’ or ‘\’ and does not contain the colon ‘:’, then it is assumed to be a subfolder either of the 
BREMS installation folder or of the current folder, depending on whether the path to the 
BREMS executable file has been specified before its name on the command line or not. If 
the specified folder does not exist, then it will be created. If the folder name has a non-
trailing slash, then one should keep in mind that Windows uses backslashes ‘\’ for file paths, 
whereas Linux uses forward slashes ‘/’. If the folder name contains a forward slash and no 
backslash, then on Windows the attempt to create this folder will fail (however, if the folder 
already exists, then the attempt to open a 3j data file will succeed). The default value of this 
parameter is ‘3j’. 

2.4.2. “lock_3j” is a “switch” (0 or 1) indicating if access to the 3j data folder must be blocked 
until all R factors (1.1.10) are calculated. If lock_3j = 1, then a temporary read-only file 
(with the name “read”) will be opened in the 3j data folder during the calculation of the R 
factors. If another instance of the program (with lock_3j set to 1) accesses the 3j data folder, 
it will first check for existence of the mentioned file, and then attempt to delete it if it exists. 
If the file exists and the delete attempt is not successful, then the program will wait until the 
mentioned file is closed by the instance that created it. This may help to avoid an 
excessively high HDD usage (and a consequent slowdown of execution), which could 
happen if multiple instances of the program attempt to read a large amount of 3j data from 
the same HDD simultaneously. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0 (i.e., access 
to the 3j data folder is not blocked by default). 

2.4.3–4. “update_3j_start” and “update_3j_end” control an option to update the Wigner 3j 
coefficients stored in old data files (created by a version of BREMS older than v1.5.6.0). If 
the program detects an old format of the files with the 3j coefficients corresponding to 
values of max(l1, l2) in the range update_3j_start  max(l1, l2)  update_3j_end, then those 3j 
coefficients will be recalculated, and the corresponding data files will be recreated. The 
remaining 3j coefficients will not be recalculated, whereas the corresponding files may be 
modified or not, depending on parameter No. 2.4.5 “update_3j_format” (see below). Default 
values: update_3j_start=81, update_3j_end=160. 
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2.4.5. “update_3j_format” is a “switch” (0 or 1) indicating that the format of the Wigner 3j data 
files corresponding to the values of max(l1, l2) that are either less than update_3j_start or 
greater than update_3j_end files must be updated, i.e., the redundant 3j coefficients (which 
are not needed for the calculation of the bremsstrahlung cross sections) must be removed 
(causing a decrease of the file size approximately by half). The default value of this 
parameter is equal to zero (i.e., the 3j data files created by a version of BREMS older than 
v1.5.6.0 are not modified by default, if the value of max(l1, l2) does not belong to the 
interval update_3j_start  max(l1, l2)  update_3j_end). 

2.4.6. “only_3j” is a “switch” (0 or 1) indicating that only the files with values of the Wigner 3j 
coefficients must be created or updated to the latest format (by removing the redundant 3j 
coefficients). When only_3j = 1, the program creates the 3j data files corresponding to the 
range of max(l1, l2) defined by parameters “start_3j” and “end_3j” (No. 2.4.7–8), and then 
exits immediately. The only parameters used in this mode are those that are relevant to 
calculation of the Wigner 3j coefficients (those are the parameters whose names contain 
characters “3j”). The default value of parameter “only_3j” is equal to zero. 

2.4.7–8. “start_3j” and “end_3j” define the endpoints of the range of max(l1, l2) corresponding to 
the 3j data files that must be modified when the option “only_3j=1” is used (see the 
description of parameter No. 2.4.6). The default values of these two parameters are equal to 
81 and 2000, respectively. 

5.5. Parameters defining the names of input and output files, and the conditions for overwriting 
2.5.1–2. These two parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.7.1–2 of S_integrals (see Section 

4.7), i.e., they define the names of the input files with the S integral data. 
2.5.3–4. “suffix2_CS” and “suffix2_DCS” (alias “suffix2” for both) are the additional suffixes to 

be inserted at the end of the names of some output files. The sequence of characters 
specified by parameter “suffix2_CS” will be inserted in the three names starting with 
“_CS_”, and the sequence of characters specified by parameter “suffix2_DCS” will be 
inserted in the five names starting with “DCS_” or “ShapeFn_” files (see the description of 
the output files of stage 2 in Section 5.8). If this parameter is the empty string (specified by 
writing a space after “suffix2_(D)CS=”), then no additional suffix will be used. By default, 
these two parameters are equal to the empty string. 

2.5.5. “iCalculate” indicates whether the cross section files with the data for different max must be 
regenerated. If iCalculate=0, then the cross sections will be calculated only when the output 
data files do not exist, or when the parameters Kmin(1,2) or isAbs_K(1,2) do not satisfy the 
mentioned requirement Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1, isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1. If iCalculate=1, 
then the cross sections will always be calculated, and the output data files will be 
overwritten if they exist. If iCalculate= 1 and the output files with the cross section data 
already exist, then Bremsstrahlung will not calculate the cross sections and will regenerate 
only the files with the shape function data (the required the CS and DCS data will be loaded 
from the existing files). In the latter case, if neither of parameters No. 2.3.1  is explicitly 
specified by the user, then all angles will be read from the first column of the existing file 
with the DCS data (or from the first line of this file, if it was created using a version of 
BREMS older than 1.5.0.0). If iCalculate= 1 and at least one of parameters No. 2.3.1  is 
specified explicitly, then the set of angles will be constructed as explained in the 
descriptions of parameters No. 2.3.1 , and the program will attempt to locate the 
corresponding lines (or columns, if the file was created using the version of BREMS older 
than 1.5.0.0) in the existing file with the DCS data. If the data for at least one of the angles is 
not available, then the program will quit with an error message. The numerical integration of 
the angular dependence of the DCS (which is needed for calculating the CS and the shape 
functions) is performed using the final set of angles (i.e., if some of the angles, for which the 
DCS data are available, have been skipped due to the user-specified values of parameters 
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No. 2.3.1 , then the skipped DCS data will not be used for the mentioned integration). The 
default value of parameter “iCalculate” is 1. 

5.6. Other parameters 
2.6.1. “del_S_int” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the S integral data files created in the previous 

stage (by the subroutine S_integrals) must be deleted after a successful calculation of the 
cross sections. The value “1” of this parameter (indicating deletion of the S integral data 
files) will have an effect only if firstStage = 1. The default value of this parameter is 1. 
Note: This parameter is also used by the subroutine S_integrals, where it has a different 
meaning (see the description of parameter No. 1.6.3 in Section 4.6). 

5.7. Usage of the Wigner 3j coefficients 
 The calculation process in Bremsstrahlung starts with creation of the array of the Wigner 3j 
coefficients, which are used in (1.1.14). The 3j coefficients may be calculated or loaded from binary 
files, depending on the maximum absolute value of 1 and 2 used in the calculation: 

12max  max(| 1|, | 2|).                                                          (5.1) 
The 3j coefficients are loaded from files (rather than calculated) only when 12max belongs to the 
interval 80 < 12max  2000. The two endpoints of this interval are defined by two internal variables, 
which are named “kmax_3j” and “kmax_3j_2”, respectively (at the time of this writing, 
kmax_3j = 80 and kmax_3j_2 = 2000). Only the values of the 3j coefficients corresponding to 
l1  l2 are stored (the values corresponding to l1 > l2 are calculated using the symmetry properties of 
the 3j coefficients). A separate file is used for each value of l2 > 80. Those files are loaded (or 
created) during the calculation of the R factors (1.1.10) when a given value of l2 becomes needed 
for the first time. All 3j files are in a separate folder, whose name is specified using parameter 
No. 2.4.1 (“dir_3j”); file names have the format “3j_ l2 .dat”. If the mentioned folder does not exist, 
or if there is no required file in it, then the coefficients will be calculated and the file will be created. 
The maximum number of the 3j coefficients that may be calculated or loaded from files during a 
single run of BREMS is equal to 

4 3 2
12max 12max 12max 12max2 23 7nCoefs = 1
12 3 12 3

.                                 (5.2) 

All these coefficients would be needed only when both 1 and 2 vary from 12max to 12max, and l 
varies from 0 to 2 12max. If the range of variation of 1, 2 or l is narrower, or if the partial-wave 
interpolation method described in Section 1.3.4 is applied, then some of those coefficients will not 
be used during the calculation of the cross sections. If l2  500, then the maximum value of l1 is 
equal to l2. If 500 < l2  800, then the maximum value of l1 is equal to 1000  l2. If 800 < l2  2000, 
then the maximum value of l1 is equal to 200. The number of 3j coefficients stored in a data file 
corresponding to a particular value of l2 is equal to 

3 2

2
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3 2 6
m m ml l ll ,                                                (5.3a) 
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                                   (5.3b) 

5.8. Output data of stage 2 (subroutine “Bremsstrahlung”) 
 Subroutine Bremsstrahlung creates or updates up to 10 human-readable ASCII files. Their 
names end with extension “.txt”. The most complete set of files is created when 
Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1 and lmax_decr < 0. The description of the 
output data that is presented below pertains only to the latter case. 
 It is convenient to define the following three groups of files according to their purpose: 
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I. Seven files with the dependences of the CS, DCS and shape function on max. The names of 
those files include the name of the input file with the S integral data. If those files already exist, 
then they may be overwritten or not, depending on the value of parameter No. 2.5.5. 

II. Two files with the DCS and shape function for the last (greatest) value of max. I.e., those files 
contain a subset of the data contained in the files of I group. Their format (two columns of 
numbers, with values of  in column 1) is convenient for plotting the angular dependence of 
the DCS or the shape function. The names of those files are formed by appending the two 
suffixes defined by parameters No. 2.5.2 and No. 2.5.4 (“suffix” and “suffix2_DCS”) to a fixed 
sequence of characters. These files are overwritten during each run of Bremsstrahlung, except 
when parameter No. 2.5.5 is equal to 0 and the files with the CS and DCS data already exist. 

III. A file with the values of the physical and control parameters. The name of this file is fixed. A 
line of text is appended to this file after each calculation of cross sections, i.e., after creating 
the files with the CS and DCS data. 

 All files created in stage 2 contain two or more columns of numbers with fixed width and 
with a header above each column. The values of the CS and DCS in the output data are defined as 
the left-hand sides of (1.1.5) and (1.1.4), respectively, i.e., they are equal to the true cross sections 
multiplied by k / Z2 (the units are indicated after (1.1.5) and (1.1.4)). Further on, when referring to 
numerical values of the cross sections, the scaled CS and DCS (with the scaling factor k / Z2 and 
with units indicated after (1.1.5) and (1.1.4)) will always be implied. This note also applies to the 
output of the subroutines Brems_fit and Born_SM_appr. 
 The names of the files of the first group are formed by adding the prefix “_CS_”, “DCS_” or 
“ShapeFn_” and the suffix defined by “suffix2_(D)CS” to the S integral data file name. The 
mentioned prefixes replace the prefix defined by parameter No. 2.5.1, which is used for forming the 
name of the files with the S integral data, whereas “suffix2_(D)CS” is appended to the suffix 
defined by parameter No. 2.5.2. In addition, if the full error testing has been requested (i.e., if 
parameter No. 2.2.18 “lmax_decr” is negative), two files with an additional suffix “_test” and two 
files with an additional suffix “_test2” are created. The names of the latter four files also start with 
the prefix “_CS_” and “DCS_”. The two files whose names end with “_test” contain the values of 
CS and DCS calculated using a set of modified S integrals and the same range of values of l in 
(1.1.10) as the two “_CS_” and “DCS_” files whose names do not end with “_test” or “_test2” (the 
values of S integrals are modified by randomly adding or subtracting their uncertainties). The two 
files whose names end with “_test2” contain the values of CS and DCS calculated using a reduced 
value of lmax and the same set of unmodified S integrals as the two “_CS_” and “DCS_” files whose 
names do not end with “_test” or “_test2” (if lmax_decr = 0, then lmax is not reduced and those two 
files are not created). Starting from BREMS v1.5.6.7, the file “DCS_..._test2.txt” has four 
additional lines at the beginning, indicating the maximum values of | 1|, | 2| and lmax, and the 
mentioned reduced value of lmax (those four values are preceded by “Kmax1 =”, “Kmax2 =”, 
“lmax2 =”, and “l_test =”, respectively). The three files whose names start with “_CS_” contain 
four columns of numbers. The first column in those three files contains the values of max (column 
header “kmax”). The second, third and fourth columns of the three “_CS_” files contain the values 
of the CS (“CS”), the angular integral of the DCS (“DCS_integral”), and the relative difference of 
the previous two values (“rel_diff”). The number of columns in the three “DCS_” files and the 
“ShapeFn_” file is greater than the maximum value of max by 1. The first column in all four files 
of this group contains the values of  (column header “theta”). All columns starting from the second 
one in the “DCS_” and “ShapeFn_” files contain the values of the DCS or the shape function 
corresponding to a given value of max (the latter value is indicated in the header of the column). 

Note: The “DCS_” and “ShapeFn_” files created in stage 2 by versions of BREMS older than 
v1.5.0.0 have the data transposed in comparison with the above description (i.e., different 
columns correspond to different values of , and different lines correspond to different 
values of max). Those files may also be used as input for stage 3 (they are interpreted 
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correctly by BREMS). The older files “DCS_..._test2.txt”, which do not have the mentioned 
additional four lines inserted at the beginning, are also interpreted correctly by BREMS. 

 Two files “DCS1 suffix suffix2_DCS .txt” and “ShapeFn1 suffix suffix2_DCS .txt” 
make up the second group of the output files of stage 2. Each of them contains two columns of 
numbers. The first column contains the values of  (in degrees). The second column contains the 
values of the DCS or the shape function, respectively. 
 The name of the file of the third group is “CS.txt”. Every calculation of bremsstrahlung 
cross sections ends by appending a line of text to this file. The mentioned line contains several 
physical and control parameters, as well as the values of the CS, angular integral of the DCS, their 
relative difference, the maximum relative differences between the data corresponding to the two 
sets of S integrals (original and modified) and the two values of lmax (original and reduced), and the 
processing time. The entries in each line of this file have the following meaning: 

(1) the atomic number of the target material (column header “Z”), 
(2) the kinetic energy of the incident electron in MeV (“T1(MeV)”), 
(3) the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon in MeV (“Ep(MeV)”), 
(4) the cutoff radius of the interaction potential in relativistic units, or the number 0 if the 

interaction potential has not been truncated (“R_atom”), 
(5) the type of the interaction potential (“IV”), 
(6) the number of exponential terms in the expression of of the interaction potential (“nexp”), 

if it is approximated by a linear combination of exponentials (this number is non-zero only 
in the case “IV=2”), 

(7) the number of cycles (“nCyc”). If the dependence of the CS and DCS on max has not been 
calculated (i.e., the condition Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1 is not 
satisfied), then nCyc = 1. Otherwise, it is equal to K defined by (1.5.3), 

(8) the minimum value of 1 (“kmin1”), 
(9) the maximum value of 1 (“kmax1”), 
(10) the number 1 or 0 indicating whether the limits of variation of 1 are defined in terms of its 

absolute value (“k1abs”), 
(11) the minimum value of 2 (“kmin2”), 
(12) the maximum value of 2 (“kmax2”), 
(13) the number 1 or 0 indicating whether the limits of variation of 2 are defined in terms of its 

absolute value (“k2abs”), 
(14) the value of the first breakpoint of 2 (“k2_bp1”), 
(15) the interval between the first two breakpoints of 2 (“dk2_1”), 
(16) the interval between the last two breakpoints of 2 (“dk2_n”), 
(17) the value of parameter No. 2.2.17 “k2_excl_last” (“k2excl”), 
(18) the minimum value of l (“lmin”), 
(19) the maximum value of l (“lmax”), 
(20) the upper limit of summation with respect to l when calculating the R factors (1.1.10) 

(“lmax2”), 
(21) the reduced value of lmax, which has been used for calculating the alternative set of the CS 

and DCS, or the number “-1” if lmax_decr  0 (“test”), 
(22) the starting point of the interpolation range of l, or the number “-1” if the interpolation with 

respect to l has not been applied (“l_int1”), 
(23) the increment of the interval between the interpolation breakpoints of l inside the 

interpolation range, or the number 0 is the interpolation with respect to l has not been 
applied (“d_lstep”), 

(24) the maximum interval between the interpolation breakpoints of l inside the interpolation 
range, or the number 0 is the interpolation with respect to l has not been applied 
(“stepMax”), 

(25) the value of the CS corresponding to the maximum value of max (“CS”), 
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(26) the value of the angular integral of the DCS calculated using the 10th-order Newton-Cotes 
formula (“DCS_integral”), 

(27) the relative difference of the previous two values (“rel_diff”), 
(28) the maximum “scaled” absolute difference between the original set of values of the CS 

(obtained with the original lmax and unmodified S integrals) and the alternative set of values 
of the CS (obtained with the original lmax and with the S integrals randomly incremented or 
decremented by the magnitude of the corresponding uncertainty). Is defined as the 
maximum absolute difference of the original and alternative cross sections divided by the 
maximum value of the original cross section. The maximum is calculated over the entire 
set of used values of max (i.e., max = 1, 2, ..., K, where K is defined by (1.5.3)). If 
lmax_decr > 0, then this entry is replaced by two dashes “--”. The header of this column is 
“max|relDiff_CS|”, 

(29) the maximum “scaled” absolute difference between the original set of values of the DCS 
and the alternative set of values of the DCS (obtained with the original lmax and with the S 
integrals randomly incremented or decremented by the magnitude of the corresponding 
uncertainty). It is defined in the same way as the maximum scaled absolute difference of 
the CS (see above). The maximum is calculated over all values of max and . If 
lmax_decr > 0, then this entry is replaced by two dashes “--”. The header of this column is 
“max|relDiff_DCS|”, 

(30) the definition of the number in column “max|relDiff2_CS|” differs from the definition of 
the number in column  “max|relDiff_CS|” only in the alternative set of cross sections used 
(in this case, the alternative cross sections are calculated using the reduced lmax and the 
original S integrals). If lmax_decr  0, then this entry is replaced by two dashes “--”, 

(31) the definition of the number in column “max|relDiff2_DCS|” differs from the definition of 
the number in column  “max|relDiff_DCS|” only in the alternative set of cross sections 
used (in this case, the alternative cross sections are calculated using the reduced lmax and 
the original S integrals). If lmax_decr  0, then this entry is replaced by two dashes “--”, 

(32) the time of calculating the numerical integrals with the bounds of integration equal to 0 and 
r0 in stage 1 (this time is expressed in seconds, the column header is “t[0_to_r0]”), 

(33) the time of calculating the analytical integrals with the bounds of integration equal to r0 
and  in stage 1 (this time is expressed in seconds, the column header is “t[r0_to_Inf]”), 

(34) the total duration of stage 2 in seconds (“t[CS_DCS]”), 
(35) the total duration of the current run of BREMS in seconds (“total_time”). 

If firstStage = 2, or if stage 1 is skipped due to availability of the files with the S integral data, then 
the times of the numerical and analytical integration (in columns “t[0_to_r0]” and “t[r0_to_Inf]”) 
are copied from the last loaded binary file with the S integral data. If the numerical or analytical 
integrals were loaded from files in stage 1, then the corresponding time of the numerical or 
analytical integration, which is written to the output file with the S integral data in stage 1, is copied 
from the last loaded binary file with the corresponding data. 
 During the calculation of the scaled CS and DCS ((1.1.5) and (1.1.4), respectively), 
Bremsstrahlung displays the same data that are included in the “_CS_” file (see the description of 
the files of the first group above). The intermediate values of the scaled CS and DCS are written 
every 5 seconds to the temporary files (their names are formed by appending the suffix “_tmp” to 
the original filenames). At the end of the calculation, Bremsstrahlung displays the value of the 
scaled CS (1.1.5) corresponding to the last (greatest) value of max (i.e., to max = K). 
 If the dependence of the CS and DCS on max is not calculated (i.e., if the condition 
Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1 is not satisfied), then only 5 files are updated in 
stage 2: the file “CS.txt”, the two files of the second group (whose names start with “DCS1” and 
“ShapeFn1”), and the files “DCS.txt” and “ShapeFn.txt”. After the cross sections are calculated, a 
line with the physical and control parameters and the values of the DCS and the shape function is 
appended to each of the latter two files. The first 23 columns in the latter two files contain the same 
data as columns No. 1 – 20 and No. 22 – 24 in the file “CS.txt” (see above). 
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6. Extrapolating the cross sections as a function of max, and angular spline extrapolation (stage 3) 
 Subroutine “Brems_fit” is used for stage 3 of the calculation process (see Section 2). The 
names, descriptions and default values of the formal parameters of Brems_fit that can be modified 
by the user are given below. 

6.1. Physical parameters 
3.1.1–5. These five parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.1.1–5 of S_integrals (see Section 

4.1), i.e., they specify the atomic number, initial electron energy, final electron energy, 
photon energy, and the type of the interaction potential, respectively. 

6.2. Parameters defining the subset of data to analyze 
3.2.1. “kmax_fit” is the upper limit on the value of max in the input files with the cross section 

data. If this parameter is equal to 1, then all available cross section data will be used. If this 
parameter is equal to 2, then the upper limit of max will be equal to min( 1max, 2max), 
where 1max and 2max are either specified explicitly using parameters No. 1.2.1–6 (see 
Section 4.1), or equal to the default values corresponding to the current values of Z, T1 and k. 
The default value of this parameter is 1. 

3.2.2. “kmin_fit” is used when the value of max is reduced in Brems_fit due to large differences 
between the original and test cross sections (see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.12.6–
7). If the reduced value of max is less than kmin_fit, this is treated as a terminal error. If 
there is no additional reduction of max in Brems_fit, then this test is not performed. If the 
user-specified value of kmin_fit is non-positive, then kmin_fit is reset automatically to 
max( max) / 2 before starting stage 3. The default value of parameter “kmin_fit” is 1 (i.e., 
any reduction of max is allowed in stage 3). 

3.2.3–4. “fitRange_CS” and “fitRange_DCS” (alias “fitRange” for both) control the width of the 
fitting interval when fitting the function CS( max) or DCS( max), respectively. By default, the 
number of points (i.e., values of max) in the fitting interval (Nfit) is calculated according to 
(1.5.11a) when fitRange_(D)CS is equal to 2, or according to (1.5.11b) when 
fitRange_(D)CS is equal to 1. The calculated value of Nfit is rounded to the nearest integer. It 
is also possible to specify the value of Nfit using parameter “Nfit_CS” or “Nfit_DCS” (see 
the description of parameters No. 3.2.5–6). If fitRange_(D)CS is equal to 3, then both values 
of Nfit will be tried, and the fitted (D)CS will be calculated as the average of the least squares 
estimates corresponding to each of the two fitting intervals. The default values of parameters 
fitRange_CS and fitRange_DCS are equal to 3 and 2, respectively. If T1 > 3 MeV and 
T2 / T1  10 4, then a different default value of fitRange_(D)CS is used: in this case, both 
fitRange_CS and fitRange_DCS are equal to 1 by default. 

3.2.5–6. “Nfit_CS” and “Nfit_DCS” (alias “Nfit” for both) specify the number of values of max 
inside the max-fitting interval when fitting the dependence CS( max) or DCS( max), 
respectively. This number corresponds to fitRange_(D)CS=2 (the number corresponding to 
fitRange_(D)CS=1 will be less by half). If Nfit_(D)CS<0, then this parameter will be 
interpreted as the opposite of the value of K that must be used for calculating the value of 
Nfit corresponding to fitRange_(D)CS=2 according to Eq. (1.5.11a). If Nfit_(D)CS=0, then 
this number will be calculated automatically from the values of parameters fitRange_(D)CS, 
shift_k_mode_(D)CS and kmax_fit using Eq. (1.5.11a). In the case shift_k_mode_(D)CS=3, 
the value of Nfit_(D)CS (in conjunction with fitRange_(D)CS) defines the minimum width 
of the fitting interval (corresponding to shift 0). The default value of parameters “Nfit_CS” 
and “Nfit_DCS” is equal to 0. 

3.2.7–8. “shift_k_max_CS” and “shift_k_max_DCS” (alias “shift_k_max” for both) are equal to 
the maximum shift of the endpoint of the fitting interval during the nonlinear fitting of the 
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functions CS( max) and DCS( max), respectively (see Section 1.5 and Section 1.6). The 
endpoint of the fitting interval is changed in increments of 1 for shift_k_max_(D)CS+1 
fitting cycles. In each case, the starting point of the interval is recalculated (see the 
description of parameters No. 3.2.3–4), so that the entire interval is shifted in the direction of 
the decreasing max relative to the original interval. The fitting is performed starting with 
maximum negative shift (-shift_k_max_(D)CS) and ending with zero shift (i.e., the original 
fitting interval). In the case “fitRange_(D)CS=3”, each “shift” corresponds to two fitting 
cycles differing by the width of the fitting interval but having the same endpoint. In this 
case, the fitted (D)CS corresponding to each shift is calculated as the arithmetic average of 
the two least squares estimates corresponding to each of the two widths of the fitting 
interval. After performing the fitting for all shift_k_max_(D)CS  1 shifts, the arithmetic 
average of the optimal values of (D)CS corresponding to all shifts is used as the optimal 

max-fitted (D)CS. The standard deviation of the average fitted (D)CS over all shifts 
contributes to the estimate of the overall uncertainty of the max-fitted (D)CS, except when 
the relative range of variation of the (D)CS in the fitting interval corresponding to “shift 0” 
is less than 0.001 (i.e., 0.1 %), in which case the fitting is not performed (i.e., the final 
(D)CS is set equal to the unfitted (D)CS corresponding to the largest value of max), and the 
standard deviation is set equal to the range of variation of the (D)CS corresponding to shift 
0. When the angular integral of the max-fitted DCS can be estimated with sufficient 
accuracy, i.e., when fitMode  0 and the limiting values of  are 0 and 180° and the 
maximum angular increment is less than or equal to 1°, then the average value of the max-
fitted DCS integral (over all shifts of DCS) is used, too, when calculating the final fitted CS 
and its standard deviation. The final fitted CS is equal in this case to the arithmetic average 
of the original max-fitted CS (averaged over all shifts of the CS) and the average fitted DCS 
integral (averaged over all shifts of the DCS). Parameter “shift_k_max_(D)CS” is one of 
two alternative parameters used to specify the maximum shift. Another one is parameter 
No. 3.2.9 “shift_k_max_ratio”. The final value of the maximum shift is equal to the smaller 
of the two values corresponding to each of the two parameters. Parameter 
“shift_k_mode_(D)CS” is used only when parameter “shift_k_mode_(D)CS” is equal to 1 
(see the description of parameters No. 3.2.14–15). When parameter “shift_k_mode_(D)CS” 
is equal to 1 (the default value of the latter parameter), then the default value of parameter 
“shift_k_max_(D)CS” is very large (1000). Consequently, the maximum shift is in this case 
determined using only the value of parameter “shift_k_max_ratio” by default. When 
parameter “shift_k_mode_(D)CS” is greater than 1, then the default value of parameter 
“shift_k_max_(D)CS” is equal to 19, which indicates 20 equidistant fitting intervals (see 
also the description of parameters No. 3.2.14–15). 

3.2.9. “shift_k_max_ratio” is used for an alternative estimation of the maximum shift of the 
endpoint of the fitting interval (see also the description of parameters No. 3.2.3–4). It is 
equal to the ratio of the maximum shift and Nfit (the meaning of Nfit is explained in 
Section 1.5.1). The actual value of the maximum shift is equal to the smaller of two values: 
shift_k_max_(D)CS (described above) and shift_k_max_ratio*Nfit. This parameter is used 
only when parameter “shift_k_mode_CS” or “shift_k_mode_DCS” is equal to 1 (see the 
description of parameters No. 3.2.14–15). The default (and maximum allowed) value of this 
parameter is 0.25. 

3.2.10. “range_ratio_max” is the maximum allowed ratio of the values of the range of variation of 
the CS in any two “shifts” (see the description of parameters No. 3.2.7–8). All shifts where 
the absolute range of variation of the CS exceed the minimum observed range of variation of 
the CS by a factor greater than “range_ratio_max” are excluded.  The default value of this 
parameter is equal to 10. 

3.2.11. “fit_SF_DCS” is the number 1, 2 or 3, specifying the type of PW data that must be used 
for max-fitting by the function (1.5.1) or (1.5.10) when fitMode  0: the shape function (SF) 
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data or the DCS data. “fit_SF_DCS=1” indicates the SF data, and “fit_SF_DCS=2” indicates 
the DCS data (the other type of the max-fitted data are obtained by multiplication or division 
of the specified max-fitted data by the max-fitted CS, respectively). If |fit_SF_DCS|=3 and 
the scaling factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) is approximately constant in a sufficiently wide angular 
range where the partial-wave DCS is an increasing function of max, then the program will 
switch from fitting the DCS to fitting the SF after the maximum angle of the mentioned 
angular range (this endpoint is always close to the angle where the dependence DCS( max) 
reverses the direction of change). The difference between fit_SF_DCS=+3 and 
fit_SF_DCS=-3 is that in the former case the -correction of the DCS will be applied (in 
addition to the mentioned switch from fitting the DCS to fitting SF), whereas in the latter 
case the -correction will not be applied. See also the descriptions of parameters 
“thr_range_mu[1,2]” (No. 3.6.12–13) and “tol_mu[1,2]” (No. 3.6.14–15). The default value 
of parameter “fit_SF_DCS” is equal to 2. 

3.2.12. “tol_err_test” is the maximum allowed relative difference of the original (unfitted) PW CS 
and the max-fitted CS for performing the error test. If the absolute value of the mentioned 
difference is less than tol_err_test, then the error test will be performed, otherwise it will not 
be performed. The error test is performed by redoing the max-fitting (i.e., recalculating the 

max-fitted CS) at several smaller values of the endpoint of the range of values of max where 
the fitting is performed and then comparing the values of c returned by the fitting procedure 
with the original (“optimal”) value, which corresponds to the absolute maximum of the 
mentioned endpoint (defined by (1.5.3)). The main purpose of the error test is determining 
the degree of correlation between two quantities related to the accuracy of extrapolation: 

1) the relative difference between the fitted value of c and the original value of CS, 
2) the relative difference between the fitted value of c and the exact value of CS. 

Since the exact value of CS (corresponding to max  ) is not always available, the fitted 
value corresponding to max = K is used in its place if the relative correction of the CS due to 
the extrapolation is small enough (i.e., less than tol_err_test). If the correlation between the 
mentioned two quantities is strong enough, then it may become possible to formulate a 
simple rule (for example, multiplication by a constant factor) for determining an 
approximate upper bound of the relative uncertainty of the final estimate of the CS obtained 
by extrapolation, given the value of the first quantity, which is the one that is observed 
directly. The default value of parameter “tol_err_test” is 0 (i.e., the error test is not 
performed). 

3.2.13. “fitMode” is an integer number equal to 0, 1 or 2. If fitMode  0, then both the CS and the 
DCS data will be processed. If fitMode = 0, then only the CS will be fitted. If fitMode = 1, 
then the nonlinear fitting of the DCS as a function of max will not be performed; only the 
smoothing (i.e., calculation of the moving average as described in Section 1.5.3) and the 
optional angular spline fitting and extrapolation (see Section 1.7.1) will be performed. If 
fitMode > 0, then the mentioned max-fitting of the DCS will be performed (possibly 
followed by the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted 
DCS, as described in Section 1.7.2). The cases fitMode = 1 and fitMode = 2 differ only in 
treatment of irrecoverable errors during this fitting (see the description of parameter 
No. 3.12.8 “nErrMax”). The default value of parameter “fitMode” is 1. 

3.2.14–15. “shift_k_mode_CS” and “shift_k_mode_DCS” (alias “shift_k_mode” for both) specify 
the method used for defining the max-fitting intervals (“shifts”) when fitting the dependence 
CS( max) or DCS( max), respectively. Each of these two parameters must be equal to 1, 2, or 
3. The meanings of these values are explained below: 
1 – shifting by 1 for shift_k_max_(D)CS + 1 fits (see the description of parameters 

No. 3.2.7–8), 
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2 – shift_k_max_(D)CS + 1 equidistant (and possibly overlapping) fitting intervals of fixed 
width (corresponding to fitRange_(D)CS = 1 or 2) for shift_k_max_(D)CS + 1 fits 
inside a wider interval defined by parameter “fitRegionRatio_(D)CS”, 

3 – shift_k_max_(D)CS + 1 fitting intervals with a fixed endpoint (equal to the maximum 
kmax), but with different and equidistant starting points for shift_k_max+1 fits inside a 
wider interval defined by parameter “fitRegionRatio_(D)CS” (the value of parameter 
“fitRange_(D)CS” indicates in this case the width of the last, i.e., narrowest one of those 
intervals). 

The default value of parameters “shift_k_mode_CS” and “shift_k_mode_DCS” is equal to 
1. 

3.2.16–17. “fitRegionRatio_CS” and “fitRegionRatio_DCS” (alias “fitRegionRatio” for both) are 
used only when shift_k_mode_(D)CS > 1. The value of each of these two parameters is 
interpreted as the ratio of the interval containing all the fitting intervals (“shifts”) to the 
maximum value of max when fitting the dependence CS( max) or DCS( max), respectively. 
The endpoint of the mentioned wider interval is equal to max( max). The default value of 
these two parameters is equal to 0.8. 

3.2.18–19. “maxMovingAvgErrRatio_CS” and “maxMovingAvgErrRatio_DCS” (alias 
“maxMovingAvgErrRatio” for both) are used only when shift_k_mode_(D)CS > 1. The 
value of each of these two parameters indicates the maximum allowed ratio of the moving 
average rms error to its minimum value among the shifts when fitting the dependence 
CS( max) or DCS( max), respectively. The shifts characterized by a greater value of the 
mentioned ratio are ignored. This is one of the three criteria used for shift selection when 
shift_k_mode_(D)CS > 1. The other two criteria are defined by parameters 
“range_ratio_max” and “maxShiftErrRatio_(D)CS”. The default value of parameters 
“maxMovingAvgErrRatio_CS” and “maxMovingAvgErrRatio_DCS” is very large (1030), 
which is equivalent to absence of any constraints on the mentioned ratio. 

3.2.20–21. “maxShiftErrRatio_CS” and “maxShiftErrRatio_DCS” (alias “maxShiftErrRatio” for 
both) are used only when shift_k_mode_(D)CS > 1. This is one of the three criteria used for 
shift selection when shift_k_mode_(D)CS > 1 (the other two criteria are defined by 
parameters “range_ratio_max” and “maxMovingAvgErrRatio_(D)CS”). This criterion is 
based on the value of a particular property of the fitted max-dependence of the (D)CS (such 
as the rms value of the residuals). The meaning of the mentioned property is defined by 
parameter “shiftSelection_CS” or “shiftSelection_DCS”, respectively (see the description of 
parameters No. 3.2.22–23). “maxShiftErrRatio_(D)CS” indicates the maximum allowed 
ratio of the variable defined by “shiftSelection_(D)CS” to its minimum value among the 
shifts. In the case “shiftSelection_(D)CS=2”, the valid values of the (D)CS are from 
optimalValue / maxShiftErrRatio_(D)CS to optimalValue * maxShiftErrRatio_(D)CS, 
where “optimalValue” is either the maximum fitted (D)CS, or the minimum fitted (D)CS 
(see the description of parameters No. 3.2.22–23). Parameter “maxShiftErrRatio_(D)CS” 
can be greater than 1 only when parameter “Npasses_(D)CS” is equal to 1 (either by default, 
or as requested by the user). The default value of parameters “maxShiftErrRatio_CS” and 
“maxShiftErrRatio_DCS” is equal to 1 (this means that only one shift will be selected). 

3.2.22–23. “shiftSelection_CS” and “shiftSelection_DCS” (alias “shiftSelection” for both) are 
used only when shift_k_mode_(D)CS > 1, in conjunction with parameter 
“maxShiftErrRatio_CS” or “maxShiftErrRatio_DCS”, respectively (see the description of 
parameters No. 3.2.20–21). Parameter “shiftSelection_(D)CS” defines the meaning of the 
variable that is minimized or maximized during the selection of the “optimal” fitting 
interval. The possible values of these two parameters are 1, 2, and 3. In addition, parameter 
“shiftSelection_DCS” is allowed to be equal to 4. The meanings of these values are 
explained below: 
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1 – minimum product of the rms residual and the uncertainty of the max-fitted (D)CS, 
2 – maximum value of the max-fitted (D)CS if it is an increasing function of max, or 

minimum value otherwise, 
3 – minimum autocorrelation of residuals of fitting the dependence CS( max) or DCS( max), 
4 – minimum sum of the mean squared relative residual of the angular spline fitting 

(smoothing) and of the squared relative difference of the fitted CS and the angular 
integral of the max-fitted DCS (only “shiftSelection_DCS” is allowed to be equal to this 
value). 

If parameter “shiftSelection_DCS” is equal to 1, 2 or 3, then the shift selection is performed 
for each value of the angle  independently. Consequently, the max-fitting intervals for 
different angles may be different (their endpoints are written to the “DCS_parms_” file, 
which is described in Section 6.16). Conversely, the selection criterion defined by 
“shiftSelection_DCS=4” allows selection only of the same shift for all values of the angle, 
because this selection criterion is based on the overall shape of the angular dependence of 
the max-fitted DCS (after the angular spline fitting). The default values of parameters 
“shiftSelection_CS” and “shiftSelection_DCS” are equal to 1 and 4, respectively. 

3.2.24–25. “Npasses_CS” and “Npasses_DCS” (alias “Npasses” for both) specify the number of 
overall “passes” when fitting the max-dependence of CS or DCS, respectively, in 
conjunction with the option shift_k_mode_(D)CS > 1. If Npasses=2, then the first pass will 
be used only to determine the optimal endpoints of the fitting interval for (D)CS (and for 
each angle). Those endpoints are stored in the arrays kStart and kEnd. The second pass will 
use those values of kStart and kEnd in a manner similar to the case “shift_mode_(D)CS=1”, 
i.e., by performing the max-fitting in several fitting intervals of equal width, which are 
shifted by 1 relative to each other (the mentioned values of kStart and kEnd correspond to 
“shift 0”, i.e., kEnd is used as the maximum value of max). Eight parameters are allowed to 
have different values for each of the two passes: “fitRange_(D)CS”, “shift_k_max_(D)CS”, 
“thr_ratio_h_(D)CS”, and “fitFunc_(D)CS”. The values of these parameters corresponding 
to pass 2 are specified by inserting “2” in the parameter name before “_CS” or “_DCS”: 
“fitRange2_(D)CS”, “shift_k_max2_(D)CS”, “thr_ratio_h2_(D)CS”, “fitFunc2_(D)CS”. 
The default value of parameter “Npasses_(D)CS” is equal to 1 when 
shift_k_mode_(D)CS=1, and  to 2 when shift_k_mode_(D)CS>1. 

3.2.26–27. “fitRange2_CS” and “fitRange2_DCS” (alias “fitRange2” for both) specify the value 
of parameter “fitRange_CS” or “fitRange_DCS”, respectively, during pass No. 2 (see the 
descriptions of parameters No. 3.2.24–25 and No. 3.2.3–4). The default value of parameters 
“fitRange2_CS” and “fitRange2_DCS” is equal to 2. 

3.2.28–29. “shift_k_max2_CS” and “shift_k_max2_DCS” (alias “shift_k_max2” for both) specify 
the value of parameter “shift_k_max_CS” or “shift_k_max_DCS”, respectively, during pass 
No. 2 (see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.2.24–25 and No. 3.2.7–8). The default value 
of these two parameters is equal to 19. 

6.3. Parameters defining the set of angles 
3.3.1–5. These parameters are the same as parameters No. 2.3.1–5 of Bremsstrahlung (see Section 

5.3), i.e., they specify the limits of variation of the photon emission angle  and the number 
of values of . If the calculation process starts from stage 3 (“firstStage=3”) and neither of 
these five parameters is specified by the user explicitly, then all angles will be read from the 
first column of the file with the DCS data created in stage 2 by subroutine “Bremsstrahlung” 
(or from the first line of this file, if it was created using a version of BREMS older than 
1.5.0.0). If the calculation process starts from stage 3 and at least one of these parameters is 
specified explicitly, then the set of angles will be constructed as explained in the 
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descriptions of parameters No. 2.3.1–5 of Bremsstrahlung (see Section 5.3), and the program 
will attempt to locate the corresponding lines (or columns, if the file was created using the 
version of BREMS older than 1.5.0.0) in the input file with the DCS data. If the data for at 
least one of the angles is not available, then the program will quit with an error message. 
Note: The option “np1=0 np2=0” is equivalent to the option “fitMode=0” (see also the 
description of parameter No. 3.2.13). 

6.4. Parameters controlling the accuracy of intermediate calculations 
3.4.1–3. “tol1”, “tol2”, and “tol3” (alias “tol” for all three) are, respectively, the tolerances of the 

three parameters c (or b'), d', and h' of the nonlinear fitting function (1.5.1), respectively (see 
also (1.5.7)). To be more precise, when c belongs to the set of independently varied 
parameters (whereas b is calculated by linear regression), tol1 is the tolerance of the ratio 
c / (D)CS, where (D)CS is the absolute range of variation of the original PW CS or PW 
DCS inside the max-fitting interval. The iterative fitting procedure is terminated when the 
change of the values of c / (D)CS (or b'), d', and h' between two iterations becomes less 
than the corresponding tolerances (if the absolute changes are greater than the specified 
tolerances, then fitting will be terminated if the relative changes are less than the relative 
tolerances defined by parameters No. 3.4.4–6). The recommended value of parameters tol1 
and tol2 is 10 6 or greater, and the recommended value of tol3 is 10 10 or greater. Smaller 
values may cause a very slow decrease of the sum of squared deviations, resulting in an 
apparent “lock-up” of the program. The default values of these three parameters are 10 6, 
10 6 and 10 9, respectively. 

3.4.4–6. “rtol1”, “rtol2”, and “rtol3” (alias “rtol” for all three) are, respectively, the relative 
tolerances of the three parameters c (or b'), d', and h' of the nonlinear fitting function (1.5.1), 
respectively (see also (1.5.7)). To be more precise, when c belongs to the set of 
independently varied parameters (whereas b is calculated by linear regression), rtol1 is the 
relative tolerance of |c  (D)CS0|, where (D)CS0 is the value of the original PW CS or PW 
DCS corresponding to the start of the fitting interval of κmax. The relative change of a varied 
parameter is checked only if its absolute change is greater than the absolute tolerance 
defined by one of parameters No. 3.4.1–3. The default value of these three parameters is 
equal to 10 9. 

3.4.7. “tol_range_max” is the maximum relative range of CS or DCS allowed for skipping the 
nonlinear fitting (it should be noted that the CS and DCS, which are called “original” or 
“unfitted” in the following descriptions of the parameters, may have been smoothed with 
respect to max (see Section 1.5.3) and fitted or extrapolated with respect to  (see Section 
1.7.1)). If the range of relative variation of (D)CS in the current range of values of max is 
less than the variable “tol_range”, then the max-fitting will not be performed, i.e., the final 
(D)CS will be set equal to the one obtained by truncating the series at the last (greatest) 
value of max. Otherwise, the fitting will be performed and the final (D)CS will be set equal 
to the value of c returned by the fitting procedure. If the dependence of (D)CS on max is not 
suitable for fitting (i.e., non-monotonous or with a wrong curvature or, in the case of the 
DCS, out-of-sequence with respect to the one corresponding to the previous value of ), or if 
the fitted value is incorrect (i.e., it is on the wrong side of the range of variation of the 
(D)CS, or negative, or exceeds the original value by a factor greater than 20, or differs from 
the original value by more than 200 widths of the range of variation in the case of the DCS 
or by more than 25 widths of the range of variation in the case of the CS), then tol_range 
will be increased by a factor of 2 or 2.5. This is done until the mentioned error condition 
does not occur or until tol_range is less than tol_range_max. If tol_range is equal to 
tol_range_max, then the behavior of the program after detecting the mentioned error 
condition is different for CS and for DCS. In the case of fitting the CS, the program 
terminates the fitting for the current “shift” with an error message and flags this shift as a 
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fitting failure (during the further processing, the CS fitting results corresponding to this shift 
will be excluded). In the case of fitting the DCS, each error point is replaced by the original 
“unfitted” value by default, as long as the number of consecutive error points in the angular 
dependence of DCS does not exceed a predefined value specified by parameter “nErrMax”. 
Otherwise, the further behavior of the program during the fitting of the DCS depends on the 
value of parameter No. 3.4.8 “tol_range_max2”. The starting value of tol_range is 10 3, and 
the default value of parameter “tol_range_max” is 0.02. 

3.4.8. “tol_range_max2” is used during max-fitting of the DCS after the number of consecutive 
irrecoverable error points in the angular dependence of the DCS exceeds the value specified 
by parameter “nErrMax”. If tol_range_max2 is equal to tol_range_max, then the program 
terminates the fitting for the current “shift” with an error message and flags this shift as a 
fitting failure (during the further processing, the DCS fitting results corresponding to this 
shift will be excluded). If tol_range_max2 is greater than tol_range_max, then the variables 
tol_range and tol_range_max are increased simultaneously (in the same steps as before). 
This is done until the number of consecutive error points exceeds “nErrMax”, or until 
tol_range_max exceeds tol_range_max2 (in the latter case, the current shift is flagged as a 
fitting failure). Parameter “tol_range_max2” makes it possible to increase tol_range not after 
the first fitting error, but only after the number of consecutive errors exceeds nErrMax (see 
also the description of parameter No. 3.4.7 “tol_range_max”). Parameter “tol_range_max2” 
cannot be less than “tol_range_max”. The default value of parameter “tol_range_max2” is 
0.05. 

One of the criteria used for determining if the DCS as a function of max at a given 
value of  and in a given range of values of max may be fitted by the function (1.5.1) or 
(1.5.10) is whether the direction and rate of change of the DCS with increasing max are 
correct as compared to the DCS corresponding to the previous value of . Further on, the 
mentioned direction will be specified using the term “sign”: the sign is negative (“ 1”) when 
the DCS decreases with decreasing rate, zero (“0”) when there is no significant change (i.e., 
when the relative range of the DCS in a given range of max is less than the mentioned 
variable tol_range), positive (“+1”) when the DCS increases with decreasing rate, and 
undefined (“+2”) when the DCS is a non-monotonous function of max or when its curvature 
is not consistent with a tendency to saturation (i.e., when the absolute value of the first 
derivative is not decreasing). The correct sequence of signs of the DCS corresponding to a 
set of increasing values of  is the following: 

1) a range of values of  where all DCS have the sign +1, 
2) a range of values of  where all DCS have the sign 0, 
3) a range of values of  where all DCS have the sign 1. 

One or two of these ranges may be absent, but their sequence may not be reversed. In short, 
the “sign” may not increase with increasing , and the sign “+2” is not allowed. However, 
the angular spline fitting of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS (see Section 1.7) 
may eliminate some types of deviations from this rule. In particular, a sequence of DCS with 
sign 0 interspersed with DCS with sign 1 is sometimes observed at large values of T1 and 
k / T1, and the resulting “dips” in the angular dependence of the fitted DCS are eliminated by 
the mentioned angular spline fitting. Consequently, only two cases are treated as an error: 
(1) a non-monotonous dependence of CS or DCS on max (or a dependence that does not 
show a tendency to saturation), and (2) a DCS with sign 1 followed by a DCS with sign +1 
(any number of DCS with sign 0 may be in between). In these cases, the variable 
“tol_range” is increased as explained above. 
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6.5. Parameters controlling usage of reference functions 
Up to 2 user-specified reference functions may be used for the purpose of angular spline 

fitting of the ratio of the DCS and the reference function (see Section 1.7.1), or for the polynomial 
fitting of the ratio of the -corrected DCS and the reference function (see Section 1.5.4), or for 
comparison of the final values of (D)CS with the corresponding reference values. The reference CS 
is calculated as the ratio of the reference DCS and the reference shape function (SF). Consequently, 
for each type of the reference function, there must be two data files: a file with the reference DCS 
data, and a file with the corresponding reference SF data. These files must contain at least two 
columns of numbers and a line with column headers. The first column must contain the values of 
the angle (in degrees), and the second column must contain the values of the reference DCS or SF. 
Parameters of this subgroup are used to specify the names of these files, the approximations to be 
used in order to create these files if they don’t exist, and the conditions for using the reference 
functions. Descriptions of these parameters are presented below. 
3.5.1–2. “prefix_ref1” and “prefix_ref2” (alias “prefix_ref” for both) are the names of the folders 

containing the data files of reference functions No. 1 and No. 2, respectively (the folder 
names must end with the forward slash ‘/’ or backslash’\’). By default, these two parameters 
are equal to the empty string, which means that the reference function data files must be in 
the current folder. 

3.5.3–4. “suffix_ref1” and “suffix_ref2” (alias “suffix_ref” for both) are the suffixes to be used 
when forming the names of the files with the data of reference functions No. 1 and No. 2, 
respectively. If auto_naming_ref=1 or auto_naming_ref=2 (see the description of parameters 
No. 3.5.5–6), then the suffix is inserted before the extension “.txt”. If auto_naming_ref=0 
and the file name specified by parameter “name_ref_DCS” or “name_ref_SF” includes the 
extension “.txt” (see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.5.9–12), then the suffix is inserted 
before the extension. Otherwise, the suffix is appended to the file name (after the extension, 
if it exists), and the extension “.txt” is added (consequently, the suffix should not include the 
extension “.txt”). If the suffix is the empty string, then the file name specified by parameter 
“name_ref_DCS” or “name_ref_SF” is not modified (the extension “.txt” is not added in this 
case). The default value of parameters “suffix_ref1” and “suffix_ref2” is the empty string. 

3.5.5–6. “auto_naming_ref1” and “auto_naming_ref2” (alias “auto_naming_ref” for both) are 
“switches” (0, 1 or 2) indicating if the names of the files (excluding the folder name 
specified by parameters No. 3.5.1–2) with the data of reference DCS No. 1 and No. 2, 
respectively, must be formed using the default naming rule. The default file name format is 

prefix_ref[1,2] prefix2 Z_T.TE XX_k.kkkE YY suffix_ref[1,2] .txt, 
where “Z” is the atomic number, “T.TE XX” is the kinetic energy of the incident electron 
(MeV) rounded to 2 significant digits in scientific notation, “k.kkkE YY” is the energy of 
the bremsstrahlung photon (MeV) rounded to 4 significant digits in scientific notation 
(“E XX” and “E YY” are the respective decimal exponents), and “prefix2” is a prefix, 
which is either formed automatically (when auto_naming_ref=1) or obtained by 
concatenating the string “DCS” or “ShapeFn” with the prefix specified by parameter 
“prefix2_ref1” or “prefix2_ref2” (when auto_naming_ref=2). In the case 
“auto_naming_ref[1,2]=1”, prefix2 consists of three components, which are concatenated 
with each other: 
 “DCS” or “ShapeFn” for the DCS and shape function data, respectively, 
 “_Born_”, “_SM_LO_” or “_SM_NLO_” indicating the approximation used (Born, 

leading-order Sommerfeld-Maue, or next-to-leading order Sommerfeld-Maue, 
respectively), 

 “screened_”, which is included only when screening of the nuclear charge by the electron 
cloud is taken into account. 
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If this parameter is 2, then “prefix2” is formed by concatenating the string “DCS” or 
“ShapeFn” with the string specified by parameter “prefix2_ref1” or “prefix2_ref2” 
(No. 3.5.7–8). If this parameter is 0, then the name of the reference DCS data file must be 
specified by parameters No. 3.5.9–10, and the name of the file with the reference shape 
function data must be specified by parameters No. 3.5.11–12. If this parameter is 1, then the 
default naming rule is used. In such a case, the second and third components of “prefix2” 
(see above) are determined from the values of parameters “appr_ref[1,2]” (No. 3.5.15–16) 
and “IV_ref[1,2]” (No. 3.5.17–18), respectively. The default value of parameters 
“auto_naming_ref[1,2]” is equal to 1, indicating the default naming rule. 

3.5.7–8. “prefix2_ref1” and “prefix2_ref2” (alias “prefix2_ref” for both) are the prefixes to be 
inserted after the string “DCS” or “ShapeFn” at the beginning of the names of the files with 
the data of reference DCS No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, when parameter 
“auto_naming_ref1” or “auto_naming_ref2” is equal to 2 (see the description of parameters 
No. 3.5.5–6). The default value of those two parameters is “_fitted_”. 

3.5.9–10. “name_ref_DCS1” and “name_ref_DCS2” (aliases “name_ref_DCS” for both) are the 
names of the files (including the extension, but excluding the folder name specified by 
parameters No. 3.5.1–2) with the data of reference DCS No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, 
which must be used when parameter “auto_naming_ref1” or “auto_naming_ref2” is 0. The 
default values of these two parameters are “ref1_DCS.txt” and “ref2_DCS.txt”, respectively. 

3.5.11–12. “name_ref_SF1” and “name_ref_SF2” (aliases “name_ref_SF” for both) are the names 
of the files (including the extension, but excluding the folder name specified by parameters 
No. 3.5.1–2) with the data of reference shape function No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, which 
must be used when parameter “auto_naming_ref1” or “auto_naming_ref2” is equal to 0. The 
default values of these two parameters are “ref1_SF.txt” and “ref2_SF.txt”, respectively. 

3.5.13–14. “col_ref1” and “col_ref2” (aliases “col_ref” for both) is the sequence number of the 
column with the values of reference function No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, in the 
corresponding data file. This number cannot be less than 2, because the first column is 
always assumed to contain the values of the photon emission angle . The default value of 
these two parameters is equal to 2. 

3.5.15–16. “appr_ref1” and “appr_ref2” (alias “appr_ref” for both) indicate the approximation 
that must be used in order to create the DCS and SF data files corresponding to reference 
function No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, if these files do not exist. In addition, these 
parameters are used when forming the default names of the reference DCS and SF data files 
(see the description of parameters No. 3.5.5–6). The allowed values of these parameters are 
the same as the allowed values of parameter “appr” when BREMS is used for calculating the 
angular dependence of the DCS according to one of the approximations described in 
Section 1.1.2 and Section 1.1.3 (this mode of operation of BREMS is described in Section 
7). I.e., three values are allowed: 
0 – Born approximation (calculated by integrating Eq. (1.1.28) with respect to 

2p  
numerically, or by evaluating the analytical expression (1.1.36) or (1.1.32)), 

-1 – leading-order Sommerfeld-Maue approximation (numerical integral of Eq. (1.1.40) 
with respect to 

2p , plus the screening correction according to Eq. (1.1.46)), 
-2 – Sommerfeld-Maue approximation with the next-to-leading order (NLO) correction 

(the NLO correction term is calculated by numerical integration of Eq. (1.1.44) with 
respect to 

2p ). 
The default values of parameters “appr_ref1” and “appr_ref2” are equal to 0 and 2, 
respectively. 

3.5.17–18. “IV_ref1” and “IV_ref2” (alias “IV_ref” for both) indicate presence or absence of the 
screening correction when calculating the approximate DCS and SF using the approximation 
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defined by parameter “appr_ref1” or “appr_ref2”, respectively. In addition, these parameters 
are used when forming the default names of the reference DCS and SF data files (see the 
description of parameters No. 3.5.5–6). Four values are allowed: 

1 – no screening (pure Coulomb potential), 
2 – screening function equal to a linear combination of exponentials (1.1.34a), 

A negative value of “IV_ref1” or “IV_ref2” indicates that the program must quit with an 
error message instead of attempting to re-create the missing DCS or SF data file. 
The default value of parameters “IV_ref1” and “IV_ref2” is equal to min(IV,2), where “IV” 
is the type of the interaction potential, indicated by the value of parameter No. 1.1.5. 
Note: The other parameters controlling the calculation of the mentioned approximate DCS 

are described in Section 7. 
3.5.19. “relErr_tol_ref” (alias “rel_err_tol”) is the relative tolerance when checking the angular 

dependence of a reference DCS loaded from a file for existence of extra inflection points or 
extrema. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.002. 

The next twenty parameters define the minimum values T1, T2 and k (in MeV), and the maximum 
values of Z  and Z  / 2 for using the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (here, Z is the atomic number, 
the variables  and  are defined as in (1.1.27), and the subscript “2” in “ 2” refers to the outgoing 
electron). “Using” a particular reference DCS means that it is used during the angular spline fitting 
of the PW DCS or of the max-fitted DCS as described in Section 1.7, or for the polynomial fitting 
of the ratio of the -corrected DCS and the reference function (see Section 1.5.4), or for comparison 
with the final fitted DCS at the end of the calculation. The mentioned five thresholds are defined 
separately for each of the two reference DCS, and for each of the two mentioned types of the 
angular spline fitting (the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS, and the angular spline fitting of the 

max-fitted DCS). If at least one of the mentioned five threshold values prevents reference DCS 
No. 1 or No. 2 from being used for the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS, then the value of 
“splineRef1” or “splineRef2” will be reset to zero automatically (see the description of parameters 
No. 3.7.22–24). Similarly, if at least one of the mentioned five threshold values prevents reference 
DCS No. 1 or No. 2 from being used for the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS, then the 
value of “splineRef_fitted1” or “splineRef_fitted2” will be reset to zero automatically (see the 
description of parameters No. 3.8.20–23). If the threshold values do not prevent a particular 
reference DCS from being used either for the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS or for the 
angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS, then that reference DCS will be also used for the 
comparison with the final fitted DCS at the end of the calculation, and for the polynomial fitting of 
the -corrected DCS as described in Section 1.5.4 (if the latter use of that reference DCS has been 
requested). The reference DCS is identified by the suffix “_1” or “_2” at the end of the parameter 
name used for specifying a particular threshold value. 
3.5.20–21. “T1_thr0_1” (aliases “T1_thr1”, “T1_thr0”, and “T1_thr”) and “T1_thr0_2” (aliases 

“T1_thr2”, “T1_thr0”, and “T1_thr”) are the threshold values of T1 such that the reference 
DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) will not be used for the angular spline fitting of the PW 
DCS if T1 is less than the corresponding threshold value. If the type of the corresponding 
screening potential (indicated by the absolute value of “IV_ref1” or “IV_ref2”, respectively) 
is equal to 1 (no screening), or if the type of the corresponding approximation (indicated by 
“appr_ref1” or “appr_ref2”, respectively) is equal to 0 (Born approximation), then the 
default value of the corresponding threshold is equal to 0, and otherwise it is equal to 5 10 5 
(the value of zero means that there are no constraints on the magnitude of T1). 

3.5.22–23. “T2_thr0_1” (aliases “T2_thr1”, “T2_thr0”, and “T2_thr”) and “T2_thr0_2” (aliases 
“T2_thr2”, “T2_thr0”, and “T2_thr”) are the threshold values of T2 such that the reference 
DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) will not be used for the angular spline fitting of the PW 
DCS if T2 is less than the corresponding threshold value. If the type of the corresponding 
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screening potential (indicated by the absolute value of “IV_ref1” or “IV_ref2”, respectively) 
is equal to 1 (no screening), or if the type of the corresponding approximation (indicated by 
“appr_ref1” or “appr_ref2”, respectively) is equal to 0 (Born approximation), then the 
default value of the corresponding threshold is equal to 0, and otherwise it is equal to 
2.5 10 6 (the value of zero means that there are no constraints on the magnitude of T2). 

3.5.24–25. “Ep_thr0_1” (aliases “Ep_thr1”, “Ep_thr0”, and “Ep_thr”) and “Ep_thr0_2” (aliases 
“Ep_thr2”, “Ep_thr0”, and “Ep_thr”) are the threshold values of the photon energy k such 
that the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) will not be used for the angular spline 
fitting of the PW DCS if k is less than the corresponding threshold value. If the type of the 
corresponding approximation (indicated by “appr_ref1” or “appr_ref2”, respectively) is 
equal to 0 (Born approximation), then the default value of the corresponding threshold is 
equal to 0, and otherwise it is equal to 10 10 (the value of zero means that there are no 
constraints on the magnitude of k). 

3.5.26–27. “Z_a_thr0_1” (aliases “Z_a_thr1”, “Z_a_thr0”, and “Z_a_thr”) and “Z_a_thr0_2” 
(aliases “Z_a_thr2”, “Z_a_thr0”, and “Z_a_thr”) are the threshold values of Z  such that the 
reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) can be used for the angular spline fitting of the 
PW DCS only if Z  is less than the corresponding threshold value. The default value of 
these two parameters is 1 (this is practically equivalent to absence of any constraints on Z , 
because Z  < 1 when Z  137). 

3.5.28–29. “Z_a_b_thr0_1” (aliases “Z_a_b_thr1”, “Z_a_b_thr0”, and “Z_a_b_thr”) and 
“Z_a_b_thr0_2” (aliases “Z_a_b_thr2”, “Z_a_b_thr0”, and “Z_a_b_thr”) are the threshold 
values of Z  / 2 such that the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) can be used for 
the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS only if Z  / 2 is less than the corresponding 
threshold value. The default value of these two parameters is 1010 (this is equivalent to 
absence of any constraints on Z  / 2, because the threshold value is extremely large). 

3.5.30–31. “T1_thr_fitted_1” (aliases “T1_thr1”, “T1_thr_fitted”, and “T1_thr”) and 
“T1_thr_fitted_2” (aliases “T1_thr2”, “T1_thr_fitted”, and “T1_thr”) are the threshold 
values of T1 such that the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) will not be used for 
the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS if T1 is less than the corresponding threshold 
value. If the type of the corresponding screening potential (indicated by the absolute value of 
“IV_ref1” or “IV_ref2”, respectively) is equal to 1 (no screening), or if the type of the 
corresponding approximation (indicated by “appr_ref1” or “appr_ref2”, respectively) is 
equal to 0 (Born approximation), then the default value of the corresponding threshold is 
equal to 0, and otherwise it is equal to 5 10 5 (the value of zero means that there are no 
constraints on the magnitude of T1). 

3.5.32–33. “T2_thr_fitted_1” (aliases “T2_thr1”, “T2_thr_fitted”, and “T2_thr”) and 
“T2_thr_fitted_2” (aliases “T2_thr2”, “T2_thr_fitted”, and “T2_thr”) are the threshold 
values of T2 such that the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) will not be used for 
the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS if T2 is less than the corresponding threshold 
value. If the type of the corresponding screening potential (indicated by the absolute value of 
“IV_ref1” or “IV_ref2”, respectively) is equal to 1 (no screening), or if the type of the 
corresponding approximation (indicated by “appr_ref1” or “appr_ref2”, respectively) is 
equal to 0 (Born approximation), then the default value of the corresponding threshold is 
equal to 0, and otherwise it is equal to 2.5 10 6  (the value of zero means that there are no 
constraints on the magnitude of T2). 

3.5.34–35. “Ep_thr_fitted_1” (aliases “Ep_thr1”, “Ep_thr_fitted”, and “Ep_thr”) and 
“Ep_thr_fitted_2” (aliases “Ep_thr2”, “Ep_thr_fitted”, and “Ep_thr”) are the threshold 
values of the photon energy k such that the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) will 
not be used for the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS if k is less than the 
corresponding threshold value. If the type of the corresponding approximation (indicated by 
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“appr_ref1” or “appr_ref2”, respectively) is equal to 0 (Born approximation), then the 
default value of the corresponding threshold is equal to 0, and otherwise it is equal to10 10  
(the value of zero means that there are no constraints on the magnitude of k). 

3.5.36–37. “Z_a_thr_fitted_1” (aliases “Z_a_thr1”, “Z_a_thr_fitted”, and “Z_a_thr”) and 
“Z_a_thr_fitted_2” (aliases “Z_a_thr2”, “Z_a_thr_fitted”, and “Z_a_thr”) are the threshold 
values of Z  such that the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 can be used for the angular spline 
fitting of the max-fitted DCS only if Z  is less than the corresponding threshold value. The 
default value of these two parameters is 1 (this is practically equivalent to absence of any 
constraints on Z , because Z  < 1 when Z  137). 

3.5.38–39. “Z_a_b_thr_fitted_1” (aliases “Z_a_b_thr1”, “Z_a_b_thr_fitted”, and “Z_a_b_thr”) 
and “Z_a_b_thr_fitted_2” (aliases “Z_a_b_thr2”, “Z_a_b_thr_fitted”, and “Z_a_b_thr”) are 
the threshold values of Z  / 2 such that the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 (respectively) can 
be used for the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS only if Z  / 2 is less than the 
corresponding threshold value. The default value of these two parameters is 1010 (this is 
equivalent to absence of constraints on Z  / 2, because the threshold value is very large). 

6.6. Parameters controlling the -correction of the partial-wave DCS 
 Parameters of this subgroup are used to define the conditions of the “ -correction” of the 
DCS (see Section 1.5.4), i.e., optimization of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b) and the replacement 
of the max-fitted DCS obtained by the nonlinear fitting described in Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 with 
the “ -corrected” DCS calculated according to Eq. (1.5.12b). 
3.6.1. “mode_mu” is used to specify the method of the -correction of the DCS (including the 

method of determining the optimal value of ) in each “shift”, if the angular interval 
start    end with an approximately constant scale factor  has been found: 

(a) if mode_mu=-1 and a fixed value of the final scale ratio  is available (either specified 
by the user or calculated by the program), then the max-fitted DCS is replaced with the -
corrected DCS defined by Eq. (1.5.12b) inside the angular range   start or   end, 
depending on whether the PW DCS is a decreasing or increasing function of max, 
respectively, but the angular polynomial fitting and extrapolation of the -corrected DCS is 
not performed. If a fixed value of the final scale ratio  is not available or cannot be 
determined, then the -correction is not performed in the current shift and in all subsequent 
shifts; 
(b) if mode_mu=0, then the only effect of constant  is the additional moving-average 
smoothing of the angular dependence of the normalized PW DCS inside the interval of 
constant  prior to the max-fitting (see the end of Section 1.5.4), i.e., the further -correction 
is not performed (which also implies that the program does not attempt to determine the 
scale factor ). Instead, the max-fitting by the stretched exponential or polynomial 
approximation is performed, using the values of the DCS obtained after the mentioned 
moving-average smoothing. Since this smoothing is always performed prior to the 
subsequent -correction if an angular range with approximately constant  exists, the option 
“mode_mu=0” corresponds to the least effect of constant  on processing of the DCS in 
comparison with non-zero values of parameter “mode_mu”; 
(c) if mode_mu=1, then the values of  for each shift are optimized by minimizing the 
deviation of the -corrected DCS from the fitting polynomial in the extrapolation range, 
whereas the degree of the fitting polynomial (fitDegree_mu) and the type of the “reference 
function” used for the mentioned fitting (fitRef_mu_opt) are the same for all shifts and 
determined at the start of stage 3 by minimizing the standard deviation of the -corrected 
DCS over different values of the endpoint of the fitting interval, defined in terms of its offset 
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from the first irregularity of the -corrected DCS (fitEndOffset_mu), or by minimizing the 
distortion of the -corrected DCS in the extrapolation interval (if only one value of 
fitEndOffset_mu is used); 
(d) if mode_mu=2, then fitDegree_mu and fitRef_mu_opt are determined at the start of 
stage 3 (as in the case mode_mu=1), but the values of  for each shift are determined as 
described at the end of Section 1.5.4, i.e., by stretched-exponential extrapolation of the scale 
ratio ( max) = (DCS( max, )  DCS(K', )) / (DCS(K, )  DCS(K', )), averaged over the 
angular interval where the absolute value of the relative correction of the PW DCS due to 
the max-fitting is between the values defined by parameters No. 3.6.2 (“maxCorr_mu”) and 
No. 3.6.3 (“thrCorr_mu”), if the maximum absolute deviation of the empirical values of  
from 1 (calculated using DCS( max  , ) instead of DCS( max, ) in the above expression 
of ) inside the mentioned angular interval is less than the value defined by parameter 
No. 3.6.4 (“maxDev_mu”). In this case, the polynomial fitting is performed only once for 
each degree of the fitting polynomial and each value of fitEndOffset_mu, in order to 
calculate the extrapolated -corrected DCS corresponding to the mentioned extrapolated 
value of . If no such angular interval exists, or if its width is less than the parameter 
No. 3.6.5 (“minWidth_mu”), or if the number if data points inside this interval is less than 
the value of parameter No. 3.6.6 (‘minPoints_mu”), then  is optimized as in the case 
mode_mu=1 (i.e., the case mode_mu=2 then becomes equivalent to the case mode_mu=1); 
(e) if mode_mu=3, then the values of  for each shift are determined as in the case 
mode_mu=2, whereas fitDegree_mu and fitRef_mu_opt are determined for each shift 
separately by minimizing the standard deviation over different values of fitEndOffset_mu, 
or the distortion of the -corrected DCS in the extrapolation interval (using the previously-
determined fixed value of ). 
Note:  The -correction is not applied in the current shift and in all subsequent shifts if the 

relative correction of the DCS due to the max-fitting is less than 0.001 inside the 
entire angular range where the -correction would be applied (i.e., at   start if the 
partial-wave DCS is a decreasing function of max, or at   end if the partial-wave 
DCS is an increasing function of max). 

The default value of parameter “mode_mu” is equal to 3. 
In order to minimize the standard deviation of the -corrected DCS over different values of 
the endpoint of the fitting interval (defined in terms of the variable fitEndOffset_mu, which 
is the offset of the mentioned endpoint from the first irregularity of the -corrected DCS), 
several equidistant values of fitEndOffset_mu are tested. The standard deviation that is 
being minimized includes an additional term, which reflects the quality of the fit inside the 
polynomial fitting interval (see Section 1.5.4, in the paragraph following Eq. (1.5.23)). The 
endpoints of the range of fitEndOffset_mu to be tested are defined by parameters 
No. 3.6.17–18 (“fitEndOffset_mu_min” and “fitEndOffset_mu_max”), and the number of 
values of fitEndOffset_mu is specified using parameter No. 3.6.19 (“n_fitEndOffset_mu”). 
The mentioned optimization of the degree of the fitting polynomial (fitDegree_mu) is 
performed by testing several values – from the minimum degree defined by parameter 
No. 3.6.29 (“fitDegree_mu_min2”) to the maximum degree defined by parameter No. 3.6.30 
(“fitDegree_mu_max2”) – and selecting the one that corresponds to the least sensitivity of 
the values of the fitting polynomial in the fitting and extrapolation intervals to the choice of 
the value of fitEndOffset_mu. The number “2” at the end of the names of the latter two 
parameters indicates that they must be used only when the PW DCS is a decreasing function 
of max. Otherwise, parameters No. 3.6.27–28 (“fitDegree_mu_min1” and 
“fitDegree_mu_max1”) are used. However, they are not allowed to be different from each 
other (unlike parameters “fitDegree_mu_min2” and “fitDegree_mu_max2”). I.e., when the 
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PW DCS is an increasing function of max, only one value of fitDegree_mu is allowed (it 
may be specified using the alias “fitDegree_mu1”). 

3.6.2. “maxCorr_mu” (alias “max_corr_mu”) is the maximum relative correction of the PW DCS 
due to the max-fitting, to be used for determining the optimal value of the scale factor  for 
individual “shifts” in the case mode_mu=2 or mode_mu=3 (see the description of parameter 
No. 3.6.1 “mode_mu”). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.3. 

3.6.3. “thrCorr_mu” is the minimum (“threshold”) relative correction of the PW DCS due to the 
max-fitting, to be used for determining the optimal value of the scale factor  for individual 

“shifts” in the case mode_mu=2 or mode_mu=3 (see the description of parameter No. 3.6.1 
“mode_mu”). In order to include a given value of  into the set of values used for averaging 
the scale ratio ( max) = (DCS( max, )  DCS(K', )) / (DCS(K, )  DCS(K', )), the 
absolute value of the relative correction at that value of  must be strictly greater than 
thrCorr_mu. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. This means that the angles 
where the max-fitting was not performed (and the relative correction is consequently zero) 
will never be used for the angular averaging of the scale ratio ( max). 

3.6.4. “maxDev_mu” is the maximum absolute deviation of the scale ratios calculated using the 
max-fitted DCS (i.e.,  = (DCS( max , )  DCS(K', )) / (DCS(K, )  DCS(K', ))) 

from 1 (calculated inside the angular interval where the absolute value of the relative 
correction of the DCS due to the max-fitting is between the values specified using 
parameters No. 3.6.2 “maxCorr_mu” and No. 3.6.3 “thrCorr_mu”), to be used for 
determining the optimal value of the scale factor  for individual “shifts” in the case 
mode_mu=2 or mode_mu=3 (see the description of parameter No. 3.6.1 “mode_mu”). The 
default value of this parameter is equal to 0.02. 

3.6.5–6. “minWidth_mu” (alias “min_width_mu”) and “minPoints_mu” are the minimum width 
(in degrees) of the angular interval where the absolute value of the relative correction of the 
DCS due to the max-fitting is between the values specified using parameters No. 3.6.2 
“maxCorr_mu” and No. 3.6.3 “thrCorr_mu”, and the minimum number of data points in this 
interval, respectively. The default values of these two parameters are 20 and 30, 
respectively. 

3.6.7. “kmax_ratio_mu” is the ratio of the starting and ending values of the interval of max (i.e., 
K' / K) where the scale factor  = (DCS( max, )  DCS(K', )) / (DCS(K, )  DCS(K', )) 
(see Eq. (1.5.12a)) must be initially calculated for the purpose of locating the angular range 
where  is approximately constant. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.5. 

3.6.8–9. “start_angle_mu” and “end_angle_mu” are the starting and ending angles of the angular 
interval where the value of the scaling factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b) must be calculated (in 
degrees). If start_angle_mu < 0 or start_angle_mu  180, then the starting angle will be 
determined using parameters thr_range_mu[1,2] (No. 3.6.12–13) and tol_mu[1,2] 
(No. 3.6.14–15). Similarly, if end_angle_mu  0 or end_angle_mu > 180, then the ending 
angle will be determined using parameters thr_range_mu[1,2] and tol_mu[1,2]. The default 
value of parameters “start_angle_mu” and “end_angle_mu” is equal to -1 (i.e., both 
endpoints of the mentioned angular interval are defined using parameters thr_range_mu[1,2] 
and tol_mu[1,2] by default). 

3.6.10–11. “tol_range_ratio_mu1” and “tol_range_ratio_mu2” (alias “tol_range_ratio_mu” for 
both) are used to specify the maximum allowed “gap” between the angle 0  (if the PW DCS 
is an increasing function of max) or 180  (if the PW DCS is a decreasing function of max) 
and the nearest endpoint of the mentioned angular range where the scale factor  in 
Eq. (1.5.12b) must be calculated (in the current description, those endpoints will be denoted 
“start_angle_mu” or “start_angle_mu”, respectively, including the case when their values 
are determined using parameters thr_range_mu[1,2] and tol_mu[1,2]). The mentioned “gap” 
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should not be too large, because this would reduce the accuracy of the angular extrapolation. 
Parameter “tol_range_ratio_mu1” is used to specify the maximum allowed value of the ratio 
start_angle_mu / (end_angle_mu  start_angle_mu) if thePW DCS is an increasing function 
of max. Parameter “tol_range_ratio_mu2” is used to specify the maximum allowed value of 
the ratio (180  end_angle_mu) / (end_angle_mu  start_angle_mu) if the PW DCS is a 
decreasing function of max. If this maximum is not exceeded, then the “  correction”, i.e., 
replacement of the max-fitted DCS by the -corrected DCS defined by Eq. (1.5.12b), inside 
the angular interval [0 , end_angle_mu] or [start_angle_mu, 180 ], respectively, can be 
applied. In addition, parameter “tol_range_ratio_mu1” “doubles up” as the maximum 
allowed value of the ratio fitStartOffset_mu / (end_angle_mu  start_angle_mu) if the PW 
DCS is an increasing function of max, and tol_range_ratio_mu2 “doubles up” as the 
maximum allowed value of fitEndOffset_mu_max / (end_angle_mu  start_angle_mu) if the 
PW DCS is a decreasing function of max. If the original value of the ratio of 
fitStartOffset_mu (parameter No. 3.6.21) or fitEndOffset_mu_max (parameter No. 3.6.18) to 
end_angle_mu  start_angle_mu is greater than tol_range_ratio_mu1 or 
tol_range_ratio_mu2, respectively, then fitStartOffset_mu or fitEndOffset_mu_min and 
fitEndOffset_mu_max will be reduced, so that the value of the mentioned ratio becomes 
equal to tol_range_ratio_mu1 or tol_range_ratio2, respectively. The default value of 
parameters “tol_range_ratio_mu1” and “tol_range_ratio_mu2” is equal to 0.3. 

3.6.12–13. “thr_range_mu1” and “thr_range_mu2” (alias “thr_range_mu” for both) are used to 
specify the minimum width of the angular range where the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) is 
approximately independent of the angle  when the DCS is an increasing or decreasing 
function of max, respectively (in degrees). The test for a constant value of  is performed 
only when fit_SF_DCS = 2 or 3 (see the description of parameter No. 3.2.11 
“fit_SF_DCS”). If |fit_SF_DCS|=3 and the width of the mentioned interval is not less than 
thr_range_mu1 and the DCS increases with max, then the first angle greater than the right 
endpoint of the mentioned interval is treated as the point where the switch from fitting the 
DCS to fitting the SF must occur (see also the description of parameters 
No. 3.2.11 “fit_SF_DCS” and No. 3.6.14–15 “tol_mu[1,2]”). If thr_range_mu[1,2] > 180, 
then fit_SF_DCS is reset to 2, and the mentioned test is not performed. The default values of 
parameters “thr_range_mu1” and “thr_range_mu2” are equal to 181 and 120, respectively. 

3.6.14–15. “tol_mu1” and “tol_mu2” (alias “tol_mu” for both) are used to specify the maximum 
allowed range of variation of the normalized differential of DCS over all angles belonging to 
the angular interval where the test for stability of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) is 
performed (the normalized differential of DCS( max) is defined at the end of Section 1.5.4). 
Parameter “tol_mu1” is used when the DCS is an increasing function of max, and parameter 
“tol_mu2” is used when the DCS is a decreasing function of max. If at least one of the 
endpoints of the mentioned angular interval is not specified explicitly (using parameters 
No. 3.6.8–9 “start_angle_mu” and “end_angle_mu”), then this interval is defined as the 
widest interval among all angular intervals where the mentioned range of variation is less 
than tol_mu, excluding the intervals whose width is less than the value of parameter 
“thr_range_mu1” (No. 3.6.12) or “thr_range_mu2” (No. 3.6.13), respectively. The default 
value of parameters “tol_mu1” and “tol_mu2” is equal to 0.1. 

3.6.16. “fitStart_mu” is the starting angle of the angular range for fitting of the -corrected DCS by 
a polynomial of cos  when the partial-wave DCS is a decreasing function of max. The 
default value of this parameter is equal to 90. 

3.6.17–19. “fitEndOffset_mu_min”, “fitEndOffset_mu_max” (alias “fitEndOffset_mu” for both), 
and “n_fitEndOffset_mu” are the minimum and maximum values of the offset that must be 
subtracted from the angle corresponding to the first irregularity in the angular dependence of 
the -corrected DCS in order to obtain the endpoint of the angular range ( '') for polynomial 
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fitting of the -corrected DCS as a function of cos  when the partial-wave DCS is a 
decreasing function of max, and the number of equidistant values of this offset to be tested 
(see also the description of parameter No. 3.6.1 “mode_mu”). If no irregularity is found, or 
if the resulting maximum '' (corresponding to the minimum offset) is greater than the 
endpoint end of the range of constant  (or greater  than “end_angle_mu”), then the 
maximum '' is set equal to end (and all smaller values of '' are increased by the same 
amount, so that the intervals between the adjacent values if '' do not change). Otherwise, 
the maximum '' can still be increased (although by a smaller amount), depending on 
parameter No. 3.6.20 (“tol_corr_mu”). The default values of these three parameters are 
equal to 20, 30, and 11, respectively. 

3.6.20. “tol_corr_mu” is the tolerance of the relative change of the DCS due to the replacement of 
the PW DCS by the -corrected DCS (1.5.12b). This parameter is used to increase the 
maximum endpoint of the angular range ( '') for fitting of the -corrected DCS by a 
polynomial of cos  when the partial-wave DCS is a decreasing function of max and an 
irregularity is found in the angular dependence of the -corrected DCS (see also the 
description of parameter No. 3.6.17 “fitEndOffset_mu_min”). The mentioned increase 
occurs after locating the angular range where the values of the mentioned relative change are 
less than tol_corr_mu. If the endpoint of the latter angular range ( tol) is greater than the 
angle corresponding to the mentioned irregularity ( irreg), then the maximum '' is set equal 
to min( tol, end), where end is the endpoint of the range of constant  (or the value of 
parameter “end_angle_mu”). If tol is less than irreg, but greater than 

irreg  (fitEndOffset_mu_min / 2), then the maximum '' is set equal to the value that is 
symmetric to the angle of the irregularity relative to tol, unless the value obtained in this 
way is greater than end. I.e., in this case the maximum '' is equal to min(2 tol irreg, end). 
In any case, all smaller values of '' are increased by the same amount, so that the intervals 
between the adjacent values of '' do not change. The default value of this parameter is equal 
to 0.5. 

3.6.21. “fitStartOffset_mu” is the offset that must be added to the angle corresponding to the start 
of the range where the scale factor  is approximately constant (or to “start_angle_mu”) in 
order to obtain the starting point of the angular range for polynomial fitting of the -
corrected DCS as a function of cos  when the partial-wave DCS is an increasing function of 

max. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 
3.6.22. “fitEnd_mu” is the endpoint of the angular range for fitting of the -corrected DCS by a 

polynomial of cos  when the partial-wave DCS is an increasing function of max. The 
default value of this parameter is equal to 80. 

3.6.23–24. “fitRef_mu1” and “fitRef_mu2” (alias “fitRef_mu” for both) is the integer number 
from -2 to 4 indicating the set of reference functions that must be used as the divisor of the 

-corrected DCS in order to obtain the dependent variable of the polynomial fitting (see 
Eq. (1.5.22) in Section 1.5.4) when the partial-wave DCS is an increasing function of max or 
a decreasing function of max, respectively. If this parameter is equal to 0, 1, or 2, then only 
one reference function, whose sequence number is equal to the indicated value, will be tried 
(the value of 0 corresponds to absence of the mentioned divisor, i.e., the reference function 
equal to 1). In other cases, the optimal reference function is chosen on the basis of the 
balance between the quality of the polynomial fit inside the angular fitting interval and the 
stability of the polynomial extrapolation (outside the fitting interval) with respect to the 
different values of the endpoint of the fitting interval (see also Section 1.5.4, the paragraph 
after Eq. (1.5.23)). The values -2, -1, 3, 4 correspond to the following combinations of 
reference functions: 
-2 – No. 0 and No. 2, 
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-1 – No. 0 and No. 1, 
3 – No. 1 and No. 2, 
4 – No. 0, No. 1, and No. 2. 
The default value of parameters “fitRef_mu1” and “fitRef_mu2” is equal to -1. 
Note: If the set of reference functions includes reference function No. 0 and if it is not the 

only reference function, then it will most likely be removed automatically from the 
set of reference functions before the -fitting. This happens when the overall relative 
correction of the PW DCS due to the max-fitting is categorized as “large”, i.e., when 
an angular interval satisfying the constraints defined by parameters No. 3.6.43–44 
(“maxCorr_mu2” and “minWidth_mu2”) does not exist. 

3.6.25–26. “fitLog_mu1” and “fitLog_mu2” (alias “fitLog_mu” for both) is the integer number 0, 
1, or 2, indicating if the polynomial fitting must be applied to the logarithm of the ratio of 
the -corrected DCS and the reference function (instead of the actual ratio DCS  / DCSref as 
in the case of Eq. (1.5.22)) when the partial-wave DCS is an increasing function of max or a 
decreasing function of max, respectively. If this parameter is equal to 0, then the logarithm 
will not be used. If this parameter is equal to 1, then only the logarithm will be used. If this 
parameter is equal to 2, then both approaches will be tried, and the optimal method will be 
selected using the same criteria that are used for choosing the optimal degree of the fitting 
polynomial and the optimal reference function (see Section 1.5.4). The default value of 
parameters “fitLog_mu1” and “fitLog_mu2” is equal to 0 (i.e., the logarithm is not used by 
default). 

3.6.27–28. “fitDegree_mu_min1” and “fitDegree_mu_max1” (aliases “fitDegree_mu1” and 
“fitDegree_mu” for both) are the minimum and maximum values of the degree of the 
polynomial used for fitting the -corrected DCS (see Section 1.5.4) when the partial-wave 
DCS is an increasing function of max. If either fitDegree_mu_min1 or fitDegree_mu_max1 
is specified with the minus sign, then cubic spline fitting will be applied instead of the 
polynomial fitting, and the absolute values of these two parameters will be interpreted as the 
minimum and maximum number of inter-knot intervals (this number is one less than the 
number of “knots”, i.e., breakpoints of the piecewise cubic spline function). The knots are 
equidistant. The absolute value of these two parameters must be equal to each other (see also 
the description of parameter No. 3.6.1 “mode_mu”). The arguments of the fitting 
polynomial and the cubic spline are equal to sin2 (  / 2) and cos , respectively. The default 
value of parameters “fitDegree_mu_min1” and “fitDegree_mu_max1” is equal to 3. 

3.6.29–30. “fitDegree_mu_min2” and “fitDegree_mu_max2” (aliases “fitDegree_mu2” and 
“fitDegree_mu” for both) are the minimum and maximum values of the degree of the 
polynomial used for fitting the -corrected DCS (see Section 1.5.4) when the partial-wave 
DCS is a decreasing function of max (see also the description of parameter No. 3.6.1 
“mode_mu”). If either fitDegree_mu_min2 or fitDegree_mu_max2 is specified with the 
minus sign, then cubic spline fitting will be applied instead of the polynomial fitting, and the 
absolute values of these two parameters will be interpreted as the minimum and maximum 
number of inter-knot intervals (this number is one less than the number of “knots”, i.e., 
breakpoints of the piecewise cubic spline function). The knots are equidistant. The 
arguments of the fitting polynomial and the cubic spline are equal to sin2 (  / 2) and cos , 
respectively. The default values of parameters “fitDegree_mu_min2” and 
“fitDegree_mu_max2” are equal to 1 and 20, respectively. 
Note:  In the files “mu_range.txt” and “mu.txt”, the spline fitting is indicated by a negative 

number in column “fitDegree_mu” (in such a case, the mentioned number is opposite 
to the number of inter-knot intervals). 
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3.6.31–32. “polyn_mode_mu1” and “polyn_mode_mu2” (alias “polyn_mode_mu” for both) 
indicates the point of joining the unfitted -corrected DCS with its polynomial 
approximation when constructing the final DCS when the partial-wave DCS is an increasing 
function of max or a decreasing function of max, respectively. Four values are allowed: 
1 – it is the ending (starting) point of the polynomial fitting interval if the PW DCS 

decreases (increases) with max, 
2 – it is the starting (ending) point of the polynomial fitting interval if the PW DCS 

decreases (increases) with max, 
0 or 3 – the polynomial fit is not used for constructing the final DCS (it is used only for 

optimization of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b)). 
In the case 1 or 2, the polynomial fit will be used for constructing the final DCS (i.e., it will 
replace the original max-fitted DCS obtained from the nonlinear fit by the function (1.5.1) or 
(1.5.10)) at all angles greater than the indicated point if the PW DCS decreases with max, 
and at all smaller angles otherwise. The default value of parameters “polyn_mode_mu1” and 
“polyn_mode_mu2” is equal to 2. 

3.6.33. “compRef_mu” is the sequence number (1 or 2) of the reference function that must be used 
for comparison with the -corrected PW DCS at the start of stage 3. The results of this 
comparison are written to the two or three files belonging to the fifth group of files defined 
in Section 6.16, if output_mu = 1 or output_mu = 2 (see the description of parameter 
No. 3.10.5). The default value of parameter “compRef_mu” is equal to 1 (reference function 
No. 1 is by default calculated using the Born approximation). 

3.6.34. “mu” is a fixed non-zero value of the scale factor  in (1.5.12b) to be used in conjunction 
with the option “output_mu=-1” (see the description of parameter No. 3.10.5). This 
parameter can be non-zero only when output_mu=-1. If mu = 0, then the value of the scale 
factor  will be optimized iteratively (this is always the case when output_mu  0, and is 
also allowed when output_mu = 0). The default value of parameter “mu” is equal to 0. 

3.6.35. “MA_period_theta_mu” is the moving average (MA) period used for the additional 
angular MA smoothing of the PW DCS inside the angular interval of constant scale factor  
(see end of Section 1.5.4). If this parameter is zero (the default value), then its value will be 
determined from the absolute value of “theta_mu” (No. 3.6.36). In such a case, 
MA_period_theta_mu will be set equal to the number of points from 180   |theta_mu| to 
|theta_mu|). Depending on whether the PW DCS is a decreasing or increasing function of 

max inside the angular range of constant , the mentioned moving average is either 
“trailing” (i.e., calculated using the current point and previous MA_period_theta_mu  1 
points), or “leading” (i.e., calculated using the current point and next 
MA_period_theta_mu  1 points). 

3.6.36. “theta_mu” is the value of the angle  where the fixed value of the scale factor  must be 
calculated using the corresponding value of the max-fitted DCS when the other methods of 
determining a fixed value of  fail. This approach relies on the fact that the values of the PW 
DCS used for the max-fitting are preprocessed by normalizing and averaging over a large 
number of consecutive values of  (this number is specified by parameter No. 3.6.35 
“MA_period_theta_mu”). Consequently, it is reasonable to expect that the random errors in 
those values of PW DCS are sufficiently small to ensure a high accuracy of the max-fitted 
DCS, especially if all the values of  used for the mentioned averaging can be grouped in 
pairs of values symmetric with respect to 90 . |theta_mu| cannot be less than 90. If 
theta_mu > 0, then this approach will be applied if the other methods of determining a fixed 
value of  fail. If the PW DCS increases with max, then the fixed value of  will be 
determined at the angle that is symmetrical to the specified value of theta_mu with respect to 
90 , i.e., at 180   theta_mu. For example, if theta_mu is 110 and the PW DCS increases 
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with max, then the fixed value of  will be determined for the angle of 70 . If theta_mu < 0, 
then this method of determining a fixed value of  will not be applied (however, |theta_mu| 
may still be used for determining MA_period_theta_mu, as explained in the description of 
parameter No. 3.6.35). Parameter theta_mu cannot be less than 90. Its default value is equal 
to -110. 

3.6.37–42. “polyn_thr_mu1”, “polyn_thr_mu2”, “maxDeg_mu1”, “maxDeg_mu2”, 
“minDeg_mu1”, and “minDeg_mu2” are counterparts of the six parameters 
“polyn_thr_DCS1” (No. 3.11.2), “polyn_thr_DCS2” (No. 3.11.3), “maxDeg_DCS1” 
(No. 3.11.5), “maxDeg_DCS2” (No. 3.11.6), “minDeg_DCS1” (No. 3.11.8), and 
“minDeg_DCS2” (No. 3.11.9), respectively, to be used inside the interval of constant . The 
aliases of the six parameters whose names end with “_mu 1,2 ” can be obtained from the 
aliases of their counterparts whose names end with “_DCS 1,2 ” by removing the aliases 
whose names do not include the string “_DCS” and by replacing “DCS” with “mu”. The 
default values of these six parameters are the same as of the corresponding parameters 
whose names end with “_DCS 1,2 ”. 

3.6.43–44. “maxCorr_mu2” (alias “max_corr_mu”) and “minWidth_mu2” (alias 
“min_width_mu”) are the maximum relative correction of the PW DCS due to the max-
fitting and the minimum width of the corresponding angular interval, respectively, to be 
used for applying an alternative definition of the objective function (OF), which is 
minimized during the -fitting. The mentioned alternative OF is defined using parameters 
OF_type_mu (No. 3.6.45) and DCS_fit_mu (No. 3.6.46), and it is applied after finding a 
sufficiently wide angular range where the absolute value of the mentioned relative correction 
is less than maxCorr_mu2. The minimum allowed width of the mentioned interval is defined 
using parameter minPoints_mu. The default values of these two parameters are 0.02 and 
140, respectively. 

3.6.45. “OF_type_mu” is an integer number equal to 1, 2, or 3, indicating one of the three 
alternative definitions of the objective function (OF), which is minimized during the -
fitting. The method of -fitting described in Section 1.5.4 is based on minimization of the  
absolute value of the left-hand side of Eq. (1.5.24a) or Eq. (1.5.24b), using the simplex 
method. The corresponding OF is defined as the left-hand side of Eq. (1.5.24a,b) squared. 
This OF is the main one, and it corresponds to OF_type_mu = 1. This definition of the OF is 
always applied for individual “shifts” when an angular range satisfying the constraints 
defined by parameters No. 3.6.43–44 (“maxCorr_mu2” and “minWidth_mu”) does not exist. 
I.e., parameter “OF_type_mu” is then ignored (as well as parameter “DCS_fit_mu”). The 
OF indicated by this parameter will be used only when the mentioned angular range is 
found, or for the initial -fitting at the start of stage 3 (before the max-fitting). 
“OF_type_mu=2” indicates the sum of squared relative deviations of DCSext  DCS(K'') 
from DCS   DCS(K''), i.e., the OF is in this case equal to 

2
ext((DCS DCS( )) /(DCS DCS( )) 1)K K . The summation is performed inside the 

same interval that would be used for the calculation of the angular integral if the main OF 
was used, i.e., at '    180  if the PW DCS is a decreasing function of max (see 
Eq. (1.5.24a)) or at 0     '' if the PW DCS is an increasing function of max (see 
Eq. (1.5.24b)). In the case “OF_type_mu=3”, each term of this sum is additionally 
multiplied by sin2 . The default value of parameter “OF_type_mu” is equal to 2. 
Note: Parameter “OF_type_mu” has been added after noticing that the main OF is not the 

optimal one in the case of relatively small overall corrections of the PW DCS due to 
the max-fitting. The mentioned two parameters No. 3.6.43–44 (“maxCorr_mu2” and 
“minWidth_mu2”) are used to categorize the overall correction as “small” or “large”: 
if an angular interval satisfying the constraints defined by parameters No. 3.6.43–44 
is found, then the overall correction is categorized as sufficienly small to use an 
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alternative OF. However, in the case of the default values of parameters 
“maxCorr_mu2” and “minWidth_mu2”, the overall correction is then usually 
sufficiently small for applicability of the simpler method of large-angle polynomial 
extrapolation (see Section 1.7.3), eliminating the need for the -fitting. As a result, 
the modifications of the -fitting procedure defined by parameters “OF_type_mu” 
and “DCS_fit_mu” are unlikely to be applied in practice if the default values of 
parameters “maxCorr_mu2” and “minWidth_mu2” are used. 

3.6.46. “DCS_fit_mu” is an integer number equal to 0, 1, or 2, which indicates if the relative 
deviations of the -corrected DCS from the max-fitted DCS must be taken into account 
during optimization of the parameters of the -corrected DCS (i.e., the scale factor , the 
choice of the reference function, and the degree of the fitting polynomial) for individual 
“shifts” when mode_mu  2 and the alternative definition of the OF defined by parameter 
“OF_type_mu” is applied (see also the description of parameter No. 3.6.45). If the 
alternative definition of the OF is not applied (i.e., when an angular interval satisfying the 
constraints defined by parameters No. 3.6.43–44 does not exist), then the mentioned relative 
deviations and the value of “DCS_fit_mu” are always ignored. Thus, parameter DCS_fit_mu 
acts only as a modifier of the alternative OF. In the case “DCS_fit_mu=0”, the mentioned 
relative deviations are ignored. In the case “DCS_fit_mu=1”, the mentioned relative 
deviations are included in the final standard deviation after the simplex optimization of the 
scale factor , but they are not used in the actual definition of the OF that is minimized 
during this simplex fitting. In the case “DCS_fit_mu=2”, the mentioned relative deviations 
are used both when calculating the final standard deviation after the simplex fitting and in 
the definition of the OF for the simplex fitting. “DCS_fit_mu=2” is allowed only with 
“OF_type_mu=2” or “OF_type_mu=3”.  In the case “DCS_fit_mu=2”, a sum of squared 
relative deviations of the -corrected DCS from the max-fitted DCS is added to the OF. 
Inside the angular interval of the polynomial fitting (see Eq. (1.5.22)), this sum is defined as 

2
ext fitted((DCS DCS( )) /(DCS DCS( )) 1)K K  (or the same sum with each term 

multiplied by 2sin  in the case “OF_type_mu=3”).  Outside the interval of the polynomial 
fitting, the additional sum is defined as  2

fitted((DCS DCS( )) /(DCS DCS( )) 1)K K  

(or the same sum with each term multiplied by 2sin  in the case “OF_type_mu=3”). Thus, 
the two values that are compared with each other when calculating each term of this sum are 
additionally reduced by the value of the PW DCS corresponding to the endpoint of the 
current max-fitting interval (DCS(K'')). The summation in this sum is performed using only 
the data points that belong to the angular interval satisfying the constraints defined by the 
four parameters No. 3.6.2 (“maxCorr_mu”), No. 3.6.3 (“thrCorr_mu”), No. 3.6.5 
(“minWidth_mu”), and No. 3.6.6 (“minPoints_mu”). In no such angular interval exists, then 
the mentioned additional sum of squared relative deviations will not be added to the OF for 
the simplex optimization of , and those standard deviations will be also ignored when 
calculating the final standard deviation (after the simplex fitting), regardless of the value of 
DCS_fit_mu. The default value of parameter “DCS_fit_mu” is equal to 2. 

3.6.47. “mu_ref_max” controls the conditions when an alternative method of choosing the optimal 
reference function DCSref( ) in the definition of the fitting polynomial (Eq. (1.5.22)) must be 
applied. This method is based on comparison of the -fitting results obtained using each of 
the requested reference functions with the results corresponding to the reference function 
optimized for a fixed “reference” value of the scale factor . The latter reference value of  
is calculated before the -correction using the values of the max-fitted DCS inside the 
angular interval satisfying the constraints defined by the four parameters No. 3.6.2 
(“maxCorr_mu”), No. 3.6.3 (“thrCorr_mu”), No. 3.6.5 (“minWidth_mu”), and No. 3.6.6 
(“minPoints_mu”). If no such angular interval is found, then the mentioned alternative 
method will not be applied regardless of the value of “mu_ref_max”. Since this alternative 
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method has not been found to be superior to the default one, it is recommended to leave 
parameter “mu_ref_max” equal to its default value ( 1), which ensures that only the original 
method (without usage of the reference value of ) will be applied. For the same reason, the 
exact meaning of this parameter and the method of the mentioned comparison will not be 
described here. 

3.6.48. “verbosity_mu” is a “switch” (0 or 1) controlling output of messages about -fitting errors 
at the start of stage 3, when the initial analysis of the scaling properties of the angular 
dependence of the partial-wave DCS is performed. If verbosity_mu=0, then only the 
messages corresponding to the first (smallest) degree of the -fitting polynomial will be 
output. If verbosity_mu=1, then the error messages corresponding to all fitting degrees will 
be output (see also description of parameter No. 3.6.1 “mode_mu”). The default value of 
this parameter is equal to 0. 

6.7. Parameters controlling the angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the partial-wave DCS 
3.7.1. “kmax_spline” indicates the value of max to be used for the spline fitting of the angular 

dependence of the partial-wave DCS. The default value of this parameter is equal to -1, 
which indicates that the mentioned value of max must be set equal to the maximum max 
used in stage 3 (see also the description of parameter No. 3.2.1 “kmax_fit” in Section 6.2). 

3.7.2–4. “spline_theta_min1”, “spline_theta_min2” (aliases “spline_theta_min”, “spl_theta_min” 
for both) and “n_spline_theta_min” define the set of equidistant angles to be used as the 
starting point ( min) of the angular spline-fitting interval when fitting the partial-wave (PW) 
DCS (see also Section 1.7.1). “spline_theta_min1” and “spline_theta_min2” are the first and 
last angles of the set, respectively, and “n_spline_theta_min” is the number of equidistant 
angles in the set. The angles must be specified in degrees. If 
spline_theta_min1 = spline_theta_min2, then n_spline_theta_min is reset to 1. If 
n_spline_theta_min=1, then spline_theta_min2 is reset to spline_theta_min1. The default 
values of these three parameters are the following: spline_theta_min1=10, 
spline_theta_min2=10, n_spline_theta_min=1. 

3.7.5–7. “spline_theta_max1”, “spline_theta_max2” (alias “spline_theta_max”, “spl_theta_max” 
for both) and “n_spline_theta_max” define the set of equidistant angles to be used as the 
ending point ( max) of the angular spline-fitting interval (see also Section 1.7.1). 
“spline_theta_max1” and “spline_theta_max2” are the first and last angles of the set, 
respectively, and “n_spline_theta_max” is the number of equidistant angles in the set. The 
angles must be specified in degrees. If spline_theta_max1 = spline_theta_max2, then 
n_spline_theta_max is reset to 1. If n_spline_theta_max=1, then spline_theta_max2 is reset 
to spline_theta_max1. The default values of these three parameters are the following: 
spline_theta_max1=170, spline_theta_max2=180, n_spline_theta_max=6. 

3.7.8. “spline_theta_max_thr” defines the start of the angular range where the PW DCS is 
checked for existence of an extra maximum (i.e., a large-angle distortion, such as illustrated 
in Fig. 8b in Section 1.7.1). If “spline_theta_max_thr” is specified with the minus sign and a 
large-angle distortion is found, then the values of “spline_theta_max1” and 
“spline_theta_max2” will be adjusted automatically. The adjusted value of 
spline_theta_max2 is determined as described in Section 1.7.1 (condition “(a)”), i.e., it 
corresponds to the last point in the “undistorted” part of the DCS, defined as the last point 
satisfying the condition DCS( ) > DCS(180 ), where the DCS corresponds to the maximum 
value of max (assuming that the distortion occurs after the angle |spline_theta_max_thr|). In 
such a case, the value of spline_theta_max1 is modified, too, so that the difference 
spline_theta_max2  spline_theta_max1 stays the same (the value of n_spline_theta_max is 
unchanged). The default value of “spline_theta_max_thr” is equal to 80. 
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3.7.9. “relRange_thr” controls an additional increase of max in the case spline_theta_max_thr<0 
after finding a large-angle distortion in the angular dependence of the DCS, as described in 
Section 1.7.1 (condition “(b)”). If the relative variation of the DCS over the last Nfit values 
of max (i.e., K  Nfit  1  max  K, where Nfit is calculated according to (1.5.11a) or is 
specified using parameter “Nfit_DCS”) at the value of max determined as described 
previously (according to condition “(a)” in Section 1.7.1) is less than relRange_thr, then the 
program will attempt to increase max. The cycle of incrementing max will end after finding 
the point where the mentioned relative variation is greater than relRange_thr, or after 
reaching the point where the DCS corresponding to max = K starts to increase as a function 
of  (whichever happens first). The default value of parameter “relRange_thr” is 0.1. 

3.7.10. “splineExt” defines the additional conditions for performing the angular extrapolation (both 
large-angle and small-angle), which may override the values of min and max defined by 
parameters No. 3.7.2–9. The allowed values of this parameter are 0, 1, 2: 
splineExt=0: the angular extrapolation will not be performed ( min = 0 , max = 180 ), 
splineExt<0: the angular extrapolation will always be performed, 
splineExt>0: the angular extrapolation (both large-angle and small-angle) will be 

performed only after finding a large-angle distortion of the DCS, 
splineExt= 2: the data corresponding to  < min will not be modified (i.e., they will not be 

replaced by the angular dependence extrapolated to small angles). 
The default value of parameter “splineExt” is 0 (i.e., the angular extrapolation of the PW 
DCS is not performed by default). 

3.7.11–13. “splineIntRatio_min1” (aliases “splineIntRatio_min”, “splineIntRatio1”,  
“spl_int_ratio_min1”, “splineIntRatio1_thr_min”, and “spl_int_ratio1_thr_min”), 
“splineIntRatio_max1” (aliases “splineIntRatio_max”, “splineIntRatio1”, and 
“spl_int_ratio_max1”) and “n_splineIntRatio1” (aliases “n_splineIntRatio” and 
“n_spl_int_ratio1”) define the set of values of the first parameter controlling the variation of 
knot density (this parameter is denoted 1 in Section 1.7). This set of values is used during 
the search for the optimal value of 1, which minimizes the objective function (OF) defined 
by Eq. (1.7.6). “splineIntRatio_min1” and “splineIntRatio_max1” are the first and last 
values of the set, respectively, and “n_splineIntRatio1” is the number of values in the set. 
All values are equidistant on the logarithmic scale. If n_splineIntRatio1<0, then the “best” 
value in the set will be subsequently used as the starting value for simplex minimization of 
the OF (see Section 1.7.1). If splineIntRatio_min1<0, then the knot positions are determined 
on the basis of the curvature (second derivative) of the PW DCS as a function of : a larger 
absolute value of the second derivative corresponds to a larger knot density (smaller inter-
knot intervals). This provides a unique value of each knot, so that no iterative optimization is 
needed and parameters No. 3.7.12–17 are not used. The knots are found in this case by 
projecting uniformly spaced points onto a density function, which is proportional to the 
cumulative integral of the square root of the absolute value of the second derivative of the 
spline-smoothed PW DCS. The absolute value of splineIntRatio_min1 is interpreted in this 
case as the minimum number of points inside one inter-knot interval to be used for the 
mentioned spline smoothing of the PW DCS (which is needed for construction of the 
mentioned density function). The default values of these three parameters are the following: 
splineIntRatio_min1=10 10, splineIntRatio_max1=1010, n_splineIntRatio1=-21. 

3.7.14–16. “splineIntRatio_min2” (aliases “splineIntRatio_min”, “splineIntRatio2”, and 
“spl_int_ratio_min2”), “splineIntRatio_max2” (aliases “splineIntRatio_max”, 
“splineIntRatio2”, and “spl_int_ratio_max2”) and “n_splineIntRatio2” (aliases 
“n_splineIntRatio” and “n_spl_int_ratio2”) define the set of values of the second parameter 
controlling the variation of knot density (this parameter is denoted 2 in Section 1.7). Usage 
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and default values of these parameters are identical to usage and default values of 
parameters No. 3.7.11–13. The only difference is that n_splineIntRatio2 is allowed to be 
equal to 0. In such a case, only the first knot-density parameter ( 1) is used, and the inter-
knot intervals form a geometric progression (see Eq. (1.7.4)). 

3.7.17. “splineIntRatio1_thr” (aliases “spline_int_ratio1_thr”, “splineIntRatio1_thr_min”, and 
“spl_int_ratio1_thr_min”) is the minimum allowed value of the first parameter controlling 
the variation of knot density (this parameter is denoted 1 in Section 1.7). If this parameter is 
equal to 0 (the default value), then the only constraint on 1 is the requirement that 1 must 
be positive. 

3.7.18. “splineLastIntRatio_thr” (alias “spl_lastIntRatio_thr”) is the minimum allowed ratio of the 
width of the last inter-knot interval (ending at max) and the width of the large-angle 
extrapolation interval (i.e., 180   max). The default value of this parameter is equal to 1 
(i.e., the interval between the last two knots of the optimal spline function cannot be 
narrower than the large-angle extrapolation interval). Larger values of this parameter would 
improve stability of the large-angle extrapolation, but may cause deterioration of accuracy of 
the spline fitting at  < max. This parameter is not used when the large-angle extrapolation is 
not performed (i.e., when max = 180 ). 

3.7.19–20. “splineInt_min” (aliases “splineInt”, “spl_int_min”, “spl_int”) and “splineInt_max” 
(aliases “splineInt”, “spl_int_max”, “spl_int”) are positive integer numbers indicating, 
respectively, the minimum and maximum values of the approximate average inter-knot 
interval ( w ) inside the spline-fitting interval (in degrees). w  is used to calculate the number 
of inter-knot intervals. The latter number is equal to the width of the spline-fitting interval 
divided by w  (this ratio is rounded to the nearest integer, or is set equal to 1 if the nearest 
integer is zero). The number of knots (N) is greater by 1. The program will test several 
integer values of w  starting with splineInt_max and ending with splineInt_min. Each new 
value of w  is chosen so that the new value of N (calculated as described above) is greater 
than the previous value. The optimal value of N is the one that yields the smallest value of 
the objective function (1.7.6). The default values of parameters “splineInt_min” and 
“splineInt_max” are 3 and 60, respectively. 

3.7.21. “nSplineKnots_max” (alias “n_spl_knots_max”) is the maximum allowed number of spline 
knots when fitting the angular dependence of the original PW DCS. This parameter is used 
to impose an additional limitation on the number of knots (the other two parameters 
controlling the number of spline knots are No. 3.7.19 “splineInt_min” and No. 3.7.20 
“splineInt_max”). The default value of this parameter is 62, which is equivalent to absence 
of additional limitation, because the minimum allowed value of parameter “splineInt_min” 
is 3 (this value of the average inter-knot interval w  corresponds to 61 knots). 

3.7.22–24. “splineRef0”, “splineRef1” and “splineRef2” (alias “splineRef” for all three) are 
“switches” ( 1 or 0) controlling the choice of the reference function for the angular spline 
fitting and extrapolation of the original PW DCS (see also Section 1.7.1). The number after 
“splineRef” indicates the reference function: reference function No. 0 is equal to 1 (i.e., no 
modification of the original PW DCS), whereas reference functions No. 1 and No. 2 are 
defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18. If splineRef[0,1,2]= 1, then the angular spline fitting 
(and extrapolation) of the ratio of the original PW DCS and the corresponding reference 
DCS may be performed, and if splineRef[0,1,2]=0, then the mentioned fitting will not be 
performed. If splineRef0= 1, then the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS using reference 
function No. 0 will be performed only when at least one of the two alternative reference 
DCS No. 1 and No. 2 is used (the five criteria for using each of the two reference DCS No. 1 
and No. 2 are defined by parameters No. 3.5.20–29). If splineRef0=-1, then the angular 
spline fitting of the PW DCS using reference function No. 0 will be performed regardless of 
whether the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 is used or not. If splineRef1=-1 and 
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splineRef2=-1, then only one of the two reference DCS No. 1 and No. 2 will be used for the 
angular spline fitting: it is the DCS that is most similar to the original PW  DCS inside the 
angular spline-fitting interval. If two or more reference functions are used for the angular 
spline fitting of the PW DCS, then the optimal reference function is the one that yields the 
smallest value of the objective function (1.7.6). The default value of parameter “splineRef2” 
is equal to 0. The default values of parameters “splineRef0” and “splineRef1” is equal to 1, 
except in the case T1 > 3 MeV, T2 / T1  10 4, when these parameters are equal to 0 (i.e., the 
cubic spline fitting of the PW DCS is not performed near the tip of the photon spectrum at 
electron energies higher than 3 MeV). 

3.7.25–26. “splineArg1” and “splineArg2” (aliases “splineArg” and “spl_arg” for both) are integer 
numbers 1, 2 or 3 indicating the first and last definition of the spline argument to be tested: 
1 – the spline argument is equal to , 
2 – the spline argument is equal to -cos , 
3 – the spline argument is equal to ln[(1  cos ) / 2]. 
All definitions starting with No. splineArg1 and ending with No. splineArg2 will be tested 
(see also Section 1.7.1). The optimal definition of the spline argument is the one that yields 
the smallest value of the objective function (1.7.6). The default values of parameters 
“splineArg1” and “splineArg2” are equal to 1 and 2, respectively. 

3.7.27. “splineLog” (alias “spl_log”) controls the optional replacement of the original function by 
its logarithm during the angular spline fitting. Three values are allowed: 
0 – do not replace the original function by its logarithm, 
1 – perform the angular spline fitting only with the logarithm of the original function, 
2 – perform the angular spline fitting both with the original function and with its logarithm. 
In the latter case, the optimal option is the one that yields the smallest value of the objective 
function (1.7.6). The default value of parameter “splineLog” is equal to 2. 

3.7.28. “minDeg_cos” (aliases “min_deg_cos”, “deg_cos0”, “deg_cos”) is used to specify the 
minimum degree of the approximating polynomial in the case of two knots when the spline 
argument is equal to -cos  (see the note at the end of Section 1.7.1). The default value of 
this parameter is equal to 1. 

3.7.29. “maxDeg_cos” (aliases “max_deg_cos”, “deg_cos0”, “deg_cos”) is used to specify the 
maximum degree of the approximating polynomial when the spline argument is equal 
to -cos  (see the note at the end of Section 1.7.1). If this parameter is less than 3, then the 
number of knots will not be allowed to be greater than 2 when the spline argument is equal 
to -cos . If this parameters is equal to 0, then -cos  will not be used as the argument of a 
polynomial or of a spline function approximating the angular dependence of the original PW 
DCS (regardless of the values of parameters “splineArg1” and “splineArg2”). The default 
value of this parameter is equal to 3. 

3.7.30. “tol_spline” (alias “tol_spl”) is used to specify the absolute tolerance of the change of the 
natural logarithm of the two spline knot-density parameters (denoted 1 and 2 in Section 1.7) 
during their optimization by the simplex method, as a part of the angular spline fitting of the 
partial-wave DCS. The default value of this parameter is equal to 10 4. 

3.7.31. “maxRelDev_spl_ratio” is the maximum allowed ratio of two maximum relative deviations 
of the spline-fitted PW DCS from the original PW DCS: one of them is calculated using the 
angular dependence of the spline-fitted DCS corresponding to the current value of max (i.e., 
the maximum value of | 2| used in the current “shift”), and another one is calculated using 
the spline-fitted DCS corresponding to max = kmax_spline, i.e., the value of max, for which 
the knot positions are optimized (see the description of parameter No. 3.7.1). If this ratio is 
exceeded and if the larger one of the two mentioned relative deviations is greater than the 
value of parameter No. 3.7.32 (“maxRelDev_spl”), then stage 3 is restarted without the 
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spline fitting of the PW DCS, and the intermediate file with the spline-fitted DCS data are 
deleted. The default value of this parameter is equal to 10. 

3.7.32. “maxRelDev_spl” is the larger one of the two maximum relative deviations of the spline-
fitted DCS from the original PW DCS that must be exceeded in order to calculate their ratio 
and to perform the check mentioned in the description of parameter No. 3.7.31 
(“maxRelDev_spl_ratio”). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.1. 

The next five parameters define the objective function (OF) that is minimized during the angular 
spline fitting of the original PW DCS. Although the default definition of the OF consists of only one 
term equal to the squared rms value of the uncertainty unc of the linear regression optimizing the 
spline values at the optimal set of knots (see Eq. (1.7.6)), there is an option to add two more terms 
reflecting other properties of the spline function, which are related to the accuracy of the spline 
approximation – relative residuals of the angular spline fitting, and relative differences between the 
CS and the angular integral of the spline-fitted DCS with respect to the solid angle of photon 
emission. In addition, there is an option to use either the arithmetic average or the geometric 
average of the mentioned terms when calculating the OF. Thus, the most general expression of the 
OF used for the angular spline fitting of the original PW DCS is the following: 

f = fn [(aunc unc)2 + (ares res)2 + (aCS CS)2],                                 (6.7.1a) 
or 

unc res CS n2 2 2
unc res CS( )a a a ff ,                                                (6.7.1b) 

where res is the root-mean-square (rms) value of relative residuals of the spline fitting inside the 
interval min    max, and CS is the rmsrelative difference between the original PW CS and the 
mentioned angular integral of the spline function, which approximates the corresponding PW DCS. 
Each of the three coefficients aunc, ares and aCS can be either 1 or 0. fn is the “normalization factor” 
equal to the inverse number of terms included in the definition of the OF (i.e., the inverse number of 
non-zero a-coefficients in (6.7.1a,b)). The next five parameters are used to specify the three 
coefficients aunc, ares and aCS in (6.7.1a,b), and the method of combining the terms of the OF: 
3.7.33. “splineUnc_wt” (alias “spl_unc_wt”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating the value of the first 

coefficient (aunc) in (6.7.1a,b). The default value of this parameter is equal to 1. 
3.7.34. “splineRes_wt” (alias “spl_res_wt”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating the value of the second 

coefficient (ares) in (6.7.1a,b). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 
3.7.35. “splineCS_wt” (alias “spl_CS_wt”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating the value of the third 

coefficient (aCS) in (6.7.1a,b). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 
3.7.36. “geomAvg” (alias “geom_avg”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating whether the objective 

function must be defined as the arithmetic average (6.7.1a) (“geomAvg=0”) or as the 
geometric average (6.7.1b) (“geomAvg=1”). This parameter has no effect if only one type of 
relative deviation is used in the definition of the OF (for example, in the case of the default 
definition (1.7.6)). The default value of this parameter is 1 (indicating geometric average). 

3.7.37. “mainDevType” (alias “main_dev_type”) indicates the type of relative deviation that must 
determine the value of the OF when two or more types of relative deviation are included in 
the definition of the OF. Since the value of the arithmetic average (6.7.1a) is determined by 
the largest of the terms used to calculate it, the values of all other terms (corresponding to 
the other types of relative deviation) are set equal to the value of the “main” relative 
deviation if they are greater than it and the option “geomAvg=0” is used. Since the value of 
the geometric average (6.7.1b) is determined by the smallest of the factors used to calculate 
it, the values of all other factors (corresponding to the other types of relative deviation) are 
set equal to the value of the “main” relative deviation if they are less than it and the option 
“geomAvg=1” is used. When mainDevType=0, all included types of relative deviation are 
treated equally when calculating the OF. This parameter is ignored when only one type of 
relative deviation is used in the definition of the OF (for example, in the case of the default 
definition (1.7.6)). The allowed non-zero values of parameter “mainDevType” are: 
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2 – unc (first term of (6.7.1a,b)), 
3 – res (second term of (6.7.1a,b)), 
4 – CS (third term of (6.7.1a,b)). 
Such numbering of the deviation types is used in order to be consistent with the numbering 
used in the case of spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS (in the latter case, two other 
deviation types with numbers 1 and 5 are available). The default value of this parameter is 2. 

6.8. Parameters controlling the angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS 
3.8.1–3. “spline_theta_min_fitted1”, “spline_theta_min_fitted2” (aliases 

“spline_theta_min_fitted”, “spl_theta_min” for both) and “n_spline_theta_min_fitted” 
define the set of equidistant angles to be used as the starting point ( min) of the angular 
spline-fitting interval when spline-fitting the max-fitted DCS (see also Section 1.7.2). 
“spline_theta_min_fitted1” and “spline_theta_min_fitted2” are the first and last angles of 
the set, respectively, and “n_spline_theta_min_fitted” is the number of equidistant angles in 
the set. The angles must be specified in degrees. If spline_theta_min_fitted1 is equal to 
spline_theta_min_fitted2, then n_spline_theta_min_fitted is reset to 1. If 
n_spline_theta_min_fitted=1, then spline_theta_min_fitted2 is reset to 
spline_theta_min_fitted1. If the “ -correction” is not applied (see Sections 1.5.4 and 6.6), or 
if T1  T1_CS_mode_thr, or T2  T2_CS_mode_thr, or T2 / T2  tip_thr, or mode_mu = 0, or 
the partial-wave DCS is an increasing function of max, then min = 0 by default, i.e., 
spline_theta_min_fitted1 = spline_theta_min_fitted2 = 0. In other cases, min = start (the 
starting point of the interval of constant scale factor , or the angle specified by parameter 
“start_angle_mu”), i.e., spline_theta_min_fitted1 = spline_theta_min_fitted2 = start. 

3.8.4–6. “spline_theta_max_fitted1”, “spline_theta_max_fitted2” (aliases 
“spline_theta_max_fitted” and “spl_theta_max”) and “n_spline_theta_max_fitted” define 
the set of angles to be used as the ending point ( max) of the angular spline-fitting interval 
when spline-fitting the max-fitted DCS (see also Section 1.7.2). “spline_theta_max_fitted1” 
and “spline_theta_max_fitted2” are the first and last angles of the set, respectively, and 
“n_spline_theta_max_fitted” is the number of equidistant angles in the set. The angles must 
be specified in degrees. If spline_theta_max_fitted1 = spline_theta_max_fitted2, then 
n_spline_theta_max_fitted is reset to 1. If n_spline_theta_max_fitted=1, then 
spline_theta_max_fitted2 is reset to spline_theta_max_fitted1. If the -correction is applied 
and mode_mu  1 (see the description of parameter No. 3.6.1), and the PW DCS decreases 
with max and the overall relative correction of the PW DCS due to the max-fitting is 
categorized as “large” (i.e., if there is no angular interval satisfying the constraints defined 
by parameters No. 3.6.43–44  “maxCorr_mu2” and “minWidth_mu2”), then max is by 
default equal to '' (the endpoint of the polynomial fitting interval used for the -correction), 
i.e., spline_theta_max_fitted1 = spline_theta_max_fitted2 = ''. If the -correction is applied 
and parameter “mode_mu” is equal to -1 or 0 or the PW DCS is a decreasing function of 

max, but the overall relative correction of the PW DCS due to the max-fitting is categorized 
as “small” (i.e., if an angular interval satisfying the constraints defined by parameters 
No. 3.6.43–44 exists), or if the simple polynomial extrapolation described in Section 1.7.3 is 
applied at large angles, or if T1 > 3 MeV and T2 / T1  10 4, then max = 180 , i.e., 
spline_theta_max_fitted1=spline_theta_max_fitted2=180. In other cases, the default values 
of those parameters are: spline_theta_max_fitted1=100, spline_theta_max_fitted2=180, 
n_spline_theta_max_fitted=17. 

3.8.7. “splineExt_fitted” defines the additional conditions for performing the angular 
extrapolation (both large-angle and small-angle) of the max-fitted DCS, which may override 
the values of min and max defined by parameters No. 3.8.1–6. The allowed values of this 
parameter are 0, 1, and 2: 
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splineExt_fitted =0: the angular extrapolation will not be performed ( min = 0 , max = 180 ), 
splineExt_fitted < 0: the angular extrapolation will always be performed, 
splineExt_fitted > 0: the angular extrapolation will be performed only after finding an extra 

maximum or minimum of the max-fitted DCS in the large-angle 
extrapolation range, or in the case of an irrecoverable fitting error 
inside the angular range  < (180  + |spline_theta_max_thr|) / 2, or in 
the case of a large relative correction of the DCS due to the max-
fitting (averaged over different “shifts”) at any angle (see the 
description of parameter No. 3.8.8 “relCorr_thr”). Since the default 
value of parameter “spline_theta_max_thr” is 80 (see the description 
of parameter No. 3.7.8), the endpoint of the angular range where a 
check for an irrecoverable fitting error is performed is 130 . 

splineExt_fitted= 2: the data corresponding to  < min will not be modified (i.e., they will 
not be replaced by the angular dependence extrapolated to small 
angles). 

The default value of parameter “splineExt_fitted” is -2, except when CS_ref_spline > 0 and 
T1 > T1_CS_mode_thr and T2 > T2_CS_mode_thr and T2 / T1 > tip_thr and 
splineCS_wt_fitted=1 (then splineExt_fitted is equal to -1 by default). See also the 
descriptions of parameters No. 3.8.40 and No. 3.8.44. 

3.8.8. “relCorr_thr” defines an alternative condition for performing the angular extrapolation of 
the max-fitted DCS in the case “splineExt_fitted=1” (see the description of parameter 
No. 3.8.7): the angular extrapolation will be performed if the relative correction of the DCS 
due to the max-fitting (averaged over different “shifts”) at any angle is greater than 
|relCorr_thr| when positive, or greater than |relCorr_thr|/(1+|relCorr_thr|) in absolute value 
when negative. If relCorr_thr>0 or if the spline fitting of the original PW DCS has not been 
performed, then the correction is calculated relative to the moving average of the original 
PW DCS, otherwise it is relative to the spline approximation of the original PW DCS 
(possibly with the large-angle extrapolation applied). The default value of parameter 
“relCorr_thr” is -0.3. 

3.8.9–11. “splineIntRatio_min_fitted1” (aliases “splineIntRatio_min_fitted”, 
“splineIntRatio_fitted1”, “spl_int_ratio_min1”, “splineIntRatio1_thr_min_fitted”, 
“spl_int_ratio1_thr_min”), “splineIntRatio_max_fitted1” (aliases “spl_int_ratio_max1”, 
“splineIntRatio_max_fitted”, “splineIntRatio_fitted1”) and “n_splineIntRatio_fitted1” 
(aliases “n_splineIntRatio_fitted” and “n_spl_int_ratio1”) define the set of values of the first 
parameter controlling the variation of knot density (this parameter is denoted 1 in Section 
1.7). This set of values is used during the search for the optimal value of 1, which 
minimizes the objective function defined by Eq. (1.7.7a) or (1.7.7b). 
“splineIntRatio_min_fitted1” and “splineIntRatio_max_fitted1” are the first and last values 
of the set, respectively, and “n_splineIntRatio_fitted1” is the number of values in the set. All 
values are equidistant on the logarithmic scale. If n_splineIntRatio_fitted1<0, then the “best” 
value in the set will be subsequently used as the starting value for simplex minimization of 
the objective function (see Section 1.7). If splineIntRatio_min_fitted1<0, then the knot 
positions are determined on the basis of the curvature (second derivative) of the max-fitted 
DCS as a function of : a larger absolute value of the second derivative correspods to a 
larger knot density (smaller inter-knot intervals). This provides a unique value of each knot, 
so that no iterative optimization is needed and parameters No. 3.8.10–15 are not used. The 
knots are found in this case by projecting uniformly spaced points onto a density function, 
which is proportional to the cumulative integral of the square root of the absolute value of 
the second derivative of the spline-smoothed max-fitted DCS. The absolute value of 
splineIntRatio_min_fitted1 is interpreted in this case as the minimum number of points 
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inside one inter-knot interval to be used for the mentioned spline smoothing of the max-
fitted DCS (which is needed for construction of the mentioned density function). The default 
values of these three parameters are: splineIntRatio_min_fitted1=10 10, 
splineIntRatio_max_fitted1=1010, n_splineIntRatio_fitted1=-21. 

3.8.12–14. “splineIntRatio_min_fitted2” (aliases “splineIntRatio_min_fitted”, 
“splineIntRatio_fitted2”, and “spl_int_ratio_min2”), “splineIntRatio_max_fitted2” (aliases 
“splineIntRatio_max_fitted”, “splineIntRatio_fitted2”, and “spl_int_ratio_max2”) and 
“n_splineIntRatio_fitted2” (aliases “n_splineIntRatio_fitted” and “n_spl_int_ratio2”) 
define the set of values of the second parameter controlling the knot density (this parameter 
is denoted 2 in Section 1.7). Usage of these parameters is identical to usage of parameters 
No. 3.8.9–11. The only difference is that n_splineIntRatio_fitted2=0 is allowed. Then only 
the first knot-density parameter ( 1) is used, and the inter-knot intervals form a geometric 
progression (see Eq. (1.7.4)). The default values of these three parameters are the same as 
the default values of parameters No. 3.8.9–11, i.e., splineIntRatio_min_fitted2=10 10, 
splineIntRatio_max_fitted2=1010, n_splineIntRatio_fitted2=-21. 

3.8.15. “splineIntRatio1_thr_fitted” (aliases “spline_int_ratio1_thr”, “spl_int_ratio1_thr_min”, 
and “splineIntRatio1_thr_min_fitted”) is the minimum allowed value of the first parameter 
controlling the variation of knot density (this parameter is denoted 1 in Section 1.7). If this 
parameter is equal to 0 (the default value), then the only constraint on 1 is the requirement 
that 1 must be positive. 
Note: If only one knot-density parameter is used (i.e., if n_splineIntRatio_fitted2=0), then it 

may be necessary to use the option “splineIntRatio1_thr_fitted=1” in order to ensure 
that the inter-knot intervals do not form a decreasing sequence. Otherwise, the 
optimized spline function may be affected too much by the large-angle errors of the 
angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS (relative errors of max-fitting are 
typically greatest at large angles). 

3.8.16. “splineLastIntRatio_thr_fitted” (alias “spl_lastIntRatio_thr”) is the minimum allowed 
ratio of the width of the last inter-knot interval (ending at max) and the width of the large-
angle extrapolation interval (i.e., 180   max). The default value of this parameter is equal to 
1 (i.e., the interval between the last two knots of the optimal spline function cannot be 
narrower than the large-angle extrapolation interval). Larger values of this parameter would 
improve stability of the large-angle extrapolation, but may cause deterioration of accuracy of 
the spline fitting at  < max. This parameter is not used when the large-angle extrapolation is 
not performed (i.e., when max = 180 ). 

3.8.17–18. “splineInt_min_fitted” (aliases “splineInt_fitted” and “spl_int_min”) and 
“splineInt_max_fitted” (aliases “splineInt_fitted” and “spl_int_max”) are integer numbers 
indicating, respectively, the minimum and maximum values of the approximate average 
inter-knot interval ( w ) inside the spline-fitting interval (in degrees). w  is used to calculate 
the number of inter-knot intervals. The latter number is equal to the width of the spline-
fitting interval divided by w  (this ratio is rounded to the nearest integer, or is set equal to 1 
if the nearest integer is zero). The number of knots (N) is greater by 1. The program will test 
several integer values of w  starting with |splineInt_max_fitted| and ending with 
splineInt_min_fitted. Each new value of w  is chosen so that the new value of N (calculated 
as described above) is greater than the previous value. If splineInt_max_fitted > 0, then the 
optimal value of N is the one that yields the smallest value of the objective function (1.7.7a) 
or (1.7.7b). If splineInt_max_fitted < 0, then the program will select the first (smallest) value 
of N such that the other adjustable parameters can be determined successfully (i.e., there is 
no angular spline fitting error). The default values of parameters “splineInt_min_fitted” and 
“splineInt_max_fitted” are 10 and 180, respectively. This means that the number of knots 
cannot be greater than 19. If T1 > 3 MeV and T2 / T1  10 4, then a different default value of 
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splineInt_min_fitted is used: in this case, splineInt_min_fitted is equal to 
min(5,splineInt_max_fitted) by default. 

3.8.19. “nSplineKnots_max_fitted” (alias “n_spl_knots_max”) is the maximum allowed number 
of spline knots when fitting the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS. This parameter 
is used to impose an additional limitation on the number of knots (the other two parameters 
controlling the number of spline knots are No. 3.8.17 “splineInt_min_fitted” and No. 3.8.18 
“splineInt_max_fitted”). The default value of this parameter is 62, which is equivalent to 
absence of additional limitation, because the minimum allowed value of parameter 
“splineInt_min_fitted” is 3 (this value of the average inter-knot interval w  corresponds to 61 
knots). 

3.8.20–23. “splineRef_fitted0”, “splineRef_fitted1”, “splineRef_fitted2”, and 
“splineRef_fitted3” (alias “splineRef_fitted” for all four) are “switches” ( 1 or 0) 
controlling the choice of the reference function for the angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS (see also Section 1.7). The number after 
“splineRef_fitted” indicates the reference function: reference function No. 0 is equal to 1 
(i.e., no modification of the original max-fitted DCS), reference functions No. 1 and No. 2 
are defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, and reference function No. 3 is the PW DCS 
corresponding to max = K (this PW DCS may have been spline-fitted and extrapolated as 
described in Section 1.7.1, depending on the values of parameters No. 3.7.1–37). If 
splineRef_fitted[0,1,2,3]= 1, then the angular spline fitting (and extrapolation) of the ratio 
of the original PW DCS and the corresponding reference DCS may be performed, and if 
splineRef_fitted[0,1,2,3]=0, then the mentioned fitting will not be performed. If 
splineRef_fitted0= 1 or splineRef_fitted3= 1, then the angular spline fitting of the PW 
DCS using reference function No. 0 or No. 3, respectively, will be performed only when at 
least one of the two alternative reference DCS No. 1 and No. 2 is used (the five criteria for 
using each of the two reference DCS No. 1 and No. 2 are defined by parameters No. 3.5.30–
39). If splineRef_fitted0=-1 or splineRef_fitted3=-1, then the angular spline fitting of the 
PW DCS using reference function No. 0 or Nr. 3, respectively, will be performed regardless 
of whether the reference DCS No. 1 or No. 2 is used or not. If splineRef_fitted1=-1 and 
splineRef_fitted2=-1, then only one of the two reference DCS No. 1 and No. 2 will be used 
for the angular spline fitting: it is the DCS that is most similar to the original max-
fitted  DCS inside the angular spline-fitting interval. If splineRef_fitted1=-1 or 
splineRef_fitted1*splineRef_fitted2=-1, and |splineRef_fitted3|=1, then the same criterion 
will be used for choosing between reference DCS No. 1 and reference DCS No. 3. Similarly, 
if splineRef_fitted2=-1 or splineRef_fitted1*splineRef_fitted2=-1, and |splineRef_fitted3|=1, 
then the same criterion will be used for choosing between reference DCS No. 2 and 
reference DCS No. 3. In those cases, reference DCS No. 3 will not be used if its angular 
dependence is irregular. If two or more reference functions are used for the angular spline 
fitting of the max-fitted DCS, then the optimal reference function is the one that yields the 
smallest value of the objective function (1.7.6). The default values of these four parameters 
are the following: splineRef_fitted0=-1, splineRef_fitted1=1, splineRef_fitted2=0, 
splineRef_fitted3=-1. If T1 > 3 MeV and T2 / T1  10 4 and splineRef_fitted3 has not been 
set to zero, then both splineRef_fitted0 and splineRef_fitted1 are equal to 0 by default. 
Note: If splineRef_fitted0 is initially nonzero and the -fitting is performed (see 

Sections 1.5.4 and 3.6), then splineRef_fitted0 will most likely be automatically reset 
to zero before the spline fitting for individual “shifts”. This happens when the overall 
relative correction of the PW DCS due to the max-fitting is categorized as “large”, 
i.e., when an angular interval satisfying the constraints defined by parameters 
No. 3.6.43–44 (“maxCorr_mu2” and “minWidth_mu2”) does not exist. 
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3.8.24–25. “splineArg_fitted1” and “splineArg_fitted2” (aliases “splineArg_fitted” and “spl_arg” 
for both) are integer numbers 1, 2 or 3 indicating the first and last definition of the spline 
argument to be tested: 
1 – the spline argument is equal to , 
2 – the spline argument is equal to -cos , 
3 – the spline argument is equal to ln[(1  cos ) / 2]. 
All definitions starting with No. splineArg_fitted1 and ending with No. splineArg_fitted2 
will be tested (see also Section 1.7). The optimal definition of the spline argument is the one 
that yields the smallest value of the objective function (1.7.6). The default value of 
parameters “splineArg_fitted1” and “splineArg_fitted2” is 2 (i.e., the spline argument is 
equal to -cos  by default). 

3.8.26. “splineLog_fitted” (alias “spl_log”) controls the optional replacement of the original 
function by its logarithm during the angular spline fitting. Three values are allowed: 
0 – do not replace the original function by its logarithm, 
1 – perform the angular spline fitting only with the logarithm of the original function, 
2 – perform the angular spline fitting both with the original function and with its logarithm. 
In the latter case, the optimal option is the one that yields the smallest value of the objective 
function (1.7.6). The default value of parameter “splineLog_fitted” is equal to 2. 

3.8.27. “minDeg_cos_fitted” (aliases “min_deg_cos”, “deg_cos_fitted”, “deg_cos”) is used to 
specify the minimum degree of the approximating polynomial in the case of two knots when 
the spline argument is equal to -cos  (see the note at the end of Section 1.7.1). The default 
value of this parameter is equal to 1. 

3.8.28. “maxDeg_cos_fitted” (aliases “max_deg_cos”, “deg_cos_fitted”, “deg_cos”) is used to 
specify the maximum degree of the approximating polynomial when the spline argument is 
equal to -cos  (see the note at the end of Section 1.7.1). If this parameter is less than 3, then 
the number of knots will not be allowed to be greater than 2 when the spline argument is 
equal to -cos . If this parameters is equal to 0, then -cos  will not be used as the argument 
of a polynomial or of a spline function approximating the angular dependence of the max-
fitted DCS (regardless of the values of parameters “splineArg_fitted1” and 
“splineArg_fitted2”). The default value of this parameter is equal to 3. 

3.8.29. “tol_spline_fitted” (alias “tol_spl”) is used to specify the absolute tolerance of the change 
of the natural logarithm of the two spline knot-density parameters (denoted 1 and 2 in 
Section 1.7) during their optimization by the simplex method, as a part of the angular spline 
fitting of the max-fitted DCS. The default value of this parameter is equal to 10 4. 

3.8.30. “spline_combine” indicates if the max-fitted DCS data for different “shifts” must be 
combined into a single dataset for the subsequent spline fitting and extrapolation. This is 
possible only in the case shift_k_mode_DCS=1. If spline_combine=0, or if 
shift_k_mode_DCS>1, then the max-fitted DCS data for different shifts are spline-fitted and 
extrapolated separately, whereupon the spline fitting results are averaged over the valid 
shifts (with optional weighting) and spline-fitted again. In this case, the first coefficient 
(adiff)  in the full definition of the objective function (6.8.1a,b) is equal to zero and the term 

diff is excluded, because it is defined only when the number of shifts used for optimization 
of the spline-fitting parameters is greater than 1. If spline_combine=1, then the linear part of 
the spline fitting (i.e., optimization of the spline values at a fixed set of knots) will also be 
performed separately for each shift, but the search for the optimal values of the other 
adjustable parameters (such as the endpoints of the angular spline-fitting interval and the 
knot density parameters) will be performed taking into account all shifts simultaneously, 
using the full definition of the objective function (6.8.1a,b). After that, the spline fitting 
results will be averaged over the valid shifts (with optional weighting) and spline-fitted 
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again (as in the case “spline_combine=0”). When spline_combine=1, all adjustable 
parameters of the spline fitting, excluding the values of the spline function at the knots, are 
the same for all shifts (unlike in the case “spline_combine=0”, when those parameters are 
determined for each shift separately). If spline_combine=2, then the initial angular spline 
fitting of the max-fitted DCS will be skipped, and only the average of the max-fitted DCS 
(averaged over all shifts) will be spline-fitted. The default value of this parameter is equal to 
0. If T1 > 3 MeV and T2 / T1  10 4, then a different default value of spline_combine is used: 
in this case, spline_combine is equal to 2 by default. 

3.8.31. “spline_maxRelErr” is the maximum allowed relative uncertainty (returned by the max-
fitting procedure) for using a given data point of the angular dependence of the max-fitted 
DCS for the angular spline fitting. If the mentioned relative uncertainty is greater than the 
value of this parameter, then the corresponding data point will not be used for the angular 
spline fitting (i.e., it will be assigned a zero weight). If parameter “spline_maxRelErr” is 
zero or negative, then it will be ignored (i.e., the relative uncertainty will not be taken into 
account when determining whether a given data point must be used for the angular spline 
fitting). The default value of this parameter is 0.1. 

3.8.32. “tol_0wt” is the maximum allowed fraction of points with zero weights in the angular 
dependence of the max-fitted DCS. A point can be assigned a zero weight due to an error of 

max fitting, or due to a large value of its relative uncertainty (see the description of 
parameter No. 3.8.31). If the final fraction of the points that have been assigned a zero 
weight is greater than the value of this parameter, then the program will terminate with an 
error message. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.4. 

3.8.33. “spline_tolRelSD” is the initial value of the maximum allowed relative standard deviation 
(calculated over multiple “shifts”) for using a given data point of the max-fitted DCS for the 
angular spline fitting. If the total number of points rejected due to this criterion is greater 
than half the initial number of points with non-zero weigths, then spline_tolRelSD will be 
increased by a factor of 1.25. This will be repeated until the total number of the rejected 
points becomes less than half of the initial number of points with non-zero weights. If 
parameter “spline_tolRelSD” is zero or negative, then it will be ignored (i.e., the standard 
deviation will not be taken into account when determining whether a given data point must 
be used for the angular spline fitting). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.01. 

 
Although parameters No. 3.8.1–6 are normally sufficient for defining the set of angular spline-
fitting intervals to be tested when processing the max-fitted DCS data, there is also an option to 
define the mentioned set of angular intervals using additional criteria: 
(a) the minimum and maximum width of the spline-fitting interval (i.e., the difference max  min), 
(b) the maximum allowed range of the relative correction of the original PW DCS due to the initial 

angular spline fitting and the subsequent max-fitting, 
(c) the maximum allowed fraction of the angular integral of the max-fitted DCS (with respect to 

the solid angle of photon emission) corresponding to the small-angle extrapolation range 
(0    min). 

The six parameters (No. 3.8.34–39) defining those criteria are described below: 
3.8.34–35. “spline_theta_rangeMin” and “spline_theta_rangeMax” (alias “spline_theta_range” 

for both) are the minimum and maximum allowed values of the interval width ( max  min), 
respectively. If the current value of this width is greater than the maximum allowed value, 
then this interval will be rejected. Otherwise, the width of the angular spline-fitting interval 
may be increased by increasing max or decreasing min. This increase of the interval width 
depends on the magnitude of the range of the relative correction of the original PW DCS due 
to the initial angular spline fitting and the subsequent max-fitting (see the description of 
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parameters No. 3.8.36–38). The default values of parameters “spline_theta_rangeMin” and 
“spline_theta_rangeMax” are equal to spline_theta_max_fitted1  spline_theta_min_fitted2 
and spline_theta_max_fitted2  spline_theta_min_fitted1, respectively (this means that all 
angular intervals constructed using parameters No. 3.8.1–6 are acceptable by default). 

3.8.36–38. “relCorrRangeMax1”, “relCorrRangeMax2” (alias “relCorrRangeMax” for both) and 
“n_relCorrRangeMax” define the set of equidistant values of the maximum allowed range 
(“corrRange_max”) of the relative correction of the original PW DCS due to the initial 
angular spline fitting and the subsequent max-fitting, to be used when choosing among the 
angular intervals whose width are between the limiting values defined by parameters 
No. 3.8.34–35. This correction may be either relative to the moving average of the original 
PW DCS, or relative to the spline approximation of it, depending on the sign of parameter 
No. 3.8.8 (“relCorr_thr”): the moving average of the original PW DCS will be used as the 
“base” value if relCorr_thr 0, and the spline approximation of the PW DCS will be used if 
relCorr_thr<0. The range of the relative correction “relCorr_range” is defined as the 
difference of the maximum and minimum values of the relative correction “relCorr” in the 
current angular interval. If the value of relCorr_range corresponding to the initial angular 
interval (which is one of the intervals defined by parameters No. 3.8.1–6) is less than the 
current value of corrRange_max, then the program will attempt to increase the width of the 
angular spline-fitting interval by decreasing min or increasing max. In general, there are 
several such intervals with equal width, containing the initial interval. In such a case, the 
optimal interval is the one where the value of relCorr_range is smallest. If this value is also 
less than corrRange_max, then the width will be increased again. This process will be 
continued until the interval width reaches spline_theta_rangeMax, or relCorr_range becomes 
greater than corrRange_max (whichever happens first). If corrRange_max is equal to 0, then 
the value of the relative correction will be ignored. The default values of these parameters 
are the following: relCorrRangeMax1=0, relCorrRangeMax2=0, n_relCorrRangeMax=1 
(i.e., the value of the relative correction is ignored by default). 
Note: In order to eliminate the asymmetry in the magnitudes of positive and negative relative 

corrections (the former ranging from 0 to , the latter ranging from 0 to 1), the 
negative values of the relative correction “relCorr” are redefined in the code of 
BREMS as relCorr/(1 relCorr). This note applies only to the values of the relative 
correction used during the angular spline fitting as described above. Everywhere else 
(for example, in the “DCS_fitted_” file), negative relative corrections are defined 
conventionally (i.e., their absolute value is always less than 1). 

3.8.39. “smallAngleFraction” is the maximum allowed fraction of the angular integral of the max-
fitted DCS (with respect to the solid angle of photon emission) corresponding to the small-
angle extrapolation range (0    min). If the ratio of the integral of DCS( ) sin( ) from 0  
to min with respect to  and the total integral (from 0  to 180 ) is greater than 
smallAngleFraction, then min will be reduced to comply with the mentioned requirement. 
The default value of this parameter is equal to 1 (i.e., all values of min are allowed). 

 
The next seven parameters define the objective function (OF) that is minimized during the angular 
spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS. Although the default definition of the OF consists of three or 
two terms (see Eq. (1.7.7a) and (1.7.7b)), there is an option to add two more terms reflecting other 
properties of the spline function, which are related to the accuracy of the spline approximation –
relative differences between values of the max-fitted DCS corresponding to different fitting 
intervals (when spline_combine=1), and relative deviations of the spline-fitted shape function (SF) 
from the reference SF No. 1 or No. 2 (which by default correspond to the Born approximation and 
Sommerfeld-Maue approximation, respectively). Thus, the most general expression of the OF used 
for the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS is the following: 
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f = fn [(adiff diff)2 + (aunc unc)2 + (ares res)2 + (aCS CS)2 +  (aSF SF)2],              (6.8.1a) 
or 

diff unc res CS SF n2 2 2 2 2
diff unc res CS SF( )a a a a a ff ,                                             (6.8.1b) 

where diff is the rms value of the relative deviation of a value of the max-fitted DCS from the 
average max-fitted DCS, calculated over all fitting intervals (i.e., the standard relative deviation), 
and SF is the rms value of the relative deviation of the max-fitted SF from the reference SF, 
calculated over the entire angular range 0     180 . Each of the five coefficients adiff, aunc, ares, 
aCS and aSF can be either 1 or 0. fn is the “normalization factor” equal to the inverse number of terms 
included in the definition of the OF (i.e., the inverse number of non-zero a-coefficients in 
(6.8.1a,b)). The next seven parameters are used to specify the five coefficients adiff, aunc, ares, aCS 
and aSF in (6.8.1a,b), the method of combining the terms of the OF, and the definition of the 
mentioned reference CS: 
3.8.40. “CS_ref_spline” is the “reference CS” for calculation of the term CS in the definition of the 

objective function (6.8.1a) or (6.8.1,b) (see also Section 1.7.2). This term is included only 
when splineCS_wt_fitted=1 (see the description of parameter No. 3.8.44). If 
CS_ref_spline=0 and splineCS_wt_fitted=1, then CS_ref_spline will be assigned the default 
value, which is equal to the saturation value of the partial-wave CS as a function of max 
obtained by nonlinear least squares fitting. 
Notes: 1) If CS_ref_spline > 0 and T1 > T1_CS_mode_thr and T2 > T2_CS_mode_thr and 

T2 / T1 > tip_thr and splineCS_wt_fitted = 1, then the default value of parameter 
“splineExt_fitted” (No. 3.8.7) is changed from -2 to -1. 

2) It is possible to replace CS_ref_spline with the interpolated value returned by 
subroutine Brems_CS_interp. This is achieved by setting parameter “CS_int” to a 
value greater than 1 (see the description of parameter No. 6.1.5 in Section 9.1). 

3.8.41. “splineDiff_wt” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating the value of the first coefficient (adiff) in 
(6.8.1a,b). The default value of this parameter is equal to 1. 

3.8.42. “splineUnc_wt_fitted” (alias “spl_unc_wt”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating the value of 
the second coefficient (aunc) in (6.8.1a,b). The default value of this parameter is equal to 1. 

3.8.43. “splineRes_wt_fitted” (alias “spl_res_wt”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating the value of the 
third coefficient (ares) in (6.8.1a,b). The default value of this parameter is equal to 1. 

3.8.44. “splineCS_wt_fitted” (alias “spl_CS_wt”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating the value of the 
fourth coefficient (aCS) in (6.8.1a,b). The default value of this parameter is equal to 1. 

3.8.45. “splineSF_wt” can be either 0 or the sequence number (1 or 2) of the reference SF to be 
used when calculating the rms relative deviation SF in the fifth term of Eq. (6.8.1a,b). When 
splineSF_wt is equal to 0, this term is exluded (aSF = 0). When splineSF_wt is equal to 1 or 
2, this term is included (aSF = 1). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 

3.8.46. “geomAvg_fitted” (alias “geom_avg”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating whether the OF 
must be defined as the arithmetic average (6.8.1a) (“geomAvg_fitted=0”) or as the 
geometric average (6.8.1b) (“geomAvg_fitted=1”). This parameter has no effect if only one 
term is used in the definition of the OF (for example, if OF is defined according to (1.7.6)). 
The default value of this parameter is equal to 0 (indicating arithmetic average). 

3.8.47. “mainDevType_fitted” (alias “main_dev_type”) indicates the type of relative deviation that 
must determine the value of the OF when two or more types of relative deviation are 
included in the definition of the OF. Since the value of the arithmetic average (6.8.1a) is 
determined by the largest of the terms used to calculate it, the values of all other terms 
(corresponding to the other types of relative deviation) are set equal to the value of the 
“main” relative deviation if they are greater than it and the option “geomAvg_fitted=0” is 
used. Since the value of the geometric average (6.8.1b) is determined by the smallest of the 
factors used to calculate it, the values of all other factors (corresponding to the other types of 
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relative deviation) are set equal to the value of the “main” relative deviation if they are less 
than it and the option “geomAvg_fitted=1” is used. When mainDevType_fitted=0, all 
included types of relative deviation are treated equally when calculating the OF. This 
parameter is ignored when only one type of relative deviation is used in the definition of the 
OF. The allowed non-zero values of parameter “mainDevType_fitted” are the following: 
1 – diff (first term of (6.8.1a,b)), 
2 – unc (second term of (6.8.1a,b)), 
3 – res (third term of (6.8.1a,b)), 
4 – CS (fourth term of (6.8.1a,b)), 
5 – SF (fifth term of (6.8.1a,b)). 
The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 

6.9. Parameters controlling the large-angle polynomial extrapolation at small negative corrections 
3.9.1. “degree_extrap” is the degree of the polynomial used for the angular fitting and large-angle 

extrapolation (this degree is denoted L in Eq. (1.7.8) in Section 1.7.3). The default value of 
this parameter is equal to 4. 

3.9.2–3. “thrCorr_extrap1” and “thrCorr_extrap2” (alias “thrCorr_extrap” for both) are the two 
threshold values of the negative relative correction (without the minus sign), which were 
denoted t1 and t2 in Section 1.7.3. The second one cannot be less than the first one. If both 
these parameters are equal to 0, then the large-angle polynomial extrapolation will not be 
performed. The default values of these two parameters are equal to 0.05 and 0.3, 
respectively. 

3.9.4. “maxPosCorr_extrap” is the maximum allowed positive relative correction. If the relative 
correction of the PW DCS due to the max-fitting is positive and greater than this value at 
any angle, then the large-angle polynomial extrapolation will not be performed, and other 
large-angle extrapolation methods will be applied. The default value of this parameter is 
equal to 1 (i.e., if the max-fitting causes an increase of the DCS by a factor greater than 2 at 
any angle, then the large-angle polynomial extrapolation will not be performed). 

3.9.5. “start_extrap” is the starting angle (in degrees) of the polynomial fitting interval. The 
default value of this parameter is equal to 110. 

3.9.6–7. “thrAngle_extrap1” and “thrAngle_extrap2” (alias “thrAngle_extrap” for both) are the 
two threshold values of the endpoint of the polynomial fitting interval (in degrees), which 
were denoted e1 and e2 in Section 1.7.3. The second one cannot be less than the first one. 
The default values of these two parameters are equal to 160 and 170, respectively. 

3.9.8. “nFit_extrap” is the number of polynomial fitting cycles. Each polynomial fitting differs 
from the previous one by a smaller value of the endpoint of the fitting interval. The current 
fitting interval is obtained from the previous one by excluding the last data point (see also 
Section 1.7.3). The default value of this parameter is equal to 21. 

3.9.9. “minPoints_extrap” is the smallest allowed number of data points used for the polynomial 
fitting. The default value of this parameter is equal to 31. 
Note: Taking into account that the number of points used for the polynomial fitting may be 

reduced by up to nFit_extrap  1 points (see the description of parameter No. 3.9.8), 
the number of points from the starting angle (parameter No. 3.9.5 “start_extrap”) to 
the maximum ending angle (denoted p in Section 1.7.3) cannot be less than 
minPoints  nFit_extrap  1. The default value of the latter sum is equal to 51. 

3.9.10. “minRatio_extrap” is the smallest allowed ratio of the extrapolated DCS (after the 
weighted averaging over all fitting cycles, as explained in Section 1.7.3) at any point inside 
the large-angle extrapolation interval to the value of the extrapolated DCS at the starting 
angle of this interval. If the value of the mentioned ratio at a particular point inside the 
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extrapolation range is less than minRatio_extrap, then the extrapolation results will be 
rejected (i.e., other large-angle extrapolation methods will be applied instead of the 
polynomial extrapolation). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.03. 

3.9.11. “maxChange_extrap” is the maximum allowed relative deviation of the extrapolated DCS 
corresponding to the degree L + 1 (i.e, one greater than the value of parameter No. 3.9.1 
“degree_extrap”) from the extrapolated DCS corresponding to the degree L (specified by 
parameter “degree_extrap”) at any point inside the large-angle extrapolation interval. If the 
maximum relative deviation of the larger one of the mentioned two values from the smaller 
one is greater than maxChange_extrap, then the extrapolation results will be rejected (i.e., 
other large-angle extrapolation methods will be applied instead of the polynomial 
extrapolation). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.4. 

3.9.12. “maxDiff_mu_extrap” controls the extension of the polynomial fitting interval on the basis 
of the relative deviation of the -corrected DCS (calculated using the value of the scale 
factor  corresponding to smaller angles) from the max-fitted DCS. This interval will be 
extended by adding all points where the mentioned relative deviation is less than 
maxDiff_mu_extrap in absolute value. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0 (no 
extension). 

6.10. Parameters controlling the type and number of additional datasets to be created 
3.10.1. “additionalFiles_fit” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the files of the second and third 

group of output files defined in Section 6.16 must be updated. The default value of this 
parameter is equal to 0 (i.e., the mentioned files are not updated). 

3.10.2. “extrap_files” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the file with the values of the spline-fitted 
and extrapolated PW DCS for all angles and all values of max must be created (this file 
belongs to the fourth group of output files described in Section 6.16). The name of this file is 
controlled by parameters “suffix_spline”, “suffix_extrap”, and “suffix3a” (see the 
descriptions of parameters No. 3.13.5–6 and No. 3.13.8). The default value of parameter 
“extrap_files” is equal to 0 (indicating that the mentioned file must not be created). 

3.10.3. “output_interm0” (alias “output_interm”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the file with 
the values of the max-fitted DCS for all angles and all “shifts” that were not flagged as max-
fitting failures must be created (this file belongs to the fourth group of output files described 
in Section 6.16). The default value of parameter “output_interm0” is 0 (indicating that the 
mentioned file must not be created). 

3.10.4. “output_interm1” (alias “output_interm”) is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the file with 
the values of the spline-fitted and extrapolated max-fitted DCS for all angles and all “shifts” 
that were not flagged as max-fitting failures must be created, and if the file 
“Data_interm1.txt” with the optimal values of all adjustable parameters defining the optimal 
spline fit of the max-fitted DCS corresponding to each “shift” that has not been flagged as a 
fitting failure must be updated (these two files belong to the fourth group of output files 
described in Section 6.16). The default value of parameter “output_interm1” is 0 (indicating 
that the mentioned two files must not be created or updated). 

3.10.5. “output_mu” is a “switch” (0, 1, or 2) indicating if the files “mu_range.txt” and “mu.txt” 
with the values of endpoints of the “optimum” angular interval for calculation of the scale 
factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b) and the values of the rms and maximum relative deviations of the 

-corrected DCS from the reference DCS indicated by parameter “compRef_mu” 
(No. 3.6.33) must be updated, and if the file “DCS_mu_....txt” with the values of the -
corrected DCS for all angles must be created (those files belong to the fifth group of files 
defined in Section 6.16). If parameter “output_mu” is equal to 0, then those files will not be 
updated. If “output_mu” is equal to 1, then only the files “mu_range.txt” and 
“DCS_mu_....txt” will be updated. If output_mu=-1, then the program will quit immediately 
after updating those two files (i.e., the max-fitting will not be performed). If output_mu=2, 
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then all three mentioned files will be updated. The default value of parameter “output_mu” 
is equal to 0 (indicating that the mentioned three files must not be updated or created). 

3.10.6. “MA_file” is a “switch” (0 or 1) indicating if the file with the values of the moving average 
(MA) of the original partial-wave DCS must be created. The default value of this parameter 
is equal to 0 (indicating that the mentioned file must not be created). The name of this file is 
controlled by parameters “suffix_MA” and “suffix3a” (see the descriptions of parameters 
No. 3.13.7–8). Note: The file with the MA values will not be created if the MA is not used 
(i.e., if the MA period is equal to 1), regardless of the value of parameter “MA_file”. 

6.11. Parameters controlling the choice of the fitting function during the max-fitting 
3.11.1–3. “polyn_thr_CS” (aliases “polyn_thr” and “polyn_thr_incr”), “polyn_thr_DCS1” (aliases 

“polyn_thr”, “polyn_thr_incr”, and “polyn_thr_DCS”), and “polyn_thr_DCS2” (aliases 
“polyn_thr” and “polyn_thr_DCS”) are the threshold values of the relative correction of the 
CS or DCS due to the stretched exponential fitting of the dependence (D)CS( max), which 
must be exceeded in order to use the polynomial (1.5.10) as the fitting function, where x is 
defined by Eq. (1.5.8) with b, d and h optimized for the case of a first-degree polynomial 
(M = 1). The polynomial fitting will be also applied in the case of a fitting error during the 
stretched exponential fitting. Parameter “polyn_thr_DCS1” is used when the dependence 
DCS( max) is an increasing function, and “polyn_thr_DCS2” is used when the dependence 
DCS( max) is a decreasing function. If polyn_thr_(D)CS[1,2]<0, then the polynomial fitting 
will not be applied. If polyn_thr_(D)CS[1,2]=0, then the polynomial fitting will always be 
preferred to the stretched exponential fitting, regardless of the magnitude of the relative 
correction. The initial stretched exponential fitting is performed using the fitting function 
defined by Eq. (1.5.1). The default values of those three parameters are equal to 0.2, 0.2, and 

1, respectively (since the latter value is negative, the polynomial fitting is never performed 
by default when DCS( max) is a decreasing function). 

3.11.4–6. “maxDeg_CS” (aliases “maxDeg”, “deg_CS”, “deg_incr”), “maxDeg_DCS1” (aliases 
“maxDeg”, “deg_DCS”, “deg_DCS1”, “maxDeg_DCS”, “deg_incr”), and 
“maxDeg_DCS2” (aliases “maxDeg”, “deg_DCS”, “deg_DCS2”, “maxDeg_DCS”) indicate 
the maximum degree of the polynomial (M) defined by Eq. (1.5.10) and Eq. (1.5.8) to be 
used during the max fitting of the CS or DCS (the choice of the optimal degree is explained 
in Section 1.5.2). The suffixes “1” and “2” indicate an increase or a decrease of the PW DCS 
as a function of max, respectively. The default value of these three parameters is equal to 6. 

3.11.7–9. “minDeg_CS” (aliases “minDeg”, “deg_CS”, “deg_incr”), “minDeg_DCS1” (aliases 
“minDeg”, “deg_DCS”, “deg_DCS1”, “minDeg_DCS”, “deg_incr”), and “minDeg_DCS2” 
(aliases “minDeg”, “deg_DCS”, “deg_DCS2”, “minDeg_DCS”) indicate the minimum 
degree of the polynomial (M) defined by Eq. (1.5.10) and Eq. (1.5.8) to be used during the 

max fitting of the CS or DCS (the choice of the optimal degree is explained in Section 
1.5.2). The suffixes “1” and “2” indicate an increase or a decrease of the PW DCS as a 
function of max, respectively. The default value of these three parameters is equal to 0. 

3.11.10. “polyn_relErr_tol” is the maximum allowed relative uncertainty of the zero-degree term 
obtained by the polynomial max-fitting (i.e., the term c in Eq. (1.5.10)). The default value of 
this parameter is equal to 0.05. 

3.11.11–12. “simple_exp_CS” and “simple_exp_DCS” (alias “simple_exp” for both) indicate if 
the “simple exponential” approximation of the dependence of (D)CS on max may be used. 
In this case, the value of parameter h in Eq. (1.5.1) is equal to zero, whereas the value of the 
stretching exponent d is fixed. Any positive value of d is allowed (thus, a more accurate 
term for this approximation is “fixed-d approximation” rather than “simple exponential”, 
because the latter term usually implies d = 1). This option is applied either in the region of 
increase of (D)CS with max (simple_exp_(D)CS=1), or in the region of decrease with max 
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(simple_exp_(D)CS=2), or both (simple_exp_(D)CS=3), if the reduced sum of squared 
residuals corresponding to the three-parameter “simple exponential” approximation does not 
exceed the reduced sum of squared residuals corresponding to the four-parameter stretched 
exponential approximation (defined by Eq. (1.5.1) with h = 0 and with d optimized) by a 
factor greater than 1 + simple_exp_thr_(D)CS  (see also the description of 
parameters No. 3.11.13–15). The fixed value of the stretching exponent d used for the 
“simple exponential” approximation is defined by one of the three parameters No. 3.11.16–
18 (“d_exp_CS”, “d_exp_DCS1”, or “d_exp_DCS2”). The default values of parameters 
“simple_exp_CS” and “simple_exp_DCS” are equal to 0 and 2, respectively. 

3.11.13–15. “simple_exp_thr_CS” (aliases “simple_ext_thr” and “simple_exp_thr_incr”), 
“simple_exp_thr_DCS1” (aliases “simple_ext_thr”, “simple_exp_thr_incr”, and 
“simple_exp_thr_DCS”), and “simple_exp_thr_DCS2” (aliases “simple_ext_thr” and 
“simple_exp_thr_DCS”) are the threshold values of the relative deviation of the reduced 
sum of squared residuals (i.e., the sum of squared residuals divided by the number of 
degrees of freedom) obtained using a three-parameter “simple exponential” approximation 
of the function (D)CS( max) (with a predefined fixed value of the stretching exponent d) 
from the corresponding reduced sum of squared residuals obtained using the four-parameter 
stretched exponential approximation (1.5.1) with h = 0 and with d optimized by least 
squares. If the mentioned relative deviation is greater than the threshold value, then the latter 
approximation will be preferred to the simple exponential approximation. Otherwise, the 
simple exponential approximation will be preferred. The suffixes “1” and “2” indicate an 
increase or a decrease of the PW DCS as a function of max, respectively. The default value 
of these three parameters is equal to 0.01. 

3.11.16–18. “d_exp_CS” (aliases “d_exp”, “d_exp_incr”), “d_exp_DCS1” (aliases “d_exp”, 
“d_exp_DCS”, “d_exp_incr”), and “d_exp_DCS2” (aliases “d_exp”, “d_exp_DCS”) are 
used to specify the mentioned fixed value of the stretching exponent d for the “simple 
exponential” fit (see the description of parameters No. 3.11.11–15). The suffix “1” or “2” 
corresponds to increase or decrease of the PW DCS with max, respectively. The default 
value of these three parameters is equal to 1. 

3.11.19–21. “d_polyn_CS” (aliases “d_polyn”, “d_polyn_incr”), “d_polyn_DCS1” (aliases 
“d_polyn”, “d_polyn_DCS”, “d_polyn_incr”), and “d_polyn_DCS2” (aliases “d_polyn”, 
“d_polyn_DCS”) are used to specify the value of the stretching exponent d in the expression 
of the argument of the fitting polynomial (Eq. (1.5.8) with h = 0), when d has to be fixed 
(rather than optimized by least squares at M = 1). The suffix “1” or “2” corresponds to 
increase or decrease of the PW DCS with max, respectively. If d_polyn > 0, then the 
polynomial fitting will always use d = d_polyn and a non-adjustable initial value of the 
optimized parameter b (see Eq. (1.5.8)). If d_polyn < 0, then the value of d = |d_polyn| and a 
non-adjustable initial value of b would be used only in the case of a failure of the previous 
three-, four- or five-parameter stretched-exponential fitting. In other cases, the argument of 
the polynomial would be set equal to the exponential obtained by the previous stretched-
exponential fitting (possibly with h > 0). The default value of these three parameters is equal 
to 0.5 (since this value is positive, the values of b and d used in Eq. (1.5.8) are independent 
of the values obtained in the preceding stretched-exponential fitting, whereas h = 0). 

3.11.22–24. “d_init_CS” (aliases “d_init”, “d_init_incr”), “d_init_DCS1” (aliases “d_init”, 
“d_init_DCS”, “d_init_incr”), and “d_init_DCS2” (aliases “d_init”, “d_init_DCS”) are used 
to specify the initial value of the stretching exponent d for the stretched-exponential fit when 
vary_h_(D)CS=0 or vary_h_(D)CS=1. If vary_h_(D)CS  2, then the value of parameter 
“d_init_(D)CS 1,2 ” means the geometric average of the maximum and minimum initial 
values of d to be tested (the range of variation of ln(d) is in such a case equal to 10). The 
suffix “1” or “2” corresponds to increase or decrease of the PW DCS with max, respectively. 
The default value of these three parameters is equal to e 5 = 0.00673794699908547. 
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3.11.25–26. “vary_h_CS” and “vary_h_DCS” (alias “vary_h” for both) indicate the method of 
calculating parameter h in Eq. (1.5.1) when fitting the CS or the DCS, respectively: (1) if 
vary_h=0, h will be equal to zero; (2) if |vary_h| > 0, h will be calculated as the value 
corresponding to the smallest sum of squared absolute deviations after performing the fitting 
|vary_h| times. If |vary_h| > 1, then the initial values of the natural logarithm of parameter d 
used for each fitting attempt are equidistant and range from ln(d_init) 5 to ln(d_init)+5, 
where “d_init” is one of three parameters “d_init_CS”, “d_init_DCS1”, “d_init_DCS2” 
(No. 3.11.22–24). If vary_h > 0, then parameter h will be allowed to be non-zero only when 
the (D)CS increases with max. If vary_h < 0, then h will be allowed to be non-zero 
regardless of the direction of change of the DCS as a function of max. By default, 
vary_h_CS=10 in the case “accuracy_level=1”, and vary_h_CS=20 in the case 
“accuracy_level=2”. The default value of vary_h_DCS is 0. 

3.11.27–28. “tol_corr_CS” and “tol_corr_DCS” (alias “tol_corr” for both) are used to specify the 
threshold value of the relative correction of the CS or DCS due to nonlinear fitting, 
respectively, which must be exceeded in order to perform the five-parameter stretched 
exponential fitting by the expression (1.5.1) (with parameter h varied) or the polynomial 
fitting by the expression (1.5.10). Before performing the five-parameter stretched 
exponential fitting or the polynomial fitting of CS( max) or DCS( max) (i.e., optimizing 
parameters a, b, c, d and h in Eq. (1.5.1), or parameters c, c1, c2, …, cM in Eq. (1.5.10)), the 
three- or four-parameter stretched exponential fitting with h = 0 is performed, and if the 
relative correction of the CS or DCS due to this fitting is less than parameter “tol_corr_CS” 
or “tol_corr_DCS” respectively, then the result of the three- or four-parameter stretched 
exponential fitting is accepted without attempting the other two mentioned types of fitting. 
The default value of these two parameters is 0.005. 
Notes: 1) The five-parameter stretched exponential fitting or the polynomial fitting is never 

attempted if the number of points in the fitting interval (Nfit) is less than the value 
of parameter No. 3.11.29 (“tol_Nfit”). 

2) The choice between the five-parameter stretched exponential fitting and the 
polynomial fitting is controlled by parameters No. 3.11.1–3 (“polyn_thr_CS”, 
“polyn_thr_DCS1”, and “polyn_thr_DCS2”). 

3.11.29. “tol_Nfit” specifies the minimum number of values of κmax in the fitting interval (Nfit) 
needed for the five-parameter stretched exponential fitting (i.e., least squares optimization of 
all five parameters of the fitting function defined by Eq. (1.5.1)) or the fitting by the 
polynomial (1.5.10) to be possible (if Nfit is less than tol_Nfit, then only the three- or four-
parameter stretched-exponential fitting with h = 0 will be performed). The default value of 
this parameter is 10. Notes: 1) The five-parameter stretched exponential fitting or the 
polynomial fitting is never attempted if the relative correction of the CS or DCS due to the 
four-parameter stretched exponential fitting is less than the value of parameter No. 3.11.27 
(“tol_corr_CS”) or No. 3.11.28 (“tol_corr_DCS”), respectively. 2) Another factor 
determining the choice between the four- and five-parameter stretched exponential fitting is 
the value of the uncertainty of the optimal value of the varied parameter c returned by the 
fitting procedure. This uncertainty is calculated using Eq. (1.6.2). If the difference of the two 
least-squares estimates of the (D)CS (obtained using the four- and five-parameter stretched 
exponential fitting) is less than the larger of the two corresponding uncertainties multiplied 
by parameter No. 3.11.30 or No. 3.11.31 (“thr_ratio_h_CS” or “thr_ratio_h_DCS”), then the 
result with the smaller uncertainty is preferred, otherwise the estimate obtained by the five-
parameter stretched exponential fitting is preferred. 

3.11.30–31. “thr_ratio_h_CS” and “thr_ratio_h_DCS” (alias “thr_ratio_h” for both) control the 
condition to perform the comparison of the absolute uncertainties of the fitted (D)CS needed 
to determine which of the two variants of the stretched exponential fitting (with h = 0 or 
h > 0) must be preferred. This parameter defines the threshold value of the ratio of the 
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absolute difference between the two estimates of the fitted (D)CS and the larger of the two 
corresponding absolute uncertainties, which must be exceeded in order to use the result 
corresponding to h > 0 unconditionally (i.e., without the additional requirement for the 
uncertainty corresponding to h > 0 to be less than the uncertainty corresponding to h = 0). If 
thr_ratio_h_(D)CS=0, then the result corresponding to h > 0 will always be used (i.e., the 
uncertainties corresponding to h = 0 and h > 0 will not be compared). If 
thr_ratio_h_(D)CS=1, then the additional requirement will be applied only when the larger 
of the two confidence intervals contains the value of the fitted (D)CS corresponding to the 
other fitting mode. If thr_ratio_h_(D)CS is equal to a very large value, then the two 
uncertainties will always be compared, and the result corresponding to the smaller 
uncertainty will be used. Parameter “thr_ratio_h(D)CS” has an effect only when parameter 
“vary_h_(D)CS” is non-zero (see the description of parameters No. 3.11.25–26). The default 
values of parameters “thr_ratio_h_CS” and “thr_ratio_h_DCS” are 1 and 1010, respectively. 

3.11.32–33. “fitFunc_CS” and “fitFunc_DCS” (alias “fitFunc” for both) control the choice 
between the two definitions of the fitting function – the stretched exponential (1.5.1) and the 
power function (1.5.6) – when fitting the dependence CS( max) or DCS( max), respectively. 
If fitFunc_(D)CS=1, then the power function (1.5.6) will be used. If fitFunc_(D)CS=2, then 
the stretched exponential (1.5.6) will be used. In any case, h may be one of the optimized 
parameters, or it may be fixed at zero, depending on the values of parameters No. 3.11.25–
26. If fitFunc_(D)CS=3, then the program will calculate the value of the left-hand side of 
inequality (1.5.4) after performing the fitting with the stretched exponential (1.5.1), and if 
this value is less than parameter No. 3.11.34 “d_h_thr”, the fitting will be redone using the 
power-function approximation (1.5.6) (which has one less varied parameter than the fitting 
function used for the previous fitting attempt). The default value of parameters 
“fitFunc_CS” and “fitFunc_DCS” is 2. 

3.11.34. “d_h_thr” is the threshold value of the expression on the left-hand side of inequality 
(1.5.4), which must be exceeded in order to use the stretched exponential definition of the 
fitting function (1.5.1) (with up to five varied parameters) when fitFunc_(D)CS=3 (see the 
description of parameters No. 3.11.32–33). Parameter “d_h_thr” is equal to 0.002 by default. 

3.11.35–36. “simple_fit_CS” and “simple_fit_DCS” (alias “simple_fit” for both) are “switches” (0 
or 1) indicating if the stretched-exponential fitting (Eq. (1.5.1)) of the dependence CS( max) 
or DCS( max), respectively, must be simplified by requiring that the fitted values 
corresponding to the initial and ending points of the max-fitting interval are exactly equal to 
the corresponding empirical values. This requirement causes a reduction of the number of 
varied parameters by 2. The default value of these two parameters is 0 (i.e., the mentioned 
simplification is not applied by default). 

3.11.37–38. “thr_ratio_h2_CS” and “thr_ratio_h2_DCS” (alias “thr_ratio_h2” for both) specify 
the value of parameter “thr_ratio_h_CS” or “thr_ratio_h_DCS”, respectively, during pass 
No. 2 when Npasses=2 (see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.2.24–25 and No. 3.11.30–
31). The default values of parameters “thr_ratio_h2_CS” and “thr_ratio_h2_DCS” are 1 and 
1010, respectively. 

3.11.39–40. “fitFunc2_CS” and “fitFunc2_DCS” (alias “fitFunc2” for both) specify the value of 
parameter “fitFunc_CS” or “fitFunc_DCS”, respectively, during pass No. 2 when Npasses=2 
(see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.2.24–25 and No. 3.11.32–33). The default value of 
parameters “fitFunc_CS” and “fitFunc_DCS” is 2. 

6.12. Parameters defining various limiting values and thresholds 
3.12.1–2. “avg_period_min_CS” and “avg_period_min_DCS” (aliases “avg_period_min” and 

“avg_period” for both) are equal to the minimum moving average interval for the nonlinear 
fitting of the functions CS( max) and DCS( max), respectively (see Section 1.5.3). If the 
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partial-wave interpolation is applied, then the default value of avg_period_min is equal to 
parameter k2_step_last (i.e., the interval between the last two breakpoints of max if 
k2_step_last > k2_step_first, or the interval between the first two breakpoints of max if 
k2_step_last = k2_step_first). If the partial-wave interpolation is not applied, then the 
default value of avg_period_min_(D)CS is equal to 5 when max(max| 1|, max| 2|) ≥ 80, or 
to 1 otherwise. 

3.12.3–4. “avg_period_max_CS” and “avg_period_max_DCS” (aliases “avg_period_max” and 
“avg_period” for both) are equal to the maximum moving average interval for the nonlinear 
fitting of the functions CS( max) and DCS( max), respectively (see Section 1.5.3). Parameter 
“avg_period_max_(D)CS” is one of two alternative parameters used to specify the 
maximum moving average interval. Another one is parameter No. 3.12.5 
“avg_period_max_ratio”. The final value of the maximum moving average interval is equal 
to the smaller of the two values corresponding to each of the two parameters. The default 
value of parameter “avg_period_max_(D)CS” is very large (1000). Consequently, the 
maximum moving average interval is determined using only the value of parameter 
“avg_period_max_ratio” by default. Note: If the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS is 
performed (see Section 1.7.1), then only one value of the moving average interval is used 
(this value is defined by the corresponding parameter “avg_period_min_(D)CS”). 
Otherwise, if a fitting error occurs, the moving average interval is increased by 1 and the 
fitting is redone. This process is repeated until the fitting error does not occur or the 
maximum value of the moving average interval is reached. 

3.12.5.  “avg_period_max_ratio” is used for an alternative estimation of the maximum moving 
average interval. It is equal to the ratio of the required maximum moving average interval 
and Nfit (the meaning of Nfit is explained in Section 1.5.1). The actual value of the maximum 
moving average interval is equal to the smaller of two values: avg_period_max_(D)CS 
(described above) and avg_period_max_ratio*Nfit. In the case “avg_period_max_ratio=0”, 
no averaging will be applied. The default (and maximum allowed) value of this parameter is 
0.25. 

3.12.6. “maxRelErr” is the maximum acceptable relative error of the single- and double differential 
cross sections calculated by Bremsstrahlung due to uncertainties of the S integrals. If this 
parameter is positive, then the “original” and “test” cross sections (in the files whose names 
end with “_test”) calculated by Bremsstrahlung will be compared, and the maximum value 
of max will be reduced if their relative differences are greater than maxRelErr. The default 
value of this parameter is 0.05. 

3.12.7. “maxRelErr2” is the maximum acceptable relative error of the single- and double 
differential cross sections calculated by Bremsstrahlung due to truncation of the sum 
(1.1.10) with respect to l. If this parameter is positive, then the “original” and “test” cross 
sections (in the files whose names end with “_test2”) calculated by Bremsstrahlung will be 
compared, and the maximum value of max will be reduced if their relative differences are 
greater than maxRelErr2. The default value of this parameter is 0.001. 

3.12.8. “nErrMax” is the maximum allowed number of consecutive irrecoverable error points in 
the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS. If the max-fitting fails at a given value of  
and the number of consecutive irrecoverable errors (nErr) is less than nErrMax, then the 

max-fitted DCS at the current value of  will be replaced by a value calculated without the 
max-fitting. The replacement value depends on the value of parameter No. 3.2.13 

(“fitMode”). If fitMode = 1, then the replacement value is equal to the original (unfitted) 
DCS. If fitMode = 2, then the replacement value is calculated by log-linear interpolation 
between the two values of the fitted DCS corresponding to the two closest “bracketing” 
values of  where the fitting has been successful. If nErrMax = 0, then the fitting procedure 
will be terminated after the first irrecoverable error. The default value of this parameter is 6 
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when T1  3 MeV, and 12 otherwise. Note: The limitation on the number of consecutive 
errors is not applied inside the angular interval   (180  + |spline_theta_max_thr|) / 2 (see 
also the description of parameter No. 3.7.8). 

3.12.9. “max_min_ratio_thr” is the maximum allowed ratio of the maximum and minimum values 
of the DCS in the entire angular interval 0     180  when the angular dependence of the 
DCS is allowed to have a minimum. I.e., if the value of the mentioned ratio is less than or 
equal to max_min_ratio_thr, then the DCS is allowed to have a minimum, and if the 
mentioned ratio is greater than max_min_ratio_thr, then the DCS is not allowed to have a 
minimum. This parameter is used in order to determine if the approximate angular 
dependence of the DCS obtained by cubic spline fitting and extrapolation is acceptable, or if 
it must be rejected (because of existence of additional extrema or inflection points). The 
default value of this parameter is equal to 10. 

3.12.10–11. “T1_CS_mode_thr” (alias “T1_mode_thr”) and “T2_CS_mode_thr” are the 
threshold values of the initial and final kinetic energies of the electron T1 and T2 (in MeV), 
respectively, which must be exceeded in order to change the role assigned to the max-fitted 
CS (as compared to the role of the angular integral of the max-fitted DCS) when the photon 
energy is non-zero. If T1 > T1_CS_mode_thr and T2 > T2_CS_mode_thr and 
T2 / T1 > tip_thr (see also the description of parameter No. 9 at the end of Section 2) and the 
photon energy is non-zero, then the max fitting of the CS is not performed, and the final 
value of the CS is set equal to DCSd , i.e., to the angular integral of the final max-fitted 
DCS (at lower energies or in the case of zero photon energy, the final estimate of the CS is 
the arithmetic average of the max-fitted CS and DCSd ). The default values of parameters 
T1_CS_mode_thr and T2_CS_mode_thr are equal to 10 and 3, respectively. 

6.13. Parameters defining the names of input and output files, and the conditions for overwriting 
3.13.1–2. “prefix_fit_CS” and “prefix_fit_DCS” (alias “prefix_fit” for both) are the names of the 

folders with the CS and DCS data files created by Bremsstrahlung. Brems_fit reads the 
(D)CS data from six files created by Bremsstrahlung: three files whose names start with 
“_CS_” and three files whose names start with “DCS_” (see the description of the files of 
the first group in Section 5.8). The program searches for the three “_CS_” files and three 
“DCS_” files in the folders specified by parameters “prefix_fit_CS” and “prefix_fit_DCS”, 
respectively. The folder name must end with the slash ‘/’. If parameter “prefix_fit_(D)CS” is 
the empty string (specified by writing a space after “prefix_fit_(D)CS=”), then the 
mentioned three files must be in the current folder. This parameter is used only when 
firstStage = 3 and parameter No. 1.7.1 “prefix” (see Section 4.7) is not ‘.’. In other cases, or 
if this parameter is not specified, Brems_fit will search for the cross section data files in the 
current folder. The default value of parameters “prefix_fit_CS” and “prefix_fit_DCS” is the 
empty string. 

3.13.3. “suffix3” (alias “suffix_3”) is the suffix that is appended to the names of files 
“DCS_fitted_...”, “ShapeFn_fitted_...”, “DCS_parms_...”, “DCS_interm0_...”, 
“DCS_interm1_...”, and “DCS_mu_...” (the contents of these files are described in Section 
6.16). The default value of this parameter is the empty string. 

3.13.4. “iFit” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating whether the existing data files with the fitted DCS 
and shape function data must be overwritten. This parameter is ignored if fitMode = 0 (see 
the description of parameter No. 3.2.13). If iFit = 0 and processing of the DCS is requested 
(fitMode  0), then Brems_fit will process the DCS data only if there is no file with the 
fitted DCS data (otherwise no files will be updated, and the program will quit with a 
corresponding message). If iFit = 1, the DCS data will be always processed, and the existing 
files with the fitted DCS and shape function data will be overwritten. The default value of 
this parameter is 1. 
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3.13.5–6. “suffix_spline” and “suffix_extrap” define the suffix to be used in the case 
“extrap_files=1” (see the description of parameter No. 3.10.2) when forming the name of the 
file with the values of the spline-fitted and extrapolated PW DCS for all angles and all 
values of max (this file belongs to the fourth group of output files described in Section 6.16). 
The suffix specified by parameter “suffix_spline” is used when the angular extrapolation is 
not performed, and the PW DCS is only spline-fitted in the entire angular range ( min = 0  
and max = 180 , using the notations of Section 1.7.1). The suffix specified by parameter 
“suffix_extrap” is used when the angular extrapolation of the PW DCS outside of the spline-
fitting range is performed ( min > 0 , or max < 180 ). In any case, the suffix is inserted 
before the extension “.txt”. The default values of parameters “suffix_spline” and 
“suffix_extrap” are “_spline” and “_spline_extrap”, respectively. 

3.13.7. “suffix_MA” defines the suffix to be used in the case “MA_file=1” (see the description of 
parameter No. 3.10.6) when forming the name of the file with the values of the moving 
average of the original PW DCS. The default value of this parameter is “_MA”. 

3.13.8. “suffix3a” (alias “suffix_3”) defines the additional suffix to be appended to the names of the 
“_spline” and “spline_extrap” files, and the moving-average file (after the suffix defined by 
parameters No. 3.13.5–7). The default value of this parameter is the empty string. 

6.14. Parameters controlling calculation of the uncertainty of DCS caused by reduction of lmax 
 As mentioned in Section 1.3.2, the sum in Eq. (1.1.10) may be truncated, which means that 
the maximum value of l (denoted lmax) in this sum may be less than the theoretical maximum of l 
(which is equal to max| 1| + max| 2|). In BREMS, the effect of this truncation is evaluated by 
calculating two sets of cross sections: the set corresponding to the original value of parameter 
No. 1.2.12 “lmax” (which may be either the default one or specified by the user), and the set 
corresponding to the reduced value of lmax, with the size of this reduction specified using 
parameter No. 2.2.18 “lmax_decr”. In stage 2, the latter set of cross sections is written to the files 
whose name includes the additional suffix “_test2” (see also Section 5.8). In stage 3, the relative 
change of the PW DCS caused by this reduction at the maximum value of max in the analyzed data 
is used as a component of the overall relative uncertainty of the final max-fitted DCS (this 
component is added in quadrature with other components, yielding the overall relative uncertainty). 
However, such estimate of the mentioned uncertainty is very unreliable, because it reflects only the 
difference between the cross sections corresponding to two arbitrary values of lmax, both of which 
are less than the theoretical maximum of l (which is equal to max| 1| + max| 2|). It is desirable to 
have at least a rough estimate of the relative change of the DCS caused by the reduction of lmax from 
max| 1| + max| 2| to the value of lmax used in stage 2. In BREMS, a conservative estimate of the 
mentioned relative change of the PW DCS is obtained by multiplying the previously-mentioned 
estimate by the correction factor equal to 

max(1, 0.5  (max| 1| + max| 2|  lmax) / | lmax|),                           (6.14.1a) 
where lmax is the reduction of lmax used for calculating the mentioned alternative set of cross 
sections, and lmax is the value used for calculating the “original” set of cross sections. Although this 
estimate of the relative uncertainty caused by the reduced value of lmax (in comparison with the 
theoretical maximum max| 1| + max| 2|) is calculated using the PW DCS (i.e., before the 
extrapolation to max  ), it is “carried over” to the final max-fitted DCS. 
Note: A more reliable estimate (which is more applicable to the final max-fitted DCS) could be 

obtained by redoing stage 3 with the alternative cross sections (stored in the “…_test2.txt” 
files) as the input data, and then calculating the difference between the values of the max-
fitted DCS corresponding to the alternative cross sections and the original cross sections. 
After that, this difference should be multiplied by the same correction factor (6.14.1a). 
However, this method would be more time-consuming, and it would not cause a significant 
change of the overall uncertainty of the final max-fitted DCS, because this type of uncertainty 
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is usually negligible (much less than the other components of the overall uncertainty of the 
final max-fitted DCS). 

 Normally, the values of max| 1| + max| 2|, lmax and lmax in (6.14.1a) should be the same as 
those used in stage 2. However, those values are not stored in the data files that are by default read 
in stage 3. Consequently, there are three parameters that are used to specify the mentioned three 
values. The names of those three parameters are “Kmax12”, “lmax3” and “lmax_decr3”, 
respectively. By replacing the notations “max| 1| + max| 2|”, “lmax” and “ lmax” with the names of 
the corresponding parameters, the expression of the correction factor (6.14.1a) may be written as 
follows: 

max(1, 0.5  (Kmax12  lmax3) / |lmax_decr3|).                           (6.14.1b) 
The values of parameters “Kmax12”, “lmax3” and “lmax_decr3” may be either specified explicitly, 
or set to the values of parameters Kmax1 + Kmax2 (No. 1.2.2 and No. 1.2.5), lmax2 (No. 2.2.13) 
and lmax_decr (No. 2.2.18), respectively, or read from the file “CS.txt” created in stage 2 (the 
format of the latter file is described in Section 5.8). Note: In the case “firstStage=3”, the latter 
method is more reliable, because the values of Kmax1, Kmax2, lmax and lmax_decr may have been 
reduced in stages 1 and 2, and the magnitude of this reduction is not known if firstStage = 3. 
3.14.1. “lmax3” is the value of the variable lmax3 to be used for calculation of the correction factor 

(6.14.1b). If lmax3=-1, then Kmax12 and lmax3 are set equal to the default or user-specified 
values of parameters Kmax1+Kmax2 (No. 1.2.2 and No. 1.2.5) and lmax2 (No. 2.2.13), 
respectively (if firstStage < 3, then the additional reduction of Kmax1, Kmax2 and lmax2, 
which is possible in stages 1 and 2, is also taken into account automatically when 
lmax3 = -1). If lmax3=0, then the correction factor is not applied (i.e., the correction factor 
is equal to 1). The default value of parameter “lmax3” is equal to -1. 

3.14.2. “lmax_decr3” is the value of the variable lmax_decr3 to be used for calculation of the 
correction factor (6.14.1b). If lmax_decr3=1, then lmax_decr3 is set equal to the default or 
user-specified value of parameter No. 2.2.18 “lmax_decr” (if firstStage < 3, then the 
additional reduction of lmax_decr, which is possible in stage 2, is also taken into account 
automatically when lmax_decr3 = 1). If lmax_decr3=0, then the correction factor is not 
applied (i.e., the correction factor is equal to 1). The default value of parameter 
“lmax_decr3” is equal to 1. 

3.14.3. “Kmax12” is the value of the variable Kmax12 to be used for calculation of the correction 
factor (6.14.1b). This parameter is used only when parameter “lmax3” is positive and 
parameter “lmax_decr3” is non-zero (see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.14.1 and 
No. 3.14.2). The default value of parameter Kmax12 is equal to 0. 

3.14.4. “fn_lmax3” is the name of the file where the values of the variables lmax3, lmax_decr3 and 
Kmax12 in Eq. (6.14.1b) are stored. This file must have the same format as the file “CS.txt” 
created in stage 2 (the format of this file is described in Section 5.8). If parameter 
“fn_lmax3” is not the empty string or the period “.”, then the mentioned parameters “lmax3” 
(No. 3.14.1) and “lmax_decr3” (No. 3.14.2) will be ignored and the program will attempt to 
open the specified file and find the last line corresponding to the specified values of Z, T1 
and k in it. The lines with nCyc=1 (in column No. 7) are ignored. If the required line is 
found, then the values of Kmax1, Kmax2, lmax3 and lmax_decr3 will be read from columns 
No. 9 (“kmax1”), No. 12 (“kmax2”), No. 20 (“lmax2”) and No. 21 (“test”), respectively 
(more precisely, the value of lmax_decr3 is equal to the difference of the latter two values). 
If the required line is not found or a read error occurs, then the program will quit with an 
error message. If fn_lmax3 is equal to the period “.”, then the same four values will be read 
from the first four lines of the file “DCS_..._test2.txt” created in stage 2, unless the 
mentioned file has the old format (without the additional four lines at the beginning), in 
which case the default or user-specified values of parameters No. 3.14.1–3 (“lmax3”, 
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“lmax_decr3” and “Kmax12”) will be used. The default value of parameter “fn_lmax3” is 
the period “.”. 

3.14.5. “folder_CS” indicates the folder where the file defined by parameter “fn_lmax3” is located. 
If parameter “folder_CS” is equal to the period “.” (the default value), then the folder name 
will be obtained by removing the part of parameter “prefix_fit_CS” (No. 3.13.1) following 
the last slash, and if the string defined by the latter parameter does not contain a slash, then 
parameter “folder_CS” will be set to the empty string (i.e., the current folder). 

6.15. Other parameters 
3.15.1–2. “wt_Nfit_CS” and “wt_Nfit_DCS” (alias “wt_Nfit” for both) specify the weighting 

method when averaging the fitting results over the two alternative widths of the max-fitting 
interval in the case “fitRange_(D)CS=3” (see the description of parameters No. 3.2.3–4). 
wt_Nfit_(D)CS=1 indicates that equal weights must be assigned to both fitting intervals. 
wt_Nfit_(D)CS=2 indicates weighting by inverse squared uncertainties. The default value of 
parameters “wt_Nfit_CS” and “wt_Nfit_DCS” is 1. 

3.15.3–4. “wt_avg_CS” and “wt_avg_DCS” (alias “wt_avg” for both) is the number “1” or “2” 
indicating the weigting method when calculating the average and standard deviation of the 

max-fitted CS, and the max-fitted, spline-fitted and extrapolated DCS, respectively, over 
multiple “shifts”. “wt_avg_(D)CS=1” indicates no weighting, and “wt_avg_(D)CS=2” 
indicates weighting by inverse squared uncertainties (corresponding to either the original 

max-fitted DCS or the max-fitted and spline-fitted DCS, depending on the sign of parameter 
“splineFit_wt”). The default value of parameters “wt_avg_CS” and “wt_avg_DCS” is 1. 

3.15.5. “splineFit_wt” is the number 1 or 2, which indicates the weighting method applied 
during the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS, and modifies the calculation of the 
weight factors during the averaging of the max-fitted and spline-fitted DCS over multiple 
shifts (when wt_avg_DCS=2). |splineFit_wt|=1 means no weighting during the linear 
regression when calculating the optimal values of the spline corresponding to a given set of 
spline knots (see also Section 1.7.1), and |splineFit_wt|=2 means weighting by the inverse 
relative uncertainties squared. The sign of this parameter indicates the weighting method 
used for averaging the max-fitted DCS and its uncertainties over multiple shifts during the 
optimization of the other adjustable parameters related to the spline fitting (the knot spacing 
and the choice of the reference function, spline argument and the logarithm option): 
splineFit_wt>0 means no weighting, splineFit_wt<0 means weighting by the average value 
of the squared inverse relative uncertainty of the original max-fitted DCS (prior to the 
angular spline fitting). In the case splineFit_wt<0, the mentioned relative uncertainty of the 

max-fitted DCS has the same value for all values of , and it is calculated by integration of 
the uncertainties over the entire angular interval 0     180  with respect to the solid angle 
of photon emission. When splineFit_wt<0 and wt_avg_DCS=2, the same weights are also 
used for averaging the max-fitted and spline-fitted DCS over multiple shifts (conversely, 
when splineFit_wt>0 and wt_avg_DCS=2, the weights are calculated using the uncertainties 
of the spline-fitted DCS returned by the subroutine performing the mentioned linear 
regression). The default value of parameter “splineFit_wt” is -1. 

The next six parameters define the rules of shift selection for the averaging of the max-fitted (D)CS 
over multiple shifts (both during the angular spline fitting and during the subsequent averaging of 
the spline-fitted DCS), and modify some of the weighting factors. The minimum number of 
included observations (shifts) of (D)CS is nmin = max(nAvg_(D)CS, fractAvg_(D)CS*ntot), 
where ntot is the total number of observations (shifts). This “minimum” set consists of nmin shifts 
with the smallest absolute values of the uncertainty, or “standard deviation” (SD), plus all shifts 
corresponding to relative range of variation less than 0.1% inside the max-fitting interval. All 
remaining shifts are excluded, unless the corresponding absolute SD exceeds the maximum absolute 
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SD of the minimum set by a factor less than SDratio_(D)CS. In the case wt_avg_(D)CS=2, all 
included shifts that do not belong to the minimum set are assigned a weight equal to the inverse 
squared SD of the corresponding shift, whereas the weight of all shifts in the minimum set is equal 
to the inverse squared maximum SD among the mentioned nmin shifts (this is needed in order to 
avoid unrealistically small uncertainties, which could otherwise appear if one shift was accidentally 
assigned a very small SD). In the case wt_avg_(D)CS=1, all included shifts have equal weights. 
3.15.6–7. “nAvg_CS” or “nAvg_DCS” (alias “nAvg” for both) is the first one of the two 

parameters defining the minimum number of “shifts” in the “minimum” set corresponding to 
the max-fitted CS or the max-fitted DCS, respectively (see the previous paragraph). The 
default value of parameters “nAvg_CS” and “nAvg_DCS” is 5. 

3.15.8–9. “fractAvg_CS” or “fractAvg_DCS” (alias “fractAvg” for both) is the second one of the 
two parameters defining the minimum number of “shifts” in the “minimum” set 
corresponding to the max-fitted CS or the max-fitted DCS, respectively (see above). The 
default values of parameters “fractAvg_CS” and “fractAvg_DCS” are 0.25 and 0.5, 
respectively. 

3.15.10–11. “SDratio_CS” and “SDratio_DCS” (alias “SDratio” for both) is the maximum 
allowed ratio of the uncertainty of a max-fitted value of the CS or DCS (respectively) 
corresponding to the given shift and the maximum uncertainty of the “minimum” set (see 
above). If the mentioned ratio is greater than the value of “SDratio_(D)CS”, then the 
corresponding shift will not be included in the average. The default value of parameters 
“SDratio_CS” and “SDratio_DCS” is 3. 

3.15.12–13. “theorSD_CS” and “theorSD_DCS” (alias “theorSD” for both) is a “switch” (1 or 0) 
indicating if the value of the “theoretical” uncertainty (i.e., the estimate of the uncertainty of 
parameter c in Eq. (1.5.1) or Eq. (1.5.10), calculated according to Eq. (1.6.2)) must be taken 
into account when calculating the final estimate of the uncertainty (or “standard deviation”, 
indicated by the subscript “SD” in the headers of the corresponding columns of the output 
files) of the max-fitted (and optionally spline-fitted) CS or DCS, respectively. In the case 
“theorSD_(D)CS=1”, the mentioned theoretical uncertainty will be added in quadrature with 
the “empirical” standard deviation calculated over multiple fitting intervals (see also Section 
1.6). In the case “theorSD_(D)CS=0”, the final estimate of the uncertainty will be purely 
empirical (see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.15.3–11), i.e., it will reflect only the 
magnitude of variation of (D)CS among the different fitting intervals (for example, in the 
case of a single fitting interval it will be equal to zero). Specifically, if wt_avg_DCS=1 (see 
the description of parameters No. 3.15.3–4), the final estimate of the uncertainty of the DCS 
will be calculated as the square root of the ratio of the sum of squared deviations from the 
arithmetic average, and the number of included “shifts” reduced by 1 (i.e., the number of 
degrees of freedom, which is equal to the number of observations minus 1). In such a case, it 
is possible to obtain the estimate of the uncertainty of the mentioned average value: one has 
to divide the estimate of the SD contained in the output file by the square root of the number 
of included shifts (which is also output) and to multiply by the critical value of the t statistic 
corresponding to the current number of degrees of freedom (such calculation is based on the 
assumption that the errors are normally distributed and that their statistical average is equal 
to zero). The default value of parameters “theorSD_CS” and “theorSD_DCS” is 1. 
Note: If the angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS is performed, 

then the theoretical uncertainties for individual shifts, calculated using the results of 
the linear regression (least squares optimization of the spline values at a fixed set of 
knots) as described in Section 1.7.1, replace the theoretical uncertainties calculated 
during the preceding nonlinear max-fitting as described in Section 1.6. 

3.15.14. “del_CS” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the cross section data files created in stage 2 
(by the subroutine Bremsstrahlung), excluding the file “CS.txt” that was updated by 
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appending a single line, must be deleted after a successful completion of stage 3. The value 
“1” of this parameter (indicating deletion of the cross section data files) will have an effect 
only if firstStage < 3. The default value of this parameter is 1. 

3.15.15. “verbosity” is a “switch” (1 or 0) controlling output of messages about irrecoverable max-
fitting errors in stage 3. Allowed values: 0  no messages about irrecoverable max-fitting 
errors, except after exceeding the maximum allowed number of such errors, 1  only 
messages about irrecoverable kmax-fitting errors that occur at 

 < 0.5 * (180  + |spline_theta_max_thr|), 2  messages about all irrecoverable max-fitting 
errors. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 

6.16. Output data of stage 3 (subroutine “Brems_fit”) 
 Brems_fit creates or updates up to 14 ASCII (human-readable) files. Each file starts with a 
header line, which is followed by multiple columns of numbers of fixed width. It is convenient to 
define five groups of the output files of “Brems_fit” according to their purpose and format: 

I. Three files with the values of the CS and the DCS extrapolated to max   (i.e., the values of 
the parameter c in Eq. (1.5.1) or Eq. (1.5.10) returned by the fitting procedure), and the 
corresponding values of the shape function (defined as the ratio DCS/CS). The name of the file 
with the fitted CS data is “CS_fitted.txt”. The names of the other two files start with the string 
“DCS_fitted_” and “ShapeFn_fitted_”, respectively, followed by the name of the input file 
with the cross section data. If the file “CS_fitted.txt” already exists, then a line will be 
appended to it. The other two files are overwritten after each fitting. 

II. Two files with the parameters of the fitting function (1.5.1) or (1.5.10) obtained after fitting the 
CS and the DCS for each value of . The name of the file with the CS fitting parameters is 
“CS_parms.txt”. A line of text is appended to this file after each fitting. In addition to the 
values of parameters c, a, b, d, and h in (1.5.1), or c, c1, c2, …, cM in (1.5.10) obtained by fitting 
the dependence of the CS on max, the file “CS_parms.txt” contains several parameters 
pertaining to the angular dependence of the fitted DCS. The name of the file with the DCS 
fitting parameters starts with the string “DCS_parms_” and includes the input file name. This 
file is overwritten after each fitting. 

III. The file “Errors.txt”. This file is created for the purpose of the future statistical analysis with 
the aim of determining the degree of correlation between several quantities related to the 
accuracy of the fitting (see also the description of parameter No. 3.2.12). Several lines of text 
are appended to this file after each error testing. Each line has 24 entries and corresponds to 
one of the intervals of max where the fitting is performed (in decreasing order of the endpoints 
of these intervals). Each set of results contained in a single line of this file is obtained by 
complete processing of the data corresponding to a particular maximum value of max, 
including the averaging of the results corresponding to the fitting intervals shifted by up to 
shift_k_max_(D)CS relative to the original interval (see the description of parameters 
No. 3.2.7–8). 

IV. Five files with intermediate data of the angular spline fitting and extrapolation. The first two of 
these files contain the results of the angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the original PW 
DCS (prior to the subsequent max-fitting) for all angles and all values of max. The names of 
those two files are formed from the name of the input file with the PW DCS data by inserting 
the suffix specified by one of parameters “suffix_spline” or “suffix_extrap” (see the description 
of parameters No. 3.13.5–6). If the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS is not performed, then 
those two files are not created. If only the spline fitting in the entire angular range 
0     180  is performed (without the angular extrapolation), then only the first one of those 
two files is created (with the suffix specified by parameter “suffix_spline”). If the angular 
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extrapolation of the PW DCS is performed, then both those files are created (if they already 
exist, then they will be overwritten). The third one of the files of this group contains the results 
of max-fitting of the spline-fitted and extrapolated PW DCS (prior to the subsequent angular 
spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS) for all angles and all “shifts” where the 

max-fitting has been completed successfully. The name of this file starts with the string 
“DCS_interm0_” and includes the input file name. This file is also overwritten after each 
fitting. The fourth one of these files contains the results of the angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS for all angles and all “shifts” where the max-fitting has 
been completed successfully. The name of this file starts with the string “DCS_interm1_” and 
includes the input file name. This file is also overwritten after each fitting. The fifth one of 
these files contains a short summary of the results (i.e., values of the main parameters) of 
angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS corresponding to each “shift” 
where the max-fitting has been completed successfully. The name of this file is 
“Data_interm1.txt”. Several lines of text (one line per shift) are appended to the file 
“Data_interm1.txt” after each fitting. 

V. Two files with the data of the -corrected DCS (see Section 1.5.4) corresponding to the 
maximum value of max in the analyzed dataset, and a file with the -fitting data for each 
“shift”. The first two mentioned files are updated only when parameter No. 3.10.5 
“output_mu” is equal to 1, or 2, and the third mentioned file is updated only when parameter 
“output_mu” is equal to 2. The first one of those two files (“mu_range.txt”) contains the limits 
of the angular range corresponding to constant scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a), the limits of the 
angular range of the polynomial fitting of the -corrected DCS (see Section 1.5.4), the values 
of the normalized differential of the function DCS( max), the optimal value of , and the 
corresponding rms values of the relative deviation of the -corrected DCS (and of its 
polynomial approximation) from the reference function defined by parameter “compRef_mu” 
(No. 3.6.33). A line of text is appended to the file “mu_range.txt” after each -fitting. The 
name of the second file of this group starts with the string “DCS_mu_”, followed by the name 
of the input file with the cross section data. This file contains the values of the -corrected 
DCS and of its polynomial approximation for each value of the photon emission angle . This 
file is overwritten after each -fitting. The format of the third mentioned file (“mu.txt”) is 
similar to the format of the first mentioned file (“mu_range.txt”), and the main difference 
between these two file is that the file “mu_range.txt” contains the data only for the maximum 
value of max in the analyzed dataset (i.e., for “shift 0”), whereas the file “mu.txt” contains the 
data for each shift. Several lines of text (one line for each shift) are appended to the file 
“mu.txt” after each run where the -fitting was performed. 

Each line written to the file “CS_fitted.txt” contains 63 entries, which have the following meaning: 
(1) the atomic number of the target material (column header “Z”), 
(2) the kinetic energy of the incident electron in MeV (“T1(MeV)”), 
(3) the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon in MeV (“Ep(MeV)”), 
(4) the original value of K defined by (1.5.3) (“kmax0”), 
(5) the value of K after the possible reduction on the basis of the restrictions on the 

maximum relative error (“kmax”); see the descriptions of parameters No. 3.12.6–7, 
(6) the value of parameter No. 3.11.25 (“vary_h_CS”), 
(7) the value of parameter No. 3.11.26 (“vary_h_DCS”), 
(8) the final value of parameter No. 3.2.7, taking into account parameter No. 3.2.9 (column 

header “shift_CS”), 
(9) the final value of parameter No. 3.2.8, taking into account parameter No. 3.2.9 (column 

header “shift_DCS”) 
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(10) the number of observations of the fitted CS used for averaging and calculation of its 
standard deviation (“nObs”). If no “shifts” were excluded, then this number is equal to 
shift_k_max+1. If some shifts were excluded, then this number will be smaller, 

(11) the number “1” or “2” indicating one of the two possible widths of the fitting interval 
corresponding to a successful fitting of the dependence of CS on max in shift 0 (see the 
description of parameters No. 3.2.3–4). If the option “fitRange_CS=3” is used and the 
fitting succeeds in both fitting intervals, then this entry is equal to 3 (“fitRange_CS”), 

(12) same as above for the DCS (“fitRange_DCS”), 
(13) the tolerance for the relative error caused by uncertainties of the S integrals 

(“maxRelErr”), 
(14) the tolerance for the relative error caused by truncation of the sum (1.1.10) with respect 

to l (“maxRelErr2”). 

The next ten entries specify the values of the adjustable spline-fitting parameters during the 
angular spline fitting of the partial-wave (PW) DCS, as described in Section 1.7.1: 

(15) the starting angle of the angular fitting range ( min, using the notations of Section 1.7) 
for the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the partial-wave 
(PW) DCS, or the number -1 if the mentioned fitting has not been performed 
(“spline_theta_min”), 

(16) the value of the ending angle of the angular spline-fitting range ( max, using the 
notations of Section 1.7) for the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular 
dependence of the PW DCS, or the number -1 if the mentioned angular spline fitting has 
not been performed (“spline_theta_max”), 

(17) the number of spline knots in the angular fitting range for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the PW DCS, or the number 1 if the 
mentioned angular fitting has not been performed. In the case of the linear or quadratic 
angular fitting (see the note at the end of Section 1.7.1), this entry is equal to 0 or 1, 
respectively (although the actual number of knots is 2). The header of this column is 
“nKnots”, 

(18) the final value of the first knot-density parameter (denoted 1 in Section 1.7) for the 
spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the PW DCS, or the 
number 0 if the mentioned angular spline fitting has not been performed or if the 
number of knots is equal to 2 (“splIntRatio_1”), 

(19) the final value of the second knot-density parameter (denoted 2 in Section 1.7) for the 
spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the PW DCS, or the 
number 0 if the parameter 2 has not been used (“splIntRatio_2”), 

(20) the minimum width of the inter-knot interval for the spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the angular dependence of the PW DCS, or the number 0 if the mentioned angular 
spline fitting has not been performed (“minSplIntWidth”), 

(21) the maximum width of the inter-knot interval for the spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the angular dependence of the PW DCS, or the number 0 if the mentioned angular 
spline fitting has not been performed (“maxSplIntWidth”), 

(22) the number 0, 1 or 2 identifying the reference function used for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the PW DCS, or the number -1 if the 
mentioned angular spline fitting has not been performed (“splRef”). The meanings of 
the mentioned numbers are the folowing: 

0 – no division by a reference function (or the reference function equal to 1), 
1 – reference DCS No. 1 as defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, 
2 – reference DCS No. 2 as defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, 

(23) the number 1, 2 or 3 identifying the spline argument used for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the PW DCS, or the number 0 if the 
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mentioned angular spline fitting has not been performed (“splArg”). The meanings of 
the mentioned numbers are the folowing: 

1 – spline argument is equal to the angle , 
2 – spline argument is equal to cos , 
3 – spline argument is equal to ln[(1  cos ) / 2], 

(24) the number 1 or 0 indicating if the original function has been replaced by its logarithm 
or not (respectively) during the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular 
dependence of the PW DCS (“splLog”). 

The next ten entries specify the values of the adjustable spline-fitting parameters during the 
angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS. If two or more max-fitting intervals (“shifts”) 
have been used and the angular spline fitting has been performed for each shift separately 
(i.e., if the option “spline_combine=0” or “spline_combine=1” has been used), then these ten 
entries correspond to the final spline smoothing of the spline-fitted and extrapolated DCS, 
averaged over all shifts. As mentioned at the end of Section 1.7.2, this spline fitting is always 
performed over the entire angular range, hence parameters min and max are in this case equal 
to 0  and 180 , respectively (the parameters of the spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS 
corresponding to individual shifts can be found in the file “Data_interm1.txt”, which belongs 
to the fourth group of files created or updated in stage 3). If there is only one “shift”, or if the 
option “spline_combine=2” has been used, then these ten entries correspond to the first 
angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS (not the subsequent spline smoothing), and they 
coincide with the corresponding ten entries in the file “Data_interm1.txt”. The meanings of 
these ten entries are identical to the meanings of the previous ten entries, and the column 
headers differ from the corresponding headers of the previous ten columns only by the 
additional subscript “2”: 

(25) the starting angle of the angular fitting range ( min, using the notations of Section 1.7) 
for the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, 
or the number -1 if the mentioned fitting has not been performed 
(“spline_theta_min2”), 

(26) the value of the ending angle of the angular spline-fitting range ( max, using the 
notations of Section 1.7) for the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular 
dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the number -1 if the mentioned angular spline 
fitting has not been performed (“spline_theta_max2”), 

(27) the number of spline knots in the angular fitting range for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the number 1 if the 
mentioned angular fitting has not been performed. In the case of the linear or quadratic 
angular fitting (see the note at the end of Section 1.7.1), this entry is equal to 0 or 1, 
respectively. The header of this column is “nKnots2”, 

(28) the final value of the first knot-density parameter (denoted 1 in Section 1.7) for the 
spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the 
number 0 if the mentioned angular spline fitting has not been performed or if the 
number of knots is equal to 2 (“splIntRatio2_1”), 

(29) the final value of the second knot-density parameter (denoted 2 in Section 1.7) for the 
spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the 
number 0 if the parameter 2 has not been used (“splIntRatio2_2”), 

(30) the minimum width of the inter-knot interval for the spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the number 0 if the mentioned 
angular spline fitting has not been performed (“minSplIntWidth2”), 

(31) the maximum width of the inter-knot interval for the spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the number 0 if the mentioned 
angular spline fitting has not been performed (“maxSplIntWidth2”), 
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(32) the number 0, 1 or 2 identifying the reference function used for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the number -1 if the 
mentioned angular spline fitting has not been performed (“splRef2”). The meanings of 
the mentioned numbers are the folowing: 

0 – no division by a reference function (or the reference function equal to 1), 
1 – reference DCS No. 1 as defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, 
2 – reference DCS No. 2 as defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, 

(33) the number 1, 2 or 3 identifying the spline argument used for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the number 0 if the 
mentioned angular spline fitting has not been performed (“splArg2”). The meanings of 
the mentioned numbers are the folowing: 

1 – spline argument is equal to the angle , 
2 – spline argument is equal to cos , 
3 – spline argument is equal to ln[(1  cos ) / 2], 

(34) the number 1 or 0 indicating if the original function has been replaced by its logarithm 
or not (respectively) during the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular 
dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“splLog2”), 

 

(35) the total number of values of  where an irrecoverable error occurred when fitting the 
dependence of the DCS on max in the case of zero shift of the fitting interval 
(“nErrTot”), 

(36) the maximum number of consecutive values of  where an irrecoverable error occurred 
when fitting the dependence of the DCS on max in the case of zero shift of the fitting 
interval (“nErr”), 

(37) the original (unfitted) value of the PW CS calculated by Bremsstrahlung for max = K 
and smoothed by replacing it with a moving average (MA) as explained in Section 1.5.3 
(“CS_MA[kmax]”), 

(38) the value of the “reference CS”, which was used to calculate the term CS in the 
definition of the objective function (6.8.1a) or (6.8.1b) for the angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS (see also the description of parameter No. 3.8.40) 
(“CS_ref_spline”), 

(39) the value of c (“CS_fitted[k->Inf]”), averaged over all fitting intervals as explained in 
the description of parameters No. 3.2.7–8, 

(40) the estimate of the CS obtained by integrating the fitted DCS numerically with respect 
to cos( ) and multiplying by 2  (and averaging over all fitting intervals as explained in 
the description of parameters No. 3.2.7–8). This integration is performed using the 10th 
order Newton-Cotes formula, and the bounds of this integral are equal to parameters 
No. 3.3.1 and No. 3.3.2 (or No. 3.3.1 and No. 3.3.4) described above. If the DCS is not 
fitted (i.e., if parameter No. 3.2.13 is zero), then this integral is set to zero. The header 
of this column is “DCS_int(10th_order_NC)”, 

(41) the relative difference of the previous two values, i.e., the relative deviation of the 
numerical integral of the fitted DCS from the final max-fitted value of c (“rel_diff”). 
Note: If the entry in column “DCS_int(10th_order_NC)” is zero (i.e., if fitMode = 0) 
and CS_ref_spline > 0, then the entry in column “rel_diff” is equal to the relative 
difference of the entries in columns “CS_fitted[k->Inf]” and “CS_ref_spline”, 

(42) value of reference CS No. 1 (it is equal to the integral of reference DCS No. 1 with 
respect to the solid angle of photon emission), or the number 0 if reference DCS No. 1 
is not used (“ref1_CS”), 

(43) value of reference CS No. 2 (it is equal to the integral of reference DCS No. 2 with 
respect to the solid angle of photon emission), or the number 0 if reference DCS No. 2 
is not used (“ref2_CS”). 
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The next five entries specify the corrections of the original PW CS, PW DCS, and PW shape 
function (replaced with a moving average over the last several values of max) due to the 
angular spline fitting and extrapolation, and the subsequent max-fitting. When calculating the 
“scaled” corrections, the product of sin( ) and the correction of the fitted DCS or fitted shape 
function is divided by the maximum value of the product of sin( ) and the original (unfitted) 
PW DCS or shape function. Thus, the scaled correction is the correction of the probability 
density function of , expressed in terms of the fraction of the maximum value of the original 
(unfitted) probability density function: 

(44) relative correction of the CS (“CS_relCorr”), 
(45) maximum relative correction of the DCS (“DCS_maxRelCorr”), 
(46) maximum scaled absolute correction of the DCS (“DCS_maxScCorr”), 
(47) maximum relative correction of the shape function (“SF_maxRelCorr”), 
(48) maximum scaled absolute correction of the shape function (“SF_maxScCorr”). 

The next four entries specify the corrections of the spline-fitted and extrapolated PW DCS 
(see Section 1.7.1) and of the corresponding shape function due to the max-fitting. They 
should be interpreted in the same way as the previous four entries (if the angular spline fitting 
and extrapolation of the PW DCS has not been performed, then these four entries are equal to 
the previous four entries): 

(49) maximum relative correction of the DCS (“DCS_maxRelC_ext”), 
(50) maximum scaled absolute correction of the DCS (“DCS_maxScC_ext”), 
(51) maximum relative correction of the shape function (“SF_maxRelC_ext”), 
(52) maximum scaled absolute correction of the shape function (“SF_maxScC_ext”). 

The next five entries specify the standard deviations (SD) of the CS, DCS, and shape 
function, reflecting the differences of the fitting results for different fitting intervals (see the 
descriptions of parameters No. 3.2.7–8 and No. 3.15.3–11), as well as the uncertainty of the 
parameter c associated with each shift (see the description of parameters No. 3.15.12–13). 
When calculating the “scaled” SD, the product of sin( ) and the absolute SD of the fitted DCS 
or fitted shape function is divided by the maximum value of the product of sin( ) and the 
same DCS or fitted shape function. Thus, the scaled SD is the absolute SD of the probability 
density function of , expressed in terms of the fraction of the maximum value of the same 
probability density function: 

(53) relative standard deviation of the CS (“CS_fitted_relSD”), 
(54) maximum relative standard deviation of the DCS (“DCS_maxRelSD”), 
(55) maximum scaled standard deviation of the DCS (“DCS_maxScaledSD”), 
(56) maximum relative standard deviation of the shape function (“SF_maxRelSD”), 
(57) maximum scaled standard deviation of the shape function (“SF_maxScaledSD”). 
If the relative range of variation of the CS or DCS for “shift 0” is less than 0.001 (and the 
angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS is not performed), then the final value of the 
corresponding SD is set equal to the range of variation of the CS or DCS in the fitting interval 
corresponding to shift 0. As an indication of this special case, the value of the mentioned SD 
is output with the minus sign. 
The last six entries specify the deviations of the final fitted CS, DCS and SF from the 
corresponding reference values defined by the reference DCS No. 1 (it is calculated using the 
Born approximation by default) and No. 2 (it is calculated using the Sommerfeld-Maue 
approximation with the next-to-leading order correction by default): 
(58) relative deviation of the final fitted CS from reference CS No. 1 (“CS_ref1_relDiff”), 
(59) maximum relative deviation of the final fitted DCS from reference DCS No. 1 over all 

angles (“DCS_ref1_maxRelD”), 
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(60) maximum relative deviation of the final fitted SF from reference SF No. 1 over all 
angles (“SF_ref1_maxRelD”), 

(61) relative deviation of the final fitted CS from reference CS No. 2 (“CS_ref2_relDiff”), 
(62) maximum relative deviation of the final fitted DCS from reference DCS No. 2 over all 

angles (“DCS_ref2_maxRelD”), 
(63) maximum relative deviation of the final fitted SF from reference SF No. 2 over all 

angles (“SF_ref2_maxRelD”). 

Each line written to the “DCS_fitted_” file contains 22 entries, which have the following meaning: 
(1) the value of  in degrees (column header “theta”), 
(2) the spline-fitted value of the PW DCS (without the angular extrapolation), or the 

moving average of the PW DCS if the angular spline fitting of the PW DCS has not 
been performed (“DCS_smoothed[kmax]”). If the angular spline fitting of the PW 
DCS has been performed, then the values in this column are the same as in the last 
column of the “_spline” file belonging to the fourth group of files created in stage 3, 

(3) the value of the DCS obtained by angular spline extrapolation of the PW DCS as 
described in Section 1.7.1 and in the descriptions of parameters No. 3.7.1–37 
(“DCS_extrap[kmax]”). If the angular spline extrapolation has not been performed, 
then the value in this column is equal to the value in the previous column. Otherwise, 
the values in this column are the same as in the last column of the “_spline_extrap” file 
belonging to the fourth group of files created in stage 3, 

(4) the max-fitted value of the DCS after the optional angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation described in Section 1.7.2 and in the descriptions of parameters No. 3.8.1–
47 (“DCS_fitted”), 

(5) the value of the reference DCS No. 1 defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, or the 
number 0 if reference DCS No. 1 is not used (“DCS_ref1”), 

(6) the value of the reference DCS No. 2 defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, or the 
number 0 if reference DCS No. 2 is not used (“DCS_ref2”), 

(7) the product of sin  and the max-fitted DCS (“sin(theta)*DCS_fitted”). If the angular 
distribution of bremsstrahlung photons is strongly peaked in the forward direction, then 
the angular range contributing the most to the value of the SDCS is located near the 
maximum of this product (and the errors of the max-fitted DCS in this angular range 
contribute the most to the errors of the final SDCS), 

(8) the number “1” or “2” indicating the type of the PW data used for the max-fitting (see 
the description of parameter No. 3.2.11). “1” indicates that the PW shape function (SF) 
has been fitted by the function (1.5.1) or (1.5.10), and the corresponding max-fitted 
DCS has been calculated by multiplying the max-fitted SF by the max-fitted CS. “2” 
indicates that PW DCS has been fitted by the function (1.5.1) or (1.5.10), and the 
corresponding SF has been calculated by dividing the max-fitted DCS by the max-fitted 
CS. The header of this column is “data”, 

(9) relative correction of the PW DCS due to the initial angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation,  max-fitting and the subsequent angular spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the max-fitted DCS (“DCS_relCorr”), 

(10) “scaled” absolute correction of the PW DCS due to the initial angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation,  max-fitting and the subsequent angular spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the max-fitted DCS (“DCS_scaledAbsCorr”), calculated as explained above in the 
description of the corresponding entries of the file “CS_fitted.txt”, 

(11) relative correction of the spline-fitted and extrapolated PW DCS due to the max-fitting 
and the subsequent angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS 
(“DCS_relCorr_extrap”), 
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(12) scaled absolute correction of the spline-fitted and extrapolated PW DCS due to the max-
fitting and the subsequent angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS 
(“DCSscaledAbsCorExt”), 

(13) relative deviation of the final value of the max-fitted DCS from reference DCS No. 1 (it 
is calculated using the Born approximation by default), or the number 0 if reference 
DCS No. 1 is not used (“DCS_ref1_relDiff”), 

(14) relative deviation of the final value of the max-fitted DCS from reference DCS No. 2 (it 
is calculated using the Sommerfeld-Maue approximation with the next-to-leading order 
correction by default), or the number 0 if reference DCS No. 2 is not used 
(“DCS_ref2_relDiff”), 

(15) relative change of the PW DCS (corresponding to the maximum value of max in the 
analyzed data) after replacing the original S integrals with the “test” values, i.e., using 
the files with the additional suffix “_test” created in stage 2 (see also Section 1.4 and 
Section 5.8). The header of this column is “relDiff_S_int”, 

(16) relative change of the PW DCS (corresponding to the maximum value of max in the 
analyzed data) caused by the reduction of the value of lmax in the sum of Eq. (1.1.10), 
after the correction by the factor (6.14.1b) (see Section 6.14). The header of this column 
is “relDiff_lmax”, 

(17) number of observations (“shifts”) used for the final angular spline fitting, extrapolation 
and averaging of the max-fitted data, as well as for calculation of the standard deviation 
(“nObs”), 

(18) relative standard deviation (SD) of the max-fitted DCS (“DCS_relSD”), reflecting both 
the differences between the results for the different fitting intervals (see the descriptions 
of parameters No. 3.2.7–8 and No. 3.15.3–11) and the uncertainties of the value of 
parameter c associated with each fitting interval (see also the description of parameters 
No. 3.15.12–13). If the relative range of variation of the CS or DCS for “shift 0” is less 
than 0.001 and the angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS is not performed, then 
the value of the corresponding SD is set equal to the relative range of variation of the 
DCS in the fitting interval corresponding to shift 0. As an indication of this special case, 
the value of the mentioned SD is output with the minus sign, 

(19) “scaled” absolute standard deviation of the max-fitted DCS (“DCS_scaledAbsSD”), 
calculated using the value in the previous column as explained above in the description 
of the corresponding entries of the file “CS_fitted.txt”, 

(20) the number of values of the endpoint '' of the polynomial fitting interval used for 
optimization of the scale factor  and of the degree of the fitting polynomial, as well as 
for the choice of the reference function used for the mentioned fitting (see also 
Section 1.5), or the number 0 if the current value of  is less than the starting angle start 
of the range of angle-independence of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) when the 
PW DCS is a decreasing function of max, or greater than the ending angle end of the 
same range when the PW DCS is an increasing function of max (“n_mu”), 

(21) the total relative standard deviation (i.e., total relative uncertainty) of the max-fitted 
DCS (“DCS_relSD_tot”), which is obtained by combining in quadrature four relative 
uncertainties: (a) the relative change of the PW DCS caused by the replacement of the 
original S integrals with the alternative values, which is given in column “relDiff_S_int” 
(see also Section 1.4), (b) the uncertainty of the PW DCS due to the reduction of lmax,  
which is given in column “relDiff_lmax” (see also Section 1.3.2), (c) the relative 
standard deviation reflecting the differences between the results for the different 
“shifts”, i.e., for the different max-fitting intervals, which is given in column 
“DCS_relSD” (see also Section 1.6), and (d) the relative standard deviation reflecting 
the differences between the values of the -corrected DCS corresponding to different 
endpoints of the polynomial fitting interval at the maximum value of max (i.e., for “shift 
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0”), using the optimal degree (or user-specified) of the fitting polynomial and the 
optimal (or user-specified) choice of the reference function (see also Section 1.5.4). The 
first two mentioned components (“(a)” and “(b)”) of the total relative uncertainty are 
usually much less than the remaining components, 

(22) “scaled” absolute total standard deviation of the max-fitted DCS 
(“DCS_scAbsSD_tot”), calculated using the value in the previous column as explained 
above in the description of the corresponding entries of the file “CS_fitted.txt”. 

Each line of text written to the “ShapeFn_fitted_” file contains 22 entries, whose meaning is the 
same as the meaning of the corresponding entries in the “DCS_fitted_” file, except that in this case 
the functions whose values or differences are output have the meaning of shape functions rather 
than DCS. The values of the standard deviations in the last two columns are the same as in the 
corresponding “DCS_fitted_” file. The headers of the corresponding columns in the two files differ 
only by the prefix: in the “ShapeFn_fitted_”, the prefix is “ShapeFn” or “SF”, whereas in the 
“DCS_fitted_” file, it is “DCS” (see the description of the “DCS_fitted_” file above). 

Each line of text written to the “CS_parms.txt” file contains the following 59 entries: 
(1) – (5) same as columns No. 1 – 5 in the file “CS_fitted.txt” described above, 
(6) – (9) same as columns No. 11 – 14 in the file “CS_fitted.txt” described above, 
(10) – (11) same as columns No. 37 and No. 39 in the file “CS_fitted.txt” described above, 
(12) the final value of the variable “tol_range” (see the descriptions of parameters 

No. 3.4.7–8), 

The next 23 entries in the file “CS_parms.txt” are related to the angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation: 

(13) the value of parameter No. 3.15.5 “splineFit_wt” (the header is “splFitWt”), 
(14) – (33) same as columns No. 15 – 34 in the file “CS_fitted.txt” described above, 
(34) the fraction of the total angular integral of the final max-fitted DCS with respect to the 

solid angle of photon emission contained inside the angular range from 0  to x, where 
x is the smallest value of the angle from the set defined by parameters No. 3.3.1–5, 

defined so as to ensure that the mentioned fraction is greater than or equal to the value 
of parameter No. 3.8.39. This fraction is either equal to or slightly greater than the value 
of the mentioned parameter. The header of this column is “smallAngleFraction_final”, 

(35) the value of the angle x defined above (“smallAngleFractEndpoint”), 

All subsequent entries in the file “CS_parms.txt” correspond to “shift 0”, i.e., to the max-
fitting interval with the maximum value of the upper endpoint: 

(36) the value of  corresponding to the last occurrence of the shape function (SF) with sign 
+1 (the meaning of the term “sign” used here is explained after the description of 
parameter No. 3.4.8). If there are no values of  corresponding to the SF with sign +1, 
then the corresponding entry is 1, and if the SF data has not been analyzed, then it is 
equal to 2. The header of this column is “SF_theta_limit_1”, 

(37) the value of  corresponding to the first occurrence of the SF with sign 1 (the meaning 
of the term “sign” used here is explained after the description of parameter No. 3.4.8). If 
there are no values of  corresponding to the DCS with sign 1, then the corresponding 
entry is 1, and if the SF data has not been analyzed, then it is equal to 2. The header 
of this column is “SF_theta_limit_2”, 

(38) the value of  corresponding to the last occurrence of the DCS with sign +1 (the 
meaning of the term “sign” used here is explained after the description of parameter 
No. 3.4.8). If there are no values of  corresponding to the DCS with sign +1, then the 
corresponding entry is 1, and if the DCS data has not been analyzed, then it is equal to 

2. The header of this column is “DCS_theta_limit_1”, 
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(39) the value of  corresponding to the first occurrence of the DCS with sign 1 (the 
meaning of the term “sign” used here is explained after the description of parameter 
No. 3.4.8). If there are no values of  corresponding to the DCS with sign 1, then the 
corresponding entry is 1, and if the DCS data has not been analyzed, then it is equal to 

2. The header of this column is “DCS_theta_limit_2”, 
(40) – (41) same as columns No. 35 – 36 in the file “CS_fitted.txt” described above. 
(42) the starting point of the range of max (“kStart”), 
(43) the endpoint of the range of max (“kEnd”), 
(44) the number of values of max in the max-fitting interval (“Nfit”), 
(45) the moving average interval used when processing the CS data (“nAvg”), 
(46) the rms value of the residual of the max-fitting of the CS (“rmsResidual”), 
(47) the relative uncertainty of parameter c in Eq. (1.5.1) or (1.5.10), calculated using Eq. 

(1.6.2) (“c_relErr”), 
(48) the “sign” of the dependence of the max-fitted CS on max as defined after the 

description of parameter No. 3.4.8 (if the fitting has not been performed, then this entry 
is zero). The header of this column is “sign”, 

(49) the optimal degree of the approximating polynomial (1.5.10) if the polynomial fitting of 
the CS has been performed, or the opposite of the absolute value of parameter 
No. 3.11.25 “vary_h_CS” if the five-parameter fitting using the stretched exponential 
(1.5.1) has been performed. If parameter h in (1.5.1) has been fixed at 0, or if the fitting 
has not been performed, then this entry is 0. The header of this column is “degree”, 

(50) – (59) the optimal values of the five coefficients c, a, b, d, and h in (1.5.1), or of the 
coefficients c, c1, b, d, h, c2, c3, …, c6 in (1.5.10) and (1.5.8) (in the same order). If the 
fitting has not been performed, then c is equal to the original (unfitted) value of the PW 
CS, and the subsequent entries are empty. If the fitting has been performed using the 
approximation (1.5.6), then b = 1. The headers of these ten columns are “c”, “a(c1)”, 
“b”, “d”, “h”, “c2”, “c3”, “c4”, “c5”, “c6”. If the polynomial approximation (1.5.10) 
has been used and the degree M is less than 6, then the last 6  M entries are empty. If 
the stretched exponential approximation (1.5.1) has been used, then the last five entries 
are empty. 

Each line of text written to the “DCS_parms_” file contains 24 entries with the fitting results in the 
case of zero shift of the fitting interval: 

(1) the value of  (“theta”), 
(2) the starting point of the range of max (“kStart”). A zero value of this entry indicates 

that the fitting has been terminated due to an unrecoverable error, and the corresponding 
value in the column “c” is either the value of the original DCS, or the value obtained by 
interpolation (see the description of parameter No. 3.12.8), 

(3) the endpoint of the range of max (“kEnd”), 
(4) the number of values of max in the max-fitting interval (“Nfit”), 
(5) the moving average interval when processing the DCS data (“nAvg”), 
(6) the type of the data processed (see also the description of parameter No. 3.2.11). This 

entry is equal to 1 if the max-fitting has been performed using the PW shape function 
data, and to 2 if the max-fitting has been performed using the PW DCS data. The header 
of this column is “data”, 

(7) the root mean square value of the residual of the max-fitting (“rmsResidual”), 
(8) the relative uncertainty of parameter c in Eq. (1.5.1) or Eq. (1.5.10), calculated using 

Eq. (1.6.2) (“c_relErr”), 
(9) the “sign” of the dependence of the max-fitted DCS on max as defined after the 

description of parameter No. 3.4.8. This number indicates the direction of change of the 
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DCS as a function of max. If the fitting has not been performed, then this entry is zero. 
The header of this column is “sign”, 

(10) the optimal degree of the approximating polynomial (1.5.10) if the polynomial fitting of 
the DCS has been performed, or the opposite of the absolute value of parameter 
No. 3.11.26 “vary_h_DCS” if the five-parameter fitting using the stretched exponential 
(1.5.1) has been performed. If parameter h in (1.5.1) has been fixed at 0, or if the fitting 
has not been performed, then this entry is 0. The header of this column is “degree”, 

(11) – (24) the optimal values of the five coefficients c, a, b, d, and h in (1.5.1), or of the 
coefficients c, c1, b, d, h, c2, c3, …, c10 in (1.5.10) and (1.5.8) (in the same order). If the 
fitting has not been performed, then c is equal to the original (unfitted) value of the PW 
DCS, and the subsequent entries are empty. If the fitting has been performed using the 
approximation (1.5.6), then b = 1. The headers of these 14 columns are “c”, “a(c1)”, 
“b”, “d”, “h”, “c2”, “c3”, “c4”, “c5”, “c6”, “c7”, “c8”, “c9”, “c10”. If the polynomial 
approximation (1.5.10) has been used and the degree M is less than 10, then the last 
10  M entries are empty. If the stretched exponential approximation (1.5.1) has been 
used, then the last nine entries are empty. 

The meanings of all 24 entries in the file “Errors.txt” are explained below: 
(1) the atomic number of the target material (column header “Z”), 
(2) the kinetic energy of the incident electron in MeV (“T1(MeV)”), 
(3) the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon in MeV (“Ep(MeV)”), 
(4) the endpoint of the interval of max where the fitting has been performed (“kmax”), 
(5) the number 1 or 2 indicating one of the two possible widths of the fitting interval 

corresponding to a successful fitting of the dependence of CS on max in shift 0 (see the 
description of parameters No. 3.2.3–4). If the option “fitRange_CS=3” is used and the 
fitting is successful for both fitting intervals, then the value of this entry is 3. The header 
of this column is “fitRange_CS”; 

(6) same as above for the DCS (“fitRange_DCS”), 
(7) the value of parameter No. 3.2.12, i.e., the maximum allowed relative correction of the 

CS due to the max-fitting for the error test to be performed (“tol_err_test”), 
(8) the original (unfitted) value of the PW CS calculated by Bremsstrahlung for the current 

value of the endpoint of the range of max and smoothed by replacing it with a moving 
average (MA) as explained in Section 1.5.3 (“CS_MA[kmax]”), 

(9) the value of c obtained by extrapolation to max   at the current value of the endpoint 
of the range of max (“CS[k->Inf]”), 

(10) the value of the angular integral of the max-fitted DCS, obtained by numerical 
quadrature using the 10th order Newton-Cotes formula (“DCS_integral”), 

(11) the relative difference of the max-fitted and unfitted CS, i.e.., the opposite of the relative 
deviation of “CS_MA[kmax]” from “CS[k->Inf]” (“1-CS_MA[kmax]/CS[k->Inf]”), 

(12) the opposite of the relative deviation of the value of the numerical integral of the fitted 
DCS corresponding to the current value of the endpoint of the range of max from the 
value of c obtained by the max- fitting at that endpoint. If the DCS is not fitted (i.e., if 
parameter No. 3.2.13 is zero), then this entry is equal to 1. The header of this column is 
“1-DCS_integral/CS[k->Inf]”, 

(13) the relative deviation of the value of the unfitted CS corresponding to the current value 
of the endpoint of the range of max from the value of c obtained by the max-fitting at 
the maximum (original) value of that endpoint (i.e., at the “optimal” fitting conditions) 
(“CS_MA[kmax]/CS_fit_opt-1”), 

(14) the relative deviation of the value of c obtained by nonlinear fitting at the current value 
of the endpoint of the range of max, and the value of c obtained by nonlinear fitting at 
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the maximum (original) value of that endpoint (i.e., at the “optimal” fitting conditions) 
(“CS[k->Inf]/CS_fit_opt-1”), 

(15) the relative deviation of the value of the angular integral of the fitted DCS 
corresponding to the current value of the endpoint of the range of max, and the value of 
the fitted DCS integral corresponding to the maximum (original) value of that endpoint 
(i.e., to the “optimal” fitting conditions) (“DCS_int/DCS_int_fit_opt-1”), 

The next four entries indicate the maximum differences between the fitted DCS or fitted 
shape function corresponding to the current value of the endpoint of the range of max, and the 
same function corresponding to the maximum (original) value of that endpoint (i.e., to the 
“optimal” fitting conditions): 
(16) maximum relative difference of the fitted DCS (“DCS_maxRelDiff”), 
(17) maximum scaled absolute difference of the fitted DCS (“DCS_maxScaledDiff”), 
(18) maximum relative difference of the fitted shape function (“SF_maxRelDiff”), 
(19) maximum scaled difference of the fitted shape function (“SF_maxScaledDiff”). 
Note: When calculating the “scaled” differences, the product of sin( ) and the difference of 

the max-fitted DCS or max-fitted shape function corresponding to the current value of 
the endpoint of the range of max is divided by the maximum value of the product of 
sin( ) and the max-fitted DCS or max-fitted shape function corresponding to the 
maximum (original) value of that endpoint. Thus, the scaled differences are the 
differences of the probability density functions of , expressed in terms of the fraction 
of the maximum value of the max-fitted probability density function corresponding to 
the maximum (original) value of the endpoint of the range of max. 

The last five entries are equal to the standard deviations of the CS, DCS and shape function, 
reflecting the differences of the fitting results for different fitting intervals (see the description 
of parameters No. 3.2.7–8): 
(20) relative standard deviation of the CS (“CS_fitted_relSD”), 
(21) maximum relative standard deviation of the DCS (“DCS_maxRelSD”), 
(22) maximum scaled standard deviation of the DCS (“DCS_maxScaledSD”), 
(23) maximum relative standard deviation of the shape function (“SF_maxRelSD”), 
(24) maximum scaled standard deviation of the shape function (“SF_maxScaledSD”). 

The first of the lines appended to the file “Errors.txt” after the max-fitting corresponds 
to the absolute maximum of max, i.e., to the optimal fitting conditions. Consequently, the six 
entries in columns No. 14 – 19 (“CS[k->Inf]/CS_fit_opt-1” to “SF_maxScaledDiff”) in this 
line are always zero, and the entry in column No. 13 (“CS_MA[kmax]/CS_fit_opt-1”) is an 
exact opposite of the entry in column No. 11 (“1-CS_MA[kmax]/CS[k->Inf]”). 

As mentioned in the description of parameter No. 3.2.12, existence of correlation 
between the values of the relative differences in columns No. 11 and No. 14 
(“1-CS_MA[kmax]/CS[k->Inf]” and “CS[k->Inf]/CS_fit_opt-1”, respectively) would be 
useful for defining a rule of estimating the upper bound of the relative uncertainty of the final 
estimate of the CS obtained by the extrapolation to max  , given the magnitude of the 
relative correction of the CS due to the max-fitting (the entry in column No. 11). 

If the max-fitting has not been performed at a particular value of the endpoint of the 
range of max due to insufficient variation of the CS in that range, then the value of the relative 
difference in column No. 11 corresponding to that endpoint is zero (clearly, such cases cannot 
be used for estimating the mentioned correlation). 

It should be noted that in the case when the partial-wave (PW) interpolation is applied at 
the maximum (optimum) value of max (which will be denoted K), it will also be applied at all 
smaller (“test”) values of max that are greater than the starting point of the interpolation range 
(i.e., greater than the value of parameter “k2_breakpoint1”, which is described in Section 4.2). 
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It is possible that some of those values of max are too small for the PW interpolation to be 
effective, so that the corresponding cross sections may be too inaccurate. In the case of the 
default values of parameters that specify the conditions for the PW interpolation (parameters 
No. 1.2.8–10 in Section 4.2), it is recommended to ignore the results corresponding to 
30 < max < 80 when |κ2|max  80 and the photon energy is non-zero, and the results 
corresponding to 30 < max < 120 when |κ2|max  120 and the photon energy is zero. 

Each line of text written to the two files with the results of the angular spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the partial-wave (PW) DCS (further called the “_spline” and “_spline_extrap” 
files, because their names are formed using the suffix “_spline” or “_spline_extrap” by default, as 
mentioned in the descriptions of parameters No. 3.13.5–6) begins with a value of the angle (column 
header “theta”), which is followed by the values of the spline-fitted DCS corresponding to that 
angle and to all values of max starting with 1. The value of max is indicated in the header of all 
columns starting from the third one (which corresponds to max=2). Since those results are obtained 
by spline-fitting the moving average (MA) of the PW DCS (see Section 1.5.3), the corresponding 
values of max in the fitting equation (1.5.1) or (1.5.10) are less by 0.5 times the MA average 
interval reduced by 1. The value of max indicated in the header of column No. 2 is equal to 
1  offset, where “offset” is equal to half the reduced MA interval. For example, if the MA interval 
is 5, then the header of column No. 2 is “kmax=-1”, and if the MA interval is 10, then the header of 
column No. 2 is “kmax=-3.5”. If this file is subsequently used as input for stage 3, then the program 
will calculate the mentioned offset from the header of column No. 2. 

Each line of text written to the “DCS_interm0_” file begins with a value of the angle (column 
header “theta”). The number of remaining entries in each line is greater than the number of “valid” 
shifts by a factor of 4, i.e., four entries for each fitting interval where the max-fitting was successful. 
The sequence number of each shift (a negative number or zero) is indicated in parentheses at the 
end of the header of each column. The descriptions of each of the mentioned four entries are below: 

 the value of the max-fitted DCS (the header of this column starts with “fitted”), 
 the estimate of the absolute uncertainty (“err”), 
 the relative correction of the original partial-wave DCS due to the initial angular spline 

fitting and the subsequent max-fitting (“relCorr”). This correction may be either relative 
to the moving average of the original PW DCS, or relative to the spline approximation of 
it, depending on the sign of parameter No. 3.8.8 (“relCorr_thr”): the moving average of 
the original PW DCS will be used as the “base” value if relCorr_thr 0, and the spline 
approximation of the PW DCS will be used if relCorr_thr<0. Negative values of this 
relative correction are defined as explained after the description of parameters 
No. 3.8.36–38, 

 the number “0”, “ 1” or “2” indicating the type of the max-fitting error (“t”). “0” 
indicates that there has been no fitting error in the current shift at the current value of . 
“1” indicates that the max-fitting could not be performed because the dependence of DCS 
on max at the current angle is not suitable for fitting, i.e., non-monotonous or with a 
wrong curvature, or out-of-sequence with respect to the one corresponding to the 
previous value of  (see also the paragraph after the description of parameter No. 3.4.8). 
“2” indicates that the fitted value has been rejected (i.e., it is on the wrong side of the 
range of variation of the PW DCS as a function of max inside the fitting interval, or 
negative, or exceeds the original value of the PW DCS by a factor greater than 20, or 
differs from the original value by more than 200 widths of the range of variation of the 
PW DCS as a function of max inside the fitting interval). In the case of a max-fitting 
error, the fitted value of the DCS is replaced as explained in the description of parameter 
No. 3.12.8 (the column “fitted” contains the replacement value). If there has been no 
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error during the max-fitting, but the data point has been excluded for other reasons, then 
the corresponding entry in this column is equal to -1. 

Each line of text written to the “DCS_interm1_” file begins with a value of the angle (column 
header “theta”). The number of remaining entries in each line is greater than the number of “valid” 
shifts by a factor of 2, i.e., two entries for each fitting interval where the max-fitting was successful. 
The sequence number of each shift (a negative number or zero) is indicated in parentheses at the 
end of the header of each column. The descriptions of each of the mentioned two entries are below: 

 the value of the max-fitted, spline-fitted and extrapolated DCS (the header of this column 
starts with “fitted”), 

 the estimate of the absolute uncertainty after the angular spline fitting and extrapolation 
of the max-fitted DCS (“err”). 

 
After each max-fitting and the angular spline fitting and extrapolation of the max-fitted DCS, the 
values of the main spline-fitting parameters corresponding to each max-fitting interval (“shift”) 
where the max-fitting was successful are written to the file “Data_interm1.txt”. Each line 
appended to this file contains the parameters corresponding to one shift, except in the case 
“spline_combine=2”, when all the entries pertain to the final fitted DCS (in this case, only one line 
is appended to this file after each run of BREMS). The meanings of all 29 entries in the file 
“Data_interm1.txt” are explained below. 

(1) the atomic number of the target material (column header “Z”), 
(2) the kinetic energy of the incident electron in MeV (“T1(MeV)”), 
(3) the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon in MeV (“Ep(MeV)”), 
(4) the sequence number of a shift (“shift”), 
(5) the value of the starting angle of the angular spline-fitting range ( min, using the 

notations of Section 1.7) for the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular 
dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“spline_theta_min”), 

(6) the value of the ending angle of the angular spline-fitting range ( max, using the 
notations of Section 1.7) for the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular 
dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“spline_theta_max”), 

(7) the number of spline knots in the angular spline-fitting range for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS. In the case of the linear 
or quadratic angular fitting (see the note at the end of Section 1.7.1), this entry is equal 
to 0 or 1, respectively (although the actual number of knots is 2). The header of this 
column is “nKnots”, 

(8) the final value of the first knot-density parameter (denoted 1 in Section 1.7) for the 
spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the 
number 0 if the number of knots is equal to 2 (“splIntRatio_1”), 

(9) the final value of the second knot-density parameter (denoted 2 in Section 1.7) for the 
spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS, or the 
number 0 if the parameter 2 has not been used (“splIntRatio_2”), 

(10) the minimum width of the inter-knot interval for the spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“minSplIntWidth”), 

(11) the maximum width of the inter-knot interval for the spline fitting and extrapolation of 
the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“maxSplIntWidth”), 

(12) the number 0, 1 or 2 identifying the reference function used for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“splRef”). The 
meanings of the mentioned numbers are the folowing: 

0 – no division by a reference function (or the reference function equal to 1), 
1 – reference DCS No. 1 as defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, 
2 – reference DCS No. 2 as defined by parameters No. 3.5.1–18, 
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(13) the number 1, 2 or 3 identifying the spline argument used for the spline fitting and 
extrapolation of the angular dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“splArg”). The 
meanings of the mentioned numbers are the folowing: 

1 – spline argument is equal to the angle , 
2 – spline argument is equal to cos , 
3 – spline argument is equal to ln[(1  cos ) / 2], 

(14) the number 1 or 0 indicating if the original function has been replaced by its logarithm 
or not (respectively) during the spline fitting and extrapolation of the angular 
dependence of the max-fitted DCS (“splLog”), 

(15) the value of the term diff in Eq. (6.8.1a,b) (“err1_rms”). This entry is non-zero only in 
the case “spline_combine=1”, when the number of shifts is greater than 1. Since this 
term reflects the differences between the different shifts, it cannot be defined for each 
shift separately, hence the same overall value of diff is specified for all shifts, 

(16) the value of the term unc in Eq. (6.8.1a,b) for the current shift (“err2_rms”), 
(17) the value of the term res in Eq. (6.8.1a,b) for the current shift (“err3_rms”). If a 

distortion (a minimum or an extra inflection point) has been found in the large-angle 
extrapolation range (such as illustrated in Fig. 8b), and if the spline-extrapolated angular 
dependence is greater than the original function in a part of the large-angle extrapolation 
range, then this entry is output with the minus sign in order to indicate an abnormal 
extrapolated dependence in the large-angle extrapolation range (the correct extrapolated 
angular dependence should be below the original one in the entire large-angle 
extrapolation range, as shown in Fig. 8b), 

(18) the value of the term CS in Eq. (6.8.1a,b) for the current shift, i.e., the absolute value of 
the relative difference between the max-fitted CS and the angular integral of the fitted 
DCS corresponding to the current shift, or the number 0 if the fourth coefficient (aCS) of 
the objective function (6.8.1a,b) is equal to zero (“err4_rms”), 

(19) the value of the term SF in Eq. (6.8.1a,b) for the current shift, i.e., the rms value of the 
relative deviation of the max-fitted shape function (SF) from the reference SF, 
calculated over the entire angular range 0     180 , or the number 0 if the fifth 
coefficient (aSF) of the objective function (6.8.1a,b) is equal to zero (“err5_rms”), 

(20) the maximum value of the relative deviation of a value of the max-fitted DCS from the 
average max-fitted DCS (“err1_max”). Since this value reflects the differences between 
the different shifts, it cannot be defined for each shift separately, hence the same overall 
value  is specified for all shifts. In the case of a single shift, or in the case 
“spline_combine=2”, the corresponding entry is equal to zero, 

(21) the maximum relative uncertainty of the spline fitting over the entire angular range 
0     180  for the current shift (“err2_max”), 

(22) the maximum relative residual of the spline fitting inside the interval min    max for 
the current shift (“err3_max”), 

(23) the relative difference between the max-fitted CS and the angular integral of the fitted 
DCS corresponding to the current shift, or the number 0 if the fourth coefficient (aCS) of 
the objective function (6.8.1a,b) is equal to zero (“err4_max”), 

(24) the maximum relative deviation of the max-fitted shape function (SF) from the 
reference SF for the current shift, or the number 0 if the fifth coefficient (aSF) of the 
objective function (6.8.1a,b) is equal to zero (“err5_max”), 

(25) the square root of the objective function (6.8.1a,b) for the current shift, using the values 
in the columns No. (15) – (19) (“err_tot”), 

(26) the value of the max-fitted, spline-fitted and extrapolated DCS at  = 0  (“DCS_first”), 
(27) the estimate of the relative uncertainty of the max-fitted and spline-fitted DCS at  = 0   

(“relErr_first”), 
(28) the value of the max-fitted and spline-fitted DCS at  = 180  (“DCS_last”), 
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(29) the estimate of the relative uncertainty of the max-fitted and spline-fitted DCS at 
 = 180   (“relErr_last”). 

Each line of text written to the file “mu_range.txt” file contains the following 69 entries: 
(1) the atomic number of the target material (column header “Z”), 
(2) the kinetic energy of the incident electron in MeV (“T1(MeV)”), 
(3) the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon in MeV (“Ep(MeV)”), 
(4) the value of K' in Eq. (1.5.12a) (“K'”), 
(5) the value of K" in Eq. (1.5.12b) (“K"”), 
(6) the value of K in Eq. (1.5.12a,b), i.e., maximum max in the analyzed data (“K”), 
(7) the moving average period used for calculation of the normalized differential of the 

partial-wave DCS as a function of max (the term “normalized differential” is defined at 
the end of Section 1.5.4). The header of this column is “MA_period”, 

(8) the starting angle (in degrees) of the angular interval where the test for constant value of 
the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) is performed (“start_angle_mu”). This angle may be 
either specified explicitly using parameter No. 3.6.8 “start_angle_mu”, or optimized 
using the values of parameters “the_range_mu[1,2]” (No. 3.6.12–13) and “tol_mu[1,2]” 
(No. 3.6.14–15) as explained in the description of parameters No. 3.6.14–15, 

(9) the ending angle (in degrees) of the angular interval where the test for constant value of 
the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12a) is performed (“end_angle_mu”). This angle may be 
either specified by the user explicitly using parameter No. 3.6.9 “end_angle_mu”, or 
optimized using the values of parameters “the_range_mu[1,2]” (No. 3.6.12–13) and 
“tol_mu[1,2]” (No. 3.6.14–15) as explained in the description of parameters No. 3.6.14–
15, 

(10) the difference of the previous two angles in degrees (“angular_width_mu”), 
(11) the starting angle (in degrees) of the angular interval where the polynomial fitting of the 

-corrected DCS is performed (“fitStart_mu”), 
(12) the minimum ending angle (in degrees) of the angular interval where the polynomial 

fitting of the -corrected DCS is performed (“fitEnd_mu_min”), 
(13) the maximum ending angle (in degrees) of the angular interval where the polynomial 

fitting of the -corrected DCS is performed (“fitEnd_mu_max”), 
(14) the minimum width of the polynomial fitting interval in degrees (“fit_width_mu”), 
(15) the number of values of the endpoint of the polynomial fitting interval (“nTries_mu”), 
(16) the angle of the first irregularity (a minimum or an extra inflection point) in the angular 

dependence of the PW DCS corresponding to max = K' (“infl_angle_K'”), 
(17) the angle of the first irregularity (a minimum or an extra inflection point) in the angular 

dependence of the PW DCS corresponding to max = K (“infl_angle_K”), 
(18) the maximum range of variation (i.e., the maximum difference of the maximum and 

minimum values) of the normalized differential of the PW DCS as a function of max, 
calculated over all values of max in the interval K'  max  K'. For each max, the range 
of variation is calculated over all   in the interval start_angle_mu    end_angle_mu. 
The header of this column is “mu_range_normalized”. The sign of this entry indicates 
the direction of variation of the PW DCS with increasing max (if DCS is a decreasing 
function of max, then the mentioned range of variation is output with the minus sign), 

(19) the optimal or user-specified value of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b), where K" is 
defined according to Eq. (1.5.31), and Nfit is calculated according to Eq. (1.5.11a). In the 
case of multiple polynomial fitting intervals (when the entry in the column “nTries” is 
greater than 1), the average value of  over all fitting intervals is given. The header of 
this column is “mu_opt_avg”, 

(20) the standard deviation of the scale factor  in Eq. (1.5.12b) over all fitting intervals 
(“mu_opt_SD”), 
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(21) the sequence number of the reference function used as the divisor when calculating the 
dependent variable of the angular polynomial fitting of the -corrected DCS (see 
Section 1.5.4) (“fitRef_mu”), 

(22) number of 1 or 0 indicating if the logarithm of the -corrected DCS was used during the 
polynomial fitting (“fitLog_mu”), 

(23) the (optimal) degree of the polynomial used for the angular polynomial fitting of the -
corrected DCS (see Section 1.5.4) (“fitDegree_mu”), 

(24) the sequence number of the reference function used for the comparison with the -
corrected DCS or with its polynomial approximation (“compRef_mu”). If such 
comparison has not been requested, then this entry is equal to zero. 

The remaining 45 columns contain the results of comparison of the -corrected DCS or of its 
polynomial approximation with the reference function indicated by the number in column 
“compRef_mu”, as well as the values of the maximum relative difference of the -corrected 
DCS and the PW DCS corresponding to max = K. The mentioned comparison is performed in 
various angular intervals. Each of those angular intervals is represented by five entries: the 
root-mean-square (rms) value of the relative deviation of the -corrected DCS or of its 
polynomial approximation from the reference DCS, the maximum value of the same relative 
deviation, the maximum relative deviation of the -corrected DCS from the PW DCS 
corresponding to max = K (when the mentioned relative deviations are negative, they are 
replaced by the opposite of the relative deviation of the larger value from the smaller value), 
the maximum value of the relative standard deviation, calculated over all fitting intervals (i.e., 
first this standard deviation is calculated for each angle, and then the maximum is found), and 
the number of points in that angular interval (in the same order): 

(25) – (29) the interval starting at 0  and ending just before “fitStart_mu” (when the PW DCS 
increases with max), or starting just after “fitEnd_mu” and ending at 180  (when the 
PW DCS decreases with max), using the original (unfitted) -corrected DCS for the 
comparison (column headers “rmsRelDev1”, “maxRelDev1” , “maxRelCorr1”, 
“maxRelSD1”, “n1”), 

(30) – (34) the interval starting at “fitStart_mu” and ending at “fitEnd_mu”, using the original 
(unfitted) -corrected DCS for the comparison (column headers “rmsRelDev2”, 
“maxRelDev2”, “maxRelCorr2”, “maxRelSD2”, “n2”), 

(35) – (39) the interval starting just after “fitEnd_mu” and ending at “end_angle_mu” (when 
the PW DCS increases with max), or starting at “start_angle_mu” and ending just before 
“fitStart_mu” (when the PW DCS decreases with max), using the original (unfitted) -
corrected DCS for the comparison (column headers “rmsRelDev3”, “maxRelDev3”, 
“maxRelCorr3”, “maxRelSD3”, “n3”), 

(40) – (44) the interval starting just after “end_angle_mu” and ending at 180  (when the PW 
DCS increases with max), or starting at 0  and ending just before “start_angle_mu” 
(when the PW DCS decreases with max), using the original (unfitted) -corrected DCS 
for the comparison (column headers “rmsRelDev4”, “maxRelDev4”, “maxRelCorr4”, 
“maxRelSD4”, “n4”), 

(45) – (49) the interval starting at 0  and ending just before “fitStart_mu” (when the PW DCS 
increases with max), or starting just after “fitEnd_mu” and ending at 180  (when the 
PW DCS decreases with max), using the polynomial approximation of the -corrected 
DCS for the comparison (column headers “rmsRelDevFit1”, “maxRelDevFit1”, 
“maxRelCorrFit1”, “maxRelSDfit1”, “nFit1”), 

(50) – (54) the interval starting at “fitStart_mu” and ending at “fitEnd_mu”, using the 
polynomial approximation of the -corrected DCS for the comparison (column headers 
“rmsRelDevFit2”, “maxRelDevFit2”, “maxRelCorrFit2”, “maxRelSDfit2”, 
“nFit2”), 
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(55) – (59) the interval starting just after “fitEnd_mu” and ending at 180  (when the PW DCS 
increases with max), or starting at 0  and ending just before “fitStart_mu” (when the 
PW DCS decreases with max), using the polynomial approximation of the -corrected 
DCS for the comparison (column headers “rmsRelDevFit3”, “maxRelDevFit3”, 
“maxRelCorrFit3”, “maxRelSDfit3”, “nFit3”), 

(60) – (64) the interval starting at 0  and ending at “end_angle_mu” (when the PW DCS 
increases with max), or starting at “start_angle_mu” and ending at 180  (when the PW 
DCS decreases with max), using a “combined” function equal to the original (unfitted) 

-corrected DCS at angles   fitStart_mu (when the PW DCS increases with max) or at 
  fitEnd_mu (when the PW DCS decreases with max), and equal to the polynomial 

approximation of the -corrected DCS elsewhere (column headers 
“rmsRelDevComb1”, “maxRelDevComb1”, “maxRelCorrComb1”, 
“maxRelSDcomb1”, “nComb1”), 

(65) – (69) the interval starting at 0  and ending at “end_angle_mu” (when the PW DCS 
increases with max), or starting at “start_angle_mu” and ending at 180  (when the PW 
DCS decreases with max), using a “combined” function equal to the original (unfitted) 

-corrected DCS at angles   fitEnd_mu (when the PW DCS increases with max) or at 
  fitStart_mu (when the PW DCS decreases with max), and equal to the polynomial 

approximation of the -corrected DCS elsewhere (column headers 
“rmsRelDevComb2”, “maxRelDevComb2”, “maxRelCorrComb2”, 
“maxRelSDcomb2”, “nComb2”). 

In the file “mu_range.txt”, a failure of -fitting is indicated by zero or negative entries in columns 
where the values should normally be positive (for example, “start_angle_mu”, “end_angle_mu”, 
“mu_opt_avg”, “rmsRelDev … ”). 

Each line of text written to the file “mu.txt” file contains 69 entries, whose meanings and column 
headers are identical to those in the file “mu_range.txt”, with one exception: column No. 18 
(“mu_range_normalized” ) of the file “mu_range.txt” is replaced in the file “mu.txt” with column 
“maxDev_mu”, which has the meaning of the maximum absolute deviation of the empirical scale 
ratio  = (DCS( max , )  DCS(K', )) / (DCS(K, )  DCS(K', )) from 1, calculated inside the 
angular interval where the absolute value of the relative correction of the DCS due to the max-
fitting is between the values specified using parameters No. 3.6.2 (“maxCorr_mu”) and No. 3.6.3 
(“thrCorr_mu”). If no such angular interval exists, or if it is too narrow (as defined by parameters 
No. 3.6.5 “minWidth_mu” and No. 3.6.6 “minPoints_mu”), or if parameter No. 3.6.1 (“mode_mu”) 
is equal to 1, then the entry in this column is equal to 0. 

Each line of text written to the “DCS_mu_” file contains the following fourteen entries: 
(1) the value of  (column header “theta”), 
(2) the value of the -corrected DCS (1.5.12b) corresponding to the optimal value of , 

averaged over multiple angular intervals used for the polynomial fitting (“DCS_mu”), 
(3) the standard deviation of the -corrected DCS (1.5.12b) over multiple angular intervals 

used for the polynomial fitting (“DCS_mu_SD”), 
(4) the value of the polynomial approximation of the -corrected DCS, averaged over 

multiple polynomial fitting intervals (“DCS_mu_polynomial”), 
(5) the standard deviation of the polynomial approximation of the -corrected DCS over 

multiple angular intervals used for the polynomial fitting (“DCS_mu_polyn_SD”), 
(6) the value of the “type 1 combined” DCS, which is equal to the original (unfitted) -

corrected DCS at angles   fitStart_mu (when the PW DCS increases with max) or at 
  fitEnd_mu_min (when the PW DCS decreases with max), where “fitEnd_mu_min” 

is the minimum ending angle of the angular interval where the polynomial fitting of the 
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-corrected DCS is performed, and equal to the polynomial approximation of the -
corrected DCS elsewhere (“DCS_mu_combined1”), 

(7) the standard deviation of the “type 1 combined” DCS over multiple angular intervals 
used for the polynomial fitting (“DCS_mu_comb1_SD”), 

(8) the value of the “type 2 combined” DCS, which is equal to the original (unfitted) -
corrected DCS at angles   fitEnd_mu (when the PW DCS increases with max) or at 

  fitStart_mu (when the PW DCS decreases with max), and equal to the polynomial 
approximation of the -corrected DCS elsewhere (“DCS_mu_combined2”), 

(9) the standard deviation of the “type 2 combined” DCS over multiple angular intervals 
used for the polynomial fitting (“DCS_mu_comb2_SD”), 

(10) the value of reference function No. 1, or zero if reference function No. 1 is not used 
(“DCS_ref1”), 

(11) the value of reference function No. 2, or zero if reference function No. 2 is not used 
(“DCS_ref2”), 

(12) – (14) the values of the partial-wave DCS corresponding to max = K' (using the notations 
of Eq. (1.5.12a)), max = K'' (using the notations of Eq. (1.5.12b)), and to the maximum 
value of max in the analyzed data ( max = K, using the notations of Eq. (1.5.12a,b)). The 
column headers are “PW_DCS(K')”, “PW_DCS(K")” and “PW_DCS(K)”, 
respectively. 

 
 At the start of the calculation, Brems_fit displays the original value of the scaled CS (1.1.5) 
corresponding to the last (greatest) value of max (i.e., to max = K). After performing the initial max-
fitting, the program displays the final value of the “tol_range” variable mentioned in the 
descriptions of parameters No. 3.4.7–8, the values of  corresponding to the change of the “sign” 
from 1 to 0 and from 0 to 1 (“theta_limits”; see also the descriptions of columns No. 36–39 in the 
file “CS_parms.txt” described above), the max-fitted value of the scaled CS, and the relative 
difference between the fitted CS and the unfitted CS. In addition, if the error test mentioned in the 
description of parameter No. 3.2.12 has been performed, then some of the information pertaining to 
each of the tested values of the endpoint of the max-fitting range is displayed, too. 

7. Calculating the DCS and CS according to the Born and Sommerfeld-Maue approximations 
 One of the special modes of operation of BREMS is calculation of the angular dependence 
of the DCS and of the corresponding CS (the angular integral of the DCS with respect to the solid 
angle of photon emission) using one of the analytical approximations described in Sections 1.1.2 
and 1.1.3. This mode is activated only in the case “firstStage=1”, when parameter “appr” is equal to 
0, 1 or 2. If the user does not specify the value of “appr” explicitly, then this mode is used by 
default if the atomic number (parameter “Z”) is sufficiently small (Z  2, controlled by parameter 
“Z_max_Born”) and the final kinetic energy of the electron (parameter “T2”, or the difference of 
“T1” and “Ep”) is sufficiently large (T2  0.5 MeV, controlled by parameter “T2_min_Born”). 
Below are the descriptions of the parameters used in this special mode of operation. 

7.1. Physical parameters and parameters controlling the calculation of the screening function 
4.1.1–7. The names, meanings and default values of parameters No. 4.1.1–7 are the same as the 

names, meanings and default values of parameters No. 1.1.1–7. The only exception is the 
default value of parameter No. 4.1.5 (“IV”): it is equal to 2 in this case. In this special mode, 
parameter “IV” is not allowed to be equal to 3. If the user specifies “IV=3”, then the 
program will reset it to 2 with a warning message. 

4.1.8. “Z_V” is the same as parameter No. 1.1.9.  
4.1.9. “Zi” is the same as parameter No. 1.1.10, i.e., it is used to specify the ion charge. 
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4.1.10. “appr” is used as a “switch”, whose negative or zero value indicates that one of the 
analytical approximations must be used, and specifies the type of the approximation to be 
applied. The presence or absence of screening is indicated independently by the value of 
parameter “IV” (2 or 1, respectively). In order to use one of the approximations described in 
Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, parameter “appr” must be equal to 0, 1 or 2: 
“appr=0” indicates that the Born approximation with or without screening must be used. In 

this case, the DCS is calculated either by evaluating the exact analytical 
expression (1.1.36) or (1.1.32) (if parameter “nd_DCS” is non-zero), or by the 
double angular numerical integration of the corresponding TDCS (1.1.28) 
according to (1.1.31a) (if parameter “nd_DCS” is zero), and the CS is calculated 
by numerical integration of the DCS (the single integral with respect to 1 in 
(1.1.31b)) or of the TDCS (the triple integral in (1.1.31b)), 

“appr=-1” indicates that the leading-order (LO) Sommerfeld-Maue (SM) approximation 
with or without screening correction must be used. In this case, the DCS is 
calculated by numerical angular integration of the analytical expression of the 
TDCS (1.1.40) according to (1.1.31a), and the CS is calculated by numerical 
integration of the DCS or of the TDCS (the single or triple angular integral in 
(1.1.31b)). The screening correction is calculated using the Born approximation, 
as an additive term in the analytical expression of the DCS (see Eq. (1.1.46)), 

“appr=-2” indicates that the next-to-leading-order (NLO) Sommerfeld-Maue (SM) 
approximation with or without screening correction must be used. This case 
differs from the case “appr=-1” only by the additional term (1.1.44) in the 
analytical expression of the TDCS. 

If parameter “appr” is not specified by the user explicitly, then its default value is 
determined by comparing the values of Z and T2 with the corresponding threshold values 
“Z_max_Born” and “T2_min_Born” (parameters No. 5–6 of the main program, described in 
Section 2). If Z  Z_max_Born and T2  T2_min_Born (MeV), then appr=0 by default. If 
Z > Z_max_Born or T2 < T2_min_Born (MeV), then the default value of “appr” depends on 
the value of parameter “IV”: if IV=1, then appr=1; if IV=2, then appr=2; if IV=3, then appr 
is not used (see also the description of parameter No. 1.1.8 in Section 4.1). 

4.1.11–24. The names, meanings and default values of parameters No. 4.1.11–24 are the same as 
the names, meanings and default values of parameters No. 1.1.11–24. 

4.1.25. The name, meaning and default value of parameter No. 4.1.25 is the same as the name, 
meaning and default value of parameter No. 1.1.29. 

7.2. Parameters controlling the accuracy and the choice of the calculation method 
4.2.1. “relErr_tol” (alias “rel_err_tol”) is the maximum relative error of the numerical integration 

when calculating the DCS as the double angular integral of the TDCS (1.1.31a) using the 
method of adaptive multidimensional quadrature. If the mentioned method is also applied 
for calculation of the triple angular integral of the TDCS (1.1.31b), then the maximum 
relative error is additionally increased by a factor of 10. The default value of parameter 
“relErr_tol” is equal to 10 5. 

4.2.2. “T1_scrCorr_mode_thr” is the value of T1 (in MeV) corresponding to the transition 
between two methods of calculating the screening correction of the Sommerfeld-Maue 
DDCS or SDCS. The screening correction of the DDCS is defined as the value of the 
expression in brackets in Eq. (1.1.46), i.e., as the difference of the screened and unscreened 
Born-approximation DDCS. However, it can also be calculated as the double angular 
integral of the difference of the screened and unscreened Born TDCS. Although both 
methods are mathematically equivalent, the former method (the “first” one) is typically more 
efficient at low energies (when T1 < 10 keV), whereas the latter method (the “second” one) 
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is typically more accurate at higher energies. If T1 < T1_scrCorr_mode_thr, then the first 
method will be used, and if T1  T1_scrCorr_mode_thr, then the second method will be 
used. The default value of parameter “T1_scrCorr_mode_thr” is equal to 10 2. I.e., the first 
method is applied by default only when T1 < 10 keV. 

4.2.3. “nd_DCS” (alias “nd”) is the approximate number of significant digits to be used in the case 
of the screened Born approximation (“appr=0 IV=2”) when calculating the approximate 
DCS according to its analytical expression (1.1.36). In the case of the unscreened Born 
approximation (“appr=0 IV=1”), a non-zero value of this parameter indicates that the 
approximate DCS must be calculated using its analytical expression (1.1.32) (this expression 
is always evaluated at double precision, regardless of the value of parameter “nd_DCS”). A 
zero value of this parameter indicates that the DCS corresponding to the Born approximation 
must be calculated by numerical integration of the analytical TDCS (1.1.28) according to 
Eq. (1.1.31a). In the case of the Sommerfeld-Maue approximation (appr<0), this parameter 
is not used. The default value of this parameter is equal to 200. 

4.2.4. “nd_F” (alias “nd”) is the approximate number of significant digits to be used when 
calculating the atomic form factor (1.1.35), which is needed when screening of the nuclear 
charge by the electron cloud is taken into account and the DCS is calculated by numerical 
integration of one of the analytical expressions of the TDCS presented in Sections 1.1.2 and 
1.1.3 according to Eq. (1.1.31a). The default value of this parameter is equal to 30 (this 
value corresponds to quadruple precision). 

4.2.5. “nd_HG” (alias “nd”) is the approximate minimum number of significant digits to be used 
when calculating the hypergeometric function, which is used in Eq. (1.1.42i) and (1.1.42j), 
in the case of the Sommerfeld-Maue approximation. In the case of the Born approximation 
(appr=0), this parameter is not used. The option “nd_HG=15” corresponds to double 
precision (the lowest possible precision level), the values from 16 to 30 correspond to 
quadruple precision, which is the second lowest possible precision level (these 15 values are 
equivalent), and the values greater than 30 correspond to multiple precision. The default 
value of this parameter is equal to 15. 
Note: After assigning a value less than 15 to any one of parameters “nd_DCS”, “nd_F” or 

“nd_HG”, it will be reset to the default value. 
4.2.6–8. “nTries_max_HG”, “tol_change_HG”, and “err_test_int_HG” are the maximum 

number of consecutive precision levels to be tried when calculating the hypergeometric 
(HG) function (used in Eq. (1.1.42i) and (1.1.42j)), the maximum allowed relative change of 
the HG function corresponding to two consecutive precision levels, and the period of the 
error checking, respectively (these parameters are used only in the case of the SM 
approximation, i.e., when appr<0). The initial precision level is specified by the value of 
parameter “nd_HG” (see the description of parameter No. 4.2.5). If nTries_max_HG > 1 and 
tol_change_HG > 0, then a sequence of up to nTries_max_HG or nTries_max_HG 1 
consecutive precision levels will be tried during each calculation of the HG function until 
the relative difference of the estimates of the HG function corresponding to the last two 
precision levels becomes less than tol_change_HG. The maximum number of precision 
levels (i.e., nTries_max_HG) will be used every |err_test_int_HG| evaluations of the HG 
function (starting from evaluation No. 1), and if the relative difference of the estimates of 
the HG function corresponding to the last two precision levels (No. nTries_max_HG 1 and 
No. nTries_max_HG) is greater than tol_change_HG, then the program will either terminate 
the calculation of the DDCS or SDCS with an error message (when err_test_in_HG > 0) or 
display a warning message (when err_test_in_HG < 0). During the other evaluations (whose 
sequence numbers are not equal to 1 + n * |err_test_int_HG|, where n is an integer number), 
up to nTries_max_HG 1 consecutive precision levels will be tried, and if the relative 
difference of the estimates of the HG series corresponding to the last two precision levels is 
greater than tol_change_HG, then the estimate of the HG series corresponding to the last 
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precision level (No. nTries_max_HG 1) will be used, without any additional actions or 
messages. Each multiple-precision level differs from the previous precision level by 16 to 25 
additional significant digits. For example, if nd_HG=15, then the third precision level to be 
tried corresponds to 43–50 significant digits, and the fourth precision level corresponds to 
65–75 significant digits. If nTries_max_HG = 1 or tol_change_HG = 0, then no error 
checking is performed, and the values of these three parameters are not used. The default 
values of parameters “nTries_max_HG”, “tol_change_HG”, and “err_test_int_HG” are 
4, 10 9, and 11, respectively. 

4.2.9. “x_HG_transform_thr” is the threshold value of the argument x (defined by Eq. (1.1.42k)) 
of the hypergeometric (HG) function used in Eq. (1.1.42i) and Eq. (1.1.42j), which must be 
exceeded in order to apply the transformation formula (1.1.43). The default value of this 
parameter is equal to 0.7. 
Note: The mentioned transformation formula is not applied if the absolute value of the 

resulting estimate of the HG function is less than the absolute value of each of the two 
terms on the right-hand side of the transformation formula by a factor greater than 
108. This condition eliminates the cancellation errors, which could have a significant 
influence on the values of the Sommerfeld-Maue DDCS and on the duration of 
angular integration of the Sommerfeld-Maue TDCS, especially at low energies. 

4.2.10–11. “adapt_theta_min1” and “adapt_theta_min2” (aliases “adapt_theta_min” and “theta0” 
for both) are the two values of the lower bound of the integral with respect to the photon 
emission angle  when calculating the CS by adaptive numerical integration of the analytical 
expression of the DCS or TDCS according to Eq. (1.1.31b) (where the angle  is denoted 1) 
in the case of the Born approximation (appr=0) or the SM approximation (appr<0), 
respectively. Although the value of this integration bound should be theoretically equal to 0 
(as in (1.1.31b)), it may be necessary to set this bound to a small positive value in order to 
avoid numerical difficulties when using the SM approximation (appr<0). If this parameter is 
set equal to a negative number, then the CS will not be calculated by adaptive quadrature. 
Instead, it will be calculated by integration of the tabular DCS data using the 10th order 
Newton-Cotes formula. The default values of parameters “adapt_theta_min1” and 
“adapt_theta_min2” are equal to 0 and 1, respectively (i.e., the method of adaptive 
multidimensional quadrature will be applied for calculation of the integrals in (1.1.31b) only 
in the case of the Born approximation). 

4.2.12–13. “Elwert1” and “Elwert2” (alias “Elwert” for both) are the two “switches” (1 or 0) 
indicating whether the DCS calculated according to the Born approximation must be 
modified by the Elwert factor (1.1.47) in the case appr=0 and appr<0, respectively (in the 
latter case, this factor can be applied only to the additive screening correction, which is 
equal to the expression in brackets in Eq. (1.1.46)). The default value of those two 
parameters is equal to 1 (i.e., the Elwert factor is applied, except in the case “appr=-1 IV=1” 
or “appr=-2 IV=1”, when this factor is not applicable). 

7.3. Parameters defining the set of angles 
4.3.1–5. The names, meanings and default values of parameters No. 4.3.1–5 are the same as the 

names, meanings and default values of parameters No. 2.3.1–5 of Bremsstrahlung (see 
Section 5.3), i.e., they specify the limits of variation of the photon emission angle  and the 
number of values of . 

7.4. Parameters defining the cutoff radius of the interaction potential 
The “cutoff radius” of the interaction potential is the value of the radial coordinate r = Ra such that 
V(r)  0 when r > Ra. The expression of the atomic form factor (AFF) (1.1.35) corresponds to the 
exact (non-truncated) interaction potential (the corresponding screening function is defined by 
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(1.1.34a,b)). When the DCS is calculated using one of the analytical approximations described in 
Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, truncation of the interaction potential is not recommended, because it is 
unphysical and because it complicates the numerical integration of TDCS according to (1.1.31a,b) 
(due to the highly oscillatory character of the resulting AFF as a function of the momentum transfer 
q). However, such truncation may be necessary in special cases, e.g., in order to evaluate its effect 
on the results of partial-wave calculations, where truncation of the interaction potential is necessary 
for improving the performance (see Section 1.3.5). Consequently, BREMS includes an option to use 
a truncated interaction potential when calculating the approximate DCS according to one of the 
analytical approximations described in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. Truncation of the interaction 
potential affects only the calculation of the AFF, causing the following two changes in the 
expression of the AFF (1.1.30): 

1) the upper bound of the integral in (1.1.30) is replaced by Ra, 
2) an additional term appears in the expression of the AFF. In the case of a screened potential 

(“IV=2”), this term is equal to (Z' / Z) (sin qRa) / (qRa), where Z' is the average number of 
electrons in the radial range r > Ra. In the case of a pure Coulomb potential (“IV=1”), the 
mentioned additional term (and the total AFF) is equal to (sin qRa) / (qRa). 

The two parameters defining the cutoff radius Ra are described below: 
4.4.1. “R_atom” is used to specify the cutoff radius (Ra) defined above (the name and meaning of 

this parameter are the same as the name and meaning of parameter No. 1.3.4). Two methods 
of specifying Ra are possible, depending on the sign of this parameter. When R_atom>0, it is 
interpreted as the value of Ra in relativistic units. When R_atom<0, it is interpreted as the 
opposite of the factor that must be used for multiplying the inverse minimum momentum 
transfer (1 / qmin) in order to calculate the value of Ra (see also Section 1.3.5). In this case, 
the final value of Ra will not be allowed to become less than max(800, 126/p2) (when 
T1  3 MeV) or less than max(1200, 126/p2) (when T1 > 3 MeV), and it may be increased 
additionally, depending on the value of parameter “pr_transition2” (No. 4.4.2). When 
R_atom=0 (the default), the interaction potential is not truncated. 

4.4.2. “pr_transition2” is used only when R_atom<0, in order to specify the minimum allowed 
value of Ra, which is further denoted Ra,min (the name and meaning of this parameter are the 
same as the name and meaning of parameter No. 1.3.3). Two methods of specifying Ra,min 
are possible, depending on the sign of this parameter. When pr_transition2<0, it is 
interpreted as the opposite of the value of Ra,min in relativistic units. When pr_transition2>0, 
it is interpreted as the product p2Ra,min, where p2 is the modulus of the momemtum of the 
outgoing electron (also in relativistic units). If R_atom<0 and the value of Ra,min specified by 
this parameter is greater than the value of Ra specified by parameter R_atom, then Ra will be 
set equal to Ra,min. When pr_transition2=0 (the default), this parameter is not used. 

7.5. Parameters defining the names of output files, and the conditions for overwriting 
4.5.1–2. “prefix” and “suffix” are, respectively, the character strings that must be inserted at the 

beginning and at the end of the name of the output files with the DCS and shape function 
data. They are used similarly to the parameters No. 1.7.1–2 described in Section 4.7. The file 
name prefix may include the folder name (folder names must be terminated with the slash 
‘/’). If parameter No. 4.5.1 is the empty string (specified by writing a space after “prefix=”) 
then no prefix will be used, and the mentioned output files will be created in the current 
folder. If parameter No. 4.5.2 is the empty string, then no suffix will be used. In order to 
specify an arbitrary name, parameter No. 4.5.1 must be the period ‘.’, and parameter 
No. 4.5.2 must be the “root” of the output file name (without the additional output prefix, 
which is denoted “prefix2” in Section 7.6, and without the file name extension, which is 
always “.txt”). If the specified file name includes the folder name, then the additional output 
prefixes (for example, “DCS_Born_” and “ShapeFn_Born_”) will be added to the folder 
name (the corresponding folders must exist), otherwise all output files will be placed in the 
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current folder. If parameter No. 4.5.1 is not the period ‘.’, then the default name (with the 
specified prefix and suffix) will be used (the default format of the output file names is 
described in Section 7.6). The default value of parameters “prefix” and “suffix” is equal to 
the empty string. 

4.5.3. “overwrite” has the same name and meaning as parameter No. 4 of the main program (see 
Section 2), i.e., it is a “switch” (1 or 0), indicating whether the existing files with the DCS 
and shape function data must be overwritten or not. The default value of this parameter is 
equal to 1. 

7.6. Output data of subroutine “Born_SM_appr” 
 In the case “appr 0”, BREMS creates or updates three files: the file “CS_Born_SM.txt” 
with the values of the CS, physical parameters and control parameters, and two files whose names 
start with “DCS_” and “ShapeFn_”, respectively, containing the values of the DCS and the shape 
function for all angles. All these files contain two or more columns of numbers with fixed width and 
with a header above each column. The values of the CS and DCS in the output data are equal to the 
single- or double differential cross sections multiplied by k / Z2 (the units are mb and mb/sr, 
respectively). Below are the detailed descriptions of the format of these files. 
 
 Every calculation of the approximate DCS and CS ends by appending a line of text to the 
file “CS_Born_SM.txt”. The entries in each line of this file have the following meaning: 

(1) the atomic number of the target material (column header “Z”), 
(2) the kinetic energy of the incident electron in MeV (“T1(MeV)”), 
(3) the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon in MeV (“Ep(MeV)”), 
(4) the cutoff radius of the interaction potential in relativistic units, or the number 0 if the 

interaction potential has not been truncated (“R_atom”), 
(5) the number “1” or “2” indicating the type of the interaction potential – pure Coulomb or  

screened, respectively (“IV”), 
(6) the number “0”, “-1” or “-2” indicating the type of the approximation used, i.e., the value 

of parameter No. 4.1.10 (“appr”), 
(7) the number of values of angle  (“nPoints”), 
(8) the maximum relative difference between the values of the hypergeometric function in Eq. 

(1.1.42i) and (1.1.42j) corresponding to the two highest precision levels in all cases when it 
was possible to determine if precision level No. nTries_max_HG 1 was sufficient to 
achieve the relative accuracy specified by parameter “tol_change_HG” (see also the 
description of parameters No. 4.2.6–8). If the hypergeometric function has not been used 
(Born approximation), or if the precision level has not been varied, then this number is 
equal to 0. The header of this column is “relChangeHG_max”, 

(9) the approximate number of significant digits used when calculating the atomic form factor 
(1.1.35), or a negative number opposite to the approximate number of significant digits 
used when calculating the analytical expression of the DDCS (1.1.36) or (1.1.32) (the 
header of this column is “nDig_F”). Double precision is always indicated by “ 15”, and 
quadruple precision is always indicated by “ 30”. If the DCS has been calculated for the 
case of a pure Coulomb potential (“IV=1”) by numerical integration of the TDCS 
according to (1.1.31a), then this number is equal to 0, 

(10) the approximate initial number of significant digits used when calculating the 
hypergeometric function in Eq. (1.1.42i) and (1.1.42j), or the number “0” if the 
hypergeometric function has not been calculated (“nDig_HG”). Double precision is 
always indicated by “15”, and quadruple precision is always indicated by “30”, 

(11) the estimate of the maximum relative error of the DCS (over all angles) calculated by 
adaptive numerical integration of the TDCS according to (1.1.31a), or the number 0 if the 
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DCS was calculated by evaluating the analytical expression (1.1.36) or (1.1.32). The 
header of this column is “relErr_DCS_max”, 

(12) the total number of evaluations of the integrand function (TDCS) during the adaptive 
numerical integration of the TDCS according to Eq. (1.1.31a), summed over all angles 
(“nEval_DCS”), 

(13) the integral of the tabular DCS data, using the 10th-order Newton-Cotes formula 
(“DCS_integral”), 

(14) the value of the CS obtained by single adaptive integration of the DCS or triple adaptive 
integration of the TDCS according to Eq. (1.1.31b) , or the same number as in the previous 
column if the method of adaptive multidimensional quadrature was not applied for 
calculation of the CS (“CS”), 

(15) the relative difference of the previous two values (“DCS_int/CS-1”), 
(16) the estimate of the relative error of the CS calculated by single adaptive integration of the 

DCS or triple adaptive integration of the TDCS according to (1.1.31b), or the number 0 if 
the method of adaptive multidimensional quadrature was not applied for calculation of the 
CS (“relErr_CS”), 

(17) the number of evaluations of the integrand function (DCS or TDCS) when calculating the 
CS by single adaptive integration of the DCS or triple adaptive integration of the TDCS 
according to (1.1.31b), or the number 0 if the method of adaptive multidimensional 
quadrature was not applied for calculation of the CS (“nEval_CS”), 

(18) the value of the product Z , where Z is the atomic number, and  is the fine-structure 
constant (“Z_alpha”), 

(19) the value of the expression Z  / 1, where 1 is the ratio of the initial speed of the electron 
and the speed of light (“Z_alpha_beta1”), 

(20) the value of the expression Z  / 2, where 2 is the ratio of the final speed of the electron 
and the speed of light (“Z_alpha_beta2”), 

(21) the value of the Elwert factor (1.1.47), or the number 1 if the application of the Elwert 
factor has been “switched off” by the user, i.e., if parameter No. 4.2.12 or No. 4.2.13 
(“Elwert1” or “Elwert2”, respectively) has been set to 0 (the header of this column is 
“Born_DCS_factor”), 

(22) the processing time in seconds (“time(s)”). 
The last seven entries are present only in the case of a screened interaction potential (“IV=2”): 

(23) The number of exponential terms in the analytical expression of the screening function 
(1.1.34a) (“nexp”), 

(24) the first preexponential factor (a1) in (1.1.34a) (“factor1”), 
(25) the first exponent (b1) in (1.1.34a) (“exp1”), 
(26) the second preexponential factor (a2) in (1.1.34a) (“factor2”), 
(27) the second exponent (b2) in (1.1.34a) (“exp2”), 
(28) the third preexponential factor (a3) in (1.1.34a) (“factor3”), 
(29) the third exponent (b3) in (1.1.34a) (“exp3”). 

 In addition to updating the file “CS_Born_SM.txt”, the subroutine “Born_SM_appr” creates 
two files with the values of the DCS and the shape function for all angles. The default names of 
those two files have the following format: 

prefix prefix2 Z_T.TE XX_k.kkkE YY suffix .txt, 
where “Z” is the atomic number consisting of 1, 2 or 3 digits, “T.TE XX” is the kinetic energy of 
the incident electron (MeV) rounded to 2 significant digits in scientific notation, “k.kkkE YY” is 
the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon (MeV) rounded to 4 significant digits in scientific notation 
(“E XX” and “E YY” are the respective decimal exponents), “prefix” and “suffix” are defined by 
parameters No. 4.5.1–2, and “prefix2” is an additional output prefix consisting of three components, 
which are concatenated with each other: 

 “DCS” or “ShapeFn” for the DCS and shape function data, respectively, 
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 “_Born_”, “_SM_LO_” or “_SM_NLO_” indicating the approximation used (Born, leading-
order Sommerfeld-Maue, or next-to-leading order Sommerfeld-Maue, respectively), 

 “screened_”, which is included only when screening of the nuclear charge by the electron 
cloud is taken into account. 

The “DCS_” file has four or two columns, depending on whether the DCS has been calculated by 
double adaptive integration of the TDCS according to (1.1.31a), or by evaluation of the analytical 
expression (1.1.36) or (1.1.32). The “ShapeFn_” file always has two columns. The first column 
(“theta”) in both of these files contains the values of the angle in degrees, and the second column 
contains the corresponding values of the DCS or the shape function (which is equal to the ratio 
DCS/CS). The header of the second column is the same as “prefix2” in the above description of the 
corresponding file name format (without the trailing underscore). The third and fourth columns in 
the “DCS_” file are present only when the DCS has been calculated by double adaptive integration 
of the TDCS according to (1.1.31a). The third column (“relErr”) contains the estimates of the 
relative error of the DCS for each angle, and the fourth column (“nEval”) contains the 
corresponding numbers of evaluations of the integrand function (TDCS). 

8. Fitting an arbitrary screening function by a linear combination of exponentials 

 Another special mode of operation of BREMS is fitting of an arbitrary tabular screening 
function by a linear combination of exponentials (1.1.34a) by the method described in Section 1.8. 
Below are the descriptions of the corresponding parameters of BREMS. In those descriptions, the 
term “screening function” and notation ( )V r  always indicate the normalized variable part of the 
overall screening function (see also Eq. (1.2.4)). In the case of an ion, the constant term (denoted i 
in Eq. (1.2.4)) is not represented in the output data. 

8.1. Parameters defining the tabular screening function data 
5.1.1. “Z” is the atomic number of the target material with the minus sign (this parameter has the 

same name and meaning as parameter No. 1.1.1, but its value is opposite to the latter). The 
minus sign indicates that the program must enter the special mode of operation described in 
this section. The program will subsequently load the tabular interaction data from the text 
file corresponding to the absolute value of this parameter, or from the file specified by 
parameter No. 5.1.3 (“fn_V”). 

5.1.2. “dirV” is the same as parameter No. 1.1.6. 
5.1.3. “fn_V” is the same as parameter No. 1.1.7. 
5.1.4. “Z_V” is the same as parameter No. 1.1.9. 
5.1.5. “Zi_V” is the same as parameter No. 1.1.11, i.e., it is used to specify the ion charge 

corresponding to the input interaction potential data. 
5.1.6–9. These parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.1.26–29, respectively. Their only 

purpose is defining the “reference” value of the radial coordinate, which will be used to 
calculate the “reference” value of the final approximate screening function (see the 
description of parameter No. 1.1.26). 

5.1.10. “R_atom_max” is the endpoint of the radial fitting range. If the last radial breakpoint in the 
tabular V(r) data is less than R_atom_max, then up to 100 equally-spaced breakpoints will 
be inserted between the last breakpoint and R_atom_max. Values of the original screening 
function ( )V r  at the new breakpoints are calculated using the results of the exponential 
extrapolation at large r (see Section 12). If the value of this parameter is between 0 and 1, 
then it is interpreted as the maximum allowed value of ( )V r  at the endpoint of the radial 
fitting range ( maxV ). In such a case, the program will first attempt to find the smallest radial 
breakpoint such that maxV V . If such a breakpoint is found, then R_atom_max will be reset 
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to the value obtained by exponential interpolation. If no such breakpoint is found (i.e., if 
max( )V r V in the entire dataset), then the value of R_atom_max will be calculated by 

exponential extrapolation of ( )V r  to maxV . The default value of this parameter is equal to 
10 6 (i.e., R_atom_max will be reset to the value of the radial coordinate where the 
screening function is equal to 10 6). 

8.2. Adjustable parameters of the analytical screening function 
5.2.1–2. “nexp_min” and “nexp_max” are the minimum and maximum values of the number of 

exponential terms in the analytical expression of the screening function (1.1.34a), 
respectively. The default values of these two parameters are equal to 2 and 50, respectively. 

5.2.3–5. “rmax_R_atom_ratio_min”, “rmax_R_atom_ratio_max” and “nTries_rmax” are the 
minimum and maximum values of the ratio max / rmax, where max is the largest of the 
“characteristic radii” i (i = 1, 2, …, N) used for defining the b-coefficients (see 
Eq. (1.8.1a,b)), and the number of the equidistant values of the same ratio, respectively (rmax 
is the value of parameter “R_atom_max”). The default values of these parameters are the 
following: rmax_R_atom_ratio_min=0.02, rmax_R_atom_ratio_max=0.1, nTries_rmax=81. 

5.2.6. “V_max_large_r_max_ratio” is the maximum allowed value of the ratio appr max( ) / ( )V r V r  

in the range rmax < r < 10rmax, where appr ( )V r  is the approximate analytical screening 

function and max( )V r  is the value of the original tabular screening function at r = rmax (see 
the paragraph after Eq. (1.8.1b)). The default value of this parameter is equal to 10. 

8.3. Other parameters 
5.3.1. “nTaylorCoefs_max” is the maximum degree of the truncated Taylor series expansion of 

the final approximate screening function at small values of the radial coordinate r. The 
default value of this parameter is equal to 200. 

8.4. Output data of subroutine “FitExp” 
 After the fitting of the tabular screening function data by the linear combination of 
exponentials (1.1.34a),  BREMS creates or updates six files: the file “FitData_all.txt” with the 
summary of the results, the files “FitData.txt” and “FitData_lo.txt” with the “high” and “low” parts 
of the calculated quadruple-precision values of the a- and b-coefficients in (1.1.34a), the file 
“FittingResults.txt” with the double-precision values of the a-coefficients and the optimum set of 
the “characteristic radii” i (i = 1, 2, …, N) in (1.8.1a), the file “TaylorCoefs.txt” with the 
coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of the analytical screening function (1.1.34a) in the 
vicinity of r = 0, and the file “ Z .txt” with the values of the interaction potential and the screening 
function corresponding to all radial breakpoints (“ Z ” is the atomic number). Below are the 
detailed descriptions of the format of these files. 
 
 After every calculation of the a- and b-coefficients in (1.1.34a), BREMS appends a line of 
text to the file “FitData_all.txt”. This file contains the values of the mentioned adjustable 
parameters (the number of exponentials N and the maximum characteristic radius max), the 
optimum values of the a- and b-coefficients, and the root-mean-square (rms) and maximum values 
of relative residuals. The fitting is performed using quadruple precision (QP) arithmetic in order to 
reduce the effects of rounding errors (see Section 1.8). However, in order to provide feedback 
regarding the magnitude of the rounding errors, BREMS also calculates the final values of the 
mentioned residuals using double precision (DP) and outputs the absolute deviation of the DP value 
from the QP value. The columns containing values obtained using QP are indicated by the suffix 
“_QP” in the column header, and the columns containing the difference of the two values 
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corresponding to DP and QP are indicated by the suffix “_diff”. The entries in each line of this file 
have the following meaning: 

(1) the atomic number (column header “Z”), 
(2) the number of exponentials in (1.1.34a) (“N”), 
(3) the optimum value of the ratio max / rmax, where max is the largest of the “characteristic 

radii” i (i = 1, 2, …, N) used for defining the b-coefficients (see Eq. (1.8.1a,b)), and 
rmax is the value of parameter “R_atom_max” (the header of this column is 
“r_char_max/R_atom_max”), 

(4) the value of parameter “R_atom_max”, 
(5) the root-mean-square (rms) value of the relative residual (i.e., the relative deviation of 

the value of the analytical approximation (1.1.34a) from the corresponding original 
value of the tabular screening function), calculated using QP (“rmsDev_QP), 

(6) the difference of the DP and QP values of the rms relative residual (“rmsDev_diff”), 
(7) the value of the original tabulated screening function at the last radial breakpoint (i.e., at 

the last tabulated value of r belonging to the interval 0 < r  rmax) (“V_last”), 
(8) the value of the last radial breakpoint (i.e., the last tabulated value of r belonging to the 

interval 0 < r  rmax) (“r_last”), 
(9) the number of radial breakpoints in the interval 0 < r  rmax (“nPnt”), 
(10) the maximum absolute value of the approximate analytical screening function (1.1.34a) 

in the range rmax < r < 10rmax (“V_max_large_r”). This value is calculated using DP, 
(11) the difference of the value given in the previous column and the corresponding value 

obtained using QP (“V_max_l_r_diff”), 
(12) the sum of the a-coefficients in (1.1.34a), calculated using QP, before the normalization 

to 1 (“sum_fact_QP”). The absolute value of the deviation of this value from 1 is equal 
to the maximum possible additional increase of the relative residuals after the 
normalization of the a-coefficients, 

(13) the sum of the final a-coefficients (normalized to 1 using QP), calculated using DP 
(“sum_fact”). The deviation of this value from 1 is an indicator of the magnitude of 
rounding errors in the case of DP (the QP value of the same sum is exactly equal to 1 
after conversion to DP), 

(14) the sum of the a-coefficients, calculated after the second normalization to 1 using DP 
(“sum_fact_norm”). The relative deviation of this value from the previous number (in 
column “sum_fact”) is typically much less than its deviation from 1. This indicates that 
the latter deviation is caused not so much by inaccuracy of the DP values of the a-
coefficients, as by accumulation of rounding errors during the summation of the a-
coefficients, 

The next six entries characterize the maximum relative residual: 

(15) the maximum relative residual in the range 0 < r  rmax, calculated using QP 
(“MaxRelDev_QP”), 

(16) the difference of the DP and QP values of the maximum relative residual 
(“MaxRelDev_diff”), 

(17) the value of the tabulated screening function corresponding to the radial breakpoint 
where the maximum relative residual is obtained using DP (“V[maxRelDev]”), 

(18) the radial breakpoint where the maximum relative residual is obtained using DP 
(“r[maxRelDev]”), 

(19) the sequence number of the radial breakpoint where the maximum relative residual is 
obtained using DP (“n[maxRel]”), 

(20) the deviation of the sequence number given in the previous column from the analogous 
value obtained using QP (“n_diff”). 

The next six entries characterize the maximum absolute residual: 
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(21) the maximum absolute residual in the range 0 < r  rmax, calculated using QP 
(“MaxAbsDev_QP”), 

(22) the difference of the DP and QP values of the maximum absolute residual 
(“MaxAbsDev_diff”), 

(23) the value of the tabulated screening function corresponding to the radial breakpoint 
where the maximum absolute residual is obtained using DP (“V[maxAbsDev]”), 

(24) the radial breakpoint where the maximum absolute residual is obtained using DP 
(“r[maxAbsDev]”), 

(25) the sequence number of the radial breakpoint where the maximum absolute residual is 
obtained using DP (“n[maxAbs]”), 

(26) the deviation of the sequence number given in the previous column from the analogous 
value obtained using QP (“n_diff”). 

The remaining entries are the values of the a- and b-coefficients in (1.1.34a), arranged in pairs 
“ai bi” (i = 1, 2, …, N). The corresponding column headers are “factor i  exp i ”, 
respectively, where “ i ” is the sequence number of the corresponding exponential term (the 
value of the subscript i). 

 
 After every calculation of the a- and b-coefficients in (1.1.34a), BREMS appends a line of 
text to the files “FitData.txt” and “FitData_lo.txt” with the “high” and “low” parts of QP values of 
the a- and b-coefficients in (1.1.34a). The formats of these two files are identical. The first and 
second columns contain the values of the atomic number (column header “Z”) and the number of 
exponentials (“N”), respectively. The remaining columns contain the values of the coefficients, 
arranged in pairs “ai bi” (i = 1, 2, …, N). The corresponding column headers are “factor i  exp i ”, 
respectively, where “ i ” is the sequence number of the corresponding exponential term (the value 
of the subscript i). The file “FitData.txt” contains the “high” parts of the a- and b-coefficients, and 
the file “FitData_lo.txt” contains the corresponding “low” parts. 

 
 The file “FittingResults.txt” is overwritten after each fitting. This file contains the values of 
the a-coefficients (rounded to double precision) and of the “characteristic radii” i (i = 1, 2, …, N), 
which are used to calculate the b-coefficients according to (1.8.1a). Thus, this file does not provide 
any additional information in comparison with the file “FitData_all.txt”. The main difference is in 
the format: in the file “FittingResults.txt”, these numbers are arranged in two columns (not in a 
single line as in the file “FitData_all.txt”). The first line of the file “FittingResults.txt” contains a 
single number, which is equal to the number of exponential terms (N) in (1.1.34a). The remainder of 
this file consists of three columns of numbers: values of the sequence number i (from 1 to N), the 
corresponding values of ai, and the corresponding values of i (i = 1, 2, …, N). 
 
 After every calculation of the a- and b-coefficients in (1.1.34a), BREMS appends a line of 
text to the file “TaylorCoefs.txt” with the values of the coefficients of the Taylor series expansion 
of the analytical approximation of the screening function (1.1.34a) at r = 0. These coefficients are 
calculated using quadruple precision. This file contains their values rounded to double precision. 
The first column of this file contains the values of the atomic number (column header “Z”). The 
second entry in each line (column header “r_ref”) is the “reference” value of the radial coordinate, 
which coincides with one of the radial breakpoints in the tabular V(r) data (the mentioned 
breakpoint is specified using parameters No. 5.1.6–9, which are the same as parameters No. 1.1.26–
29 described in Section 4.1). The third entry (“V_ref”) contains the value of expression (1.1.34a) at 
the mentioned “reference” value of r, when the a- and b-coefficients are equal to their optimal 
values. The fourth entry (“nterms”) is equal to the degree of the last term of the truncated Taylor 
series. The remaining columns contain the values of the coefficients of the Taylor series, starting 
with the term of degree 0 (the corresponding coefficient is always exactly equal to 1). 
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 The file “ Z .txt”, where “ Z ” is a one-, two- or three-digit atomic number, is overwritten 
after each fitting. This file contains three columns of numbers: values of the radial breakpoints in 
column 1 (column header “r”), values of the approximate (analytical) interaction potential in 
relativistic units in column 2 (“-Z*alpha*V/r”), and values of the corresponding screening function 
calculated according to (1.1.34a) in column 3 (“V”). The interaction potential is negative. 

9. Spline fitting and interpolation of single differential cross sections of bremsstrahlung 
 Another special mode of operation of BREMS is cubic spline fitting and interpolation of the 
logarithm of the scaled single differential cross sections (SDCS or “CS”) with respect to the 
logarithm of the kinetic energy of the incident electron (T1) for a given atomic number Z and for a 
fixed value of the ratio k / T1, where k is the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon, as well as 
creating the input “grid” data files used for the mentioned spline fitting, which contain values of CS 
and their relative uncertainties on a two-dimensional grid defined by a set of values of T1 and k / T1. 
Below are the descriptions of the corresponding parameters of BREMS. 

9.1. Parameters specifying the atomic number, the energies, and the extent of calculations 
6.1.1–4. These four parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.1.1–4 of S_integrals (see Section 

4.1), i.e., they specify the atomic number, initial electron energy, final electron energy, and 
photon energy, respectively. 

6.1.5. “CS_int” is an integer number equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4, which specifies the extent of the 
calculations in this special mode of operation, and which indicates if a successful spline 
fitting and interpolation must be followed by a “normal” run of BREMS, using the 
interpolated value of the CS instead of parameter “CS_ref_spline” (see the description of 
parameter No. 3.8.40). The latter case corresponds to a value of CS_int greater than 1 (i.e., 
2, 3, or 4). Then the default or user-specified value of CS_ref_spline is ignored (a warning is 
displayed). The allowed values of parameter “CS_int” are the following: 
0 – no interpolation (then this special mode of operation is not applied, and all parameters 

whose name starts with “CS_int_” are ignored), 
1 – only create the list of grid points for the spline fitting and write them to the file whose 

name is defined by parameters “CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” (No. 6.2.5) and 
“CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” (No. 6.2.6), 

2 – read the spline-fitting grid data from the file whose name is defined by parameters 
“CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” and “CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” (No. 6.2.5–6) or create the 
latter file (if it does not exist), then calculate the interpolated value, write it to the file 
whose name is defined by parameter “CS_int_fn” (No. 6.4.12), and then either quit 
(when CS_int = -2) or use the interpolated value in place of CS_ref_spline (when 
CS_int = 2), 

3 – read the interpolated value from the file whose name is defined by parameter 
“CS_int_fn” (No. 6.4.12) and then either use it in place of CS_ref_spline (when 
CS_int = 3) or quit (when CS_int = -3), and if the read attempt fails, then read the 
spline-fitting grid data from the file whose name is defined by parameters 
“CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” and “CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” (if it does not exist, then quit 
with an error message), then calculate the interpolated value, write it to the file whose 
name is defined by parameter “CS_int_fn” (No. 6.4.12), and then either quit (when 
CS_int = -3) or use the interpolated value in place of CS_ref_spline (when 
CS_int = 3), 

4 – attempt to read the interpolated value from the file whose name is defined by 
parameter “CS_int_fn” (No. 6.4.12), and if the read attempt fails, then quit with an 
error message (if the read is successful, then the behavior is the same as in the case 
“CS_int= 3”). 
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The default value of parameter “CS_int” is 0 (i.e., the spline fitting and interpolation of the 
SDCS is not performed, and the spline grid data file is not created). 

9.2. Parameters defining the spline-fitting grid and the name of the grid data file 
6.2.1. “CS_int_T1_fn” is the name of the file with the list of the grid values of T1 (in MeV). There 

must be one value per line (empty lines are ignored). The default name of this file is 
“CS_int_T1.txt” (there is a file with such a name in the distribution package of BREMS). 

6.2.2. “CS_int_Ep_T1_fn” is the name of the file with the list of the grid values of the ratio k / T1. 
There must be one value per line (empty lines are ignored). If this parameter is equal to the 
empty string, then the default list of values will be used. The default list consists of 11 
values: 10 equidistant values from 0 to 0.9, and 0.95. The default value of this parameter is 
equal to the empty string. 

6.2.3–4. “CS_int_Ep_T1_min” and “CS_int_Ep_T1_max” (alias “CS_int_Ep_T1” for both) are 
the minimum and maximum values of the ratio k / T1 to be used for creating the grid data file 
when |CS_int|  2. If CS_int_Ep_T1_min = CS_int_Ep_T1_max, then the mentioned list of 
values of k / T1 (either the default one or loaded from the file defined by parameter No. 6.2.2 
“CS_int_Ep_T1_fn”) will not be used. If CS_int_Ep_T1_min < CS_int_Ep_T1_max, then 
the program will use the values of k / T1 that simultaneously belong to the mentioned list and 
to the interval starting with CS_int_Ep_T1_min and ending with CS_int_Ep_T1_max (if 
there are no such values, then the program will quit with an error message). These two 
parameters may also be set equal to the special value -1, which indicates that they both must 
be replaced with the “current” value of k / T1, which is equal to the ratio of the two physical 
parameters “Ep” and “T1”. The default values of these two parameters are 0.1 and 0.95, 
respectively. 

6.2.5–6. “CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” and “CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” are, respectively, the prefix and 
suffix to be used in the name of the grid data file. If parameter “CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” is 
not the period “.”, then these two strings will be added to the file name “root”, which is the 
one-, two- or three-digit value of the atomic number (specified by parameter “Z”). The file 
name extension is always “.txt” (it must not be included in the mentioned suffix). Thus, the 
grid file name by default has the following format: 

CS_int_grid_fn_prefix Z CS_int_grid_fn_suffix .txt 
If parameter “CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” is equal to the period “.”, then parameter 
“CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” must specify the complete name of the grid file (without the 
extension “.txt”). If the file name includes a folder name, then this folder must exist 
(otherwise a write error would occur). The default value of parameter 
“CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” is “CS_int/CS_int_”. This means that the grid file is by default 
located in subfolder “CS_int” of the current folder, and the file name by default starts with 
characters “CS_int_”. The default value of parameter “CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” is the empty 
string (i.e., no additional suffix is used). 

9.3. Parameters defining the input files with the values of the spline grid data points 
6.3.1–2. “CS_int_T1_low_max1” (alias “CS_int_T1_low_max”) and “CS_int_T1_high_min1” 

(alias “CS_int_T1_high_min”) are, respectively, the lower and upper endpoints of the 
“intermediate” energy range (in MeV). In conjunction with the energy values loaded from 
the file defined by parameter “CS_int_T1_fn”, these two parameters make it possible to split 
the entire interval of T1 into three parts: low-energy, intermediate-energy, and high-energy 
(in order to achieve this aim, the values of those two parameters must be between the 
smallest and greatest values in the mentioned file). The grid data corresponding to each of 
these three energy intervals may be loaded from different input files, which are defined 
using parameters described below. The values of these two parameters are excluded from the 
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intermediate-energy range, but included in the low- and high-energy intervals (i.e., these two 
parameters could be defined more precisely as the upper endpoint of the low-energy range 
and the lower endpoint of the high-energy range, respectively). The default values of these 
two parameters are 10 and 50. 

The next nineteen parameters are used to define the input datasets for each of the three intervals of 
T1 (see also the description of parameters No. 6.3.1–2), and to apply filtering of the data according 
the magnitude of the relative uncertainty. Those datasets may be defined differently for zero and 
non-zero photon energy. Thus, for each interval of T1, two different input datasets may be defined 
(one for zero photon energy and one for non-zero photon energy). Since the complete definition of 
the input dataset requires specifying three parameters (the file name and two parameters defining 
the subset of data that must be read from it), there are 18 parameters of this type in total 
(6  3 = 18). In addition, there is a parameter that allows excluding the data points with 
unacceptably large uncertainties. 
6.3.3–5. “CS_int_fn_low”, “CS_int_fn_high”, and “CS_int_fn_interm” (alias “CS_int_input_fn” 

for all three) are the input file names for each of the three intervals of T1 (low-energy, high-
energy and intermediate-energy, respectively), when the photon energy is non-zero. The 
default values of these three parameters are “CS_fitted.txt”, “CS_Born_SM.txt”, and 
“CS_fitted.txt”, respectively. 

6.3.6–8. “CS_int_appr_low”, “CS_int_appr_high”, and “CS_int_appr_interm” (alias 
“CS_int_appr” for all three) are the indicators of the file format for each of the three 
intervals of T1 (low-energy, high-energy and intermediate-energy, respectively), when the 
photon energy is non-zero. Two file formats are allowed: the format of the file 
“CS_fitted.txt” described in Section 6.16 (the corresponding indicator is equal to 1), and the 
format of the file “CS_Born_SM.txt” described in Section 7.6 (the corresponding indicator 
is equal to 0, -1, or -2). In the latter case, the value of this parameter has the same meaning 
as the value in the column “appr” of the file “CS_Born_SM.txt”, and the lines with another 
value in this column will be ignored. The default values of these three parameters are 1, -2, 
and 1, respectively. 

6.3.9–11. “CS_int_IV_low”, “CS_int_IV_high”, and “CS_int_IV_interm” (alias “CS_int_IV” for 
all three) are the indicators of the potential type for each of the three intervals of T1 (low-
energy, high-energy and intermediate-energy, respectively), when the photon energy is non-
zero. Each of these parameters is used only when the corresponding “CS_int_appr” indicator 
is zero or negative (see the description of parameters No. 6.3.6–8), and its value has the 
same meaning as the value in the column “IV” of the file “CS_Born_SM.txt” described in 
Section 7.6 (the lines with another value in this column will be ignored). The default values 
of these three parameters are 0, 2, and 0, respectively. 

6.3.12–14. “CS_int_fn_low_0”, “CS_int_fn_high_0”, and “CS_int_fn_interm_0” (alias 
“CS_int_input_fn_0” for all three) are the input file names for each of the three intervals of 
T1 (low-energy, high-energy and intermediate-energy, respectively), when the photon energy 
is zero. If any of these parameters is equal to the empty string, then the corresponding file 
name and the two associated indicators (parameters No. 6.3.15–20) will be assumed to 
coincide with the corresponding value pertaining to non-zero photon energy (parameters 
No. 6.3.3–11). The default value of these three parameters is equal to the empty string. 

6.3.15–17. “CS_int_appr_low_0”, “CS_int_appr_high_0”, and “CS_int_appr_interm_0” (alias 
“CS_int_appr_0” for all three) are the indicators of the file format for each of the three 
intervals of T1 (low-energy, high-energy and intermediate-energy, respectively), when the 
photon energy is zero. In addition to the two file formats mentioned in the description of 
parameters No. 6.3.6–8, another file format (corresponding to the output file of a different 
program, which calculates the scaled soft-photon cross sections using an alternative method 
mentioned in Section 1.1.1, after Eq. (1.1.20)) is also allowed (the corresponding indicator is 
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equal to 2, and the corresponding file format is described in the description of parameters 
No. 6.3.22–23). The default value of these three parameters is equal to 2. 

6.3.18–20. “CS_int_IV_low_0”, “CS_int_IV_high_0”, and “CS_int_IV_interm_0” (alias 
“CS_int_IV_0” for all three) are the indicators of the potential type for each of the three 
intervals of T1 (low-energy, high-energy and intermediate-energy, respectively), when the 
photon energy is zero. Each of these parameters is used only when the corresponding 
“CS_int_appr_..._0” indicator is not equal to 1 (see the description of parameters 
No. 6.3.15–17). If the corresponding “CS_int_appr_..._0” indicator is zero or negative, then 
the value of the CS_int_IV_..._0 parameter has the same meaning as the value in the column 
“IV” of the file “CS_Born_SM.txt” described in Section 7.6 (the lines with another value in 
this column will be ignored). If the corresponding “CS_int_appr_..._0” indicator is equal to 
2, then the value of the CS_int_IV_..._0 parameter has the same meaning as the value in the 
column “IV” of the output file of a different program, which calculates the scaled soft-
photon cross sections using an alternative method mentioned in Section 1.1.1, after 
Eq. (1.1.20). The default value of these three parameters is equal to 3. 

6.3.21. “CS_int_relErrThr1” (alias “CS_int_relErrThr”) is the maximum allowed absolute value 
of the relative uncertainty. The data points with greater uncertainties are excluded from the 
data grid (i.e., the corresponding grid point values in the output file whose name is defined 
by parameters “CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” and “CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” are set equal to 0). The 
default value of this parameter is equal to 0.05. Note: During the spline fitting, additional 
grid points may be excluded (i.e., not used for the fitting) by setting parameter 
“CS_int_relErrThr2” (No. 6.4.5) to a value less than CS_int_relErrThr1. 

6.3.22. “CS_int_exclude_large_T1_T2” is a “switch” (0 or 1), which indicates if the data points 
corresponding to T1 > T1_CS_mode_thr (parameter No. 3.12.10) and T2 > T2_CS_mode_thr 
(parameter No. 3.12.11) and T2 / T1 > tip_thr (parameter No. 9 of the main program, which 
is described in Section 2) must be excluded from the data grid, when the corresponding 
“CS_int_appr_...” parameter is equal to 1 (i.e., when the input data file is “CS_fitted.txt”, 
created by BREMS in partial-wave mode). In order for a data point to be excluded, the 
mentioned three inequalities must be satisfied simultaneously. Then the corresponding grid 
point value in the output file whose name is defined by parameters “CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” 
and “CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” is set equal to 0. The default value of this parameter is 1 (i.e., 
the data points satisfying those three inequalities are excluded by default). 

The next six parameters are used to specify the sequence numbers of columns with the values of the 
CS and its relative uncertainty in the input data files. Two column numbers must be specified for 
each file type: the number of the column with the values of the CS, and the number of the column 
with the values of the relative uncertainty of the CS (if the latter column number is specified with 
the minus sign, then the entries in the corresponding column will be interpreted as the absolute 
uncertainties, and if it is equal to zero, then the program will set all uncertainties to zero, and will 
not attempt to read them from the input file). If the column number of the relative uncertainty is 
non-zero, then its absolute value must be greater than the column number of the CS. The first line of 
the input file is skipped (the first line is assumed to contain the column headers). Since there are 
three possible types of the input files (see the descriptions of parameters No. 6.3.6–8 and 6.3.15–
17), there are six parameters specifying the column numbers. 
6.3.23–24. “CS_int_colNum_CS0” and “CS_int_colNum_relErr0” are the sequence numbers of 

the columns with the values of the CS and its uncertainties, respectively, in the file 
corresponding to the “CS_int_appr_..._0” indicator equal to 2 (as mentioned in the 
description of parameters No. 6.3.15–17, the latter value is allowed only in the case of zero 
photon energy). In this case, the first and second columns of the input data file must contain 
the values of Z and T1, respectively (the energy must be specified in MeV), and the sixth 
column must contain the value indicating the type of the interaction potential (see the 
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description of parameters No. 6.3.18–20). CS_int_colNum_CS0 must be greater than 6. The 
default values of these two parameters are 47 and 48, respectively. 

6.3.25–26. “CS_int_colNum_CS1” and “CS_int_colNum_relErr1” are the sequence numbers of 
the columns with the values of the CS and its uncertainties, respectively, in the file 
corresponding to the “CS_int_appr” indicator equal to 1 (as mentioned in the description of 
parameters No. 6.3.6–8, the latter value indicates that the input file has the same format as 
the file “CS_fitted.txt”, which is updated in stage 3 of a run of BREMS). In this case, the 
first three columns of the input data file must contain the values of the atomic number Z, the 
incident electron energy T1 and the photon energy k, respectively (the energies must be 
specified in MeV). Consequently, CS_int_colNum_CS1 must be greater than 3. The default 
values of these two parameters are 39 and 53, respectively. 

6.3.27–28. “CS_int_colNum_CS2” and “CS_int_colNum_relErr2” are the sequence numbers of 
the columns with the values of the CS and its uncertainties, respectively, in the file 
corresponding to the “CS_int_appr” indicator equal to 0, -1 or -2 (as mentioned in the 
description of parameters No. 6.3.6–8, the latter values indicates that the input file has the 
same format as the file “CS_Born_SM.txt”, which is updated during the calculation of the 
analytical cross sections according the Born approximation or the Sommerfeld-Maue 
approximation). In this case, the first three columns of the input data file must contain the 
values of the atomic number Z, the incident electron energy T1 and the photon energy k, 
respectively (the energies must be specified in MeV), the fifth column must contain the 
value indicating the type of the interaction potential (1 or 2), and the sixth column must 
contain the indicator of the approximation type (0, -1 or -2). CS_int_colNum_CS2 must be 
greater than 6. The default values of these two parameters are 14 and 16, respectively. 

9.4. Parameters of the cubic spline fitting 
6.4.1–2. “CS_int_T1_low_min” (alias “CS_int_T1_min”) and “CS_int_T1_high_max” (alias 

“CS_int_T1_max”) are, respectively, the lower and upper endpoints of the range of T1 of the 
spline-fitting grid (in MeV). All data points that correspond to T1 < CS_int_T1_low_min or 
T1 > CS_int_T1_high_max are excluded from the grid. The first and last grid points inside 
this interval are the first and last knots of the spline function. Further on, the term “knot” 
will mean either a point where two cubic segments of the spline function are smoothly 
joined together, or one of the two endpoints, where the boundary conditions are applied (the 
boundary conditions are the values of the first derivative, and they are also optimized during 
the spline fitting). The default values of these two parameters are 0.1 and 300, respectively. 

6.4.3–4. “CS_int_T1_low_max2” (aliases “CS_int_T1_low_max” and “CS_int_T1_max”) and 
“CS_int_T1_high_min2” (aliases “CS_int_T1_high_min” and “CS_int_T1_min”) are, 
respectively, the lower and upper endpoints of the “intermediate” interval of T1 (in MeV). 
All data points that correspond to values of T1 greater than CS_int_T1_low_max2 and less 
than CS_int_T1_high_min2 are excluded. In this respect, the effect is the same as in the case 
of extremely large uncertainties (see the description of parameter No. 6.4.5 
“CS_int_relErrThr2”). In addition, the program will calculate the relative deviations of the 
optimal spline function from the mentioned excluded data points, and the maximum relative 
deviation will be displayed on the screen and written to the file whose name is defined by 
parameter “CS_int_fn”. If CS_int_T1_low_max2 < CS_int_T1_high_min2, or if the energy 
range defined by these two parameters does not overlap with the energy range defined by 
parameters “CS_int_T1_low_min” and “CS_int_T1_high_max” (No. 6.4.1–2), then no 
additional grid points will be excluded on the basis of the value of T1. The default value of 
these two parameters is equal to 0 (i.e., no intermediate energy range is used).  

6.4.5. “CS_int_relErrThr2” (alias “CS_int_relErrThr”) is the maximum allowed absolute value 
of the relative uncertainty at the stage of spline fitting. The data points with greater 
uncertainties are excluded from the spline-fitting grid. The default value of this parameter is 
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equal to 0.05 (since this value is the same as the default value of parameter 
“CS_int_relErrThr1”, no additional grid points will be excluded on the basis of the relative 
uncertainty at the stage of spline fitting, if the default values of CS_int_relErrThr1 and 
CS_int_relErrThr2 are used). 

6.4.6–7. “CS_int_nKnots_min” and “CS_int_nKnots_max” (alias “CS_int_nKnots” for both) are 
the minimum and maximum number of knots, respectively. The program will start with the 
maximum number of knots. If the spline fitting fails, then the number of knots will be 
reduced by 1. This will be repeated until the spline fitting is successful or the minimum 
number of knots is reached, whichever happens first. The positions of spline knots coincide 
with some of the grid points, and they are chosen so that the numbers of grid points in all 
inter-knot intervals are approximately equal (they can differ from each other by no more 
than 1). If those two parameters are specified with the minus sign, then they are interpreted 
as the integer part of the maximum and minimum average number of grid points inside one 
inter-knot interval, respectively. The default values of those two parameters are equal to -7 
and -4, respectively. 

6.4.8. “CS_int_spline_wt_thr” is the threshold value of the relative uncertainty of a grid point 
value, which must be exceeded in order to apply a weight factor less than 1 to the 
corresponding term in the sum of squared residuals, which is minimized during the spline 
fitting. The mentioned weight factor is in such a case equal to the squared ratio of 
CS_int_spline_wt_thr and the mentioned relative uncertainty. If the relative uncertainty is 
less than CS_int_spline_wt_thr, or if CS_int_spline_wt_thr=0, then no weighting is applied 
(i.e., the weight factor is equal to 1). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0.001. 

6.4.9. “CS_int_np” is the number of points in the table of values of the optimal spline function 
(i.e., the scaled fitted SDCS), which may optionally be written to a file after the spline 
fitting. The argument of the spline function is the incident electron energy (T1), and the 
points are equidistant on the logarithmic scale. If this parameter is zero or negative, then the 
mentioned file will not be created. The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 

6.4.10–11. “CS_int_spline_fn_prefix” and “CS_int_spline_fn_suffix” are the prefix and suffix to 
be used when forming the name of the spline file mentioned in the description of parameter 
No. 6.4.9. Those two character strings are added to the “root” of the file name, which 
consists of the one-, two- or three-digit value of the atomic number Z and the six-digit value 
of the ratio k / T1, where k is the photon energy (specified by parameter “Ep”), separated by 
the underscore. The suffix does not include the file name extension, which is always “.txt”. 
In order to use an arbitrary file name, parameter “CS_int_spline_fn_prefix” must be set 
equal to the period “.”, and parameter “CS_int_spline_fn_suffix” must be the full name of 
the file, excluding the extension “.txt”. If the file name includes a folder name, then this 
folder must exist (otherwise a write error would occur). The default values of these two 
parameters are equal to “CS_int_” and “_spline”, respectively. 

6.4.12. “CS_int_fn” is the name of the file where the fitted value of the scaled single differential 
cross section (CS) corresponding to the current value of the ratio k / T1 must be written after 
the spline fitting. If the file name includes a folder name, then this folder must exist 
(otherwise a write error would occur). If this parameter is the empty string, then this file will 
not be updated. The default value of this parameter is equal to the empty string. 

9.5. Output data of subroutine “Brems_CS_interp” 
 Subroutine Brems_CS_interp creates or updates up to three human-readable ASCII files. 
Their names end with extension “.txt”. Those files are listed below: 
I. A file with the grid values of the scaled CS and its relative uncertainties for the spline fitting. 

The name of this file is defined by parameters “CS_int_grid_fn_prefix” and 
“CS_int_grid_fn_suffix” (No. 6.2.5–6). This file can be created only when the absolute value 
of parameter No. 6.1.5 (“CS_int”) is equal to 1 or 2. 
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II. A file with the tabulated values of the optimal spline function. Its name is defined by 
parameters “CS_int_spline_fn_prefix” and “CS_int_spline_fn_suffix” (No. 6.4.10–11). This 
file can be created only when the absolute value of parameter No. 6.1.5 (“CS_int”) is equal to 2 
or 3, and parameter “CS_int_np” (No. 6.4.9) is greater than 1. 

III. A file with the fitted value of the scaled single differential cross section of bremsstrahlung (CS) 
corresponding to the current value of the ratio k / T1, where k is the photon energy (specified by 
parameter “Ep”) and T1 is the incident electron energy (specified by parameter “T1”). The 
name of this file is specified by parameter “CS_int_fn” (No. 6.4.12). If parameter “CS_int_fn” 
is not the empty string, then a line of text is appended to this file after each spline fitting. 

Each of those files contains several columns of numbers. The first line of the file contains the 
column headers. A detailed description of the format of each of those files is presented below. 
 The file with the spline-fitting grid values contains 1 + 2n columns, where “n” is the number 
of values of the ratio k / T1 used for the grid. The value of n is determined by the values of 
parameters No. 6.2.2 (“CS_int_Ep_T1_fn”), No. 6.2.3 (“CS_int_Ep_T1_min”), and No. 6.2.4 
(“CS_int_Ep_T1_max”). The meaning of the numbers in each column is the following: 
(No. 1) the kinetic energy of the incident electron, in MeV (column header “T1(MeV)”), 
(No. 2i, where i = 1, 2, …, n) the value of the scaled CS for the spline fitting (the format of the 

column header is “CS[Ep/T1= k/T1 ]”, where “ k/T1 ” is the 14-digit value of the ratio k / T1), 
(No. 2i + 1, where i = 1, 2, …, n) the value of the relative uncertainty of the corresponding value 

of the CS (the format of the column header is “RelErr[Ep/T1= k/T1 ]”, where “ k/T1 ” is the 
four-digit value of the ratio k / T1). 

The missing grid point values are indicated by zeros (a grid point may be missing either because of 
absence of the data for a particular pair of T1 and k / T1 in the data files used to create the grid, or 
because the corresponding relative uncertainty of the CS was greater than the value of parameter 
No. 6.3.21 “CS_int_relErrThr1”). 
 The subfolder “CS_int” of the distribution package of BREMS contains 100 ASCII files 
with the spline-fitting grid data, which were created using the option “CS_int=1” for each value of 
the atomic number Z from 1 to 100. The range of values of k / T1 in those files is from 0 to 0.95 (the 
values from 0 to 0.9 are equidistant, with the increment equal to 0.1), whereas the range of values of 
T1 is from 0.1 MeV to 300 MeV (for k > 0), or from 0.1 MeV to 100 MeV (for k = 0). In the case of 
non-zero photon energy, the values of the CS were calculated by the partial-wave method at 
T1 ≤ 30 MeV, and by applying the Sommerfeld-Maue (SM) approximation with the next-to-leading 
order (NLO) correction and the screening correction (see Section 1.1.3) at T1  50 MeV. In the case 
of zero photon energy, all values of the CS were calculated using the alternative method mentioned 
in Section 1.1.1, after Eq. (1.1.20). In all cases, the Kohn-Sham potential was used (the files with 
the tabulated values of the Kohn-Sham potential are in subfolder “V/Kohn-Sham/”). 

 The file with the tabulated optimal spline function contains two columns: 
(1) the kinetic energy of the incident electron, in MeV (column header “T1(MeV)”), 
(2) the fitted value of the scaled single differential cross section of bremsstrahlung 

(“CS_spline”). 

 The file with the fitted CS corresponding to the current values of parameters “Ep” and “T1” 
contains sixteen columns: 

(1) the atomic number of the target material (column header “Z”), 
(2) the kinetic energy of the incident electron in MeV (“T1(MeV)”), 
(3) the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon in MeV (“Ep(MeV)”), 
(4) the fitted value of the scaled SDCS of bremsstrahlung (“CS_interp”), 
(5) the value of parameter No. 6.4.5 “CS_int_relErrThr2” (column header “relErrThr”), 
(6) the number of grid points used for the spline fitting (this number does not include the 

data points that were excluded either due to a large uncertainty, or because the 
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corresponding value of T1 is between the values defined by parameters No. 6.4.3 
“CS_int_T1_low_max2” and 6.4.4 “CS_int_T1_high_min2”); the header of this column 
is “nGrid”, 

(7) the final number of spline knots (“nKnots”), 
(8) the maximum relative residual over the set of grid points used for the spline fitting, i.e., 

the maximum relative deviation of the fitted value from the original value at the grid 
values of T1 (“maxRelDev”), 

(9) the number of excluded grid points, which correspond to values of T1 between the 
values defined by parameters No. 6.4.3 “CS_int_T1_low_max2” and 6.4.4 
“CS_int_T1_high_min2” (column header “nExcl”). Note: This number does not include 
the grid points that were excluded only because of a large uncertainty of the CS, 

(10) the maximum relative deviation of the fitted value from the original value over the set 
of excluded grid points, which correspond to values of T1 between the values defined by 
parameters No. 6.4.3 “CS_int_T1_low_max2” and 6.4.4 “CS_int_T1_high_min2”, or 
the number 0 if there are no such data points (column header “maxRelDev_excl”), 

(11) the value of T1 (in MeV) corresponding to the first grid point (which is also the first 
knot) of the spline function (“T1_min(MeV)”), 

(12) the value of T1 (in MeV) corresponding to the last grid point (which is also the last knot) 
of the spline function (“T1_max(MeV)”), 

The last four entries can be non-zero only when the entry in column “nExcl” is greater than 0: 
(13) the value of T1 (in MeV) corresponding to the last grid point in the “low-energy” range 

CS_int_T1_low_min  T1  CS_int_T1_low_max2, or the number 0 if there are no such 
grid points  (“T1_low_max(MeV)”), 

(14) the value of T1 (in MeV) corresponding to the first grid point in the “high-energy” range 
CS_int_T1_high_min2  T1  CS_int_T1_high_max, or the number 0 if there are no 
such grid points  (“T1_low_max(MeV)”), 

(15) the value of T1 (in MeV) corresponding to the first grid point in the “intermediate-
energy” range CS_int_T1_low_max2 < T1 < CS_int_T1_high_min2, or the number 0 if 
there are no such grid points  (“T1_excl_min(MeV)”), 

(16) the value of T1 (in MeV) corresponding to the last grid point in the “intermediate-
energy” range CS_int_T1_low_max2 < T1 < CS_int_T1_high_min2, or the number 0 if 
there are no such grid points  (“T1_excl_max(MeV)”). 

10. List of parameter aliases used in BREMS 

 In the code of BREMS, some parameters are grouped into small groups consisting of 2 – 4 
parameters, all of which can be assigned a value using a single directive, where the parameter name 
is replaced by its “alias”. For example, the alias “stage” is associated with parameters “firstStage” 
and “lastStage”. Consequently, specifying “stage=2” on the command line or in the parameter file 
would be equivalent to two directives: “firstStage=2” and “lastStage=2”. There are 205 aliases in 
total. The list of all aliases and the associated parameter names is presented in the following table. 
 

No. Alias I parameter II parameter III parameter IV parameter 
1 stage firstStage lastStage   
2 n_terms_max nterms_max nterms_max_J   
3 Kmin Kmin1 Kmin2   
4 Kmax Kmax1 Kmax2   
5 K1 Kmin1 Kmax1   
6 K2 Kmin2 Kmax2   
7 Km Kmin1 Kmax1 Kmin2 Kmax2 
8 isAbs_K isAbs_K1 isAbs_K2   
9 k2_step k2_step_first k2_step_last   
10 l lmin lmax   
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No. Alias I parameter II parameter III parameter IV parameter 
11 lm lmax lmax_MP   
12 T1_mode_thr T1_Kmax_mode_thr T1_CS_mode_thr   
13 dir_V dirV dirV_aux   
14 suffix2 suffix2_CS suffix2_DCS   
15 suffix_3 suffix3 suffix3a   
16 prefix_fit prefix_fit_CS prefix_fit_DCS   
17 Npasses Npasses_CS Npasses_DCS   
18 tol tol1 tol2 tol3  
19 rtol rtol1 rtol2 rtol3  
20 tol_spl tol_spline tol_spline_fitted   
21 theorSD theorSD_CS theorSD_DCS   
22 simple_fit simple_fit_CS simple_fit_DCS   
23 simple_exp simple_exp_CS simple_exp_DCS   
24 simple_exp_thr simple_exp_thr_CS simple_exp_thr_DCS1 simple_exp_thr_DCS2  
25 simple_exp_thr_DCS simple_exp_thr_DCS1 simple_exp_thr_DCS2   
26 simple_exp_thr_incr simple_exp_thr_CS simple_exp_thr_DCS1   
27 d_exp d_exp_CS d_exp_DCS1 d_exp_DCS2  
28 d_exp_DCS d_exp_DCS1 d_exp_DCS2   
29 d_exp_incr d_exp_CS d_exp_DCS1   
30 d_polyn d_polyn_CS d_polyn_DCS1 d_polyn_DCS2  
31 d_polyn_DCS d_polyn_DCS1 d_polyn_DCS2   
32 d_polyn_incr d_polyn_CS d_polyn_DCS1   
33 d_init d_init_CS d_init_DCS1 d_init_DCS2  
34 d_init_DCS d_init_DCS1 d_init_DCS2   
35 d_init_incr d_init_CS d_init_DCS1   
36 polyn_thr polyn_thr_CS polyn_thr_DCS1 polyn_thr_DCS2  
37 polyn_thr_DCS polyn_thr_DCS1 polyn_thr_DCS2   
38 polyn_thr_incr polyn_thr_CS polyn_thr_DCS1   
39 thrCorr_extrap thrCorr_extrap1 thrCorr_extrap2   
40 thrAngle_extrap thrAngle_extrap1 thrAngle_extrap2   
41 T2_thr_mu T2_thr_mu1 T2_thr_mu2   
42 tol_range_ratio_mu tol_range_ratio_mu1 tol_range_ratio_mu2   
43 thr_range_mu thr_range_mu1 thr_range_mu2   
44 tol_mu tol_mu1 tol_mu2   
45 max_corr_mu maxCorr_mu maxCorr_mu2   
46 min_width_mu minWidth_mu minWidth_mu2   
47 fitEndOffset_mu fitEndOffset_mu_min fitEndOffset_mu_max   
48 fitOffset_mu fitStartOffset_mu fitEndOffset_mu_min fitEndOffset_mu_max  
49 fitRef_mu fitRef_mu1 fitRef_mu2   
50 fitLog_mu fitLog_mu1 fitLog_mu2   
51 ref_mu1 fitRef_mu1 compRef_mu   
52 ref_mu2 fitRef_mu2 compRef_mu   
53 ref_mu fitRef_mu1 fitRef_mu2 compRef_mu  
54 fitDegree_mu fitDegree_mu_min1 fitDegree_mu_max1 fitDegree_mu_min2 fitDegree_mu_max2 
55 fitDegree_mu1 fitDegree_mu_min1 fitDegree_mu_max1   
56 fitDegree_mu2 fitDegree_mu_min2 fitDegree_mu_max2   
57 polyn_mode_mu polyn_mode_mu1 polyn_mode_mu2   
58 minDeg minDeg_CS minDeg_DCS1 minDeg_DCS2  
59 maxDeg_DCS maxDeg_DCS1 maxDeg_DCS2   
60 maxDeg_incr maxDeg_CS maxDeg_DCS1   
61 maxDeg maxDeg_CS maxDeg_DCS1 maxDeg_DCS2  
62 minDeg_DCS minDeg_DCS1 minDeg_DCS2   
63 minDeg_incr minDeg_CS minDeg_DCS1   
64 deg_CS minDeg_CS maxDeg_CS   
65 deg_DCS minDeg_DCS1 maxDeg_DCS1 minDeg_DCS2 maxDeg_DCS2 
66 deg_DCS1 minDeg_DCS1 maxDeg_DCS1   
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No. Alias I parameter II parameter III parameter IV parameter 
67 deg_DCS2 minDeg_DCS2 maxDeg_DCS2   
68 deg_incr minDeg_CS maxDeg_CS minDeg_DCS1 maxDeg_DCS1 
69 polyn_thr_mu polyn_thr_mu1 polyn_thr_mu2   
70 minDeg_mu minDeg_mu1 minDeg_mu2   
71 maxDeg_mu maxDeg_mu1 maxDeg_mu2   
72 deg_mu1 minDeg_mu1 maxDeg_mu1   
73 deg_mu2 minDeg_mu2 maxDeg_mu2   
74 deg_mu minDeg_mu1 maxDeg_mu1 minDeg_mu2 maxDeg_mu2 
75 vary_h vary_h_CS vary_h_DCS   
76 Nfit Nfit_CS Nfit_DCS   
77 fitRange fitRange_CS fitRange_DCS   
78 fitRange2 fitRange2_CS fitRange2_DCS   
79 tol_corr tol_corr_CS tol_corr_DCS   
80 shift_k_mode shift_k_mode_CS shift_k_mode_DCS   
81 shift_k_max shift_k_max_CS shift_k_max_DCS   
82 shift_k_max2 shift_k_max2_CS shift_k_max2_DCS   
83 fitRegionRatio fitRegionRatio_CS fitRegionRatio_DCS   
84 maxMovingAvgErrRatio maxMovingAvgErrRatio_CS maxMovingAvgErrRatio_DCS   
85 shiftSelection shiftSelection_CS shiftSelection_DCS   
86 maxShiftErrRatio maxShiftErrRatio_CS maxShiftErrRatio_DCS   
87 fitFunc fitFunc_CS fitFunc_DCS   
88 fitFunc2 fitFunc2_CS fitFunc2_DCS   
89 thr_ratio_h thr_ratio_h_CS thr_ratio_h_DCS   
90 thr_ratio_h2 thr_ratio_h2_CS thr_ratio_h2_DCS   
91 wt_avg wt_avg_CS wt_avg_DCS   
92 nAvg nAvg_CS nAvg_DCS   
93 fractAvg fractAvg_CS fractAvg_DCS   
94 SDratio SDratio_CS SDratio_DCS   
95 wt_Nfit wt_Nfit_CS wt_Nfit_DCS   
96 prefix_ref prefix_ref1 prefix_ref2   
97 suffix_ref suffix_ref1 suffix_ref2   
98 auto_naming_ref auto_naming_ref1 auto_naming_ref2   
99 name_ref_DCS name_ref_DCS1 name_ref_DCS2   
100 name_ref_SF name_ref_SF1 name_ref_SF2   
101 prefix2_ref prefix2_ref1 prefix2_ref2   
102 col_ref col_ref1 col_ref2   
103 appr_ref appr_ref1 appr_ref2   
104 IV_ref IV_ref1 IV_ref2   
105 nd nd_DCS nd_F nd_HG  
106 np np1 np2   
107 theta0 theta_min adapt_theta_min1 adapt_theta_min2  
108 splineInt splineInt_min splineInt_max   
109 splineInt_fitted splineInt_min_fitted splineInt_max_fitted   
110 splineArg splineArg1 splineArg2   
111 splineArg_fitted splineArg_fitted1 splineArg_fitted2   
112 spl_arg splineArg1 splineArg2 splineArg_fitted1 splineArg_fitted2 
113 spl_int_min splineInt_min splineInt_min_fitted   
114 spl_int_max splineInt_max splineInt_max_fitted   
115 spl_int splineInt_min splineInt_max splineInt_min_fitted splineInt_max_fitted 
116 n_spl_knots_max nSplineKnots_max nSplineKnots_max_fitted   
117 splineRef splineRef0 splineRef1 splineRef2  
118 splineRef_fitted splineRef_fitted0 splineRef_fitted1 splineRef_fitted2 splineRef_fitted3 
119 spl_log splineLog splineLog_fitted   
120 spline_theta_min spline_theta_min1 spline_theta_min2   
121 spline_theta_max spline_theta_max1 spline_theta_max2   
122 spline_int_ratio1_thr splineIntRatio1_thr splineIntRatio1_thr_fitted   
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No. Alias I parameter II parameter III parameter IV parameter 
123 splineIntRatio_min splineIntRatio_min1 splineIntRatio_min2   
124 splineIntRatio_max splineIntRatio_max1 splineIntRatio_max2   
125 splineIntRatio1 splineIntRatio_min1 splineIntRatio_max1   
126 splineIntRatio2 splineIntRatio_min2 splineIntRatio_max2   
127 splineIntRatio1_thr_min splineIntRatio1_thr splineIntRatio_min1   
128 splineIntRatio1_thr_min_fitted splineIntRatio1_thr_fitted splineIntRatio_min_fitted1   
129 spline_theta_min_fitted spline_theta_min_fitted1 spline_theta_min_fitted2   
130 spline_theta_max_fitted spline_theta_max_fitted1 spline_theta_max_fitted2   
131 splineIntRatio_min_fitted splineIntRatio_min_fitted1 splineIntRatio_min_fitted2   
132 splineIntRatio_max_fitted splineIntRatio_max_fitted1 splineIntRatio_max_fitted2   
133 splineIntRatio_fitted1 splineIntRatio_min_fitted1 splineIntRatio_max_fitted1   
134 splineIntRatio_fitted2 splineIntRatio_min_fitted2 splineIntRatio_max_fitted2   
135 n_splineIntRatio n_splineIntRatio1 n_splineIntRatio2   
136 n_splineIntRatio_fitted n_splineIntRatio_fitted1 n_splineIntRatio_fitted2   
137 spl_lastIntRatio_thr splineLastIntRatio_thr splineLastIntRatio_thr_fitted   
138 spl_theta_min spline_theta_min1 spline_theta_min2 spline_theta_min_fitted1 spline_theta_min_fitted2 
139 spl_theta_max spline_theta_max1 spline_theta_max2 spline_theta_max_fitted1 spline_theta_max_fitted2
140 spl_int_ratio1_thr_min splineIntRatio_min1 splineIntRatio1_thr splineIntRatio_min_fitted1 splineIntRatio1_thr_fitted
141 spl_int_ratio_min1 splineIntRatio_min1 splineIntRatio_min_fitted1   
142 spl_int_ratio_min2 splineIntRatio_min2 splineIntRatio_min_fitted2   
143 spl_int_ratio_max1 splineIntRatio_max1 splineIntRatio_max_fitted1   
144 spl_int_ratio_max2 splineIntRatio_max2 splineIntRatio_max_fitted2   
145 n_spl_int_ratio1 n_splineIntRatio1 n_splineIntRatio_fitted1   
146 n_spl_int_ratio2 n_splineIntRatio2 n_splineIntRatio_fitted2   
147 min_deg_cos minDeg_cos minDeg_cos_fitted   
148 max_deg_cos maxDeg_cos maxDeg_cos_fitted   
149 deg_cos0 minDeg_cos maxDeg_cos   
150 deg_cos_fitted minDeg_cos_fitted maxDeg_cos_fitted   
151 deg_cos minDeg_cos maxDeg_cos minDeg_cos_fitted maxDeg_cos_fitted 
152 spl_unc_wt splineUnc_wt splineUnc_wt_fitted   
153 spl_res_wt splineRes_wt splineRes_wt_fitted   
154 spl_CS_wt splineCS_wt splineCS_wt_fitted   
155 geom_avg geomAvg geomAvg_fitted   
156 main_dev_type mainDevType mainDevType_fitted   
157 spline_theta_range spline_theta_rangeMin spline_theta_rangeMax   
158 relCorrRangeMax relCorrRangeMax1 relCorrRangeMax2   
159 output_interm output_interm0 output_interm1   
160 avg_period_min avg_period_min_CS avg_period_min_DCS   
161 avg_period_max avg_period_max_CS avg_period_max_DCS   
162 avg_period_CS avg_period_min_CS avg_period_max_CS   
163 avg_period_DCS avg_period_min_DCS avg_period_max_DCS   
164 avg_period avg_period_min_CS avg_period_max_CS avg_period_min_DCS avg_period_max_DCS 
165 adapt_theta_min adapt_theta_min1 adapt_theta_min2   
166 rel_err_tol relErr_tol relErr_tol_ref   
167 Elwert Elwert1 Elwert2   
168 T1_thr1 T1_thr0_1 T1_thr_fitted_1   
169 T2_thr1 T2_thr0_1 T2_thr_fitted_1   
170 Ep_thr1 Ep_thr0_1 Ep_thr_fitted_1   
171 Z_a_thr1 Z_a_thr0_1 Z_a_thr_fitted_1   
172 Z_a_b_thr1 Z_a_b_thr0_1 Z_a_b_thr_fitted_1   
173 T1_thr2 T1_thr0_2 T1_thr_fitted_2   
174 T2_thr2 T2_thr0_2 T2_thr_fitted_2   
175 Ep_thr2 Ep_thr0_2 Ep_thr_fitted_2   
176 Z_a_thr2 Z_a_thr0_2 Z_a_thr_fitted_2   
177 Z_a_b_thr2 Z_a_b_thr0_2 Z_a_b_thr_fitted_2   
178 T1_thr0 T1_thr0_1 T1_thr0_2   
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No. Alias I parameter II parameter III parameter IV parameter 
179 T2_thr0 T2_thr0_1 T2_thr0_2   
180 Ep_thr0 Ep_thr0_1 Ep_thr0_2   
181 Z_a_thr0 Z_a_thr0_1 Z_a_thr0_2   
182 Z_a_b_thr0 Z_a_b_thr0_1 Z_a_b_thr0_2   
183 T1_thr_fitted T1_thr_fitted_1 T1_thr_fitted_2   
184 T2_thr_fitted T2_thr_fitted_1 T2_thr_fitted_2   
185 Ep_thr_fitted Ep_thr_fitted_1 Ep_thr_fitted_2   
186 Z_a_thr_fitted Z_a_thr_fitted_1 Z_a_thr_fitted_2   
187 Z_a_b_thr_fitted Z_a_b_thr_fitted_1 Z_a_b_thr_fitted_2   
188 T1_thr T1_thr0_1 T1_thr_fitted_1 T1_thr0_2 T1_thr_fitted_2 
189 T2_thr T2_thr0_1 T2_thr_fitted_1 T2_thr0_2 T2_thr_fitted_2 
190 Ep_thr Ep_thr0_1 Ep_thr_fitted_1 Ep_thr0_2 Ep_thr_fitted_2 
191 Z_a_thr Z_a_thr0_1 Z_a_thr_fitted_1 Z_a_thr0_2 Z_a_thr_fitted_2 
192 Z_a_b_thr Z_a_b_thr0_1 Z_a_b_thr_fitted_1 Z_a_b_thr0_2 Z_a_b_thr_fitted_2 
193 CS_int_T1_low_max CS_int_T1_low_max1 CS_int_T1_low_max2   
194 CS_int_T1_high_min CS_int_T1_high_min1 CS_int_T1_high_min2   
195 CS_int_Ep_T1 CS_int_Ep_T1_min CS_int_Ep_T1_max   
196 CS_int_relErrThr CS_int_relErrThr1 CS_int_relErrThr2   
197 CS_int_T1_min CS_int_T1_low_min CS_int_T1_high_min2   
198 CS_int_T1_max CS_int_T1_high_max CS_int_T1_low_max2   
199 CS_int_input_fn CS_int_fn_low CS_int_fn_high CS_int_fn_interm  
200 CS_int_appr CS_int_appr_low CS_int_appr_high CS_int_appr_interm  
201 CS_int_IV CS_int_IV_low CS_int_IV_high CS_int_IV_interm  
202 CS_int_input_fn_0 CS_int_fn_low_0 CS_int_fn_high_0 CS_int_fn_interm_0  
203 CS_int_appr_0 CS_int_appr_low_0 CS_int_appr_high_0 CS_int_appr_interm_0  
204 CS_int_IV_0 CS_int_IV_low_0 CS_int_IV_high_0 CS_int_IV_interm_0  
205 CS_int_nKnots CS_int_nKnots_min CS_int_nKnots_max   

11. Displaying the S integral data 
 The S integral data, the phase shifts, the normalization factors, the physical parameters and 
most of the control parameters used in stage 1 are stored in binary files created by the subroutine 
S_integrals (see Section 2 and Section 4). The program “Read_S_integrals.exe” displays some of 
those data on the screen. The displayed data include most of the parameters of subroutine 
“S_integrals” that were used for generating the S integral data, as well as the values of all phase 
shifts, all normalization factors, and S integrals for any pair of values of 1 and 2 specified by the 
user. The parameter values must be specified on the command line or in a parameter file in the same 
way as for BREMS, i.e., using the format “<parameter_name>=<parameter_value>” (there must be 
no spaces before or after the equality sign). The other rules of using the parameter file are the same 
as in the case of Brems.exe (see Section 2). The names, descriptions, and default values of all 
parameters of Read_S_integrals.exe are given below. 

11.1. Physical parameters 
7.1.1–4. These four parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.1.1–4 of S_integrals (see Section 

4.1), i.e., they specify the atomic number, initial electron energy, final electron energy, and 
photon energy, respectively. 

7.1.5–6. These two parameters are the same as parameters No. 1.1.5 (“IV”) and No. 1.1.10 (“Zi”) of 
S_integrals, respectively (see Section 4.1). They are used only to determine if the additional 
increase of the default values of Kmax1 and Kmax2 must be applied in the case of an ion 
(see also the description of parameter No. 1.2.2 “Kmax1” in Section 4.2). 
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11.2. Parameters defining the sets of S integrals and of terms of the truncated partial-wave series 
7.2.1–17. The meanings, names and aliases of these 17 parameters are the same as the meanings, 

names and aliases of parameters No. 1.2.1–17 of S_integrals (see Section 4.2). However, 
these parameters are not required to be exactly equal to the corresponding parameters of the 
subroutine S_integrals. The set of values of 1, 2 and l defined on the command line or in 
the parameter file is required only to be contained inside the set of values of 1, 2 and l 
corresponding to the specified files with the S integral data. If it is not so and if 
Kmin1 = Kmin2 = 1 and isAbs_K1 = isAbs_K2 = 1, then Kmax1, Kmax2 or lmax will be 
reduced automatically to make them equal to the corresponding values of the S integral data. 

7.2.18. “accuracy_level” has the same meaning as parameter No. 1 of the main program of BREMS 
(it is described in Section 2). When T1  3 MeV, the default value of accuracy_level is equal 
to 1. When T1 > 3 MeV, the default value of accuracy_level is equal to 2. 

7.2.19. “Z_def” has the same meaning as parameter No. 7 of the main program of BREMS (it is 
described in Section 2). When T1  3 MeV or when Z  7, the default value of parameter 
“Z_def” is equal to 0. When T1 > 3 MeV and Z < 7, the default value of parameter “Z_def” 
is equal to 7. 

11.3. Parameters indicating the data to be displayed 
7.3.1. “iDelta” is a “switch” (“0” or “1”) indicating whether the values of the phase shifts and 

normalization factors must be displayed. The default value of this parameter is 1. 
7.3.2–3. “k1” and “k2” are the values of 1 and 2, respectively, corresponding to the S integrals 

whose values must be displayed. If at least one of these two parameters is zero (the default 
value), then the table with the values of the S integrals will not be displayed (only the 
minimum and maximum values of the S integrals will be shown). 

7.3.4. “check” is a “switch” (1 or 0) indicating if the values of the S integrals interpolated with 
respect to l (see Section 1.3.3) must be compared with the accurate values of the same 
integrals. This is possible only when the interpolation with respect to l has been requested 
(see the descriptions of parameters No. 1.2.15–17 in Section 4.2), and the input file contains 
the complete set of S integrals (including the accurate values of the S integrals that must be 
replaced with the interpolated values). The default value of this parameter is equal to 0. 

11.4. Parameters indicating the names of the input data files 
7.4.1–2. “prefix” and “suffix”, respectively, have the same meaning as parameters No. 1.7.1–2 of 

S_integrals (see Section 4.7), i.e., they define the names of the input files with the S integral 
data. For more information, see the description of parameters No. 1.7.1–2 in Section 4.7. By 
default, parameters “prefix” and “suffix” are equal to the empty string. 

7.4.3–4. “first” and “last”, respectively, specify the first and last additional suffix in the names of 
the files to be loaded. The allowed values of these parameters are integer numbers from 0 to 
999. “0” means no additional suffix, and a positive value means that the additional suffix is 
formed by concatenating the underscore and the specified number. The default value of 
parameter “first” is 0. The default value of “last” is 999. 

11.5. Other parameters 
7.5.1. “prefix_t” is a prefix used for creating a smaller file containing only the phase shifts and the 

total integrals (from 0 to ), without the numerical integrals and estimates of the 
uncertainties (its size is approximately 1/4 of the size of the complete file). The name of this 
file is formed by adding the specified prefix (“prefix_t”) and the suffix “_t” to the original 
file name (here, “t” stands for “total integrals only”). prefix_t replaces the prefix of the 
original file name (specified by parameter No. 7.4.1), and the suffix “_t” is appended to the 
suffix of the original file name (specified by parameter No. 7.4.2). The “_t” file may also be 
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used as an input file for the second stage (i.e. for the subroutine Bremsstrahlung). If this 
parameter is not specified, then the “_t” file will not be created. 

11.6. Information displayed on the screen by Read_S_integrals.exe 
 Read_S_integrals.exe attempts to read all the data corresponding to the specified limits of 

1, 2 and l from the specified files, and displays both some overall information about the loaded 
dataset and the data corresponding to the user-specified pair of values of 1 and 2. The S integral 
data may be loaded from several files with names differing by the additional suffix “_1”, “_2”, …, 
“_999” (see also the description of parameter No. 1.7.8 of S_integrals in Section 4.7). 
 Before displaying the data stored in the indicated binary files, Read_S_integrals.exe displays 
the default values of several parameters, which were not explicitly specified by the user and which 
are used for defining the subset of S integrals to be analyzed. All the data displayed after this 
preliminary information is loaded from the files with S integral data. The list of all variables loaded 
from the mentioned files, whose values are displayed by Read_S_integrals.exe, is below: 

 the maximum absolute values of 1, 2 and l in all files that were loaded (“Kmax1_file”, 
“Kmax2_file”, “lmax_file”, respectively), 

 the total number of the data files loaded; 
most of the data defining the calculation parameters (i.e., the energies, numerical tolerances, 
precision level, etc.) from the last loaded file. The amount of this type of data in the S integral 
data file depends on the version number of the file (the latter number is not the same as the 
version number of the program). For example, most of it is absent in version 0 files (such as the 
“_t” files mentioned in the description of parameter No. 7.5.1). In the case of version number 19 
(the maximum possible S integral data file version number at the time of this writing), this part 
of the displayed data consists of the following entries: 
 the values of parameters of S_integrals No. 1.1.1–5, 1.1.10, 1.1.12–15, 1.2.1–6, 1.2.11–12, 

1.2.15–17, 1.3.1–8, 1.4.1–5, 1.5.1–10, 1.6.1. The photon energy is denoted “Ep”, and the 
notations of all other variables in this block of output data are the same as in the descriptions 
of the corresponding parameters of S_integrals (see Section 4), with the exception of 
“R_atom”, which in this case denotes the final value of the cutoff radius of the potential 
function (the initial value of this parameter is denoted “R_atom_init”), 

 the values of three processing times (in seconds): the time of the numerical integration (from 
0 to r0) “time [0 to r0]”, the time of the analytical integration (from r0 to ) 
“time [r0 to Inf]”, and the total duration of stage 1 (“total time”), 

 the initial and final precision levels, i.e., the approximate numbers of significant digits used 
for calculating the analytical parts of the S integrals (“ndp” and “n_digits”, respectively), 

 the final values of the six variables corresponding to parameters No. 1.2.1–6 of S_integrals 
(using the same notations as in the descriptions of the corresponding parameters in Section 
4.2). The final values of Kmax1 and Kmax2 may be less than their original (default or user-
specified) values, because S_integrals may reduce them in some situations, 

 if some of the values of 2 have been “skipped” (see Section 1.3.4), then the number of 
breakpoints of 2 and their values (for an example of a set of breakpoints of 2, see the 
description of parameters No. 1.2.8–10 in Section 4.2), 

 the minimum and maximum values of l for the set of calculated S1 integrals (“lmin_1” and 
“lmax_1”, respectively), 

 the minimum and maximum values of l for the set of calculated S2 integrals (“lmin_2” and 
“lmax_2”, respectively), 

 the value of the radial coordinate corresponding to the transition to analytical integration 
(“r0”). This variable coincides with r0 from Section 1.2. If the numerical integration region 
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has been extended (see the descriptions of parameters No. 1.3.8 and No. 1.5.4 of S_integrals 
in Sections 4.3 and 4.5, respectively), then both the original and the “extended” values of r0 
are displayed (“r0_original” and “r0_extended”, respectively), 

 the values of the two phase correction integrals at r = r0 (“Q(1)” and “Q(2)”), 
 the version number of the file (“version”); 

the next four lines characterize the complete loaded dataset (rather than the last loaded file) and 
answer the following questions: 
 Do all the files contain the test numerical integral data? (see also the description of 

parameter No. 1.6.1 of S_integrals and Section 1.4), 
 Did all wave functions attain the asymptotic form? 
 Do all the files contain the total integrals (from 0 to )? If at least one of the files contains 

the numerical integrals only (from 0 to r0), then the answer to this question is “No”, 
 Do all the files contain the data needed for estimating the uncertainties of the S integrals? 

The last line of text in the block specifying the calculation parameters displays the minimum 
version number of all loaded files with the S integral data. 

 The final part of the data displayed by Read_S_integrals.exe contains the values of the phase 
shifts, normalization factors, and S integrals, as well as their uncertainties. First, if the display of the 
phase shifts has been requested (see the description of parameter No. 7.3.1), then the normalization 
factors (“A”) and phase shifts (“delta”), well as their ranges of variation (“A_range” and 
“delta_range”, respectively), which are stored in the S integral data files, are displayed for each 
energy and each value of  (these ranges are defined as the differences of the maximum and 
minimum values of the normalization factors and phase shifts, respectively, calculated over the last 
10 observations of those variables during the initial numerical integration and the last 10 
observations during the “test” numerical integration). The values of both  (used in the asymptotic 
expressions of the wave functions (1.1.18)) and  (defined by Eq. (4.10.1)) are shown (the headers 
of the corresponding columns are “delta” and “delta' ”, respectively). If the screening function 
approaches zero at r  , then the value of  approaches  / 2 at large negative values of , 
whereas the value of  approaches zero (see Eq. (4.10.1)). However, the estimate of the latter 
value is not affected by cancellation errors caused by calculating the difference of two very similar 
numbers, because  is the primary quantity (whose values are stored in the S integral data file). 
I.e., the program calculates  from  rather than the other way around. 
 If the last loaded data file corresponds to IV = 1 (unscreened point-Coulomb potential) and 
iExact < 2 (numerical estimation of phase shifts), then the exact phase shifts (calculated according 
to Eqs. (1.1.23), (1.1.24) and (1.1.25)) are displayed in addition to the phase shifts calculated by 
numerical solution of the coupled radial Dirac equatons. If the point-Coulomb field has been 
truncated (R_atom  0), then the values of  stored in the S integral data files should not be 
expected to be close to the values given by Eq. (1.1.23)), but this difference should be 
approximately the same for all  if R_atom is sufficiently large (see the remark after Eq. (1.2.3) in 
Section 1.2). The values of the latter difference are shown in the column “difference”. If 
R_atom > 0, then the difference obtained after the additional subtraction of the term  ln(2pRa) is 
shown in the column “difference2” (the latter difference should approach zero when Ra  ). 
 If interpolation of S integrals with respect to l has been requested (see Section 1.3.3), then 
the numbers of non-interpolated and interpolated S integrals are shown next. In addition, the 
numbers of integrals interpolated on logarithmic scale and the number of integrals interpolated on 
the linear scale are shown (the interpolation method is described in Section 1.3.3). If the latter 
number is greater than the former, this indicates that the “envelope” of the dependences S1(l) and 
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S2(l) has mainly oscillatory character (as in Fig. 2d), otherwise this dependence is mainly 
exponential (as in Fig. 2c). In the case “check=1” (see the description of parameter No. 7.3.4), the 
maximum absolute and relative differences of interpolated and non-interpolated S integrals are 
shown (“maxAbsDiff” and “maxRelDiff”, respectively), along with the corresponding  values of 1, 

2 and l and the difference of the other kind (these eight values are denoted “k1_maxAbsDiff”, 
“k2_maxAbsDiff”, “l_maxAbsDiff”, “relDiff_maxAbsDiff”, “k1_maxRelDiff”, “k2_maxRelDiff”, 
“l_maxRelDiff”, “absDiff_maxRelDiff”). Note: A large value of the maximum relative difference 
does not necessarily imply large inaccuracies of the cross sections, because the largest relative 
errors of the interpolation with respect to l occur near the values of l where the mentioned envelope 
changes sign (see Fig. 2d in Section 1.3.3). Since the corresponding values of the S integrals are 
very small, they do not affect the cross section significantly, and the large values of their relative 
errors do not have any important consequences. 
 Next, the maximum and minimum values of the S1 and S2 integrals (“S1” and “S2”, 
respectively) are displayed along with their absolute uncertainties (“err_S1” and “err_S2”, 
respectively). The indices of the displayed S integrals are indicated in parentheses after “S1” and 
“S2” in this order: 1, 2, l. After that, the two phase shifts ( ) corresponding to the values of 1 
and 2 specified on the command line are displayed (“delta1” and “delta2”, respectively, followed 
by the values of 1 and 2 in parentheses). If 1 < 0 or 2 < 0, then the value of  (defined by 
Eq. (4.10.1)) is displayed before the value of  (the value of  is denoted “delta' ”). Finally, a 
table of values of the S1 and S2 integrals corresponding to the values of 1 and 2 specified on the 
command line and their percent uncertainties is displayed. This table consists of 7 columns: 

1)  values of l, 
2)  values of the S1 integrals, 
3)  absolute uncertainties of the S1 integrals, 
4)  relative uncertainties of the S1 integrals (in percent, i.e., multiplied by 100), 
5)  values of the S2 integrals, 
6)  absolute uncertainties of the S2 integrals, 
7)  relative uncertainties of the S2 integrals (in percent, i.e., multiplied by 100). 

If interpolation of S integrals with respect to l has been applied (see Section 1.3.3), then the 
interpolated values are indicated by the minus sign before their absolute and relative uncertainties 
(the absolute uncertainties of the interpolated values are calculated by linear interpolation of the 
absolute uncertainties of the non-interpolated S integrals, which correspond to the knots of the cubic 
spline). If the uncertainties cannot be estimated due to absence of the “test” integrals in the 
available data (see Section 1.4), then the error estimates are set to zero in the case of 
non-interpolated S integrals, whereas the value of 1 is displayed instead of the error estimates of 
interpolated S integrals. The table with the S integrals will be displayed only if both values of  
specified by parameters No. 7.3.2–3 are represented in the available data. If it is not so and if both 

1 and 2 are non-zero, then a corresponding error message will be displayed at the beginning of the 
output data. If 1 or 2 is zero, then this error message will not be displayed. 

12. Using the interaction potential data in BREMS 
 The type of the interaction potential to be used during the calculation of the S integrals is 
defined by parameter No. 1.1.5 of S_integrals (see Section 4.1). The name of the corresponding 
variable in the source code is “IV”. Three types of the interaction potential are currently allowed: 

IV = 1: the point-Coulomb potential V(r) = Z / r (the unscreened nucleus), 
IV = 2: the screening function equal to a linear combination of up to 200 decaying exponentials, 
IV = 3: the Kohn-Sham (KS) potential or a user-specified potential in tabular format. 

When the option “IV=3” (the default) is specified, the Kohn-Sham potential is used by default. The 
text files with the Kohn-Sham V(r) data tables are in subfolder “V/Kohn-Sham/” of the BREMS 
distribution package. There is one file for each value of Z from 1 to 100 (the value of Z is indicated 
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in the name of the corresponding file). Each of these files contains three columns of numbers with 
the values of the radial coordinate r, the interaction potential V(r), and the screening function ( )V r . 
Both r and V are specified in relativistic units (see Section 1.1.1). This means that r is specified in 
units of e  = 3.861592677×10−13 m, where e  is the reduced Compton wavelength of the electron, 
and V is specified in units of the electron rest energy m0c2 = 510.9989461 keV. In the case “IV=3”, 
an arbitrary radial potential function V(r) of the form ( ) /V r r , where ( )V r  is any smooth negative-
valued monotonous function that decays exponentially in the limit r   and is equal to Z at 
r = 0, may be specified by the user in tabular format by modifying the parameters “dirV” 
(No. 1.1.6) and “dirV_aux” (No. 1.1.29), which are used to specify the folders with the V(r) data 
tables. Alternatively, the source code of BREMS (specifically, the subroutine “INITIALIZE” in the 
file “Brems_common.f90”) could be modified to allow an additional type of the interaction 
potential (for example, corresponding to IV = 4). This would require specifying the default V(r) 
data folder corresponding to the option “IV=4” in the source code of BREMS rather than on the 
command file or in the parameter file. If the format of the corresponding V(r) data files is different 
from the format described above, then the appropriate changes in the source code should be made. 
The maximum allowed number of the values of r in the V(r) data table (“breakpoints”) is 5000. 
 The value of r corresponding to the first point of the V(r) data table (r1) should not be too 
small, because it is used for setting the upper limits of the increment of r for numerical quadrature 
and of the step size of the Hamming’s modified predictor-corrector algorithm (see the descriptions 
of parameters No. 1.5.3 and No. 1.5.5 of S_integrals in Section 4). A very small value of r1 may 
cause a decrease of the mentioned step sizes. This, in turn, would increase the calculation time. 
 Cubic spline interpolation of the screening function ( )V r  is applied between the discrete 
values of r in the V(r) data tables. In the interval 0 < r < r1, where r1 is the first value of r in the V(r) 
data table, the dependence of V  on r is approximated by a Taylor series expansion of a linear 
combination of up to 50 decaying exponentials approximating the screening function ( )V r . This is 
the default behavior. There is also an option to calculate the values of ( )V r  in the interval 0 < r < r1 
using simple exponential interpolation. Exponential extrapolation of the screening function is 
applied in order to estimate V(r) when r is greater than the last value of r in the data table. The slope 
and intercept of ln ( )V r  in this range of r are determined by linear least squares fitting over a set of 
10 adjacent values of r, with an additional constraint requiring the fitted value of V corresponding 
to the first point in the set to be equal to the corresponding value in the data table. The mentioned 
set of 10 data points is in the range containing the last 20 points of the data table, excluding the part 
of the data beginning with the first zero or positive value of V. 11 sets of 10 points are tried, and the 
one providing the best fit is chosen. After that, the first point of the chosen set of 10 values of r is 
treated as the last point of the data table (at greater values of r, the interaction potential is calculated 
using the known slope and intercept of ln ( )V r ). 
 Any other interaction potential defined in tabular format may be used instead of the Kohn-
Sham potential, with the condition that it is described by a positive-valued screening function, 
which is a monotonous function equal to 1 at r = 0 and decaying exponentially when r  , and 
which can be approximated by a cubic spline between any two adjacent points of the data table. In 
addition, any interaction potential defined in tabular format may be fitted by a linear combination of 
up to 200 decaying exponentials by the method described in Section 1.8. This is a necessary first 
step before calculation of the atomic form factor and the approximate DCS based on the screened 
Born approximation using the formulas of Section 1.1.2. 
 By default, when the option “IV=2” is specified, the screening function is expressed as a 
linear combination of up to 50 exponentials (1.1.34a), with the a- and b-coefficients calculated by 
fitting the corresponding dataset, which has been loaded from a file in the folder “V/Kohn-Sham/”. 
These coefficients are stored in the files “V/Kohn-Sham/FitData.txt” and “V/Kohn-
Sham/FitData_lo.txt” (see also the description of parameters No. 1.1.22–23 in Section 4.1). The 
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only non-default option used in generating those files was “R_atom_max=1e4” (see the description 
of parameter No. 5.1.10 in Section 8.1). The folder “V/Kohn-Sham_appr/” contains the files 
obtained by transforming the same interaction potential into tabular format. The data in these files 
are identical to the interaction potential used in the case “IV=2 appr=4” and with the other control 
parameters equal to their default values (see also the description of parameter No. 1.1.8 “appr” in 
Section 4.1). This means that the results obtained using “IV=3 dirV=V/Kohn-Sham_appr/” should 
be identical to the results obtained using “IV=2 appr=4”, if the other control parameters are equal to 
their default values in both cases. 
 In the case of an ion, the screening function is defined according to Eq. (1.2.4). Everything 
that was said above about the screening function pertains only to the “normalized” variable part of 
the overall screening function, i.e., to the term ( )V r  in Eq. (1.2.4). The input screening function 
data (either loaded from a file or defined on the command line) are used to construct only the 
mentioned term, and the final screening function is subsequently calculated by applying the linear 
transform defined by Eq. (1.2.4). However, the input data files may contain the overall screening 
function of an ion (i.e.., it may approach a non-zero value as r approaches ). In such a case, the 
term ( )V r  in Eq. (1.2.4) is calculated by applying the opposite transform to the input data: 

in in

in

( )( )
1

V r iV r
i

,                                                        (12.1) 

where in ( )V r  is the input screening function, which is assumed to be equal to 1 at r = 0 and to iin at 
r  . Thus, the ion charge used for the calculations (Zi) may be different from the ion charge 
corresponding to the input data (Ziin). 

13. The test run 

13.1. The description of the test run and the output files 
In the subfolder “Test_runs” of the BREMS installation folder, there is the Windows batch 

file “Brems_79_100keV_KS.bat”, which performs the entire set of calculations described in Section 
2 for the case when the target is gold (Z = 79), incident electron energy is 100 keV, the photon 
energy is 10 keV or zero, and the Kohn-Sham (KS) interaction potential is used. The corresponding 
two command lines are 

..\Brems.exe Z=79 T1=0.1 Ep=0.01 suffix=_KS del_S_int=0 
and 

..\Brems.exe Z=79 T1=0.1 Ep=0 suffix=_KS 
All files created by running the mentioned batch file are in the same subfolder. The file 
“Screen_output_Z=79_T1=0.1_Ep=0.01.txt” contains the complete text that is displayed on the 
screen during the first mentioned call to Brems.exe. These files were created by executing the 
mentioned batch file on a notebook computer with an Intel Core i5-8300H processor, 8 GB RAM, 
and 64-bit Windows 10 (no other processor-intensive tasks were being run at the same time). 
Explanations of the various parts of the screen output contained in the file 
“Screen_output_Z=79_T1=0.1_Ep=0.01.txt” are provided in Section 13.2. There is also the batch 
file “Read_S_integrals_79_100keV_10keV_KS.bat”, which displays all the phase shifts, the 
normalization factors, and the values of the S integrals corresponding to 1 = 14 and 2 = 15, which 
are stored in the binary file with the S integral data created by the first mentioned call to Brems.exe. 

Since some of the stages of the calculation are relatively long, the program displays some 
intermediate data every few seconds in order to inform the user about the progress of the 
calculation. When k  0, BREMS calculates two sets of numerical integrals (in stage 1): the one 
corresponding to the specified parameters, and the “test” set, which is calculated with all 
computational tolerances and step sizes greater by a factor of 2 (this is done in order to estimate the 
uncertainties of the S integrals). When k = 0, the numerical integration is much shorter (because in 
this case the S integrals are not calculated numerically; only the system of ODEs (1.1.16a,b) is 
solved at the stage of the numerical integration). At the end of the calculation, the values of the 
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scaled single differential cross section and the extrapolated cross section are displayed. If the user 
does not request to keep the files with the intermediate data (such as the values of the S integrals 
and the values of the CS and the DCS for each value of max) and does not request to create the 
additional files (such as the file with the comparison of the fitted values of the CS obtained at 
several values of the endpoint of the fitting interval of max), then the output data of Brems.exe are 
written to four ASCII files (file name extension “.txt”). This number does not include up to four 
files with the data of the reference DCS and shape function (SF) No. 1 (which are calculated using 
the Born approximation with or without screening by default) and reference DCS and SF No. 2 
(which are calculated using the Sommerfeld-Maue approximation with the next-to-leading order 
correction and with or without the screening correction by default), as well as the file 
“CS_Born_SM.txt” with the corresponding values of the approximate CS. Those files are created if 
the mentioned reference data are needed and the corresponding data files are initially absent 
(conversely, if those files already exist at the start of the calculation, then the reference data will be 
loaded from them). A line of text with the values of the physical parameters, the main control 
parameters and the scaled CS calculated in stage 2 (before extrapolation of its dependence on max) 
is appended to the file “CS.txt”, and a line of text with the max-fitted (i.e., extrapolated to 

max  ) value of the scaled CS is appended to the file “CS_fitted.txt” (in this file, the values of 
the original and max-fitted CS are in the columns with headers “CS_MA[kmax]” and “CS_fitted[k-
>Inf]” respectively). The values of the scaled DCS and SF are written to the two files whose names 
start with “DCS_fitted_” and “ShapeFn_fitted_”, respectively. The remaining part of the latter two 
filenames indicates the values of Z, T1 and k, using the format “Z_T.TE XX_k.kkkE YY_KS.txt”, 
where “Z” is the atomic number, “T.TE XX” is the kinetic energy of the incident electron (MeV) 
rounded to 2 significant digits in scientific notation, and “k.kkkE YY” is the energy of the 
bremsstrahlung photon (MeV) rounded to 4 significant digits in scientific notation (“E XX” and 
“E YY” are the respective decimal exponents). The first four columns in the latter two files contain 
values of the angle  in degrees, values of the original (unfitted) scaled partial-wave (PW) DCS or 
SF, values of the spline-fitted PW DCS or SF, and values of the max-fitted (i.e., extrapolated to 

max  ) scaled DCS or SF. In all output files, the values of the scaled CS and DCS are given with 
18-digit precision using scientific notation (the units are mb and mb/sr, respectively). When 
T1 < 1 MeV (where T1 denotes the initial kinetic energy of the electron), the values of the DCS and 
the SF are calculated for 181 equidistant values of  from 0  to 180  by default (when 
1 MeV  T1  3 MeV, the default density of points in the angular range 0     10  is increased by 
a factor of 5, and when T1 > 3 MeV, the density in the entire angular range 0     180  is 
additionally doubled by default). If the mentioned batch file is executed repeatedly, then additional 
lines will be appended to the files “CS.txt” and “CS_fitted.txt”, and the other two mentioned files 
will be overwritten. 

The contents of the file “CS.txt” created during the test run: 
Columns 1 to 5: 

         Z                   T1(MeV)                   Ep(MeV)                    R_atom   IV  
 79.000000   1.00000000000000006E-01   1.00000000000000002E-02   1.18720482202181756E+03    3  
 79.000000   1.00000000000000006E-01   0.00000000000000000E+00   5.30633231473164051E+03    3  

Columns 6 to 21: 
nexp nCyc kmin1 kmax1 k1abs kmin2 kmax2 k2abs k2_bp1 dk2_1 dk2_n k2excl  lmin  lmax lmax2  test  
   0   80     1    80     1     1    80     1     30     5     5      0     0    32    32    29  
   0  100     1   100     1     1   100     1      0     0     0      0     0   100   100    90  

Columns 22 to 27: 
 l_int1 d_lstep stepMax                        CS              DCS_integral        rel_diff  
     -1       0       0   2.78481756062961807E+01   2.78482198850988958E+01   1.5900073E-06  
     -1       0       0   2.94396321161480081E+01   2.94396321161480508E+01   1.5543122E-15  

Columns 28 to 31: 
          max|relDiff_CS|          max|relDiff_DCS|          max|relDiff2_CS|         max|relDiff2_DCS|  
  8.52590689549466883E-07   5.43490548718540402E-06   1.88733534674689581E-12   1.56688042613586266E-08  
  2.55587908089998213E-06   7.99545415558988028E-06   0.00000000000000000E+00   0.00000000000000000E+00  
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Columns 32 to 35: 
  t[0_to_r0] t[r0_to_Inf]    t[CS_DCS]   total_time 
      33.880      289.737       21.774      354.362 
      14.044        0.276      156.796      171.114 

The contents of the file “CS_fitted.txt” created during the test run: 
Columns 1 to 7: 

         Z                   T1(MeV)                   Ep(MeV) kmax0 kmax vary_h_CS vary_h_DCS  
 79.000000   1.00000000000000006E-01   1.00000000000000002E-02    80   80        10          0  
 79.000000   1.00000000000000006E-01   0.00000000000000000E+00   100  100        10          0  

Columns 8 to 14: 
 shift_CS shift_DCS nObs fitRange_CS fitRange_DCS       maxRelErr      maxRelErr2  
        8         8    9           3            2   5.0000000E-02   1.0000000E-03  
        9         9   10           3            2   5.0000000E-02   1.0000000E-03  

Columns 15 to 19: 
  spline_theta_min   spline_theta_max nKnots             splIntRatio_1             splIntRatio_2  
      0.0000000000     180.0000000000     46   9.27981633942934314E-01   1.15801186870937878E+00  
      0.0000000000     180.0000000000     46   9.27846688989316659E-01   1.15812922266114393E+00  

Columns 20 to 24: 
 minSplIntWidth  maxSplIntWidth splRef splArg splLog  
    3.949670320     4.146336650      1      2      0  
    3.949653996     4.146374212      1      2      1  

Columns 25 to 29: 
spline_theta_min2  spline_theta_max2 nKnots2            splIntRatio2_1            splIntRatio2_2  
      0.0000000000     180.0000000000      37   8.21129241083989186E-02   1.30002401596424590E+01  
      0.0000000000     180.0000000000      31   7.35607292554438241E-01   1.17984559081208644E+01  

Columns 30 to 36: 
minSplIntWidth2 maxSplIntWidth2 splRef2 splArg2 splLog2 nErrTot nErr  
    3.918541501     7.501287406       3       2       0       0    0  
    4.035285069    12.090838470       3       2       0       0    0  

Columns 37 to 40: 
              CS_MA[kmax]             CS_ref_spline         CS_fitted[k->Inf]    DCS_int(10th_order_NC) 
  2.78475982549193404E+01   0.00000000000000000E+00   2.78510971856397553E+01   2.78532653860366217E+01 
  2.94365773571549809E+01   0.00000000000000000E+00   2.94815023415947621E+01   2.94819875558869100E+01 

Columns 41 to 43: 
       rel_diff                   ref1_CS                   ref2_CS 
  7.7849730E-05   2.70554545144368639E+01   2.07587050490960792E+01 
  1.6458262E-05   2.86578681616481425E+01   0.00000000000000000E+00 

Columns 44 to 48: 
      CS_relCorr   DCS_maxRelCorr    DCS_maxScCorr    SF_maxRelCorr     SF_maxScCorr  
  1.25645691E-04   1.06089114E-03   5.15947669E-04   8.57211495E-04   3.77074854E-04    
  1.52616195E-03   2.97293411E-03   1.87964179E-03   1.42808575E-03   6.78181087E-04    

Columns 49 to 52: 
DCS_maxRelC_ext   DCS_maxScC_ext   SF_maxRelC_ext    SF_maxScC_ext     
  1.06089114E-03   5.15947669E-04   8.77961804E-04   3.90449166E-04     
  2.97293411E-03   1.87964179E-03   1.53200820E-03   7.49550844E-04     

Columns 53 to 57: 
CS_fitted_relSD     DCS_maxRelSD  DCS_maxScaledSD      SF_maxRelSD   SF_maxScaledSD     
  1.76856212E-04   1.84992576E-04   1.04664279E-04   1.84992576E-04   1.04664279E-04     
  8.04528571E-05   4.21535755E-05   2.95189709E-05   4.21535755E-05   2.95189709E-05     

Columns 58 to 63: 
 CS_ref1_relDiff DCS_ref1_maxRelD  SF_ref1_maxRelD     CS_ref2_relDiff DCS_ref2_maxRelD  SF_ref2_maxRelD 
  2.94078472E-02  -2.13579519E-01  -2.36105237E-01      3.41658698E-01   5.04656223E-01  -1.82316097E-01 
  2.87402460E-02  -1.96627583E-01  -2.19084508E-01      0.00000000E+00   0.00000000E+00   0.00000000E+00 

The contents of the file “DCS_fitted_79_1.0E-01_1.000E-02_KS.txt” with the values of the 
scaled DCS calculated during the first call to Brems.exe in the mentioned batch file: 

Columns 1 to 4: 
                 theta        DCS_smoothed[kmax]          DCS_extrap[kmax]                DCS_fitted  
   0.00000000000000000   5.73765690714671628E+00   5.73765690714671628E+00   5.74374393654705173E+00  
   1.00000000000000000   5.73604834221620319E+00   5.73604834221620319E+00   5.74212846660280629E+00  
   2.00000000000000000   5.73122868245102790E+00   5.73122868245102790E+00   5.73728814596767833E+00  

…(175 lines removed)… 
178.00000000000000000   8.62704956309094828E-01   8.62704956309094828E-01   8.62707542802415461E-01  
179.00000000000000000   8.62452560022720194E-01   8.62452560022720194E-01   8.62455146292163577E-01  
180.00000000000000000   8.62368442557623682E-01   8.62368442557623682E-01   8.62371028750965829E-01  
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Columns 5 to 8: 
                 DCS_ref1                  DCS_ref2     sin(theta)*DCS_fitted data 
  7.30365507170426920E+00   5.23520585495824609E+00   0.00000000000000000E+00    2 
  7.30021999186342274E+00   5.23335201694531271E+00   1.00213959814247716E-01    2 
  7.28993221897586441E+00   5.22779497561494200E+00   2.00228468731496884E-01    2 

…(175 lines removed)… 
  8.01089377945987335E-01   6.36056728960289752E-01   3.01080590452557605E-02    2 
  8.00881178025152018E-01   6.35928201930967885E-01   1.50519177470175864E-02    2 
  8.00811789631228899E-01   6.35885544911423906E-01   1.05609992003728042E-16    2 

Columns 9 to 12: 
       DCS_relCorr  DCS_scaledAbsCorr DCS_relCorr_extrap DCSscaledAbsCorExt 
  1.0608911440E-03   0.0000000000E+00   1.0608911440E-03   0.0000000000E+00 
  1.0599848578E-03   4.0290659648E-05   1.0599848578E-03   4.0290659648E-05 
  1.0572712855E-03   8.0295264703E-05   1.0572712855E-03   8.0295264703E-05 

…(175 lines removed)… 
  2.9981203906E-06   3.4274183723E-08   2.9981203906E-06   3.4274183723E-08 
  2.9987382069E-06   1.7138218772E-08   2.9987382069E-06   1.7138218772E-08 
  2.9989424641E-06   1.2025646581E-22   2.9989424641E-06   1.2025646581E-22 

Columns 13 to 17: 
  DCS_ref1_relDiff   DCS_ref2_relDiff      relDiff_S_int       relDiff_lmax nObs 
 -2.1357951873E-01   9.7138125162E-02   2.0731417489E-06   1.8572968467E-07    9 
 -2.1343076332E-01   9.7218082791E-02   1.9650447209E-06   1.6335552289E-07    9 
 -2.1298470636E-01   9.7458521753E-02   1.6513383128E-06   1.0321195513E-07    9 

…(175 lines removed)… 
  7.6917965152E-02   3.5633742011E-01   5.8723493113E-07   6.9158611874E-08    9 
  7.6882776068E-02   3.5621465391E-01   7.3386842181E-07   9.5500382713E-08    9 
  7.6871045003E-02   3.5617334857E-01   7.8361862244E-07   1.0507271497E-07    9 

Columns 18 to 22: 
       DCS_relSD  DCS_scaledAbsSD n_mu    DCS_relSD_tot  DCS_scAbsSD_tot 
  1.84980866E-04   0.00000000E+00    0   1.84992576E-04   0.00000000E+00 
  1.84868512E-04   7.03297694E-06    0   1.84879027E-04   7.03337698E-06 
  1.84532129E-04   1.40263879E-05    0   1.84539547E-04   1.40269517E-05 

…(175 lines removed)… 
  2.51768010E-06   2.87760601E-08    0   2.58618268E-06   2.95590168E-08 
  2.51661654E-06   1.43799346E-08    0   2.62317404E-06   1.49888035E-08 
  2.51626955E-06   1.00881190E-22    0   2.63755774E-06   1.05743824E-22 

Notes: 1. The values of the scaled CS and DCS in the output data (including the data 
displayed on the screen) are defined as the left-hand sides of Eq. (1.1.5) and Eq. (1.1.4), 
respectively, i.e., they are equal to the true cross sections multiplied by k / Z2 (the units are indicated 
after Eq. (1.1.5) and Eq. (1.1.4)). 2. The values of the shape function are defined as the ratio of the 
DCS and the angular integral of the same DCS (the latter integral is calculated numerically). 
3. During the calculation, in order to avoid text wrapping (which would reduce readability of the 
output data on the screen), the screen buffer width must be at least 235. On Windows, this can be 
achieved, e.g., by entering “mode 235” at the command prompt in the console window before 
starting the calculation (this command is included in the mentioned batch file). 

13.2. The screen output of the test run 
Below is the complete screen output displayed during the first call to Brems.exe in the 

Windows batch file “Test_runs\Brems_79_100keV_KS.bat” (the corresponding command line is 
“Brems.exe Z=79 T1=0.1 Ep=0.01”), with explanations of each part of the output text (the screen 
output and its explanations are printed in different typefaces). The only omitted part of the 
displayed text is the version number, which is displayed immediately after starting BREMS. This 
output was produced using a notebook computer with an Intel Core i5-8300H processor, 8 GB 
RAM, and 64-bit Windows 10, without any other processor-intensive tasks running in the 
background at the same time. The complete text that is displayed on the screen during the 
mentioned call to Brems.exe is in the file “Test_runs\Screen_output_Z=79_T1=0.1_Ep=0.01.txt”. 
The nine ASCII files created during this run are also included in the BREMS distribution package. 

1) At first, the values of several control parameters that were not explicitly specified by the user are 
displayed: 
IV =                    3 
accuracy_level =        1 
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ndp =                ‐300 
k12ratio =              1 
Kmax1 =                80 
Kmax2 =                80 
isAbs_K1 =              1 
isAbs_K2 =              1 
k2_breakpoint1 =       30 
k2_step_first =         5 
k2_step_last =          5 
lmax =                 80 
lmax_MP =              32 
tol_A =               0.000000E+00 
tol_delta =           0.000000E+00 
Q_last =             ‐1.000000E‐08 
R_atom =             ‐2.000000E+01 
pr_transition2 =     ‐8.000000E+02 
r_incr_max =         ‐1.000000E‐02 
delta_V_max =         1.000000E‐02 
maxRelErr =           5.000000E‐02 
maxRelErr2 =          1.000000E‐03 
nErrMax =               6 
vary_h_CS =            10 
vary_h_DCS =            0 
fitRange_CS =           3 
fitRange_DCS =          2 
avg_period_min_CS =     5 
avg_period_min_DCS =    5 

2) The next eight lines display the sequence number of the current stage, the relative deviation of 
the tabular screening function at the first radial breakpoint of the data table 1( )V r  from its 
“reference” value ref 1( )V r  (see also the description of parameter No. 1.1.26 “file_Taylor”), the total 
number of S integrals (1.1.15a,b), the total number of Sij integrals (i, j = 1, 2) defined by (1.2.6), and 
the total number of terms of the form (1.2.12) that have to be added up during calculation of the 
coefficients of the linear combinations of the integrals (1.2.13a,b). It is denoted “nterms_tot”. The 
time of the analytical integration is proportional to the latter number (another factor that affects the 
time of the analytical integration is the precision level used). The alternative values of the same 
numbers to be used in QP or MP mode are shown with the suffix “MP”. These numbers are less 
than the ones to be used in DP mode because of the smaller maximum value of l in the sum 
(1.1.10). In this example, the maximum value of lmax in DP mode is 80 (it is denoted “lmax” in the 
previous excerpt), but in QP or MP mode it is less by a factor of 2.5, i.e., 32 (denoted “lmax_MP” 
in the previous excerpt): 
STAGE 1: 
 
Relative  deviation  of  the  screening  function  at  the  first  radial  breakpoint  from  the  reference  value 

specified in the file "..\V/Kohn‐Sham/TaylorCoefs.txt": ‐1.7755881E‐04 
 
Number of S integrals          =   415000 
Number of S integrals using MP =   127724 
 
 Number of integrals of r*r*"j/y"[n1]*"j/y"[n2]*j[n3]          =      294404 
 Number of integrals of r*r*"j/y"[n1]*"j/y"[n2]*j[n3] using MP =       84828 
 
 nterms_tot    =            7138212801 
 nterms_tot_MP =             789216035 

3) After the preliminary information described above, the numerical integration begins. During the 
numerical integration¸ a line with the current values of several variables is printed on the screen 
every 5 seconds. This line contains the following information: (a) the current time of the numerical 
integration (in seconds), (b) the sequence number of the last step of the numerical quadrature (“i”), 
(c) the current value of the radial coordinate r (“r”), (d) the percentage done, i.e., the ratio of the 
current value of r and the limiting radius (this entry is present only if the limiting radius has been 
defined, i.e., when the interaction potential is “truncated”, i.e., when R_atom  0, or during the 
“test” numerical integration, or when pr_transition2  0 and r < pr_transition2 / p2), (e) the current 
values of p1r and p2r (“p(1)*r” and “p(2)*r”, respectively), (f) the number of wave functions that 
have not attained the asymptotic form yet (“Nasymp”), (g) the current values of the S integrals 
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(“S1” and “S2”) corresponding to the largest 1, 2 and l, with an additional condition that 2  1 
(the indices of the displayed S integrals are indicated in parentheses after “S1” or “S2” in this order: 

1, 2, l), (h) the maximum ranges of variation of A  and  over the last 10 “test” points 
(“A_range” and “delta_range”). If A_range and delta_range have not been calculated yet, then they 
are not shown. If all wave functions have attained the asymptotic form (1.1.18), i.e., if “Nasymp” is 
zero, but the other conditions for terminating the numerical integration are not satisfied yet, then the 
last two entries of the output line change: “A_range” and “delta_range” are replaced by the values 
of the two phase correction integrals (“Q(1)” and “Q(2)”).  Since these lines are rather long (234 
characters), some of the mentioned entries are omitted in the sample output, which is presented 
below. The omitted text is marked by an ellipsis (however, if the ellipsis is at the end of a line and is 
not preceded by a comma, then it is actually present in the text displayed by BREMS): 
 Inverse minimum momentum transfer =         59.3602411010909 
 Cutoff radius of the potential function =   1187.20482202182 
 
Calculating the continuum wave functions and the numerical integrals... 
The integration step became too large. Restarting the numerical integration... 
       5.6 s:  i =      140, r = 5.339395E+00 ( 0.4%), ... 
      10.6 s:  i =     2940, r = 4.027429E+02 (33.9%), ... 
      15.6 s:  i =     5480, r = 7.902304E+02 (66.5%), ... A_range= 1.077333E‐01, delta_range= 8.171722E‐02. 
      20.6 s:  Calculating spherical Bessel functions j_n and y_n for n =       2... 
Wave functions corresponding to energy No.1 attained asymptotic form at r <= 1.187205E+03, ... 
The power‐series solution algorithm terminated at r = 1.187205E+03, ... 
Time of the initial numerical integration =      20.8 s 
 
r0 =   1.18720482202181779E+03, ... Max|S1,2| = 1.056759E+01, Min|S1,2| = 2.962741E‐39. 
 
Recalculating ... with the computational tolerances and step sizes greater by a factor of 2... 
The integration step became too large. Restarting the numerical integration... 
       5.0 s:  i =     1010, r = 2.631559E+02 (22.1%), ... 
       9.9 s:  i =     3770, r = 1.105255E+03 (93.0%), ... A_range= 7.079209E‐05, delta_range= 4.289608E‐04. 
Wave functions corresponding to energy No.1 attained asymptotic form at r <= 1.187205E+03, ... 
The power‐series solution algorithm terminated at r = 1.187205E+03, ... 
Time of the test numerical integration =     10.5 s 
 
Total time =      33.9 s 
 
r0 =   1.18720482202181756E+03, ... Max|S1,2| = 1.056758E+01, Min|S1,2| = 2.962736E‐39. 

4) The information that is displayed after terminating the numerical integration is mostly self-
explanatory. It consists of the following items: (a) the maximum change of the numerical S1 and S2 
integrals after increasing the computational tolerances and step sizes by a factor of 2 (the maximum 
absolute change is denoted “S1_num_maxDiff_abs” and “S2_num_maxDiff_abs”, respectively, and 
the maximum relative change is denoted “S1_num_maxDiff_rel” and “S2_num_maxDiff_rel”, 
respectively), (b) the values of the numerical S integrals and their uncertainties corresponding to the 
largest absolute values of 1, 2, and l (with the additional condition that 2  1), (c) the values of 
the factors A 1 and A 2 in (1.1.18) and the corresponding values of 

1
 and 

2
 for the same values 

of 1 and 2 (the values of 
1
 and 

2
 are adjusted by adding 2 n, where n is an integer number, so 

that the final values of the phase shifts are between  and ), (d) the final values of the phase 
correction integrals corresponding to the two energies of the electron (those values are displayed 
only when at least one of them is non-zero, and hence they are not shown in the case of a truncated 
interaction potential, as in the current example): 
The  maximum  change  of  the  S1  integrals  after  increasing  the  computational  tolerances  and  step  sizes  by  a 

factor of 2: 
S1_num_maxDiff_abs =  5.9501128773398193E‐05, S1_num_maxDiff_rel =  1.7087470644537978E‐01 
 
The  maximum  change  of  the  S2  integrals  after  increasing  the  computational  tolerances  and  step  sizes  by  a 

factor of 2: 
S2_num_maxDiff_abs =  5.6337146174811892E‐05, S2_num_maxDiff_rel =  2.2629534671995535E‐01 
 
S1(   80,  75,  80): 
      Numerical integral =  ‐1.092983979632029E‐035 
      Test integral =       ‐1.092983979602453E‐035 
      Difference =          ‐2.957614609070271E‐046 
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      Relative difference =  2.705999963573117E‐011 
 
S2(   80,  75,  80): 
      Numerical integral  =  9.921851823579546E‐036 
      Test integral =        9.921851823898307E‐036 
      Difference =          ‐3.187606012373705E‐046 
      Relative difference = ‐3.212712776861144E‐011 
 
Energy No. 1: A(  80) = 3.5701972489710299E+00, delta(  80) = 1.0081397568731135E‐01 
Energy No. 2: A(  75) = 3.7529144175888756E+00, delta(  75) = 1.0623641193469160E‐01 

5) Before calculating the analytical part of the S integrals, the program attempts by default to 
determine the maximum value of lmax such that double precision is sufficient for the analytical 
integration and lmax belongs to the interval with the endpoints equal to the values of the two 
parameters “lmax” and “lmax_MP” mentioned above (thus, not only the precision level is 
optimized as described in Section 1.3.1, but also the value of lmax is optimized). If no such value of 
lmax is found, then the analytical integration will be performed using QP or MP, with 
lmax = lmax_MP. The precision level is optimized for each tested value of lmax. In this example, the 
final precision level corresponds to QP, and lmax = 32. During the subsequent analytical integration, 
feedback is provided to the user every 10 seconds in the form of messages indicating the percentage 
of the terms of the type (1.2.12) calculated: 
Performing analytical integration to infinity: 
 
Calculating the trigonometric integrals... 
     p_prime = p(1) + p(2) + p(3) 
     p_prime = p(1) + p(2) ‐ p(3) 
     p_prime = p(1) ‐ p(2) + p(3) 
     p_prime = p(1) ‐ p(2) ‐ p(3) 
 
Optimizing the precision level... 
Precision level of   87 digits required with lmax =  80. Calculating with lmax =  72... 
Precision level of   73 digits required with lmax =  72. Calculating with lmax =  65... 
Precision level of   66 digits required with lmax =  65. Calculating with lmax =  59... 
Precision level of   58 digits required with lmax =  59. Calculating with lmax =  53... 
Precision level of   44 digits required with lmax =  53. Calculating with lmax =  48... 
Precision level of   44 digits required with lmax =  48. Calculating with lmax =  43... 
Precision level of   37 digits required with lmax =  43. Calculating with lmax =  38... 
Precision level of   29 digits required with lmax =  38. Calculating with lmax =  33... 
Precision level of   22 digits required with lmax =  33. Calculating with lmax =  32... 
Precision level set to   22 digits. 
 
Quadruple precision will be used. 
 
 kmax(1)    =          80 
 kmax(2)    =          80 
 kmax(3)    =          32 
 kmax_tot   =         192 
 
 nterms     =             789216035 
 
 Number of S integrals =      127724 
 Number of integrals of r*r*"j/y"[n1]*"j/y"[n2]*j[n3] =       84828 
 
      10.1 s:   9.3% of terms calculated. 
      20.1 s:  19.1% of terms calculated. 
      30.2 s:  29.2% of terms calculated. 
      40.3 s:  40.3% of terms calculated. 
      50.3 s:  52.9% of terms calculated. 
      60.3 s:  65.4% of terms calculated. 
      70.3 s:  77.7% of terms calculated. 
      80.4 s:  90.6% of terms calculated. 

6)  After terminating the analytical integration, the maximum change of the total S1 and S2 integrals, 
when the phase shift is changed by the value of the corresponding range of , is displayed (the 
maximum absolute change is denoted “S1_maxDiff_abs” and “S2_maxDiff_abs”, respectively, and 
the maximum relative change is denoted “S1_maxDiff_rel” and “S2_maxDiff_rel”, respectively). 
The last piece of information displayed after terminating the analytical integration and before 
exiting subroutine “S_integrals” (i.e., before ending stage 1) consists of the final values of the total 
S integrals (from 0 to ) corresponding to the largest absolute values of 1, 2, and l (with the 
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additional condition that 2  1), their uncertainties due to the uncertainty of the phase shift, and 
the total uncertainties. The total uncertainties are calculated by combining the errors of the 
numerical integration with the errors caused by the uncertainty of the phase shift (the latter two 
errors are assumed to be independent, hence they are combined in quadrature): 
The maximum change of S1 integrals after changing the phase shift: 
S1_maxDiff_abs =  3.8566088571618806E‐06, S1_maxDiff_rel =  1.2017343042149381E+04 
 
The maximum change of S2 integrals after changing the phase shift: 
S2_maxDiff_abs =  4.0098973306709303E‐06, S2_maxDiff_rel =  1.1435430116039461E+04 
 
Analytical integrals calculated in     289.7 s 
 
S1(   80,  75,  32): 
      Total integral:               ‐1.055493927936552E‐009 
      Change after modifying delta:  1.025242033836508E‐016 
      Relative change:               9.713386374858782E‐008 
      Total absolute uncertainty:    6.179325274795245E‐014 
      Total relative uncertainty:    5.854439434697250E‐005 
 
S2(   80,  75,  32): 
      Total integral:                1.207714643515403E‐009 
      Change after modifying delta:  1.126363075090059E‐016 
      Relative change:               9.326400744893291E‐008 
      Total absolute uncertainty:    6.452411378258778E‐014 
      Total relative uncertainty:    5.342662203281041E‐005 
 
Subroutine S_INTEGRALS: elapsed time =     332.6 s 

7)  At the beginning of stage 2, subroutine “Bremsstrahlung” loads the S integral data from the 
binary files created in stage 1 by subroutine “S_integrals”. If the values of | 1|max, | 2|max or lmax in 
the available data are less than the values indicated by the input parameters, the latter parameters 
will be reduced and a corresponding message will be displayed (this is the case in the current 
example: the original value of lmax is 80, but its value after the mentioned optimization in stage 1 is 
32). After that, the “R factors” (defined by Eq. (1.1.10)) and the spherical harmonics are calculated, 
and the messages indicating the duration of each of those two stages are displayed. Those two times 
are usually a small fraction of the total duration of stage 2, but only if the pre-computed values of 
the Wigner 3j coefficients in Eq. (1.1.14) are available, or if the maximum values of l1 and l2 do not 
exceed 160. The Wigner 3j coefficients corresponding to l1,2 > 80 are loaded from the files located 
in the subfolder “3j”, and if those files are not available, then the mentioned 3j coefficients will be 
calculated and those files will be created. If the maximum value of l1 or l2 is greater than 160 and 
both l1 and l2 are less than 431, then some of the 3j coefficients will be calculated using multiple 
precision at the precision level of 100 digits, and if l1 > 430 or l2 > 430, then 200-digit precision will 
be used, which may cause a significant increase of the total processing time: 
STAGE 2: 
 
Values of     287276 S integrals are missing. 
 
 lmax reduced to           32 
 
 Number of R factors =       665600 
R factors calculated in      11.6 s 
 
Calculating spherical harmonics... 
Spherical harmonics calculated in       1.4 s 

8)  After calculating the R factors and the spherical harmonics, the calculation of the truncated 
series (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) begins. The terms of these two series are grouped into sets of terms having 
the same value of | 1|, 1| |  or | 2|. This makes it possible to calculate the values of the mentioned 
series corresponding to a sequence of increasing values of max = max(| 2|) and max(| 1|) (which is a 
multiple of max, according to (1.5.2)). The values of the scaled CS (1.1.5) and DCS (1.1.4) at each 
angle , corresponding to the last (maximum) value of max, are displayed every 5 seconds or at 
longer intervals (depending on the time needed to process one value of the angle ). If the “test” 
values of the CS and DCS have been requested (see the description of parameter No. 2.2.18 in 
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Section 5.2 and the description of the output files of stage 2 in Section 5.8), then the three 
corresponding sets of cross sections are calculated sequentially, and the current set is indicated by 
the text “test = 0”, “test = 1” or “test = 2” in the messages that are displayed on the screen: 
Calculating cross sections... 
       0.0 s:  test = 0,  kmax =  80,  CS =  2.78481756062961807E+01 
       2.9 s:  test = 1,  kmax =  80,  CS =  2.78481988057582051E+01 
       5.7 s:  test = 2,  kmax =  80,  CS =  2.78481756062946779E+01 
 
Cross sections calculated in       8.7 s 
 
CS =  2.78481756062961807E+01,  DCS integral =  2.78482198850988958E+01,  rel. diff. =  1.5900073E‐06 
 
Subroutine BREMSSTRAHLUNG: elapsed time =      21.8 s (total time =      354.4 s) 

9)  If reference functions have to be used in stage 3 (see Section 6.5), then the program attempts to 
load the reference function data from the corresponding files at the start of stage 3. If those files do 
not exist, then BREMS will recreate them. In order to do that, BREMS enters temporarily into the 
“special” operation mode described in Section 7. During the calculation of the reference DCS, its 
values are displayed on the screen every 5 seconds or at longer intervals (depending on the time 
needed to process one value of the angle ): 
STAGE 3: 
 
Reference  DCS  No.  1  will  be  used  for  cubic  spline  fitting  of  the  angular  dependence  of  the  DCS,  or  for 

comparison with it. If this is not required, use T1_thr1>T1, or T2_thr1>T2, or Ep_thr1>Ep. 
The  reference  data  file  "DCS_Born_screened_79_1.0E‐01_1.000E‐02.txt"  does  not  exist  or  is  empty.  The 

corresponding data will be recalculated and an attempt will be made to recreate the file. 
The screened Born approximation with the Elwert factor will be applied. The analytical expression of the DDCS 

will be used. 
       5.0 s: theta =  80.00,  DDCS =  1.86874334161817468E+00 
      10.0 s: theta = 160.00,  DDCS =  8.29033522549356583E‐01 
The SDCS will be calculated by adaptive numerical angular integration of the DDCS. 
      14.1 s: SDCS =  2.70554545144368639E+01,  relErr =  4.4410919E‐07,  nEval =       45 
 
DDCS integral (10th order Newton‐Cotes formula) =  2.70554545144311831E+01 (relative deviation from the value 

obtained by adaptive numerical integration = ‐2.0994317E‐13) 
 
Subroutine BORN_SM_APPR: elapsed time =      14.1 s (total time =      368.5 s) 
 
 
Reference  DCS  No.  2  will  be  used  for  cubic  spline  fitting  of  the  angular  dependence  of  the  DCS,  or  for 

comparison with it. If this is not required, use T1_thr2>T1, or T2_thr2>T2, or Ep_thr2>Ep. 
The  reference  data  file  "DCS_SM_NLO_screened_79_1.0E‐01_1.000E‐02.txt"  does  not  exist  or  is  empty.  The 

corresponding data will be recalculated and an attempt will be made to recreate the file. 
The  Sommerfeld‐Maue  approximation  with  the  next‐to‐leading‐order  correction,  and  the  screening  correction 

with the Elwert factor will be applied. 
       5.2 s: theta =  30.00,  DDCS =  3.90852995059603847E+00,  relErr =  9.8799578E‐06,  nEval =     6475 
      10.3 s: theta =  54.00,  DDCS =  2.39846825861017354E+00,  relErr =  9.7514999E‐06,  nEval =     6401 
      15.4 s: theta =  80.00,  DDCS =  1.42751854716563620E+00,  relErr =  9.7267583E‐06,  nEval =     6031 
      20.4 s: theta = 111.00,  DDCS =  9.07713539158831018E‐01,  relErr =  9.6587657E‐06,  nEval =     4625 
      25.5 s: theta = 153.00,  DDCS =  6.68323097719961567E‐01,  relErr =  9.5736534E‐06,  nEval =     2479 
 
DDCS integral (10th order Newton‐Cotes formula) =  2.07587050490960792E+01 
 
Subroutine BORN_SM_APPR: elapsed time =      27.2 s (total time =      395.7 s) 
 

10)  The text that is displayed afterwards starts with a reminder about the cubic spline fitting (if it 
has been requested). The next line repeats the value of max( max) and CS from stage 2. Afterwards, 
the program may display the messages informing the user about the progress of the angular spline 
fitting of the original partial-wave DCS, if such fitting has been requested (these messages are 
absent in the example below due to short time of the angular spline fitting in this example). During 
the subsequent max-fitting of the (D)CS (whose angular dependence may have been spline-fitted 
previously), the messages informing about the current stage of the calculation are displayed at 5-
second or longer intervals. Those messages use the following terms and notations: 
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 “shift” is the sequence number of the current fitting interval (also called “shift” in this 
document), which starts from shift_k_max (see the description of parameters No. 3.2.7–8) 
and ends at 0, 

 “k_start” and “k_end” are the first and last values of max in the current fitting interval, 

 “Nfit” is the number of values of max in the current fitting interval (Nfit=k_end k_start+1), 

 “cycle” is the number 1 or 2 indicating which of the two intervals with the same endpoint is 
currently used (the corresponding number of values of max in the interval is calculated using 
Eq. (1.5.11b) or (1.5.11a), respectively, or is equal to the value of parameter Nfit_(D)CS or 
to 0.5*Nfit_(D)CS, respectively), 

 “n” is the sequence number of the current value of the angle  (if the DCS is currently being 
fitted), or the number 0 if the CS is currently being fitted (in the latter case, there is also the 
text “(CS)” after the current elapsed time of stage 3, which is shown at the start of the line), 

 “theta” is the current value of the angle  (in degrees). 

The first entry in the first line displayed after the max-fitting (“tol_range”) is the tolerance for the 
relative range of variation of the DCS in the fitting interval of max. If the range of variation of the 
DCS as a function of max for a particular value of  is less than this tolerance, then BREMS will 
assume that there is no significant change, and the nonlinear fitting will not be performed for that 
angle. The second and third entries in the same line are the two limiting values of the angle  
(“theta_limits”) where the dependence of the DCS on max changes its direction. The first limit is 
the last value of  where the mentioned dependence is a monotonous increase, and the second limit 
is the first value of  where the mentioned dependence is a monotonous decrease (the range of 
variation of the DCS in the fitting interval is greater than tol_range in both cases). If the value of a 
limit is equal to 1, this means that the DCS does not belong to the corresponding category at any 
value of . 

Afterwards, the program may display the messages informing the user about the progress of the 
angular spline fitting of the max-fitted DCS, if such fitting has been requested (these messages are 
absent in the example below due to short time of the angular spline fitting in this example). The 
next three lines contain the value of the fitted CS, its relative deviation (in percent) from the original 
(unfitted) value of the CS, and the angular integral of the fitted DCS and its relative deviation from 
the fitted CS. The last line contains the duration of stage 3 and the total duration of the current run 
of BREMS: 
Cubic spline fitting of the angular dependence of the original partial‐wave DCS and kmax‐fitted DCS will be 

performed. If this is not required, use splineRef=0 and splineRef_fitted=0. 
 
 kmax =          80 ,   CS =   27.8481756062962 
 
Performing the angular spline fitting of the partial‐wave DCS... 
 
[shift =  ‐8]  The relative correction of the DCS due to kmax‐fitting is equal to  0.0E+00 at theta = 180.00. 
The endpoint of the angular spline‐fitting interval will be changed to 180 degrees. 
       5.9 s: shift =  ‐6, k_start =  46, k_end =  74, Nfit =  29, n =   1,  theta =   0.00 
      12.3 s: shift =  ‐1, k_start =  50, k_end =  79, Nfit =  30, n =   1,  theta =   0.00 
 tol_range = 1.0E‐03,  theta_limits =  61.00 and  ‐1.00 
 
Fitted CS =                  2.78510971856397553E+01 
Correction due to fitting =  1.2565E‐02 % 
Fitted DCS integral =        2.78532653860366217E+01 (deviation from the fitted CS =  7.7850E‐03 %) 
 
Subroutine BREMS_FIT: elapsed time =      57.2 s (total time =      411.6 s) 

It should be noted that some variation in the format and quantity of the information that is 
displayed and written to files is possible, depending on the values of some input parameters. For 
example, if the photon energy is zero, then the format of the information that is displayed in stage 1 
is different from the above example due to significant differences of the calculation procedure. 
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